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ECG MACHINES?/6v 10AH BAT1S/24V 8A TX Ex 
government ECG machines1  Measures 390X320X120mm, on the 
front are controls for scan speed scan delay scan mode loads of 
connections on the rear inclucfing video out etc On the front panel are 
two DIN sockets for connecting the body sensors to Sensors not 
included, Inside 2 x 6v 10AH sealed lead acid butts (generally not in 
good condition), pcb's and a 8A"? 24v torrogial transformer (mains in) 
sold as seen, may have one or two broken knobs etc due to poor 

storage £t599 ref VP2 

HYDROPONICS DO YOU GROWYOUR OWN? 
We have a full colour hydroponics cataiogue a variable containing 

nutrients, pumps, fittings, enviromental control, light fittings, 

plants, test equipment etc Ring for your free copy. 

PC COMBINED UPS AND PSU The unit has a total 
power of 292 watts standard mother board connectors and 12 peripheral 
power leads for drives etc Inside is 3 12s 7 2aH sealed lead acid 
battenes Backup time is 8 reins at full load or 30 mins at half load Made 
in the UK by Magnum, 110 or 240vac input, • 5v at 35A, -5v at 5A •12v 
at 9A, -12v at 5A outputs 170x260x220mm new and boxed £29 99 
Ref PCUPS2 

WINDOWS 95 C D As su ppled wth HeMet Packard PC's these 
CD shave all the window files on them and were intended to be used to 
restore windows on a PC after a crash etc £15 REF SX06 

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CD, PACKED WITH 
HUNDREDS OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY 
RELATED  ARTICLES,PLANS  AND 

INFORMATION ETC £14.50 REF CD56 

aerial photography kit This rocket comes with a built in 
camera' rt flies up to 500 feet (150 m) turns over and takes an aerial 
photograph of the ground below The rocket then returnsafelywih itsfilm 
via its built in paracute takes standard 110 film Supplied complete with 
every/thing including a launch pad and 3 motors (no film) £2998 ref 
astro 

SATELLITE MODULATOR MODULES prices from 
just 9p Surface mount modulators full of components Fitted with an F 
type connector and a uhf type connector Pack of 10) £9 95 ref SS20 

PROJECT BOXES Another bargain for you are these smart 
ABS project boxes, smart two piece screw together case measuring 
approx 6-x5"x2" complete with panel mounted LED Inside you will find 
loads of free bits. tape heads, motors chips resistors. transistors etc 
Pack 01 20 £19 95 ref MD2 

REMOTE HEATING CONTROLLERS WITH 30A 
MAINS RELAY from just 99p These units were designed tube pli. wi 
into a telephone socket You then called the phone and some how it 

turned the heating on Each box contains lots of bits including a mains 
30A relay pack 01 20 £20 ref SS34 

PIR CAMEWAPQ - wit in CCTV camera (composite output) IR 

strobe light PIP detector and battery backup Designed to 'squid' 
pictures down the 'phone line but works well as a standalone unit 
Bargain pnce £3995 ref S-S81J These urfits are brand new modules 
designed to take 'pictures of intruders and then transmit the pictures 
clown the telephone line The PIR detects the intruder fires the strobe 
light this ensures a perfect picture even in total darkness The picture 
is stored in memory inside the module and then sent by modem (not 
Included) down the telephone line The units also have a nocad battery 
pack included presumably to maintain operation in the event of mains 
power failure Output from the camera is standard b/w composite 
320)(240 pixels with a 90x65 oegree field of view the picture quality is 
excellent Each PIR also contains a video capture and compression 
unit The infra red strobe has a range of 15m The pir has a range of 
12m Power requirements are 12v dc 400mA Power supplies available 
at £5 ref SS80The units are supplied with connection details etc but we 
do not have any information on using the compression a nd capture unit 
or interfacing to modems etc The units do have operational PIR s, 
strobes and cameras (camera is 12vdc and gives out standard 
composite tv p-pmcleo) how you adapt these to work together is entirely 
up to you Retail once for the units was in excess of £200 each sale 
price £3995 ref SS81JPower supplies £5 ref SS80 

TELEPHONES Just in this week is a huge delwery of telephones 
all brand new and boxed Two piece construction with the following 
features- Illuminated keypad, tone or pulse (swechable) recall redol 
and pause, high/low and off ringer switch and quality construction 
finished in a smart off white colour and is supplied with a standard 
international lead (same as US or modems) if you wish to have a BT 
read supplied to convert the phones these are also available at £1 55 
each ref BTLX Phones £4.99 each ref PH2 10 off £30 ref 5S2 

3HP MAINS MOTORS Single phase 240v brand new. 2 
pole 340x180mm 2850 rpm. builtin automatoce reset overload pro-
tector, keyed shaft (40x16mm)Made by Leeson £99 each ref LEE1 

BUILD YOU OWN VVINDFARM FROM SCRAP 
New publcation gives step by step guideto building wind generators and 
propellors Armed with this publication and a good local scrap yard 
coast make you self sufficient in electricity, £12 ref LOT81 

CHIEFTAN TANK DOUBLE LASERS 9 WATT+3 
WATT+LASER OPTICS Could be adapted fa laser listener, 
long range communications etc Double beam un its desgned to fit in the 
gun barrel of a tank each unit has two semi conductor lasers and motor 
drive units for alignernent 7 mile range, no circuit diagrams due to 
MOD, new price £50,000'7 us'? £199 Each unit has two gallium 
Arsenide injection lasers, 1 x 9 watt, 1 x 3 watt. 900nm wavelength 
28vdc 600hz pulse frequency The units also contain an electronic 
receiver to detect reflected signals from targets £199 Ref LOT4 

MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND 
ENCODING MANUAL £9.95 Cased with flyleads designed to 
read standard credit cards' complete with control elctronics PCB and 
manual covering everything you could want to know about whats hidden 
in that magnetic strip on your card' just £9 95 ref BAR31 

Hi power 12v xenon strobe variable rate flasher modules 
and tubes E6Useful 12v PCB fitted with control electronics and a 

powerful Xenon tubel lust apply 12v DC to the input and the tube will 
flash On the board is a small potentiometer which can be used to vary 
the flash ratr PCB measures lust 70x 55mm and could be tncosporated 
into many interesting projects' £6 ref FLS1 Pack 0(10 is £49 ref FLS2 

Hydrogen fuel 
cells now in stock 
Our new Hydrogen fuel cells are 1v at up tp 1A output. 
Hydrogen input, easily driven from a small electrolosis 

assembly or from a hydrogen source, our demo model 
uses a solar panel with the output leads in a glass of salt 

water to produce the hydrogen! Each cell is designed to be 
completely taken apart, outback together and expanded to 
what ever capacity you like, (up to 10watts and 12v per 

assembly. Cells cost £79 ref HFC11 

We get over 8,000 
hits a day 
check us out! 

http://www.bullnet.co.uk 

PHILIPS VP406 LASER DISC PLAYERS, 
SCART OUTPUT, RS232 CONTROLLED 
£24.95 REF VP406 
SMOKE ALARMS Mains powered, made by the famous 
Gent company easy fit next to light fixings power point Pack of 5E15 

ref SS23, pack of 12 £24 ref SS24 

4AH D SIZE NICADS pack of 4E10 ref 4AHPK 
ELECTRIC FENCE KIT Everything you need to build a 
12vdc electric fence complete with 250rn of fence wire £49 ref AR? 

SENDER KIT Conta ins all comporrents to build a A/V  nsm rtter 

complete with case £35 ref VSXX2 

10 WATT SOLAR PANEL Amorphous silicon panel fitted 
in a anodized aluminium frame Panel measures 3' by 1' with screw 
terminals for easy connection  3'x 1' solar panel £55 ref MAG45 

Unframed 4 pack (3'x1') £58.99 ref SOLX 

12V SOLAR POWERED WATER PUMP Perfect 
for many 12v DC uses, ranging horn solar fountains to hydroporficsi 
Small and compact yet powerful works direct horn our 10 watt solar 
panel in bright sun Max Ed 17 ft Mar flow = 8 Lom.1 SA Ref AC8 

£1899 

SOLAR ENERGY BANK KIT 50x 6"x12" 8v solar 
panels(amorphous)+50 diodes £99 ref EF112 

PINHOLE CAMERA MODULE WITH AUDIO! 
Superb board camera with on board sound' extra small just 28rnm 
square (including microphone) ideal for coved surveillance Can be 
hidden inside anything even a matchbox! Complete with 15 metre 
cable. psu and NA/cr connnectors £4995 ref CC6J 

SOLAR MOTORS Tiny motors which run quite happily on 
voltages from3 12vdc Works on our By amorphous 6" panels and 
you can run them from the sunl 32rnm (ha 20mm thick £1 50 each 

W ALKIE TALKIES) MILE RANCIE £37/PAIR REF MAG30 

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices, 
20 character 2 line, 83x19mm £399 ref SMC2024A 

16 character 4 line, 62x25mm £599 ref SMC1640A 

40 character 1 line 154x16mm £600 ref SMC4011A 

YOUR HOME COULD BE SELF SUFFICENT 
IN ELECTRICITY Comprehensive plans with loads of info 
on designing systems, panels, control electronics etc £7 ref PV1 

LOW COST CORDLESS MIC soo. range. 90 - 105mhz. 
115g, 193 x 26 x 39mm, he PP3 battery required £17 ref MAG15P1 

AUTO SUNCHARGER 1551600mm solar panel wen diode 
and 3 metre lead fitted with a cigar oho 12v 2watt £12.99 REF 
AUG 10P3 

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 2x 6">6" Es 130mA 
cells. 4 LED's wire. buzzer switch • 1 relay or motor £7.99 REF 
SA27 

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 r tv,, size £999 ref 
6P476 2 x C size £999 ref 6P477 

5.25 FLOPPY DISKS oack of 500 disks E25 ref roi 

REGISTER FOR OUR 
ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS 

BULL-ELECTRICAL.COM 
BULL ELECTRICAL 
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX. 
BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS). 

MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE 
WITH ORDER PI.US £4.00 P&P PLUS VAT. 
24 HOUR SERVICE £6.50 PLUS VAT. 
ovEust: V.; ORDKRS  (051 PLUS £3. 98 

(ACCESS,VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS) 

phone orders: 01273 203500 
FAX 01273 323077 

Salesitibull-electricalcom 

30 WATTS OF SOLAR POWER for just £69, 4 
panels each one 3'x1' and producing 8w, 13v. 
PACK OF FOUR £69 ref SOLX 
200 WATT INVERTERS plugs straight into your can 
cigarette lighter socket and is fitted with a 13A socket so you can run 
your mains operated devices from your car battery £49 95 ref SS66 

THE TRUTH MACHINE Tells if someone is lying by micro 
tremors in their voice battery operated works in general conversation 
and on the 'phone and TV as well' £42 49 ref TD3 

INFRA RED FILM 6" square mice of flexible infra red film that 
will only allow IR light through Perfect for converting ordinary torches, 
fights, headlights etc to infra red output only using standard light bulbs 

Easily cut to shape 6- square £15 ref IRF2 

33 KILO UFT MAGNETNeodynium.32mm diameter with 
a hung bolt on the back for easy mounting Each magnet will lift 33 kilos. 
4 magnets bolted to a plate will Id an incredible 132 kilos' £15 ref 

MAG33 

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL PLANS Loads of mformation 
on hydrogen storage and production Prachca I plans to build a Hydrogen 
fuel cell (good workshop facilities required) £8 set net FCP1 

STIRLING ENGINE PLANS Interesting information pack 
coverrng all aspects of Stirling engin es. pictures of home made 
engines made from an aerosol can running on a candler £12 ref ST IR2 

ENERGY SAVER PLUGS Saves up 10 15% electnorty 
when used with fridges motors up to 2A light bulbs. soldering irons etc 

£9 ea ref L0171 10 pack £69 ref LOT72 

12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS Type 3 is a 12v 
trigger and 3 smoke cannisters, each cannrster will fill a room In a very 
short space of timer £14 99 ref 5E13 Type 2 rs 20 smaller cannrsters 
(suitable for simulated equipment fires etc) and 1 trigger module for 
£29 ref SB2 Type 1 is a 12v trigger and 20 large cannrsters £49 ref 
581 

HI POWER ZENON VARIABLE STROBES Useful 
12v PCB fitted with hi power strobe tube and control electronics and 
speed control potentiometer Perfect for interesting protects etc 
70155mm 12vric operation £6 ea ref FLS1, pack of 10 £49 ref FLS2 

NEW LASER POINTERS 4 5mw. 75 metre range, hand 
held unit nulls on two AA baiterbs (supp.led16701-n £29 ref DEC49J 

HOWTO PRODUCE 35 BOTTLES OF WHISKY 
FROM A SACK OF POTATOES Comprehensive 270 
page book covers all aspects of sprat production from everyday 
materials Includes construction details of simple stills £12 ref MS3 

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG w as a range of up to 
800 metres and a 3 days use from a PP3 this is our top selling bug' 
less than 1" square and a 10ni voice pickup range £28 Ref 1.01102 

IR LAMP KIT Suitable for ccN cameras. enables the camera 
lobe used in total darkness' £6 ref EF-138 

INFRA RED POWERBEAM Handheld battery powered 
lamp 4 inch reflector. gives out powerful pure infrared light' perfect for 
CCTV use nrghtsghts etc £29 ref Pot 

SUPER WIDEBAND RADAR DETECTOR Detects 
both radar and laser, X K and KA bands, speed cameras, and all known 
speed detection systems  360 degree coverage, front8 , 
earwavegindes. 1 1"x2 7"x4 6- fits on visor or dash £149 

LOPTX Made by Samsung for colour TV £3 each ref S552 
LAPTOP LCD SCREENS 240x175mm £12 ref SS51 
WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK 
FOR AN IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that 
give you information on setting up different busrnesses you peruse 
these at your leisure using the tee editor on your PC Also included is 
the certificate enabling you to reproduce (and sell) !he manuals as 

much as you likel £14 ref EP74 

HIGH POWER DC MOTORS, PERMANENT 
MAGNET 12 24v operation, probably about 1/4 horse power, 
body measures 100m x 75rnm with a 60mm x 5mm output shaft with a 
machined flat unit Fixing is simple using tne two threaded bolts pro-
truding from the front £22 ref M014 

INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLS made for TVs 
but may have other uses pack of 100 £39 ref 1REM 

Online 

web catalogue 
- bull-electrical.com 

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KIT For 
the above motor is £19 ref MAGI? Save £5 if you buy them both 
together 1 motor plus speed controller rrp is £41 offer price £36 ref 
MOT5A 

SONY STEREO TV CHASSIS assemblies comprising 
complete TV PCB excluding tube and scan coils hficarn stereo. mains 
input Appear to be unused but sold as seen Would probably be good 
for spares or as a me wl stereo iv sound receiver and amplifier 
For KV29F1U and KV25F1U(BE3D) PCB no s 1-659-827-12 
1-659-876-14 1-711-800-11 £20 ref STV1 

RCB UNITS Wine IEC lead with fitted RC 
breaker. Installed in seconds. 
Pack of 3 £9.98 ref LOT5A 
RADIO CONTROLLED CARS etc No remotes but 
good strippers for servo's motors and receivers Sold as's. no returns. 
mixed types £3 each ref RCC2 

VOICE CHANGERS Hold one of these units over your 
phone mouth piece an you can adjust your voice using the controls on 
the unit' Battery operated £15 ref CC3 
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INTERIOR LAMP DELAY by Steve Challis 
Don't you just hate being plunged into darkness when the car door shuts? 
Here's a solution! Plus lights on alarm and battery saver 

MAINS CABLE DETECTOR by Robert Penfold 
This simple Starter Project detects mains cables by sensing their "hum" 

OWL LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM by John Dix 
Enjoy superb hi-fl sound at a fraction of the cost of an equivalent 
commercial speaker system 

INGENUITY UNLIMITED hosted by Alan Winstanley 
Shoestring MW Radio; Auto Supply Crowbar 

MICRO POWER SUPPLY by Andy Flind 
Supplies a well-regulated +5V even if your battery's nearly flat! 
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SHOPTALK with David Barrington 
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Parts Gallery + Electronic Circuits and Components; Digital Electronics; 
Analogue Electronics; plus PICtutor, plus Modular Circuit Design 

READOUT John Becker addresses general points arising 
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Essential reference works for hobbyists, students and service engineers. 
Plus digital multimeter special offer 
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I Visit our w ebsite 

www.distel.co.uk 
THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND! 
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FRO M OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS 

I Surplus always 
wanted for cash! 

THE AMAZING TELEBOX 
Converts your colour monitor into a QUALITY COLOUR TV! 

TVSOUND& 
VIDEO TUNER 
CABLE COMPATIBLE • 

The TELEBOX is an attrache holy cased mans powered unit, catering al 
electronics ready to plug nto a host a video monitors or AV equtrnent vihth 
are flied with a composte video ix SCAPT rout The ocrnposite tideo °apt 
wil also plug directly inlo most video reanleiN, aloving recepton of TV chan-
nels not nonnolty receivable on most television receNers• (TELEBOX 
MB) Push button contras at the hal panel albw receplion of 8 holy Itrieable 
'off ar UHF cobur teievisbn charnels. TELEBOX MB cams virtually at tekNi-
sion frequencies VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by 
m ost cabie TV operators. Ideal for des/dcp computer video systems & RP 
(pictre ii *tire) setups. For complete crimped:0y - moan kr mat/tors without 
sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level  audio output are 
provided as starxiard Brand new - fuly guaranteed. 
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors  £36.95 
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker  £39.50 
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95 
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification 
For cable / hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be con-
nected to a cable type service. Shipping on all Telebox's, code (B) 

State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module 
with composite IV pp video & NICAM hi  stereo sound 

outputs. Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x 160 
x 52 mm enable full tuning control via a simple 3 wire link to an 

IBM pc type computer. Supplied complete with simple working pro-
gram and documentation. Requires +12V & + 5V DC to operate. 

BRAND NEW - Order as MVO°.  Only £49.95  code (B) 
See vnvw.distol.co.uk/data_my00.htm for picture + full details 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES Ph" - 8" 
All units (unless stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often 
brand new equipment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to 
you with a full 90 day guarantee Call Or see our web site 
www.distel.co.uk for over 2000 unlisted drives for spares or repair 

31/2 " Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg Laptops only  £25.95(B) 
315" Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1 4 Meg Non laptop  f18.95(B) 
51/4 ' Teat FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE  £18.95(B) 
51/4 " Teac FD-55F-03-U 720K40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE  £29.95(B) 
51/4 " BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K  £22.95(8) 
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 5:4" Floppy / HD £29.95(8) 
8" Shugart 800/801 8* SS refurbished & tested  £210.00(E) 

£195.00(E) 
£260.00(E) 
£295.00(E) 
£295.00(E) 
£499.00(E) 

8" Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New 
8" Shugart 851 8 double sided refurbished & tested 
8" Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW 
8" Mitsubishi M2896-63-02U DS slimline NEW 
Dual 8" cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb 

HARD DISK DRIVES 2W'- 14" 
214' TOSHIBA MK1002MAV 1.1Gb laptop(12.5 mm H) Now £79.95 
2W TOSHIBA MK2101MAN 2.16 Gb laptop (19 mm H) New £89.50 
2W TOSHIBA MK4309MAT 4.3Gb laptop (8.2 mm H) New f105.00 
2W TOSHIBAMK6409MAV 6.1Gb laptop (12.7 mm H) New£190.00 
2W to 3W conversion kit for Pc's, complete with connectors £14.95 
3W FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE  £59.95 
3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv.) RFE  £59.95 
31%" CONNER CP3044 40 mb IDE VF or equiv.) RFE  £69.00 
3W QUANTUM 40S Prodrl vs 42mb CSI l/F, New RFE  £49.00 
5%- MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM VF (or equiv.) RFE  £49.95 
5W SEAGATE ST-238R 30 mb ALL I/F Refurb  £69.95 
5W CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM VF RFE tested  £69.95 
514' HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested  £99.00 
5W HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested  £195.00 
r  NEC D2248 85 Mb SMD interface. New  £199.00 
r  FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested  £195.00 
r  FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD VF RFE tested  £345.00 
Many other drives In stock- Shipping on all drives is code (Cl) 

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES 
OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK 

10,000,000 items EX STOCK 
For MAJOR SAYMics 

CALL  SEE OUR WEB SITE w ww.distel.co.uk OR 

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS 
ne o t e 19 est spem 'cation 
monitors you will ever see - 's monitors 
this price - Don't miss it!! 

Mitsubishi FA3415ETKL 14" SVGA Muttisync colour monitor with fine 
028 dot ptch tube and resolution of 1024 x 768 A 

• 

variety of nputs alows connection to a host of comput-
ers miming IBM PCs O CGA EGA, VGA & SVGA 
modes, RR(' COMMODORE (educing Ani;e 120)), 
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE. Many leatures: Etched 

cii taoaptile. tea switching and LOW RADIATION MPR 
specification Fuly guaranteed, in EXCELLENT little 

used condition  Order as 
T111 & Swtvel Base £4.75  Only £119 (E) kirrs-sycsa 
VGA cable for IBM PC Included. 
Eatemai cabies for other types of computers avail/tie - CALL 

Ex demo 17- 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Dia mond Pro 

monitors, Full multisync etc. 

Full 90 day guarantee. Only £199.00 (E) 

Just in - Microvitec 20" VGA (800 s600 res.) colour monitors. 
Good SH condition - from £299- CALL for Into 

PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14" 
colour monitor with 1211th RGB and standard composite 15.625 
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks. 
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses. 
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all 
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection 
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as 
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good 
used condition - fully tested - guaranteed 
Dimensions: W14' x H1214* x 151/4 ' D.  Only £99.00 (El 

PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with stan-
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal 
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex-equipment 
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen burns). In attrac-
tive square black plastic case measuring W10" x H10" x 131/2 " D. 
240 V AC mains powered.  Only £79.00 (o) 
KME 10' 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28" dot 
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling. 
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video 
source, with RGB analog and composite sync 
such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn 
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 131/2 " x 12. x 
11". Good used condition.  Only £125 (E) 

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS 
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors, 
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive 
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops. Disco. Clubs. etc In 
EXCELLENT little used condition with lull 90 day guarantee. 

20"....£135  22"....£155 26"....£185 )F( 

We probably have the largest range of video monitors in 
Europe, All sizes and types from 4' to 42' call for info. 

DC POWER SUPPLIES 
Virtually every type of power 
su p ply yo u ca n Ima gine. Over 

10, 000 P o wer S u pplies Ex Stoc k 
Call or see our web site. 

TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS 
PMTS. ).FA3445ETKL 14" industrial spec SVGA monitors 
FARNELL 0-60V DC 0 50 Amps, bench Power Supplies 
FARNELL AP3080 0-30V DC 0 80 Amps, bench Suppy 
lkW to 400 kW - 400 Hz 3 phase power sources-ax Mack 
IBM 8230 Type 1. Token ring base unit driver 
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser 
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules 
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N 
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE 
ALLGON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners 
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 i/o  fP0A 
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500 
Marconi 2022C 10KHz-1GHz RP signal generator  £1550 
Marconi 2030 opt 03 10KHz-1.3 GHz signal generator.New £4995 
HP1650B Logic Analyser  £3750 
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector  £P0A 
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts  £1800 
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0.20V 0 20A metered PSU  £675 
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz lour channel test set  fP0A 
HP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator, GPIB etc  £7900 
HP Al, AO 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotters • from  £550 
HP DRAFTMASTER 1 8 pen high speed plotter  £750 
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp  £1800 
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system  fP0A 
Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera  £995 
Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser  £P0A 
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system  £3750 
FIskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries  £9500 
Emerson AP130 2.5KVA industrial spec.UPS  f2100 
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer  f2200 
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram  £945 
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demux analyser  £2950 

£245 
£995 
£1850 
EPOA 
£760 
£2500 
£750 
£95 
£550 
£250 

19" RACK CABINETS 
Superb quality 6 foot 40U 
Virtually New, Ultra Smart 
Less than Half Price! 

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by 
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature 
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door. 
full height lockable hall louvered back door 
and louvered removable side panels. Fully 
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched 
for any configuration of equipment mounting 
,plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp 
socket switched mains distribution strip make 
these racks some of the most versatile we 

have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore 
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays. 
Overall dimensions are: 7714* H x 32 W D x22" W. Order as: 
OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels.  £345.00 (G) 
OPT Rack 2 Rack. Less side panels  £245.00 (G) 

Over 1000 racks, shelves, accessories 
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high. 
Available from stock!! 

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab 
Made by Eurocrah Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec, 
rack features all steel construction with removable 
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are 
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with 
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door 
is constructed of double walled steel with a 
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to 
enable status indicators to be seen through the 
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack 
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing 
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack 
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts 
(extras available) are pre punched for standard 
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 a IEC 3 
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched 
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by  4 , 

fully louvered back door and double skinned top section 
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting 
of Integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted 
castors and floor levelers. prepunched utility panel at lower rear for 
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used 
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions 
mm=1625H x 635D x 603 W. ( 64" H x25" D x 2344" W ) 

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price It 

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G) 
42U version of the above only £345- CALL 

12V BATTERY SCOOP - 60% off!! 
A special bulk purchase from a cancelled export order brings you 
the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Ah 
rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type SBS15 
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shelf & guaran-
teed 15 year service life. Fully ST & BS6290 approved. Supplied 
BRAND NEW and boxed. Dimensions 200 wide, 137 high, 77 deep. 
M6 bolt terminals. Fully guaranteed. Current makers price over £70 

each  Our Price £35 each (C) or 4 for £99 (E) 

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK 
Save rrers by choosing your next relay from our Massive Stocks 
covering types such as Military. Octal, Cradle, Hermetically Sealed, 
Continental, Contactors. Time Delay, Reed, Mercury Wetted, Solid 
State, Printed Circuit Mounting etc. . CALL or see our web site 
www.distel.co.uk for more information. Many obsolete Lypes from 
stock. Save M rs 

COLOUR CCD CAMERAS 491_ 
Undoubtedly a miracle of modern technology & 

po wer! our special buying   A quality product tea- 
41 turing a fully cased COLOUR CCD camera at a 6, tet4fi r 

give away price! Unit features full autolight sensing for 
use in low light & high light 
applications. A 10 mm fixed locus 
wide angle lens gives excellent locus 
and resolution from close up to long 
range. The composite video output will 
connect to any composite monitor or TV 
(via SCART socket) and most video 
recorders. Unit runs from 12V DC so 
ideal for security & portable applica-
tions where mains power not available. 

Overall dimensions 66 mm wide x 117 deep x 43 high. Supplied 
BRAND NEW & fully guaranteed with user data, 100's of applica-
tions including Security, Home Video, Web TV, Web Cams etc, Mc. 

Web rel = LK33  ONLY 09.00 or 2 for £180.00 (B) 

SOFTWARE SPECIALS 
NT4 WorkStation, complete with service pack 3 
and licence- OE M packaged.  ONLY E89.00 
ENCARTA 95- CDROM, Not the latest - but at this price! £7.95 
DOS 5.0 on 31/4 " disks with concise books dim OBasic  £14.95 
Windows for Workgroups 3.11+ Dos 6.22 on 3.5" disks  £55.00 
Wordperfect 6 for DOS supplied on 31/2 ' disks with manual £24.95 

shipping charges for software is code B 

DISTEL on the web !I - Over 16,000,000 items from stock - www.distel.co.uk 
• • • 
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-ELECTRONICS-

HP6030A 0-200V DC 0 17 Amps bench power supply  £1950 
Intel SBC 486/125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) New  £1150 
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit  £1450 
PHIUPS PM5518 pro. TV signal generator  £1250 
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL V OA 
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New  £550 
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM hi9h speed band printer  £1950 
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface  £1250 
Perkin Elmer 2995 Infrared spectrophotometer  £500 
Perkin ERTEN 597 Infrared spectrophotometer  £3500 
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter  £3250 
LightBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495 
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder  £1995 
B&K 2633 Microphone pre amp  £300 
Taylor Hobson Tallysurf amplifier / recorder  £750 
ADC SS200 Carbon dioxide gas detector / monitor  0450 
BBC AM20/3 PPM Meter (Ernest Turner) ..- drive electronics  £75 
ANRITSU 9654A Optical 0C-2.5G/b waveform monitor  £5650 
ANRITSU MS9001B1 0.6-1.7 uM optical spectrum analyser £P0A 
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter  £990 
ANRITSU Fibre optic characteristic test set  fP0A 
R&S FTDZ Dual sound unit  £650 
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator  £775 
WILTRON 6630B 12.4 / 20GHz RF sweep generator  £5750 
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope  £1250 
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount  £1955 
TEK TDS380 400Mhz digital realtime + disk drive, FFT etc  £2900 
TEK 105524A 500Mhz digital realtime « colour display etc £5100 
HP3585A Opt 907 20Hz to 40 Mhz spectrum analyser  £3950 
PHIUPS PW1730/10 60KV XRAY generator & accessories fP0A 
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto volt. regs  £325 
CLAUDE LYONS 100A 240/41 W) phase auto volt regs  £2900 

ALL MAIL TO 
Dept PE, 29/35 Osborne Rd 

Thornton Heath 
Surrey CR7 8P0 

Open Mon - Fri 9.00- 5:30 

LONDON SHOP 
Open Mon - Sat 9,00 - 5,30 
215 Whitehorse Lane 
South Norwood 
On 68A Bus Route 
Nr Thornton Heath L 

Selhutal Park SR Rail Stations 

r- DISTEL© 
Visit our web site 
www.distel.co.uk 
email  sidminedistalco.uk 

ALL 13' ENQUIRIES 

0208 653 3333 
FAX 0208 653 8888 
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NEXT MONTH 
EPE TEACH-IN 2000 

* During this 10-part series we shall lead you through 
the fascinating maze of what electronics is all about! 
* We shall assume that you know nothing about the 
subject! 
* We shall take individual components and concepts 
in simple steps and show you, with lots of examples, 
that using electronic components need not be a 
complex task and that you too can actually design and 
build something that works! 
Much of electronics is about building blocks, and once you have 

understood what they can do and why they can do it. these blocks 
can be combined in many different ways to achieve increasingly 
more sophisticated goals. To assist you in getting to know about 
the various building blocks, a set of illustrative computer programs 
has been prepared. We believe these to be capable of running on 
any comparatively recent PC-compatible computer (from Windows 
3.1 upwards). We stress, though, that it is not necessary to own a 
computer in order to gain benefit from following this Teach-In 
series. 
The programs not only illustrate particular electronics concepts 

discussed in each Tutorial, but also offer you interactive involve-
ment, with the ability to specify your own component values and 
voltages. Self-test and experimental exercises are included. The 
programs also allow you to use your computer as an item of 
test equipment, letting you input data from both analogue and 
digital circuits, displaying it as meaningful screen data 
and/or waveforms. 

STOPWATCH 
A P/C-based I.c.d. stopwatch design giving Start, Stop 
and Lap functions and a maximum time of 10 hours 
in increments of hundredths of a second. Not only 
can the functions be triggered by pushbuttons or by 
remote infra-red beams via a radio frequency link, but 
the unit will also output serial data to feed a large. 
high brightness I.e.d. display 
Part 1 describes the design and construction of the 

Stopwatch and radio links, etc. Part 2, in the 
December issue, gives details of the large led. 
display — each digit measures approximately 200mm 
by 125mm. 
This versatile unit could be used for timing — and 

displaying times to competitors and crowd — athletic, 
equestrian, sailing, cycling or motoring events, etc. 

PLUS: FREI: 
48-PAGE BOOKLET: 
IDENTIFYING 
ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 

ACOUSTIC PROBE 
This project could be regarded as the audio 

equivalent of a telescope. Its basic function is to 
pick up sounds via a microphone, greatly amplify the 

resultant signal, and then feed it to a pair of headphones. 
This gives users a sort of "larger than life" version of what 
they would normally hear, permitting them to detect sounds 
that would otherwise be inaudible. 
Apart from making sounds louder, it is often possible to 

place the microphone very close to the sound source, or 
even actually touching it, so that otherwise inaudible 
sounds can be monitored. When used in this way the unit 
acts as a sort of electronic stethoscope. and the barely 
audible sound from a watch can be made to sound more 
like a shipyard in full production. It is even possible to place 
the microphone underwater, perhaps to monitor the wildlife 
in a pond, provided the microphone is given adequate 
waterproofing. 

PLUS: ALL THE 
REGULAR FEATURES 

N O O NE D OES IT BETTER 

iiLECTRONICS ELECTRONICS 
TODAY IITEDIATIONAL 

DON'T MISS AN 

ISSUE — PLACE YOUR 

ORDER NOW! 
Demand is bound to be high 

NOVEMBER ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1 
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SURVEILLANCE 
PROFESSIONAL (MU M' KITS 

rNo. I for Kits  
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of 
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12 
years and you can be sure that all our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions, 
circuit diagrams. assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all 
transmitters are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio. 

Genuine SUMA kits available only direct from Suma Designs. Beware inferior imitations! 
UTX Ultra-miniature Room Transmitter 
Smallest room transmitter kit in the world! Incredible 10mm x 20mm including mic. 
3V-12V operation. 500m range   £16.45 
MTX Micro-miniature Room Transmitter 
Best-selling micro-miniature Room Transmitter. Just 17mm x 17mm including mic. 
3V-12V operation. 1000m range   03.45 
STX High-performance Room Transmitter 
High performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and 
range. Measures 22mm x 22m, including mic. 6V-12V operation. 1500m range. £15.45 

VT500 High-power Room Transmitter 
Powerful 250mW output providing excellent range and performance. 
Size 20mm x 40mm. 9V-12V operation. 3000m range   £16.45 

VXT Voice-Activated Transmitter 
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity 
and delay with LED indicator. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range. £19.45 

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter 
Connects directly to 240V A.C. supply for long-term monitoring. 
Size 30mm x 35mm. 500m range   £19.45 

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter 
Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder 
connected to the receiver. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range   £22.95 

SCLX Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter 
Connects to telephone line anywhere. requires no batteries. Output scrambled so 
requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm x 37mm. 1000m range   £23.95 

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder Unit for SCRX 
Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to 
headphones. Size 32mm x 70mm. 9V-12V operation   £22.95 

ATR2 Micro-Size Telephone Recording Interface 
Connects between telephone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape 
automatically as phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm. 
Powered from line   £13.45 

*** Specials *** 
DLTX/DLRX Radio Control Switch 
Remote control anything around your home or garden, outside lights, 
alarms, paging system etc. System consists of a small VHF transmitter with 
digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder and relay output, momentary 
or alternate. 8-way d.i.l. switches on both boards set your own unique 
security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35mmx 90mm. Both 9V 
operation. Range up to 200m. 
Complete System (2 kits)   £50.95 
Individual Transmitter DLTX  £19.95 
Individual Receiver DLRX  £37.95 

MBX-1 HI-Fi Micro Broadcaster 
Not technically a surveillance device but a great Idea! Connects to the 
headphone output of your Hi-Fi. tape or CD and transmits Hi-Fl quality to a 
nearby radio. Listen to your farvourite music anywhere around the house, 
garden. in the bath or in the garage and you don't have to put up with the 
DJ's choice and boring waffle. 
Size 27mm x 60mm. 9V operation. 250m range  £20.95 

SUMA 
DESIGNS 

UTLX Ultra-miniature Telephone Transmitter 
Smallest telephone transmitter kit available. Incredible size of 10mm x 20mm! 
Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. 
All conversation transmitted. Powered from line. 500m range   £15.95 

TLX 700 Micro-miniature Telephone Transmitter 
Best-selling telephone transmitter. Being 20mm x 20mm it is easier to assemble 
than UTLX. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. 
All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. 1000m range   £13.45 

STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter 
High performance transmitter with buffered output stage providing excellent stability 
and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone 
use. All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. 
Size 22mm x 22mm. 1500m range   £16.45 

TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter 
Transmits a continuous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for 
signalling or tracking purposes. High power output giving range up to 3000m. 
Size 25mm x 63mm. 9V operation   £22.95 

CD400 Pocket Bug Detector/Locator 
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly, rate of pulse and pitch of tone increase as you 
approach signal. Gain control allows pinpointing of source. 
Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V operation   £30.95 

CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator 
Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity 
used to detect and locate hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to 
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as 
pagers. cellular, taxis etc. Size 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation   £50.95 

OTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter 
Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180MHz and 
requires the use of a scanner receiver or our ORX180 kit (see catalogue). 
Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation 100Cm range   £40.95 

OLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter 
As per OTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations. 
20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range   £40.95 

QSX180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter 
As per OLX180 but draws power requirements from line. No batteries required. 
Size 32mm x 37mm. Range 500m  £35.95 

ORX 180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver   
For monitoring any of the 'Orange transmitters. High sensitivity unit. All RF section 
supplied as pre-built and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty 
setting up. Output to headphones. 60mm x 75mm. 9V operation   £60.95 

A build•up service is available on all our kits if required. 

UK customers please send cheques. POs or registered cash. Please add 
£2.00 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque 
clearance. Overseas customers send Sterling Bank Draft and add £5.00 
per order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 01827 714476. 

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE 
NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO 
FIRST CLASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS. 

DEPT. EE 
THE W ORKSHOPS, 95 MAIN ROAD, 

BAXTERLEY, NEAR ATHERSTONE, 

W ARWICKSHIRE CV9 2LE 

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 

Tel/Fax: 
01827 714476 
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Ando AC8211 - Spectrum Analyser 1-7GHz  £1995 
Anritsu MS62B - 10kHz-1700MHz   £1995 
Anritsu M53401A (i- MS3401 B - (10Hz-30MHz)  £3500 - f3995 
Anritsu MS6106 - 10kHz-2GHz -(Mint)  £4500 
Anritsu MS710F - 100kHz-23GHz Spectrum Analyser  £5500 
Avcom PSA655 - 1000MHz - portable  £850 
Hameg 80288038- Spectrum Analyser/T  Gen + 100MHz   £1000 
Hewlett Packard 182R with 8559A (I0MHz-21  )  £2750 
Hewlett Packard 1827 i- 855813 - 0.1 to 1500MHz  f1250 

£2250 
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sq. Areiyser   £5750 

£800 
Hewlett Packard 3582A - 0.02Hz-25.6kli2 (Dual 
Hewlett Packard 3585A - 20HZ-40MHz   r °0 4000 
Hewlett Packard 856913- (0.01 to 22GHz)   £4250 
Hewlett Packard 85046A - 'S Parameter Test Set   £2500 
Hewlett Packard 8753A - Network Analyser  from £3000 
Hewlett Packard 87538- Network Analyser  from C4500 
IFR 7750- 10kHz-1GHz  f.2000 
Heston, USA 4901 - 1-300GHz AS NE W)  £750 
libitum PISA 4912- 1-1GHz (AS NEW)  £1000 
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Potyskop 81-1300MHz  £1500 
Takeda M en 4132 - 1-OGHz Spectrum Analyser  £2100 
Tektronix 7L18 wan mainframe (1-5-60Ghz mth external mixer')  £2000 
Tektronix 495P - 100Hz-1-8GHz programmable   500 
Tektronix 496P - lkHz-18GHz Spectrum Analyser  C£44250 

Beckman 9020- 20MHz - Dual Channel   £150 
Gould OS 245A/250/255/300/3000/3351r4000  from £125 
Hewlett Packard 180Ai180C/81A/182C  from £150 

from £300 
£1250 

iodizing   £500 
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing   £1250 
Hewlett Packard 54512B - 300MHz - 1 GS/s 4-Channel   £2250 
Hewlett Packard 54501A - 100MHz - 100 Mais 4-Channel   £1250 
Hitachi V152F V3028 V302F V353FN55018N15613F   from £105 
Hitachi V650F - 60MHz Dual Channel   £200 
Hitachi V1100A - 100MHz 4-Channel   f900 
Intron 2020- 20MHz Digital Storage (NEW)   £450 
twatsu SS5710/885702 - 20MHz   from £125 
Meguro - MSO 1270A - 20 MHz Digital Storage (NE W)   £450 
Lecroy 9304 AM - 200MHz - 100 Msis 4-Channel   £3000 
Lecroy 9450A - 300MHz/400 Ms/s D.S.O. 2-Channel   £2250 
Philips PM 3055 - 50MHz Dual Timebase   £450 
Philips PM 3211/PM 3212/PM 32144.81 3217/PM 3234/P111 3240/PM3243/ 
PM 3244(PM 3261/PM 3262/PM 3263/PM 3540  from £125 

Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel   £1600 
Philips PM 3335 - 50MHz 20 Ms/s D.S.O. 2-Channel   £950 
Tektronix 455- 50MHz Dual Channel   £200 
Tektronix 464466- 100MHz Analogue Storage  from £3130 
Tektronix 465/4656 - 100MHz Dual Channel   from £300 
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz D.S 0   £500 
Tektronix TAS 475- 100MHz - 4-Channel   £995 
Tektronix 475/475A - 200MHz/250MHz Dual Channel   trom £400 
Tektronix 485 - 350Mhtz - 2-Channel   £750 
Tektronix 2211 - Digital Storage - 50MHz  £800 
Tektronix 2213 -60MHz Dual Channel   £350 
Tektronix 2215 - 60MHz Dual Trace  £375 
Tektronix 2220- 60MHz Dual Channel D.S.O.   £950 
Tektronix 2221 - 60MHz Digital Storage 2-Chennel   £950 
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz Dual Channel   £350 
Tektronix 2235- 100MHz Dual trace   £600 
Tektronix 2335- Dual Trace 100MHz (portable)   £600 
Tektronix 2440- 300MHz 500 Mss OS G. 2- Channel   £2500 
Tektronix 2445- 150MHz - 4-Channel, OMM   f900 
Tektronix 2445A - 100MHz -4-Channel   £900 
Tektronix 24768 - 400MHz - 4-Channel   £6500 

Tektronix 5403 - 60MHz -2 or 4-Channel  front £150 
Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7623, 7633 - 100MHz 4-Channel  from £225 
Tektronix 7704- 250MHz 4-Channel  from £350 
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz  Irony £400 
Trio CS-1022 - 20MHz - Dual Channel  £125 

Other Stapes available too 

8 CAVANS WAY, 
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE. 
COVENTRY CV3 2SF 
Tel: 01203 650702 
Fax: 01203 650773 
Mobile: 0860 400683 

(Premises situated close to Eastern-by-pass in Coventry with easy access 
to Ml. M6, M40, M42, M45 and M69) 

OSCILLOSCOPES 

Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 1744A, 100MHz Dual Channel   
Hewlett Packard 541000 - 1GHz D8stizing   
Hewlett Packard 54200A - 50MHz 

SPECIAL OFFER 
HITACHI V212 - 20MHz DUAL TRACE  £160 
HITACHI V222 - 20MHz DUAL TRACE +ALTERNATE MAGNIFY  £180 

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS 

Hewlett Packard 853A  85588 - 0.1 to 1500MHZ   

Hewlett Packard 3580A - 5Hz-50kHz   

MISCELLANEOUS 

£800 
Anritsu MG 3601A Sgnal (ileneraror 0-1-1040MHz   £1250 
Anritau ME 4626 CF 3 Transmission   £2500 
Anritsu MG 6458 Slone! Generator 0•01-a'll r5C1MHz  £750 
Boonton 92C R F Millivoltrnister   £195 
Boonton 93A True RMS Voltmeter  £195 
Dranetz 626 - AC DC - Multifunction Analyser  £500 
EIP 331 - Frequency Counter 18GHz  £450 
EIP 545- Frequency Counter 18Ghtz  01250 
EIP 575- Frequency Counter 18Gliz  £1450 
Eltek SMPS - Power Supply 60V-30V  £350 
Farnell TSV-70 MKII Power Supply (70V - 5A Or 35V- 10A)   £200 
Farnell DSG-1 Synthesised Signal Generator  —   £125 
Farrell AP 30250A Power Supply 3V  250A  £1750 
Feedback PFG 605 Power Function Generator.  £150 
Fluke 5100A - Calibrator  f 1 950 
GN ELMI EPR3I PCM Sgnalling Recorder  £2000 
Guildllne 9152 - TI 2 Battery Standard Cell   £550 
Hewlett Packard 16300 - Logc Analyser (43 Channels)   £500 
Hewlett Packard 16500A..8 and C - Fitted with 16510A/1051 N151530A/10631A 

Log, Analyser   from £2000 
Hewlett Packard 331A - Distortan Analyser   £300 
Hewlett Packard 333A - Distortion Analyser    £300 
Hewlett Packard 334A - Distortion Analyser   £300 
Hewlett Packard 33258 - 21MHz Synthesiser Function GenORIVX   £900 
Hewlett Packard 3335A - Synthesised Sgnal Generate( (200Hz411tAHz)   £2750 
Hewlett Packard 3336C - Synthesised Signal Generator (10Hz-21MHz)  £800 
Hewlett Packard 3455A - 6', Digit Multimeter (Autocal)  £500 
Hewlett Packard 3456A - Digital Voltmeter   £600 
Hewlett Packard 3488A - HP - 19 Swttch Control Unit (various Plug-ita avallitie)  £550 
Hewlett Packard 35600A - Dual Channel Dynamic Signal Analyser  £3750 
Hewlett Packard 3586A - Selective Level Meter  £800 
Hewlett Packard 3711A3712A1379113/37938 - Microwave Link Analyser  £1500 
Hewlett Packard 3746A - Selective Measuring Set  £500 
Hewlett Packard 3776A - PCM Terminal Test Set  £1000 
Hewlett Packard 3779A 3779C - Primary Mux Analyser  from £400 
Hewlett Packard 3784A - Digital Transmission Analyser   £5000 

Adret 740A : 00 z 1120̀.1r,  es sea U g a 

Hewlett Packard 37856 -Jitter Generator - Receiver   
Hewlett Packard 379000- Signalling Test Set (No. 78 00 ISON)   
Hewlett Packard P382A - Variable Attenuator   
Hewlett Packard 4192A - LF Impedance Analyser   
Hewlett Packard 4262A - Dr9tal LCR Meter   
Hewlett Packard 4342A - 0 Meter 
Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power Meter (with 8481A 8484A)   
Hewlett Packard 436A and 4378- Power Meter and Sensor   
Hewlett Packard 4948A - (TIMS) Transmisson Impairment keSet   
Hewlett Packard 4972A - Lan Protocol Analyser 
Hewlett Packard 5183 - Waveform Recorder 
Hewlett Packard 5238A - Frequency Counter 100MHz   
Hewlett Packard 5314A - (NE W) 100MHz Universal Counter   
Hewlett Packard 5316A - Universal Counter (IEEE)   
Hewlett Packard 5335A - 200MHz High Performance Systems Counter   
Hewlett Packard 5324A - Microwave Frequency Counter (500MHz-I80Hz) Opts 1+3   
Hewlett Packard 5359A - High Resolution Time Synthesiser 
Hewlett Packard 53706 - Unrversal Timer Counter   
Hewlett Packard 53846 - 225MHz Frequency Counter   
Hewlett Packard 5385A - Frequency Counter - IGHz - (HP1B) with OPTS 001.'003/004/005   
Hewlett Packard 6033A - Power Supply Autoranging (20V-30A) 
Hewlett Packard 6253A - Power Supply 20V - 3A Twin   
Hewlett Packard 6255A - Power Supply 40V - 1-5A Twin   

HEWLETT PACKARD 62618 
Power Supply 20V - 50A £350 Discount for Oustittliss 

£1250 
£4250 
£250 
£6500 
£950 

 £600 
from £400 
from MOO 

£1000 
£1250 

 E1250 
£250 
£250 
£400 
£600 
£800 
E2950 
 £2000 
£500 
£750 
£750 
E200 
E200 

M O 
£220 
E225 

Hewlett Packard 6632A - Power Supply ( 0- 5A)  £2000 £800 
Hewlett Packard 6652A - 20V - 25A System P.S.0  £750 
Hewlett Packard 7475A -6 Pen Planer  £250 
Hewlett Packard 7550A -8 Pen Plotter  £350 
Hewlett Packard 7780- Coax Dual Directional Coupler   £600 
Hewlett Packard 8015A - 50MHz Pulse Generator   £500 

£1250 
£1500 
£1500 

Hewlett Packard 83554A - Wave Source Module 263 to 400Hz  £2500 E3500 
Hewlett Packard 83555A - Millimeter - Wave Source Module 33-50GHz    "50 
Hewlett Packard 8405A - Vector Voltmeter  f3250 
Hewlett Packard 8620C - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe  from £250 
Hewlett Packard 86406- Signal Generator (512MHz -f- 1024MH2)  from £850 
Hewlett Packard 8642A - Signal Generator 10-01 to 1050MHZ) High Perlonn anoe Synlhasiser .. . f6500 
Hewlett Packard 8656A - Synthesised Signal Generator 1990MHz  £850 
Hewlett Packard 86566 - Synthesised Signal Generator   

Hewlett Packard 66600 - Synthesised Signal Generator (10kHz-2600MHZ)  m 50 Hewlett Packard 97506- Storage Normalise(  [091190045 : 

Hewlett Packard 8657A - Signal Generator (100kHz-1040MHz)   

Hewlett Packard 8756A - Scalar Network Analyser  £1500 
Hewlett Packard 8757A - Scalar Network Analyser  £2250 
Hewlett Packard 8901A - Modulation Analyser    E1 
Hewlett Packard 89016 - Modulation Analyser  12010 0 
Hewlett Packard 8903E - Distortion Analyser  £1600 

Hewlett Packard 8920A - Rf Comrns Test Set   
Hewlett Packard 8922B OM - Read* Comms Test Sets ID S ,...1 J 

Hewlett Packard 8903E1  Distortion Analyser (Mint)-- 

from' L i 
Hewlett Packard 8958A - Cellular Radio Interface    £1000 
Keytek MZ 15(EC - Mtnaap 15kV Hand-Held ESD Simulator   £1750 
Krohn-Hlte 22 00- Ln Log Sweep Generator   . £995 
Kroh-Hite 4024A - Oscillator   £250 
Krohn-Hlte 5200 - Sweep. Function Generator    E350 
Krohn-Hite 6500 - Phase Meter  £250 
Leader LDM-170 - Distortion Meter  £350 
Leader 3216- Sqnal Generator (10 481iz-1401dHz) A WFINCW with butit-in FM stereo 
modulator (mint)    £995 

Marconi 10666- DemuMplexer and Frame Alignment Monitor (new)  Er7500A  
Marconi  2018- 80kHz-1040MHz SyntheNsed Signal Generator   
Marconi 2019A - 80kHz-1040MHz Synthesised Signal Generator  £1000 
Marconi 2111- UHF Synthesiser (new)   £P0A 
Marconi 21 65- 1-5GHz Programmable Attenuator (new)   

Marconi 23376 - Automatic Distortion Meter  EEP° 50 A 17 
Marconi 2305 - Modulation Meter    

E150 
Marconi 2610 - True RMS Voltmeter   
Marconi 2871 - Data Comms Analyser   5 
Marconi 2955- Rado Comms Test Set   £2043° 0700  
Marconi 6310- Sweep Generator - Programmable - new (2-200Hz)   3 
Marconi 69506960 - Power Meter 8 Sensor   from££55Ca 
Marconi 6960 - Power Meter & Sensor  from £950 
Marconi 893- A/F Power Meter  £250 
Philips PM5167 MHz Function Generator  £400 
Philips 5190- L.F. Synthesiser (G P.I.B.)  £800 
Philips 5518- Synthesised Function Generator   E1500 
Philips PM5519 - TV Pattern Generator    £350 
Philips PM5716- 50MHz Pulse Generator  £525 
Prema 4000- 61/2  Digit Multimeter (NEW)  £350 
Ouartzlock 2A -011-Air Frequency Standard  1:200 
Racal 1992- 1-3GHz Frequency Counter    £700 
Racal 61116151 - GSM Radio Cornms Test Set 

front t r°400A Racal Dana 90819082- Synthesised Signal Generator 520MHz   
Racal Dana 9084- Synthesised Signal Generator 104MHz  £450 
Racal 9301A  True RMS RE Multrvoltmeter   £300 
Racal Dana 9302A - RF MultivoRmeter I new version)  £375 
Racal Dana 8303- R F Level Meter 8 Head   £650 
Racal Dana 9917- UHF Frequency Meter 560MHz   £175 
Rohde & Schwarz LFM2 - 60MHz Group Delay Sweep Generator  £950 
Rohde & Schwarz CMTA 94- GSM Radio Comms Analyser  £6995 
Schaffner NSG 203A - Line Voltage Variation Simulator  £750 
Schaffner NSG 222A  Interference Simulator   £700 
Schaffner NSG 223- Interference Generator  £700 
Schlumberger 2720- 1250MHz Frequency Counter  £400 
Schlumberger 4031  1GHz Radio Comms Test Set   
Schlumberger Stabilock 4040 - Radio Comms Test Set  £9125 5 
Schlumberger 706070657075 - Multimeters   from £350 
Stanford Research DS 340 - 15MHz Synthesised Function (NEW) and Arbitrary 
Waveform Generator   £1200 

Systron Donner 6030 - Mcrowave Frequency Counter (26-5GHz)  £1995 
Tektronix AM503 • TM501 - P6302 - Current Probe Amplifier  U M 
Tektronix P0506 • TG501 - S0503 • TM503 - Oscilloscope Calibrator  £1695 
Tektronix 577- Curve Tracer    E1150 
Tektronix 12 40- Logic Analyser    
Tektronix 141A - PAL Test Signal Generator   

Et25°£51 :5 Tektronix AA5001 8 TM5006 IVF - Programmable Distortion Analyser   
Tektronix 1H5003 , AFG 5101 - Arbitrary Function Generator  £1500 
Tektronix - Plug-ins - many available such as SC504, S99503, 50502, 
PG508. EG504, F0503. TG501, TR503 + many more   ° 

Tim* 9811 - Programmable Resistance   E £P400A 
E550 

Valhalla Scientific -2724 Programmable Resistance Standard   CP0A 
Wendel 8 Goltermann PFJ-8 - Error/Jam Test Set  £11500 
Wendel 8 Goltermann PCM4 I -f- options)   

995°  1500 £  
ESC* 

 £250 
Wavetek 1726- Programmable Signal Source (0-0001Hz-131.04z)   P0 
Wavetek 184- Sweep Generator - 5MHz  tu50A 
Wavetek 3010- 1-1GHz Signal Generator   £1250 

Hewlett Packard 62646- Power Supply 10-20V. 0.25A)   
Hewlett Packard 62 666- Power Supply 40V - 5A   
Hewlett Packard 6271B - Power Supply 60V - 3A   
Hewlett Packard 6624A - Quad Power Su 

Hewlett Packard 8165A - 50MHz Programmable Signal Source 
Hewlett Packard 81806 - Data Generator   
Hewlett Packard 8182A - Data Analyser   
Hewlett Packard 835013 - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (veriOUll  Options available)   

Time 9814- Voltage Calibrator   

Wendel & Goltermann MU30 - Test Point Scanner   
Wayne Kerr 4225- LCR 
Wavetek 171- Synthesised unction Generator 

WIltron 6409- RF Analysers (1MHz-2GHz)   
Wiltron 66205 - Programmable Sweep Generator (3-fIGHz-63/21Hz)   
Vitamin 6747-20 - Swept Frequency Synthesiser (10MHz-2130Hz)   
Yokogowa 3655- Analysing Recorder 

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE — 
SEND LARGE SAE FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT 

ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED — 
WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE. 

PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING — 
CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL GOODS 

£P0A 
£650 
E3950 
EPOA 
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£1 BARGAIN PACKS 
- List 1 

1,000 items appear in our Bargain Packs List - 
request one of these when you next order. 

2 LITHIUM COIN CELLS, 3V p.c.b. mounting. Order 
Ref: 1078. 
2 x 5A BRIDGE RECTIFIERS with heatsink couplers 
for 12V charger. Order Ref 1070 
2 x AMP PULL CORD CEILING SWITCHES, brown. 
Order Ref: 921. 
5 x REELS INSULATION TAPE. Order Ref: 911. 
2 x CORD GRIP SWITCH LAMP HOLDERS. Order 
Ref: 913 
1 x DC VOLTAGE REDUCER, 12V-6V. Order Ref: 
916. 
LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO HEADPHONES, moving 
coil so superior sound. Order Ref: 896. 
2 x 25W CROSSOVERS for 40hm loudspeakers. 
Order Ref: 22. 
2 x Nicad  CONSTANT CURRENT  CHARGERS, 
easily adaptable to charge almost any NiCad Battery. 
Order Ref: 30. 
18V-0-18V 10VA mains transformer. Order Ref: 813. 
2 x WHITE PLASTIC BOXES with lids. approx. 3m. 
cube. Lid has square hole through the centre so 
these are ideal for light-operated switch Order Ref: 
132. 
2 x REED RELAY KITS, you get 8 reed switches and 
2 coil sets. Order Ref: 148. 
12V-0-12V 6VA mains transformer, p.c.b. mounting. 
Order Ref: 938 
1 x BIG-PULL SOLENOID, mains operated. has 1/2 in. 
pull. Order Ref: 871. 
1 x BIG-PUSH SOLENOID, mains operated, has 
1/2 in. push. Order Ref: 872. 
1 x MINI MONO AMP. 3W into 4 ohm speaker or 1W 
into 8 ohm. Order Ref: 495. 
1 x MINI STEREO 1W AMP. Order Ref: 870. 
15V DC 150mA P.S.U., nicely cased. Order Ref. 
942. 
1 x IN-FLIGHT STEREO UNIT is a stereo amp. Has 
two most useful mini moving coil speakers. Made for 
BOAC pasengers. Order Ref: 29. 
1 x 0-1mA PANEL METER. Full vision face 70mm 
square. Scaled 0-100. Order Ref: 756. 
2 x LITHIUM BATTERIES. 2-5V penlight size. Order 
Ref: 874. 
2x3m TELEPHONE LEADS. With BT flat plug. Ideal 
for 'phone extensions, fax. etc. Order Ref: 552. 
1 x 12V SOLENOID. Has good 1/2 in. pull or could 
push if modified. Order Ref: 232. 
3x IN-FLEX SWITCHES. With neon on/off lights, 
saves leaving things switched on. Order Ref: 7. 
2 x 6V  1A  MAINS  TRANSFORMERS.  Upright 
mounting with fixing clamps. Order Ref: 9. 
1 x HUMIDITY SWITCHES. As the air becomes 
damper, the membrane stretches and operates a 
microswitch. Order Ref: 32. 
4 x 13A ROCKER SWITCH. Three tags so on/oft, or 
changeover with centre off. Order Ref: 42. 
1 x SUCK  OR  BLOW-OPERATED  PRESSURE 
SWITCH. Or it can be operated by any low pressure 
variation, such as water level in tanks. Order Ref: 67. 
1 x 6V 750mA POWER SUPPLY. Nicely cased with 
mains input and 6V output lead. Order Ref. 103A. 
12 VERY FINE DRILLS. For p.c.b. boards etc. Nor-
mal cost about 80p each. Order Ref: 128. 
5 x MOTORS FOR MODEL AEROPLANES. Spin to 
start so needs no switch. Order Ref: 134. 
6 x MICROPHONE INSERTS. Magnetic 400 ohm, 
also act as speakers. Order Ref: 139. 
6 x NEON INDICATORS. In panel mounting holders 
with lens. Order Ref: 180. 
1 x IN-FLEX SIMMERSTAT. Keeps your soldering 
iron etc. always at the ready. Order Ret: 196. 
1 x ELECTRIC CLOCK. Mains operated. Put this in a 
box and you need never be late. Order Ref: 211. 
4 x 12V ALARMS. Makes a noise about as loud as a 
car horn. All brand new. Order Ref: 221. 
2 x (61n. x 4in.) SPEAKERS. 16 ohm 5 watts, so can 
be joined in parallel to make a high wattage column. 
Order Ref: 243. 
1 x PANOSTAT. Controls output of boiling ring from 
simmer up to boil. Order Ref: 252. 
2 x OBLONG PUSHSWITCHES. For bell or chimes, 
these can switch mains up to 5A so could be 
footswitch if fitted in pattress. Order Ref: 263. 
50 x MIXED SILICON DIODES. Order Ref: 293. 
1 x 6 DIGIT MAINS OPERATED COUNTER. Stan-
dard size but counts in even numbers. Order Ref: 28. 
2 x 6V OPERATED REED RELAYS. One normally 
on, other normally closed. Order Ref: 48. 
1 x CABINET LOCK. With two keys. Order Ret: 55. 
61/2  80 5 WATT SPEAKER. Order Ref: 824. 
1 x SHADED POLE MAINS MOTOR. 4in. stack, so 
quite powerful. Order Ref: 85. 
1 x CASE, 31/2  x 21/4  x 13,. with 13A socket pins. 
Order Ref: 845. 
2 x CASES. 21/2  x 21/4  x 13,. with 13A pins. Order Ref: 
565. 
4x LUMINOUS ROCKER SWITCHES. 10A mains. 
Order Ref: 793. 

12V 8A POWER SUPPLY. Totally enclosed with its 
own cooling fan. Normal mains operation. 12V comes 
out on a 2m heavy duty lead Price £11 Order Ref: 
11 P6. 
EXCEPTIONALLY NICE PROJECT CASE. This is 
totally enclosed, well ventilated and the front is cut 
out to accept a 12V brushless fan size 80mm square. 
This is held in by 4 spring clips. The size of the case 
is 6x6x3lAfin. deep. Price £4. Order Ref: 4P111. 
12V BRUSHLESS FANS. Both square and black. 
multi-bladed. The smaller is 80mm square, the larger 
one 90mm square. Both brand new. Price £3.50 
each. Order Ref: 3.5P24 for the 80mm and 3.5P25 
for the 90mm 
VERY USEFUL POWER SUPPLY. German make by 
the Vastec company. model ref. no. EN660950. This 
is a very well made and neatly cased unit with its own 
12 brushless cooling fan built in. The case size is 
approximately 6in. square by 4in. high. The maximum 
load of the unit is 200 VA and split up as follows: +5V 
20A. -5V 3A, +12V 8A. -12V 3A. Price £9. Order 
Ref: 9P22. 

SPECIAL PRICE FOR TWO MONTHS 
A SUPER 12V YUASA BATTERY. It IS 18AH Yuasa 
made jelly type so maintenance free and usable in 
any position Brand new and guaranteed 12 months 
The regular price of these is £40 but for the months of 
September and October you can buy at £15 includ-
ing VAT, two or more also carnage free Order Ref 
15P78. 

VERY POWERFUL BATTERY MOTOR. Intended to 
operate portable screwdriver. It is 21/2 in long and 11/2 in. 
diameter. Has a good length spindle. Will operate with 
considerable power off any voltage between 6V and 
12V d.c. Price £2. Order Ref: 2P456. 
D.C. MOTOR WITH GEARBOX. Size 60mm long. 
30mm diameter. Very powerful. operates off any d.c. 
voltage between 6V and 24V. Speed at 6V is 200 
rpm but higher with higher voltages of course. Price 
£3. Order Ref : 3P108. 
MOTOR SPEED CONTROLLER. For d.c. motors up 
to 24V and any power up to 1/6 h.p. They reduce by 
intermittent full voltage pulses so there should be no 
loss of power. In kit form £12. Order Ref: 12P34. Or 
made up and tested, £20. Order Ref: 20P39. 
VERY THIN DRILLS. 12 assorted sizes vary be-
tween 0.6mm and 1.6mm, price £1. Order Ref: 128. 
EVEN THINNER DRILLS. 12 that vary between 0.1 
and 0.5mm. price £1. Order Ref: 129. 
BT TELEPHONE EXTENSION WIRE. This is proper 
heavy-duty cable for running around the skirting 
board when you want to make a permanent exten-
son. 4 cores properly colour coded. 25m length, only 
£1. Order Ref: 1067. 
A  MUCH  LARGER  PROJECT  BOX.  Size 
216mm x 130mm x 85mm with lid and 4 screws. This 
is an ABS box which normally retails at around £6. All 
brand new, price £2.50. Order Ref: 2,5P28. 
LARGE TYPE MICROSWITCH with 2in. lever. 
changeover contacts rated at 15A at 250V, 2 for £1. 
Order Ref: 1/21R7. 
BALANCE ASSEMBLY KITS. Japanese made, 
when assembled ideal for chemical experiments, 
complete with tweezers and 6 weights 0.5 to 5 
grams. Price £2. Order Ref: 2P444. 
CYCLE LAMP BARGAIN. You can have 100 6V 
0-5A MES bulbs for just £2.50 or 1.000 for £20. They 
are beautifully made, slightly larger than the standard 
6.3V pilot bulb so they would be ideal for making 
displays for night lights and similar applications. 
DOORBELL PSU. This has ac. voltage output so is 
ideal for operating most doorbells. The unit is totally 
enclosed so perfectly safe and it plugs into a 13A 
socket. Price only £1. Order Ref: 1/30R1. 
FLASHING BEACON. Ideal for putting on a van, a 
tractor or any vehicle that should always be seen, 
Uses a Xenon tube and has an amber colour dome. 
Separate fixing base is included so unit can be put 
away if desired. Price £5. Order Ref: 5P267. 
MOST USEFUL POWER SUPPLY. Rated at 9V 1A, 
this plugs into a 13A socket. Is really nicely boxed. 
£2. Order Ref: 2P733. 
1.5-6V MOTOR WITH 
GEARBOX.  Motor  is 
mounted on the gearbox 
which has interchange-
able  gears  giving  a 
range of speeds and 
motor torques. Comes 
with full instructions for 
changing  gears  and 
calculating speeds. £7 
Order Ref: 7P26. 
SPECIAL 12V RECHARGEABLE BATTERY. This 
is the Jap made Yuasa. It is sealed so can be used 
in any position. £3.50 each or 5 for £15. Order Ref: 
3.5P11. The batteries have a capacity of 2-3AH 
which may be a bit low for some jobs but remem-
ber you can join them in parallel to give a high 
amperage. 

FOR QUICK HOOK-UPS. 
You can't beat leads with a 
croc clip each end You can 
have a set of 10 leads, 2 
each of 5 assorted colours 
with insulated crocodile clips 
on each end. Lead length 36cm. £2 per set. Order 
Ref: 2P459. 
BIG 12V TRANSFORMER. It is 55VA so over 4A 
Beautifully made and well insulated. Live parts are in 
a plastic frame so cannot be accidentally touched. 
£3.50. Order Ref: 3.5P20. 
TWIN 13A SWITCHED SOCKET. Good British 
make, white, quite standard size so suitable for flush 
mounting or in a surface box. £1.50. Order Ref: 
1.5P61. 
1mA PANEL METER. Approximately 80mm x 50mm. 
front engraved 0-100, price £1.50. Order Ref: 1/16R2. 
LIGHT ALARM. Or it could be used to warn when 
any cupboard door is opened. The light shining on 
the unit makes the bell ring. Completely built and 
neatly cased requires only a battery, £3. Order Ref: 
3P155. 
WATER LEVEL ALARM. Be it bath, sink, cellar. 
sump or any other thing that could flood. This device 
will tell you when the water has risen to the present 
level. Adjustable over quite a useful range. Neatly 
cased for wall mounting, ready to work when battery 
fitted. £3. Order Ref: 3P156. 
BIKE RADIO. In fact, it's more than a radio, it's an 
alarm and a spotlight. The radio is battery operated. 
of course, and needs 3 AA cells. Only one band but 
this is the FM band so will receive Radio 1 and 2 
Comes complete with handlebar fixing clips. Price £4. 
Order Ref: 4P72. 
PHILIPS 91n. MONITOR. Not cased, but it is in a 
frame for rack mounting. It is high resolution and was 
made to work with the IBM. 'One per disk' computer 
Price £15 Order Ret: 15P1. 
METAL CASE FOR 9in. MONITOR. Supplied as a 
flat pack. Price £12. Order Ref: 12P3. 
TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEAD. Nicely made and 
BT approved. Has the plug into BT socket one end 
and the telephone socket the other end, total length 
12m. £2. Order Ref: 2P338. 
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER. In-
ternally generates voltages which enable you to read 
insulation directly in megohms. The multimeter has 
four ranges AC.,DC volts, 3 ranges DC milliamps, 3 
ranges resistance and 5 amp range. Ex-British 
Telecom but in very good condition, tested and 
guaranteed. probably cost at least £50 each, yours 
for only £7.50 with leads. carrying case £2 extra. 
Order Ref: 7.5P4. 
REPAIRABLE METERS. We have some of the 
above testers but faulty, not working on all ranges, 
should be repairable, we supply diagrams. £3. Order 
Ref: 3P176. 
CHARGER FOR YUASA BATTERY. This battery 
charger plugs into a 13A socket, charges at approxi-
mately 1/2A so it would charge this battery overnight 
Complete with croc clips, ready to go. £5. Order Ref . 
5P269. 

TOROIDAL MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
All with 220/240V primary winding 

24V - 24V at 25VA would give 
25V at 1A or 50V at 1/2A, 
price, £3. Order Ref: 3P245. 
0-7V 40VA. has main wind-
ing 7V at 5A and a secon-
dary winding 12V 1A. price 
£3. Order Ref: 3P238. 
0-110V + 0-110V  at  120VA 
would give you 110V at just 
over 1A or 220V at ',A. price £8. Order Ret 8P33 
35V + 35V at 150VA would give 35V at 4A or 70V at 2A 
price £8. Order Ref: 8PG9. 
35V + 35V at 220 VA would give 35V at 61/2A or 70V at 
3' A. price £10. Order Ref: 10PG4. 
110V + 110V at 220 VA would give 110V at 2A or 220V at 
1A. price £12. Order Ref: 12PG5. 
110V + 110V at 500VA would give 110V at 5A or 220V at 
nearly 3A. price £25. Order Ref: 25PG8. 

SUPER WOOFERS. 
A 10in  405m with power 
rating of 250W music and 
normal 150W. Normal selling 
price for this is £55 + VAT. 
you can buy at £29 including 
VAT and carnage. Order Ref: 
29P7. The second one is an 
8in. 40hm. 200W music. 200W normal, again by 
Challenger, price £18. Order Ref: 18P9. 
Deduct 10% from these prices it you order in pairs or can 
collect. These are all brand new in maker's packing. 

TERMS 
Send cash. PO. cheque or quote credit card number 
- orders under £25 add £3.50 service charge. 

J & N FACTORS 
Pilgri m Works (Dept. E.E.) 
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney, 

Sussex RH17 5PA 

Telephone: 01444 881965 
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Transform your PC.... Into an 
oscilloscope, spectrum analyser 
and multimeter... 
The ADC-200 range of PC based oscilloscopes offer 
performance only previously available on the most expensive 

'benchtop' scopes. By intergrating several instruments into 
one unit, the ADC-200 is both flexible and cost effective. 

Connection to a PC gives the ADC-200 the edge over traditional 
oscilloscopes: the ability to print and save waveforms is just one example. 
Units are supplied with PicoScope for Windows which is powerful, yet 
simple to use. with comprehensive on line help. 

Applications 
✓ Video 
V Automotive 
✓ Electronics design 
✓ Production line tests 
✓ Fault finding 
✓ Education 

All units are supplied with 
software, cables and power 
supply. Prices exclude VAT. 

Features 
'A fraction of the cost of comparable benchtop 
oscilloscopes 

✓ Up to 100 MS/s sampling 
• Advanced tigger modes- capture 
one off events. 

✓ Up to 50 MHz spectrum analyser 
✓ Large buffer memory 

,42)e-200/ 100  £499 
4re-200/50  £399 

/42,e-200/20  £299 

A scope at our fin • ert • 

Ce 

1:?.4 c,c) 
-4be  

-80 0 

Once oscilloscopes were heavy and clumsy to handle, but over the years they have become smaller 
and smaller. The latest development in this field has just arrived: a digital storage oscilloscope in a 
handy slim housing, scarcely longer than a pencil and about as thick as your thumb. Despite its small 

size, its performance can match that of a service oscilloscope. 

JPINEEI M 

Applications 
✓ On-the-spot measurements 
✓ Hobby electronics 
✓ Measurements in amplifiers 
✓ Production line tests 

V Can use PC display 
V Sample rates from 

50ns to lms 
V Up to 20 MS/s 

Prices exclude VAT 
Call for 11„ I r 

Fax: +44 (0)1954 211880 Tel: +44 (0)1954 211716 
E-mail:_post@ icotech.co.uk Web: www. icot h 
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GENT 
EL E C T R O NI C S LT D 

EE206 135 Hunter Street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST  dot 
Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932 
http://www.magenta2000.co.uk 
E-mail: salesamagenta2000.co.uk 

All Prices include V.A.T. Add £3.00 per order p&p. £6.99 next day  re m 

MAIL ORDER ONLY • CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT 

EPE MICROCONTROLLER1 
1  Pl. TREASURE HUNTER! 
I The latest MAGENTA DESIGN - highly ' 
I stable Er sensitive - with I.C. control I 
I of all timing functions and advanced I 
I pulse separation techniques. 
1 • High stability 
I  drift cancelling 
I • Easy to build 
I  & use 
I • No ground 

effect, works 
in seawater 

• Detects gold, 
silver, ferrous Et 
non-ferrous 
metals 

Efficient quartz controlled 
microcontroller pulse generation. 
Full kit with headphones Er all 
hardware 

PIC PIPE DESCALER 
• SIMPLE TO BUILD  • SWEPT 
• HIGH POWER OUTPUT  FREQUENCY 
• AUDIO & VISUAL MONITORING 

An affordable circuit which sweeps 
the incoming water supply with 
variable frequency electromagnetic 
signals. May reduce scale formation, 
dissolve existing scale and improve 
lathering ability by altering the way 
salts in the water behave. 
Kit includes case, P.C.B, coupling 
coil and all components. 
High coil current ensures maximum 
effect. L.E.D. monitor 

KIT 868  £22.95  POWER UNIT  £3.99 

MICRO PEsT 
SCARER 
Our latest design — The ultimate 
scarer for the garden. Uses 

I special microchip to give random 
I delay and pulse time. Easy to 
build reliable circuit Keeps pets/ 

E63  pests away from newly sown areas. 
• play areas, etc. Uses power source 

from 9 to 24 volts, 

• RANDOM PULSES 
• HIGH POWER 
• DUAL OPTION 
KIT 867 
KIT+SLAVE UNIT 

WINDICATOR 

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC 
PEsT SCARER 
A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in 
a compact hand-held case. MOSFET output 
drives a special sealed transducer with in-
tense pulses via a special tuned transformer. 
Sweeping frequency output is designed to 
give maximum output without any special 
setting up. 

KIT 842  £22.56 

MK. II ACOUSTIC PROBE 
• NEW DESIGN 
• HIGH SENSITIVITY & POWER 
Picks up vibrations amplifies, and drives 
headphones. Sounds from engines, watches, 
pipes and speech through walls can be heard 
clearly. Useful for mechanics,  instrument 
engineers and nosey parkers! Very effective 
device. 

KIT 876  £29.95 

DC Motor/Gearboxes 
Our Popular and Versatile DC 
motor/Gearbox sets. 
Ideal for Models, Robots, 
Buggies etc. 1.5 to 4.5V 
Multi ratio gearbox 
gives wide range of speeds. 

LARGE TYPE - MGL £6.95 
SMALL - MGS -£4.77 

Stepping Motors  _4  
:-11111V-

MD38...Mini 48 step...£8.65 
MD35...Std 48 step...£9.99 
MD200...200 step.. £12.99 
MD24...Large 200 step...£22.95 

Plug-in power supply £4.99 
 £19.99 

£32.50 

A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes 
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing 
head. Mains power unit £5.99 extra. 

KIT 856  £28.00 

* TENS UNIT * 
DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT 
As featured in March '97 issue. 
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this 
excellent new project. All components, PCB, 
hardware and electrodes are included. 
Designed for simple assembly and testing and 
providing high level dual output drive. 

KIT 866.... Full kit including four electrodes £32.90 

Set of 
4 spare 
electrodes 
E6.50 

1000V & 500V INSULATION 
TESTER 

Superb new design. Regulated 
output, efficient circuit. Dual-
scale  meter,  compact  case. 
Reads up to 200 Megohms. 
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out 
case, meter scale, PCB Er ALL 
components. 

KIT 848  £32.95 

MOSFET Mk11 VARIABLE BENCH 
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2-5A. 
Based on our Mk1 design 
and  preserving  all  the 
features,  but  now  with 
switching pre-regulator for 
much higher efficiency. Panel 
meters indicate Volts and 
Amps. Fully variable down to 
zero. Toroidal mains trans-
former. Kit includes punched 
and printed case and all 
parts. As featured in April 
1994 EPE. An essential piece 
of equipment.  Kit No. 845  £64.95 

EPE 
PROJECT 
PICs 

Programmed PICs for 
all* EPE Projects 
16C84/16F84/16C71 

All £5.90 each 
PIC16F877 now in stock 
£10 inc. VAT & postage 
(*some projects are 

copyright) 

I SPACEWRITER 
14,, \ I An innovative and exciting  

I pro  Clie ject. Wave the wand through  k 
the air and your message appears. 
Programmable to hold any message 
up to 16 digits long. Comes pre .loaded I e Pt 

▪ with "MERRY XMAS". Kit includes  li)7 
I PCB, all components ft tube plus  j. 
. instructions for message loading. 

KIT 849  £16.99 i 

12V EPROM ERASER 
A safe low cost eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a time 
in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 12V supply 
1400mA). Used extensively for mobile work - up-
dating equipment in the field etc. Also in educa-
tional situations where mains supplies are not al-
lowed. Safety interlock prevents contact with UV. 

KIT 790  £29.90 

SUPER BAT 
DETECTOR 

1 WATT 0/P, BUILT IN 

SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE 

20kHz-140kHz 

NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC. 
A new circuit using a 'full bridge' audio 
amplifier i.c., internal 
speaker, and head-
phone/tape socket. The 
latest sensitive transducer, 
and 'double balanced mixer' 
give a stable, high peformance 
superheterodyne design. 

KIT 861  £24.99 
ALSO AVAILABLE Built Et Tested ....£39.99 

E.E. TREASURE HUNTER 
PI. METAL DETECTOR 
MKI 
Magenta's highly 
developed 6 
acclaimed design. 
Quartz crystal 
controlled circuit 
MOSFET coil drive. 
D.C. coupled 
amplification. 
Full kit includes 
PCB, handle, 
case Er 
search coil 

• KIT INC. 
HEADPHONES 

• EFFICIENT 
CMOS DESIGN 

• POWERFUL COIL 
DRIVE 

• DETECTS FERROUS AND 
NON-FERROUS METAL - GOLD, 
SILVER, COPPER ETC. 

• 190mm SEARCH COIL 

• NO 'GROUND EFFECT' 

KIT 815  £45.95 

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER 
Keep pets/pests away from 
newly  sown  areas,  fruit, 
vegetable and flower beds, 
children's play areas, patios 
etc.  This  project  produces 
intense pulses of ultrasound 
which deter visiting animals. 
• KIT INCLUDES ALL 
COMPONENTS, PCB Et CASE 

• EFFICIENT 100V 
TRANSDUCER OUTPUT • UP TO 4 METRES 

• COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE  RANGE 
TO HUMANS  • LOW CURRENT DRAIN 

KIT 812  £15.00 

P U 
O L 
W I 
E R 
R A 

PEsT " N 
SCARER 4 



SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER 
INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE! Kit 857 £12.99 

INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84 CHIP 
SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD 
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL 
PC BOARD Ft INSTRUCTIONS 

Power Supply £3.99 

EXTRA CHIPS: 
PIC 16E84 £4.84 

Based on February '96 EPE. Magenta designed PCB and kit. 
PCB with 'Reset' switch, Program switch, 5V regulator and 
test L.E.D.s, and connection points for access to all A and B 
port pins. 

PIC16C84 LCD DISPLAY DRIVER 
INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84 
WITH DEMO PROGRAM 
SOFTVVARE DISK, PCB, 
INSTRUCTIONS AND 
16-CHARACTER 2-LINE 
LCD DISPLAY 

Kit 860 £19.99 
Power Supply £3.99 

FULL PROGRAM SOURCE 
CODE SUPPLIED - DEVELOP 
YOUR OWN APPLICATION , 

Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied with PCB, 
industry standard 2-LINE x 16-character display, data, all 
components, and software to include in your own programs. 
Ideal deyelpment base for meters, terminals, calculators, 
counters, timers - Just waiting for your application! 

PIC16F84 MAINS POWER 4-CHANNEL 
CONTROLLER Et LIGHT CHASER 

• WITH PROGRAMMED 16E84 AND DISK WITH 
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM 

• ZERO VOLT SWITCHING 
MULTIPLE CHASE PATTERNS 

• OPTO ISOLATED 
5 AMP OUTPUTS 

• 12 KEYPAD CONTROL 
• SPEED/DIMMING POT. 
• HARD FIRED TRIACS 

Kit 855 £39.95 

Now features full 4-channel 
chaser software on DISK 
and pre-programmed 
PIC16F84 chip. Easily 
re-programmed for your 
own applications. Software 
source code is fully 
'commented so that it can 
be followed easily. 

LOTS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS 

PIC TOOLKIT V1 
• PROGRAMS PIC16C84 and I6F84 • ACCEPTS TASM AND MPASM CODE 
Full kit includes PIC16F84 chip, top quality p.c.b. pnntod with component 
layout, turned pin PIC socket, all components and software' 
•Needs °BASIC or QUICKBASIC 

KIT 871 ... £13.99. Built and tested £21.99 

PhizzyB ALL PARTS FOR SERIES INCLUDING PCBs, 
PROGRAMMED CHIP CD-ROM AND DISPLAYS 

MAIN BOARD - FULL KIT £131.95 BUILT  £149.95 
I/O PORT KIT   £16.99 BUILT  £24.99 
L.C.D.   £12.49 POWER SUPPLY f3.99 
8-BIT SWITCH/LATCH   £7.95 INT. MODULE £10.45 

68000 DEVELOPMENT AND 
TRAINING KIT 

• NEW PCB DESIGN 
• 8 MHz 68000 16-BIT BUS 
• MANUAL AND SOFTWARE 
• 2 SERIAL PORTS 
• PIT AND I/O PORT OPTIONS 
• I2C PORT OPTIONS 

KIT 621 
£99.95 
• ON BOARD 

5V REGULATOR 
• PSU £6.99 

• SERIAL LEAD £3.99 

Mini-Lab & Micro Lab 
Electronics Teach-In 7 
As featured in EPE and now 
published as Teach-In 7. All 
parts 
are supplied by Magenta. 
Teach-In 7 is £3.95 from us or 
EPE 
Full Mini Lab Kit - £119.95 - 
Power supply extra - £22.55 
Full Micro Lab Kit -£155.95 
Built Micro Lab - £189.95 

Tel: 01283 565435 Fax: 01283 546932 

EPE PIC Tutorial  
At Last! A Real, Practical, Hands-On Ser es 

• Learn Programming from scratch using PIC16F84 

• Start by lighting I.e.d.s and do  30 tutorials to Sound 
Generation. Data Display. and a Security System 

• PIC TUTOR Board with Switches I.e.d.s, and on  board 
programmer  

PIC TUTOR BOARD KIT 
Includes: PIC16F84 Chip, TOP Quality PCB printed with 
Component Layout and all components* (*not ZIF 
Socket or Displays). Included with the Magenta Kit is a 
disk with Test and Demonstration routines. 

KIT 870   £27.95, Built Er Tested   £42.95 
Optional: Power Supply - £3.99, ZIF Socket - £9.99 
LCD Display  £7.99  LED Display  £6.99 

PIC TOOLKIT V2 
• SUPER UPGRADE FROM V1 • 18, 28 AND 40-PIN CHIPS 
• READ, WRITE, ASSF MAI F & DISASSEMBLE PICS 
• SIMPLE POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS 5-20V 
• ALL SWITCHING UNDER SOFTWARE CONTROL 
• MAGENTA DESIGNED PCB HAS TERMINAL PINS AND OSCILLATOR 
CONNECTIONS FOR ALL CHIPS 

• INCLUDES SOFTWARE AND PIC CHIP 

KIT 878. . . £22.99 with 16F84 . . . f29.99 with 16F877 

SUPER PIC PROGRAMMER 
• READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES 
• WINDOWS'. SOFTWARE 
• PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X 
• USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT 
• USES STANDARD MICROCHIP • HEX FILES 
• OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA) 
• PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED PIN 
SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs. 

• SEND FOR DETAILED 
Kit 862 £2999 

INFORMATION - A Power Supply £3.99 
SUPERB PRODUCT AT AN 
UNBEATABLE LOW PRICE. DISASSEMBLER 

SOFTVVARE  £11.75 

PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER 
INCLUDES: PCB, 
PIC16F84 VVITH 

Kit 863 £18.99 
DEMO PROGRAM, 
SOFTVVARE DISK , 
INSTRUCTIONS 
AND MOTOR. 

FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED. 
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER 
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS. 

Another NEW Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4-phase unipolar motor - up 
to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and 48 ster motor Chip is 
pre-programmed with demo software, then write your own, and re-program 
the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in 
response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory. 

8-CHANNEL DATA LOGGER 
As featured in Aug./Sept. '99 EPE. Full kit with Magenta  + 4 1. 
redesigned PCB - LCD fits directly on board. Use as Data 
Logger or as a test bed for many other 16F877 projects. Kit  '17 
includes programmed chip. 8 EEPROMs, PCB, case and all components. 

KIT 877 £49.95 inc. 8 x 256K EEPROMS 

MAGENTA_ 
All pricesinclude VAT Add £3.00 p&p. Next Day £6.99 

E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk 
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E 1.. 1 ISCINIC CO MPONENTS 

Station R oad, Cullerco ats, 

T yne & W ear, NE30 4PCI r r 
All Maior Credit cords AcceL,'6,1  u m , wto  

Prices Exclude Vat 6317'6%. Add £1.25 carriage 
Vat to all orders. Cheques / Postal orders 

payable to ESR Electronic Components.   

4000 lodes  74NC Series  741542  £0.42 
40008  .£017 74HC00  £0.19 741547  £0.58 
40018  £0.20 74HCO2  £0.21 741351  £0.24 
4002E1  £0.17 74HCO3  £0.21 741373  £0.40 
4006B  £0.40 74HC04  £0.20 741574  £0.32 
4007U8  f0.18 74HC08  £0.21 741575  £0.30 
400813  £0.23 74HC10  £0.16 741376  £0.40 
4009UB  £0.23 74HC11  £0.20 741583  £0.38 
4010B  £0.23 74HC14  £023 741585  £0.48 
4011B  £0.18 74HC20  £0.28 741386  £0.25 
40128  741590 £0.16 74HC27 £0.16 £040 
4013B  £0.20 74HC30  £0.22 741S92   £0.45 
401413  £030 74HC32  £0.20 741593 £042 
4015B  £024  74HC42  £0.36 7415107   £0.30 
40168  £0.28 74HC73  £0.40 7415109  £0.21 
40178  E0.24 74HC74  £0.22 7415112  £0.24 
40188  £0.27 74HC75  £0.40 7415113  £0.23 
40198  r0.25  £0.36 74HC76  £0.20 7415114 
40208  7415122 £8'36  74HC85  £0.24 40218  7415123  £0.31 

03 '31  74HC86  £0.22  £0.31 
40228  7415125  £0.28 40238  £0.32  74HC107  £0.40 

£0.19 74HC123  £0.33 7415126  £0.25 
402413  £0.31 74HC125  £0.26 7415132  £0.26 
402513 C13  7415133  £0.36 40268  28  74HCI26  C0.46 

C0.78 74HC132  £0.35 7413136 40278  £0.25  7413138  03.23 C0.40 741-1C133  £0.34 40288  £0.34  7415139  E0.24 
40298  moo 74HC137  £3.30  7415145  £0.56 74HC138  £0.25 4030B  £0.17  7413148  £0.64 £0.3 40318  £0.61 74HC139  1 7413151.  £0.25 
40358  £0.31 74HC151  £0.33 741S153'  E0.40 

74HC153  £0.30 404013  £0.32  7415154  £0.70 1 74HC54  £0.85 40418  £0.31  7415156  £0.36 
40428  £0.22  74HC157  £0.40 7415157  C0.22 
40438  £0.28 74HC158  £0.23 7415158  £0.21 
4044B  £0.35  74HC160  £0.64 7415160  £0.48 
40468  £0.38 74HC161  £0.28 7415161  £0.32 
40478  £0.32 74HC162  £0.45 7415162  £0.44 
40488 Esa u 74HC1 63  £0.26 7415163  £0.32 
404913  £028 74HC164  £0.35 7415164  £0.24 
4049U8  £0.24 74HC165  £0.35 7415165  £0.48 
40508  £0.26 74HC173  £0.38 7415173  £0.24 
40518  c0.33 74HC1 74  £0.27 7415174  £024 
40528  £0.32 74HC1 75  £0.35 7413175  £0.24 
405313  c029 74HC192  £0.72 7415190  £0.60 
40548  £0.56 74HC195  £0.32 7415191  £0.24 
405513  £0.34 74HC240  £0.37 7415192  £0.60 
40608  £0.31 74HC241  £0.37 7415193  £0.24 
40638  £0.29 74HC244  £0.42 7415195  £0.24 
40668  £0.29 74HC245  £0.42 7415196  £0.24 
40678  £2.20 74HC251  £0.30 7415221  £041 
40688  £016 74HC253  £025 7415240  £0.32 
4069UB  £0.19 74HC257  £0.25 7415241  £0.32 
40708  £0.25 74HC259  £0.57 7415243  £0.30 
40718  £0.23 74HC273  £032 7415244  £0.32 
4072B  £0.17 74HC299  E0.64 7415245  E0.36 
40738  WA 7 74HC365  £0.34 7415247  £0.32 
407581  £0.17 74HC367  £0.25 7415251  00.24 
40768  £0.30 74HC368  £0.25 7415257  £0.24 
40778  C0.28 74HC373  £0.35 7415258  £0.24 
4078E1  £0.20 74HC374  £0.40 7415259  E0.45 
40818  £0.21 74HC390  £0.52 7415266  £0.14 
40828  £0.21 74HC393  £0.38 7415273  £0.32 
40858  £0.28 74HC541  £0.32 7415279  £0.24 
40868  £0.25 74HC563  £0.56 7413365  £0.21 
409313  £0.25 74HC564  £0.48 7415367  £0.21 
40948 £0.29  74HC573  £0.38 7415368 £0.21 
40958  £0.56 74HC574  £0.45 7415373   £0.33 
40978  £1.20 74HC595  £0.39 7415374  £0.34 
40988  03.48 „ 74HC688  £0.64 7415378 40998  7415390  £0.62 £13-4T 74HC4002  £0.31  £0.24 
450213  £0.32 74HC4017  £0.64 7415393 45038  7415395  £0.33 

E0-40  74HC4020  £0.36  £0.26 
450813  £1-40  74HC4040  £0.36 Ulmer IC, 
451013  £0.45  74HC4049  £0.31 AD524AD £23.04 
45118  £0.38 74HC4051  £040 AD54131N  E2.48 
45128  £0.32 74HC4052  £0.43 AD590.1H  £5.28 
45148  £8.77  74HC4053  £0.38 AD592AN £4.48 
451513  £0.99 74HC4060  £0.44 A0595A0 £12.65 
4516E1 45188  £1144  74HC4075  £0.27 AD620AN £9.88 

£0.44 741-1C4078  £0.32 A06251N  £16.20 45208 
452113  £8.34  741-1C4511  C0.64 AD6331N  £7.54 
452613  C.8.63  741-1C4514  C0.84 AD648JN  £2.57 £0.40 
45278  £0.40 74HC4538  E0.41 AD654.IN  £7.18 
45288  £0.40 74HC4543  £0.90 AD7081N  £5.69 

AD7111N  £1.46 
45298  £0.44 74L1 Series  AD7121N  £238 
45328  £0.32 741500 

£1.00 741501  co.14 AD7361N  £8.75 4536B  ' 
453813  £0.37 741502  £0.26 AD797AN E8.69 
454113  £0.33 741303  £0.29 AD811N  £6.24 AD812AN £6.32 45438  £0.47 741504  £0.21 AD817AN £3.85 
455513  £032 741305  £0.14 
4556B  £0.40 741308  £0.23 AD820AN £3.41 
456613  £1.96 741509  £0.15 AD822AN £3.20 
45848  £0.24 74LS10  £0.14 AD8291N  . 
4585E1  £0.47 741511  £0.17 AD830AN £5.44 
47248  £0.94 741312  C0.14  1  C5.95 
4010613  C0.24 741313  £0.29 AD9696KN C7.73 
4010913  C0.58 741314  £0.25 ADE12020A £5.06 

ADM222AH£3.55 401748  £046 741515  £0.24 
401758  £0.41 74LS20  £0.25 ADM232AA £3.55 

ADM485.IN £2.97 
74 Series  74LS2I  £0.14 ADM690AN E5.13 

£0 40 74L526  MA 4 ADM691AN £6.48 
741327  £014 ADM695AN £6.48 

SMAEDAY  741.530  £0.20 ADM699AN £3.58 
DESPATCH  741.532  £0.21 CA7410E  £0.24 

741537  £0.14 CA747CE  £0.39 
No Minimums  74LS38  WA 8 CA3046  £0.42 
Ord•r Value  741540  £0 14 CA3059  Cl 33 

CA3080E  £0.73 
CA3130E  £0.87 
CA3140E  £0.52 1=  CA3189E  £1.26 

▪  CA3240E 
DG211C1  £1.55 

•  DG212C1  £1.55 
0G4110.1  £2.00 

•  CL7106CPL C2.80 
CL7107CPL E2.00 sa C17109CLP£8.99 
CL7611DCP £0.75 

o  C17621  £0.96 
C17660SCP £0.86 

•  CL8038  £3.84 
CM7555  £0.38 

762 1165V  E2.72 
CM7556  £0.84 

111.6. 1.272M  £1 .84 
Zit L293E 
0 0  L297  C£63:8724 
• ‘,9 L298N  £6.67 
111  L6219  £4.48 

LF347N  £0.46 
LF351N  £0.45 
LF353N  £0.40 
LF356  £0.84 
LM301AN £0.40 
1M308N  £0.58 
1M311 N8  £0.25 
1M318  £0.98 
LM319N14 £0.90 
LM324  £0.26 
LM335Z  £0.97 
LM339N  £0.25 
1M348N  £0.31 
I.M358N  £0.29 
LM380N  £0.88 
LM381N  £2.64 
LM386  £0.45 
LM392N  £0.79 
1M393N  £0.21 
1M748CN8 £0.37 
1M1881  £3.92 
1M2917N8 £3.10 
LM3900N  £0.72 
1M3909N  0.18 
1M3914  £2.16 
1M3915  £2.70 
1M13600  £1.12 
LMC660CN £1.44 
1MC6032IN £1.55 
LP311N  £0.74 
1P324N  £0.72 
1P339N  £0.75 
111013CN8 £4.64 
MAX202CPE £2.97 
MAX208CN £6.99 
MAX220CPE £5.06 
MAX222CPE £5.06 
MAX232CPE £1.80 
MAX483CP £3.13 
MAX485CP £2.08 
MAX631ACP£4.99 
MAX635ACP£4.99 
MAX1232CP £2.80 
MC1458N £0.27 
MC1488  £0.40 
MC1489  £0.40 
MC3302  £0.56 
MC3340P  £1.60 
MC4558P  £0.33 
MV601DP £2.97 
NE521N  £6.39 
NE555N  £0.21 
NE556N  £0.36 
NE565N  £1.94 
NE566N  £0.90 
NE567N  £0.39 
NE571N  £2.72 
NE592  £0.62 
NE5532N  £0.45 
NE5534N  £0.64 
NE5539N  £4.35 
OPO7CN  £0.90 
OP27CN  £2.90 
OP77GP  £1.99 
0 P9OGP  £3.11 
OP97FP  £2.43 
OP113GP £3.44 
OP176GP £2.09 
OP177G8 £1.89 
OP200GP £5.60 
OP213FP  £5.20 
0P275GP £2.57 
0P282GP £2.27 
0P283GP £5.20 
OP290GP £5.40 
0P2970P £5.74 
OP400GP £11.81 
0P495GP £8.69 
RC4I 36  £1.00 
SAA1027  £4.40 
5G3524N  £0.96 
5G3543  £6.88 
S5M2017P £3.12 
SSM213IP £4.19 
SSM2141P £3.63 
SSM2I42P £6.16 
5SM2143P £3.78 
18A120S  £0.90 
18A800  £0.75 
TBA8105  £0.64 
TBA820M  £0.40 
TDAI1705 £4.80 
10A2004  E2.88 
TDA2030  £1.18 
TDA2050V £2.84 
TDA2611A £1.88 
1DA2822A £0.86 
1DA2653A £2.99 
TED3718DP £5.03 
TEA5115  £3.11 
TL061CP  £0.35 
TL062CP  £0.60 
TL064CN  £0.72 
71071CP  £0.38 
T1072CN  £0.32 
11074CN  £0.43 
11.081  £0.29 
T1082CN  £0.35 
T1084CN  £0.50 
-11494CN  CO 70 
TL7705ACP £082 
11C271  £0 68 

7805  £031 
7806 
7808  ga3352 
7812  £0.38 
7815  £0.38 
78105 £0.20 
78106   £0.32 
78108 C0 00.23 
78112 £0.25 
78115   
78512  £0£0.1294 78124 
78505  £0.70 

£0.70 

779805515  
£0.98 

77991152  £0.40 
£9 0i338 

7924  £0.38 
79105 £0.23 
79112   £0.23 
79115   £0.28 
79124  £0.30 
ADM666AN £3.44 
1.200CV  £1.50 
1296  £6.30 

LLM387A4OCT5 £2.72 £13.96 29   
LM3171.2  £0.30 
1M3171  £0.43 
LM317K  £2.48 
1M323K  £2.40 
1M334Z  £1.35 
LM3377  £0.64 
1M338K  £5.52 
1M3387  0.48 
1M723  £0.29 
LP2950CI  £2.70 
REFOI CP  £3.44 
REFO2CP  £4.66 
REF12Z  £1.28 
REFI95GP  £4.72 
REF25Z  £1.24 
REF5OZ  Cl .20 
TL431CP  £0.20 
ZN423  £0.82 
ZN4588  f1.41 
Diodes 

NN991164 
1 N4001 
1N4002 
1N4003 
1N4004 
1N4005 
1N4006 
1N4007 
1N4148 

11NN54410049  
1N5401 
1N5402 
11N5406 N5404 

1N5407 
1N5408 
6A05 
6A1 
6A2 
6A4 
6A6 
6A8 
6A10 
BA157 
BA158 
BA 159 

BBAATT4421 
BAT46 

B8A1 849 AT5 
BAV21 

£0.06 
£0.05 
£0.04 
£0.04 
£0.04 
£0.04 
£0.04 
£0.04 
£0.05 
£0.04 
£0.07 
£0.09 
£0.08 
£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.10 
£0.10 
£0.11 
£0.27 
£0.27 
£0.27 
£028 
£0.29 
£0.30 
£0.35 
£0.10 
£0.10 
£0.14 
£0.12 
COTO 
£0.20 
£0.36 
£0.15 
£0 07 

11C272  £0.90  BAW62  £0.07 2N6491 
TS555CN  £0.34  BAX13  £0.05 2513548 
TMPO1FP  £5.60  BAX16  £0.05 25D1730 
ULN2003  £0.52  8B4058  £0.26 AC126 
ULN2004A £0.44  138909A  £0.28 AC127 
U1N2803  £0.60  8139098  £0.36 AC128 
ULN2804A £1.64  8Y126  £0.13 AC187 
XR2206  £3.84  BY 1 27  £0.18 AC188 
IPROM's  BY 1 33  £010 ACY17 
2716  £5.22  0A47  £0.44 A0149 
2732  £5.51  0A90  £0.11 AD161 

27C64-250 L2.88 0A200  £0.56 BC107 
0A91  C0.26 AD162 2764-200  £3.99 

27128-200  £3.99 0A202  BC107B 
Zeners 2.710 33V BC108 

27CI28-15 C.3.02  27256-200 £3.99 500mW  £0.06 8C1088 
27C256-20 £3.68 1.3W  £0.10 BC108C 
27C512-150C264  BC109 
27C1001-15.C312 M ilt !IV  £0.19 BC109C 

1.5A 600V  £0.22 

27C2001-15.C450 1.5A 200V  £0.20 13C114 
27C4001-120£5.73 1.5A 400V  £0.22 BC115 

GM76C88. £3.60 1.5A 800V  £0  BC118 
.27 BC116 RAM 

HM62128.-7 £9.14 I.5A lkV  £0.24 8C132 BC134 
H16116-10 £0.88 3A 200V  £0.36 

3A 400V  £0.40 8C135  
U6264ADC7 C1.42 3A 600V  £0.33 BC140 
KM62256.-7 £3.20 

A/D Cosiverlers  10A 400V  £1.39 
BC142 
13C143 

41256-10  £3.52 6A 200V  £0.70 BC141 
6A 800V  £0.59 

AD420AA rit21151 
Dole  25A 200V  £1.54 13C154 

25A 600V  £1.81 1   BCI 57 
AD557.1N  £8.75  BC  
AD75281N £11.42 clirtrers  BC160 £030T  C 
AD7545 AKN£14 .04  P0102AA  £0.30 138C1177088 
AD7828KN £20.33 TIC116D  £0.66 BC171 
DAC0800  £2.72  11C1260  £0.77 8C1718 
ICL7109CPLC7.75 
11054918  £1.76 Trines  8C172 
ZN448E  £7.34  Z0105DA  £0.42 BC1728 

11C206D  £055 BTA08-60081 £0.88 BC177 pfretedrisdiers  8C178 
A189C2051 £6.43 TIC226D  £0.94 
16C54A04P £3.07  8E1E118729 12C508-04P £0.99  11C236D  £1.12 
16C54JW  £12.48  BC182A 
16C56-04P C2.05 14 7.32V  E0.16 8C1821 

II. Switch BC18213 

16C71-04P £4.88 8R̀ 69  £1.30 8C183 
16C71 JW  £17.34 Tni m isti m  8C1831 
16F84-04P  £3.40 2N1613  £0.31  BC18318 
ONCE* FCR OTHER DEWS  2N1711  £0.26 13C184 

2N1893  ca29  8C1841 
2N2218A  £0.28 BC204C 
2N2219A  c0.24  BC20613 
2N2222A co 19 BC208 
2N2646 
2N2904A  Eco1"2065 BICC278912A 
2N2905A  £0.25 BC2121 
2N3053  cap; BC2121.3 2N2907A 

ca n BC213B 
coos 8C2131C 22NN33005554 
0158 BBC22214 

2N3439  5 

70 

£0.62 BC214L 
22NN334402 £0.50  C 

caw EIC23713 
2N3703  £0.10 86E223938 l:4 c 
2N3705 2N3704 co 0 CO 11 8C250A 
2N3706 £0.10 8C252 
2N3771 BC2618 
2N3772  ClC  "5441 8C26213 
2N3773  Er n 8C2678 
22NN33882019  £0£%634 BB cC 330807  

2N3905  £0.051 8C319C 2N3904 
2N3906  £0£0.1101 8C327 8C327 

BC328 
2N4036  £0.34 8C328-16 
2N5296  £0.80  8C337 21,45245 

ca w 8C337-25 
22N55446001  £0.12 8E3338  N  .25  
2N555I  CO 11 

8 38 
1 
8C348B 

2N6107  £0.60 8C357  
BC393 

III-
1147 
ii 

4.7 
Ill 

47 

i(11 
4711 
1000 
2200 
33011 
4700 

llodrelytis Radial 
16,  25,  41),  hi,  11105 

-•-  05 01.115 

•••  11105 11105 £0115 
101)5 10 1)5 fii 05 111.05 LOIN 
£11115 10 05 £1105 1.111171.1111 
Li)  £0.05 •-• 
10115 111.05 £1108 11110 10 I TT 
10.117 10,06 111.111 10 It 10.21. 
£0.09 10.04 10.13 £0 28 

--  1014 ---
1.1113 £1117 10.24 10 33 -. 
£0.21 t11.33 01.34 £0,75 
£0.27 £0.55 £0.711 ---

10.67 11.05 

£1.58 
£0.38 
£1.44 
£0.44 
£0.5( 
£0.7: 
£0.6E 
£0.96 
£3.84 
£1.62 
£0.9: 
£0.9: 
COT 
£0.17 
£0.14 
£0.14 
£0.1: 
E0.17 
E0.17 
COI 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.36 
£0.36 
£0.36 
£0.25 
£0.27 
£0.34 
£0.3E 
£0.36 
£0.12 
£0.17 
£0.28 
Mit 
Wit 
£0 11 
£016 
£012 
E0.13 
£0.18 
f0.18 
£0.18 
£0.10 
E0.11 
£0.12 
£0.09 
£0.10 
£0.08 
£0.08 
£0.10 
£0.10 
£0.72 
£0.72 
£0.72 
£0.72 
0108 
£0.08 
£0.08 
£0.10 
£0.08 
£0.08 
£0.10 
£0.15 
£0.09 
£0.11 
£0.10 
£0.15 
£0.13 
£0.30 
£0.24 
£0.30 
£0.10 
£0.10 
£0.13 
£0.10 
£0.10 
£0.10 
£010 
£0.10 
£0.10 
COTO 
£0.14 
£0.25 
E0.73 

BC441  £0.40 
8C461  £0.46 
8C463  £0.29 
8C478  £032 
8C479  £0.32 
8C516  £0.21 
8C517  £0.17 
8C527  £0.20 
8C528  £0.20 
BC537  £0.20 
6C546B  £0.08 
6C546C  £0.08 
8C547A  £0 09 
8C5478  £0.09 
BC547C  £0.09 
8C548C  £0.08 
6C549C  £0.10 
BC550C  £0.09 
6C556A  £0.08 
8C5578  £0.09 
6C557C  £0.08 
8C5588  £0.09 
BC5598  £0.11 
BC560A  £0.09 
13C560E1  £0.09 
8C637  £0.19 
8C638  £0.21 
8C639  £0.21 
8C640  £0.13 
BCY70  £0.22 
BCY71  £0.20 
BCY72  £0.20 
8D1248  £6.86 
6D131  £0.52 
8D135  £0.21 
8D136  E0.21 
EI0137  £0.23 
8D138  £0.24 
8D139  £0.25 
80140  £0.25 
8DI50C  £0.82 
80165  £0.42 
8D166  f0.35 
130187  £0.39 
80201  £0.40 
8D202  £0.70 
80204  £0.40 
80225  £0.42 
BD232  £0.50 
EI0237  £0.32 
8D238  £0.44 
BD240C  £0.37 
813244A  £0.53 
80245C  £1.18 
80246  £1.18 
8D246C  £1.18 
80283  £0.61 
B0284  £0.61 
80400  £0.79 
8D442  £0.37 
8D534  £0.47 
80535  £0.50 
80536  £0.65 
8D581  £13.62 
80597  £0.92 
13D646  £0.52 
80648  £0.52 
80650  £0.53 
80807  £0.80 
80X32  £1.78 
80X33C  £0.56 
BDX34C  £0.50 
BDX53C  £0.47 
80X54C  £0.50 
BF180  £0.31 
81-182  £0.31 
BFI85  £0.58 
13F194  £0.31 
BF1948  £0.19 
BF195  £0.14 
BF244  £0.35 
8F24481  £0.35 
8F244C  £0.35 
8F257  £0.33 
8F259  £0.33 

111•CIrthrtit AZ191 
Ita Is  411,  1.3,  11111, 2511. 45115 

BF337 
BF355 
BF423 
13F451 
8F459 
BF469 
BFX29 
BFX84 
BFX85 
BFY50 
BFY51 
BFY52 
85107 
BS170 
BSW66 
BU126 
131-1205 
BU208A 
BU326A 
BU500 
BU508A 
BU508D 
BU526 
BU806 
BUTIIA 
BUT1 1 AF 
BUX84 
IRF530 
IRF540 
IRF740 
M12501 
MJ3001 
M111015 
M111016 
MJE340 
MJE350 
MPSA05 
MPSA06 
MPSA13 
MPSA42 
MRF475 
TIP29A 
TIP29C 
TIP30A 
TIP30C 
TIP31 A 
T1P31C 
TIP32A 
TIP32C 
TIP33C 
TIP41A 
TIP41C 
TIP42A 
TIP42C 
TIP50 
TIPI10 
TIP120 
TIP121 
TIP122 
11P1 25 
TIP126 
TIP127 
118132 
TIPI37 
TIP141 
TIP142 
TIP147 
TIP2955 
TIP3055 
VN1OKM 
ITX300 
ZTX500 
ZTX653 

£0.40 
£0.38 
£0.13 
£0.19 
£0.33 
£0.36 
£13.29 
£0.31 
£0.32 
£0.30 
£024 
£0.28 
£0.21 
£0.23 
C1.35 
£1.32 
£1.41 
£1.24 
£1.40 
£1.54 
£1.30 
£0.98 
£1.74 
£1.06 
£0.57 
£1.14 
£0.78 
£0.48 
£1.26 
£1.88 
C1.60 
E1.80 
£2.45 
£2.56 
£0.40 
£0.48 
£0.14 
£0.11 
£013 
£0.15 
£7.28 
£0.32 
£0.30 
£0.47 
£0.37 
£0.27 
E0.41 
£0.26 
£0.26 
£0.74 
£0.38 
£0.32 
£0.32 
£0.39 
£0.31 
£0.28 
0128 
£0.34 
£0.41 
£0.33 
£0.28 
£0.40 
£0.68 
£0.64 
£0.93 
£1.10 
£1.12 
£0.74 
£0.72 
£0.44 
£0.15 
£0.16 
£0.33 

FREE 
=iv's% 
(66p stamps) 
or with any order 
when requested 

'1/41 1111111 1 

(3)  I 3  10 22 
-•  10 I --  10 30 

•••  -•  (3)])  -••  10 41 
11)12  10 12 10 11 10,17 111,411 10 h7 
L1)12 to 13 to 14 £0 15 £0 .21 01 52 1.1 

£11 II 1(1.13 10 Is 111 0) £0.12 1.115-

10 14 £0.16 Ell 19 Lii 21. £1144 - 
ill 19 10.20 £0.27 £0 10 £11.48 •• 
•-  •-  - 
10.24 £0.28 £0.43 £0 51 --
10.33 10.43 £1159 11.118 ---
10.53 £0.61, £1.18 £1.55 ---

We se m  la me range of eepofdeees lo stock, 
Ceramic Mini Disc, Dipped Ceramic Multiloyer, Dippedhitie tiliPolyester, 
Mylar Film Polystyrene, MKT Polyester, Tantalum Bead Sub-miniature Ra-
dial, 105'C' Radial-, Low Leakage Radial, Non Polarised Radial, PCB Can Elec. 
trolytics, Polypropylene & Ceramic Trimmers and Tuning, Dilecon & 0 Type 
Variable capacitors. Full technical details available. 
Illosislors - Moose Oohs Volvo It  ,,., 100 of oewo rolw oni, 
I NW Carbon Film 5%  E12 Series erflan./Irl10  £16.02 Each, £0.80 per 100 
'4W Carbon Film 5%  El? Series  111-10M  £0.02 Each, £0.60 per 100 
4IN Metal Film I%  E24 Series  100-1M  £0.04 Each, £1.72 per 100 
'4IN Carbon Film 5%  E12 Series  10-10M  £0.02 Each, £0.95 per 100 
2.5W Wirewound 5%  E12 Series  001-2200  £0.23 Each 
tw • 2W Cia,rs1 =:tpic l,..seleoted values ona, co.... fl zdt2gles dept. for del.!, 
Pr. ..'.  Stole Vear• inclosed, lOmm Square Horz / Vert.  1000 -7-4-0775W  MA 5 Each 
keleton, lOmm Dia. Horizontal.  1000. IMO 0.1 W  £13.11 Each 
Sub-min, 6mm Dia, Horizontal  E3 2000-1M0 0.1 W  £0.1 3 Each 
Multiturn, lOmm Square Top Adjust.  E3 loon-IMO 0.5W  £0.89 Each 
Multiturn, 19mm Lon  rnd At a ,  E 3 500-1  oo. W  W.60 Each 
Polsoffeesefees -  Valise! 
Single Gang '4' Shaft, 25mm Dia.  4700-2 2 Linear  £0.49 Each 
Single Gang %' haft, 25mm Dio. 4k7,10k 47k 100k,1M,2M2 Log£0.49 Each 
Dual Gang 'A' Shan, 20mm Dia.  10-2M2 Linear  £1.65 Each 
Dual Gang 'A" Shaft, 20mm Dia.  10k-1M0 Logarithmic  £1.68 Each 
Switched  '/.Shaft, 20mm Dia.  1k0-2M2 Linear £1.86 Each 
Switched  4' Shaft20mm Dia.  4k7-2M2 Logarithmic  £1.86 Each 
PCB Mount, Spliced Shaft, 16mm Dia. 4700-1 M0 tr  £0 ,near  £0.42 Each 
PCB Mount Spliced Shaft 16mm Dia. 4700,4k7 1 k IMO Log  .42 Each 
Dual PCB, Spfined Shaft, i6mns Din.  10k,50k100 ,500k Lin  £0.85 Each 
Dual PCB, Sphned Shaft, 16mm Ila  10k,50k,100k,500k Log  £0.85 Each 

Tel: 0191 2514363  Fax: 0191 2522296  Email: sales@esr.m..uk  Mips //www.osr.as.uk 
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WORRY 
It's amazing what you have to consider in this job. For instance, we spent quite 

some time thinking, altering and worrying about this month's cover. Most people 
will wonder why but a few will see it straight away and, no doubt, take us to task; 
hopefully we have done enough to pacify t hem. 
What is he babbling on about? Sexism, that's the problem. 
You see, the concept of this month's cover was to illustrate the workings of a 

microprocessor. We thought that if we showed some "robots" pulling levers as the 
workings inside the chip it would be quite interesting. I think you will agree that 
Jonathan has come up with an unusual and artistic design. however, when we first 
saw it we were worried that all the "operators" were obviously of the female gen-
der and some would see that as sexist, so we decided to make sure both male and 
female androids were shown. Personally, I know which I prefer — oh dear, now I'm 
treading on dodgy ground. 
Someone also suggested they should be clothed but it's not the nudity of the 

androids that worried us, after all androids don't need clothes do they? Come to 
that they don't need gender either; perhaps they should have sexlessness? 

INTELLIGENT SLAVES 
We could, of course, have argued that female androids had been chosen for their 

higher level of intelligence, but some would say they depicted female androids as 
slaves — whatever argument we use it's still sexist. Best to steer well clear of such 
arguments, particularly in an electronics magazine. We always find it hard to win 
arguments with androids anyway, they're so logical. 
Anyway, inside your microcontroller are thousands of intelligent "beings" (we 

only have room to show a handful) pulling levers to make decisions that are inter-
preted into binary data that's sent to the connection pins that connect to the outside 
world — or that's what we would have you believe. If you do want to understand 
more about using microcontrollers, please read John's Mini Tutorial on the new 
PIC I6F87x this month. 
All (non sexist) comments on our covers will be of interest. 

AVAILABILITY 
Copies of EPEIETI are available on subscription 
anywhere in the world (see right), from all UK 
newsagents (distributed by Comag and from the 
following electronic component retailers: Omni 
Electronics and Maplin in S. Africa. EPE can also be 
purchased from retail magazine outlets around the 
world. An Internet on-line version can be purchased 
from www.epemag.com 
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Annual subscriptions for delivery direct to any 
address in the UK: £26.50. Overseas: £32.50 stan-
dard air service. £50 express airmail. Cheques or 
bank drafts (in £ sterling only) payable to Everyday 
Practical Electronics and sent to EPE Sub. Dept., 
Allen House. East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset 
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E-mail: subs@epemag.wimborne.co.uk. Also via 
the Web at: http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk. 
Subscriptions start with the next available issue. We 
accept MasterCard or Visa. (For past issues see the 
Back Issues page.) 

BINDERS 
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are available 
from the above address. These are finished in blue 
p.v.c., printed with the magazine logo in gold on the 
spine. Price £5.95 plus £3.50 p&p (for overseas 
readers the postage is £6.00 to everywhere except 
Australia and Papua New Guinea which cost 
£10.50). Normally sent within seven days but please 
allow 28 days for delivery - more for overseas. 
Payment in £ sterling only please. Visa and 
MasterCard accepted. minimum credit card 
order £5. Send, fax or phone your card number 
and card expiry date with your name, address 
etc. Or order on our secure server via our web 
site. Overseas customers - your credit card will 
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Constructional Project   

INTERIOR LAMP 
DELAY 
STEVE CHALLIS   
Add a touch of luxury and practicality to your vehicle. 
A/so provides lights on warning and battery saving. 

IT'S a sad fact that you often don't appre-ciate something until you no longer have 
it! This was driven home recently to the 

author when he acquired a "new" car. The 
first dark evening he jumped in and shut the 
door, and was plunged into total darkness. 
The mere 12-second delay fitted to the pre-
vious vehicle was ample to settle in and 
drive away. It was then decided that some 
form of interior lamp delay was a must. 
There have been plenty of past articles 

showing potentially usable circuits based 
around chips such as the ubiquitous 555. 
Whilst perfectly functional, these circuits 
are limited in additional features. In this 
design, full advantage is made of a 
PIC16x84 to provide features that would 
have required a large amount of logic not 
so long ago. 
The basic operational features are as 

shown in Table 1. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
The complete circuit diagram for the 

Interior Lamp Delay is shown in Fig.l. The 
vehicle 12V battery supply is fed through 
diode D1 to the voltage regulator ICI, which 
supplies +5V for PIC microcontroller IC2. 
The diode is included to provide protection 

against  reverse  supply  connection. 
Capacitors Cl, C2 and C3 provide supply 
decoupling for the regulator. 
Because IC2 runs at 5V, each of its 

inputs needs to be conditioned prior to 
application. In the case of the door switch 
input this is effected by resistors R8 and 
R9, capacitor C6 and diode D3. Resistors 
R8 and R9 form a potential divider, which 
reduces the input voltage by half. For a 
supply voltage of 13.8V this would give 
6-9V. 
This is still too high for IC2, whose 

recommended operating voltage should 
not exceed 6V. Consequently, Zener diode 

Table 1. Operational Features. 
Unlock the vehicle  Interior lights on for 30 seconds 

then fade off. 
Lock the vehicle  Interior lamps directly off. 
Open the door  Interior lamps directly on. 
Close the door (ignition off)  Interior lamps fade off after 30 

seconds. 
Close the door (ignition on)  Interior lamp delay function 

cancelled but lamps fade off. 
Side lamps on  If the ignition is turned from on to 

off with the lights on (or having 
been on within the last 10 
seconds) then the interior lamp 
will fade on and remain 
illuminated for up to 30 seconds 
before fading off again. If the 
ignition is turned on during the 
30-second period then the interi 
or lamps will fade off. 

Battery saver  If the doors are left open for more 
than five minutes the interior 
lamps are switched off to reduce 
battery drain. 

Lights on warning  If a door is opened with the side 
lamps on and the ignition off 
then an audible warning is 
activated for 10 seconds. 

D3 is included to limit 
the voltage to 5.1V. 
Some of you might 
wonder  why  the 
potential  divider 
should not be arranged 
to give the correct 
voltage without the 
use of a Zener diode. 
Well, the supply volt-
age in a motor vehicle 
can vary over a large 
range, from typically 
9V whilst cranking, to 
just over 14.5V when 
charging with a mini-
mal load. 

ON 

AVERAGE 

OFF   

Thus the potential divider configuration 
used here is arranged to give the correct 
logic level inputs under most conditions. 
Capacitor C6 is included to filter out any 
unwanted noise. The same circuit arrange-
ment is used on the other three inputs. 
The vehicle's interior lamp is controlled 

by the PIC through the network around 
transistors TR1 to TR3. To provide a dim-
ming feature, pulse width modulation is 
employed. Power-Le.t. TR1 is switched 
on/off at a high frequency. The on/off ratio 
affects the average power delivered to the 
lamp and hence its brightness, as illustrated 
graphically in Fig.2. 

Since TR1 is either on or off 
it does not dissipate any appre-
ciable heat. As a result it does 
not require a heatsink and 
runs cool in normal opera-

tion. Even when running 
a 100W test lamp, the case 
temperature remained within 
acceptable limits. It is expect-
ed that most interior lamps will 

be around lOW to 20W! 
In order to turn TR1 hard on, a voltage of 

around 12V is needed at its gate terminal. 
Transistors TR2 and TR3 convert a logic 1 
output at IC2 pin RB7 from 5V to 12V. 
With RB7 at OV, TR2 and TR3 are turned 
off. When RB7 goes high (5V) current 
flows via R7 into the base of TR3. 
Transistor TR3 then conducts, drawing 

current via R2 and R3, the resulting volt-
age drop at their junction causes TR2 to 
turn on. The collector potential of TR2 
then rises to 12V and this is applied via 
R6 to the gate of TR I causing it to con-
duct. The drain to source resistance of 
TR1 falls to a low value and the interior 
lamp illuminates. 

SHORT ON 11ME (DIM) LONG ON TIME (BRIGHT) 

Fig.2.  Pulse  width modulation  varies  the average 
power/brightness of the lamp, as represented by the dotted 
line. 
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Fig.1. Complete circuit diagram for the Interior Lamp De ay. 

When the RB7 output of IC2 goes to OV, 
TR3 switches off, as do TR2 and TR1, and 
so current no longer flows in the interior 
lamp. 
Resistor 121 is fitted to provide a "pull-

up" voltage from the 12V power supply for 
the door switch input. 
During periods of full brightness, the 

RB7 output of IC2 has to remain at 5V. 
When dimming is required a pulse-width 
modulated signal is generated and the On 
time is gradually reduced until the interior 
lamp is off. Diode D2 is included to prevent 
any reverse voltage spikes entering TR I. 
Resonator X 1, in conjunction with 

capacitors C4 and C5, forms the 4MHz 
oscillator needed by IC2. 
An audible alarm facility has been 

included in the form of WD1. This is con-
nected directly to IC2 pin RB5, which puls-
es the buzzer when the vehicle lights are 
inadvertently left on. 

CONSTRUCTION 
AND TESTING 
The components for the Interior Lamp 

Delay are mounted on a single-sided print-
ed circuit board (p.c.b.), whose details are 
shown in Fig.3. This board is available 
from the EPE PCB Service, code 244. 
Begin construction by using the board as 

a template to drill the equivalent mounting 
holes in the suggested case. 
Solder the components into the board 

observing their correct orientation, where 
appropriate, and using a socket for IC2. Do 
not insert IC2 yet. Once all the components 
have been fitted, carefully check the board 
for solder splashes and other signs of bad 
soldering. A current-limited power supply 
(if available) set to 1 2V should now be con-
nected to the board. 
With a multimeter check that the 5V sup-

ply is correct at pin 14 of the socket for 
IC2. If not, switch off the supply and care-
fully check the orientation of ICI. 
It is necessary to next check each of the 

used inputs to IC2, namely socket pins 1,2, 
6 and 7 (RA2, RA3, RBO and RBI). The 
voltage reading at pin 1 should be about 

DOOR 
SWITCH 

5'OF 

COLT ON 

CENTRAL 
LOCK.NG 

SIDE 

IGNITION 

CENTRAL 
LOCKING 

OUT IN 
'Cl 

k  a 

P 
✓ 
IC2 I 

k 

g 
I  P 
I  II 

Fig.3. Component layout 
and full size copper foil 
track  pattern  for  the 
Interior Lamp Delay. 
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5.1V. Now ground the door switch input to 
the board. The reading at pin 1 should drop 
to OV and return to the previous value when 
the ground is removed. 
Next move on to pin 2. The voltage here 

should be OV. Apply 12V to the side lamp 
input and the voltage should rise to approx-
imately 5.1V. The ignition and central lock-
ing inputs (pins 6 and 7) must be checked 
in the same manner. If any errors are found 
then rectify them before continuing. 

LA MP DRIVER 
This concludes testing of the 

inputs and attention should 
now be directed to the lamp 
driver. Disconnect the bench 
supply and temporarily con-
nect a suitable 12V lamp 
between the lamp output and 
the 12V supply. Use a lamp 
which your bench supply can 
handle. 

Re-apply power to the board. The lamp 
should not light. If it does, then carefully 
check around TR1, TR2 and TR3 for any 
errors. Also check the orientation of 
diode D2. Using a small piece of wire, 
carefully bridge pins 13 and 14 of IC2's 
socket. The lamp should illuminate. If 
not, once again, check for errors. If all 
appears OK disconnect the supply, 
remove the link, and insert IC2 (which 
needs to have been pre-programmed, of 
course). 
Again re-apply power. The lamp should 

remain off. Using another link wire, care-
fully apply power to the central locking 
input. The lamp should illuminate when 
power is applied and go off when removed. 
There should be no delay. Leave power 
applied to the lock input. Now ground the 
door switch input. After 30 seconds, the 
lamp should fade off. 
The main features of the circuit have 

now been tested. Full functional tests can 
be carried out on the vehicle. 
Remove power from the board and finish 

construction by attaching the board to the 
case and fitting suitable lengths of the cor-
rect gauge insulated wire. 
The accompanying photograph shows 

how the author attached the buzzer to the 
p.c.b., making use of the mounting bolt for 

TR1, plus an additional bolt for which an 
extra hole was drilled in the p.c.b. (no pad 
exists for this hole). A hole should be 
drilled in the case above the buzzer to allow 
the sound to be emitted. 

SOFTWARE 
It is beyond the scope of this article to 

describe fully the internal operation of the 
software that is programmed into IC2. The 
main flow chart, however, is shown in Fig.4. 

Basically, the PWM signal is generated 
by an interrupt routine. The value passed to 
it (BULB) controls whether the lamp is 
turned on, faded on/off, or turned off. A 
second variable (BUZZ) is used to control 
the lights-on buzzer WD1. 
The source code was written in C and is 

fully commented. It was compiled using 
the excellent Custom Computer Services 
PCM compiler. Their web site is at 
http://www.ccsinfo.com and is well worth 
a visit. 
All the files for the software, both 

source and hex code, are obtainable as 
stated on the EPE PCB Service page. The 
PIC should be initialised for HS oscilla-
tor, power-up timer on, watchdog timer 
on. 

WARNING 
Please read the following notes carefully 

before installing the unit. 
A car battery can deliver a very high cur-

rent. This will almost certainly result in a 
fire if not treated with caution. In addition 
to this, modern vehicles are fitted with a 
variety of electronic modules. A wrong 
connection can be costly! 
When tapping into supply wires (per-

manent supply, ignition, side lamps, cen-
tral locking) it is advisable to connect a 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
R1 
R2, R4 
R3, R7 to 
R15  10k (10 off) 
R5  1k 
R6  3300 

All 0.25W 5% carbon film or better, 
except Al. 

Capacitors 
Cl 
C2, C3 
C4, C5 
C6 to C9 

4700 0.5W 
2k2 (2 off) 

See 
Cr" 0 
TALK 
Peadi 

100µ radial elect. 35v 
100n ceramic (2 off) 
22p ceramic (2 off) 
10µ tantalum 10V (4 off) 

Semiconductors 
D1, D2  1N4001 rectifier diode 

(2 off) 
D3 to D6  5V1 400mW Zener diode 

(4 off) 
TR1  SMP4ON10 power f.e.t. 
TR2  BC558B pnp transistor 
TR3  BC548B npn transistor 
IC1  78L05 +5V 100mA 

regulator 
IC2  PIC16C84/04P (or 'F84) 

microcontroller 
(preprogrammed) 

Miscellaneous 
WD1  buzzer, low current, 3V to 

16V 
X1  4MHz ceramic resonator 
Printed circuit board, available from the 

EPE PCB Service, code 244; 18-pin di'. 
socket; terminal pins (9 off); plastic case 
to suit; cable ties; cable connectors (see 
text); connecting wire; solder, etc. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only 

low value fuse as close as practical to the 
tapping point. This will protect your addi-
tional wiring should a fault occur. The 
author used 20mm 1A fuses in suitable 
holders.  These  are  available  from 
accessory shops. 
Another item that requires respect is the 

Airbag. If your vehicle is fitted with one of 
these devices then it is advisable to discon-
nect the vehicle battery and wait for at least 
10 minutes before attempting to fit any 
electrical accessory. Finally, if you have a 
coded radio please make sure you know the 
security code before disconnecting the 
supply! 

INSTALLATION 
Do not be tempted to use the "scotch 

lock" type of connectors. These are great 
for temporary use but could cause trouble 
at a later date. If possible solder all connec-
tions. If you are unsure at all then enlist the 
help of a competent friend. It's better to be 
safe than have to walk! 
Choose a location for the unit where you 

will be able to hear the buzzer, but away from 
heat and moisture. Nylon cable ties are 
excellent for mounting the completed unit. 
You will need to locate the wire that con-

nects between the interior lamp and the 
door switch. Cut into this wire and connect 
the wires from the unit as indicated 
schematically in Fig.5. Connect the 
remaining wires and secure neatly. Ensure 
that the wires are not resting against any 
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THE DEVICES ACCORDINGLY INTERRUPT 
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Fig.4. Software flow-chart. 

Photo: Interior view of the assembled printed circuit board 
mounted inside its plastic case. Note that the buzzer is 
bolted to the board. 
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Fig.5.  Schematic representation of the connections 
between the p.c.b. and the car's utilities. 

sharp edges or in danger of becoming trapped in any moving 
object. 
The central locking input must be connected to a wire that is at 

12V when the doors are unlocked. If your vehicle is not fitted with 
central locking or a suitable wire cannot be found then connect 
this wire to the permanent supply. If it is grounded or left open cir-
cuit the unit will not function. 
When completed, reconnect the vehicle battery and continue 

testing the unit. 

FINAL TESTING 
Sit in the vehicle and close the door. After 30 seconds the inte-

rior lamp should fade off. Open the door and the interior lamp 
should illuminate. The interior lamp will remain illuminated for as 
long as the door is open (up to five minutes). Now switch on the 
ignition. When the door is closed the interior lamp should fade off 
after a delay of about two seconds. 
Switch off the ignition. The interior lamp should remain off. 

Turn on the side lights. Now switch the ignition on then off. The 
interior lamp should fade on. Turn on the ignition. The interior 
lamp (if still on) should fade off. Finally switch off the ignition 
and open the door. The lights-on buzzer should now activate for 10 
seconds or until the door is closed or the lights turned off. 
If you feel patient, the battery saving function can now be test-

ed. Leave the door open. After about five minutes the interior 
lamps should extinguish. To re-enable the lamps close the door 
and re-open it. 
Finally, if the central locking input has been connected, switch 

off the lights, ignition, and close the door. Lock the vehicle. The 
interior lamp should extinguish immediately. When the vehicle is 
unlocked the interior lamp should illuminate immediately and 
remain illuminated for up to 30 seconds. 
Now wait for it to get dark and reap the benefits. 
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New Tech 
Update 

TORAGE is one of the key elements in any 
Qicomputer system. Not only do comput-
ers require short term memory like random 
access memory or read only memory, but 
they also need long term memory like disk 
drives. Like all other areas of computer tech-
nology, the pace at which development is 
taking place seems to be increasing. Only 
ten years ago a 40Mbyte hard drive was 
large. Now most computers sold in the High 
Street today come with drives that have stor-
age capacities of a few Gigabytes. The 
access time of the drives is also much short-
er despite their greatly increased capacities. 
To give an indication of the staggering 
improvements that have been made in the 
technology, industry reports indicate that 
in 1991 the average disk size was only 
140Mbytes, whereas the average size in 
1999 is just over 7Gbytes. The cost has 
also fallen dramatically from well over 
£1000 per Gbyte in 1991 to around £20 per 
Gbyte in I'M. 

New record 
In May of this year IBM announced they 

had set a new world record in hard disk 
data storage density with a figure of 20 bil-
lion bits per square inch. This is more than 
three times the density of any disk drive 
that is being manufactured today. It would 
enable every square inch of disc space to 
hold two TV quality films, four CD ROMs 
worth of data, or the text from about 2500 
average sized novels. 
To achieve this density milestone, signif-
icant advances have been made in the 
development of the heads that read and 
write the data. In 1999, IBM launched the 
first magneto-resistive (MR) heads, and 
since then data density has increased at 
greater than 60% per year. However, to 
maintain this trend IBM have further 
developed this technology in the form of a 
Giant Magneto-Resistive head (GMR). 
One of the problems with increasing the 
data density is that the space occupied by a 
single bit becomes smaller and the output 
from the head is reduced when reading it. 
Using older technologies the output would 
fall to the point where noise would cause 
the data being read to be filled with errors. 
The new GMR head is now the most sen-
sitive type of head available for reading 
magnetic data from disk. In addition to the 
GMR head required for reading the data, a 
narrow track thin film inductive write head 
was used in combination with the associat-
ed disk electronics using a system known 
as Partial Response Maximum Likelihood 
(PRML) that is used in many drives today. 
The disk media itself was an integral part 
of the system and used an ultra-low noise 
cobalt alloy magnetic material. 

Wow 
Even the spin direction of the electron is being harnessed to 
achieve greater hard disk densities. 

In tests data was written on concentric 
tracks at a density of 490,000 bits per inch 
and the tracks themselves were spaced to 
give 41,400 per inch. The data rate was also 
exceedingly high, being written and read at 
a rate of 10 million bytes per second. 
The bit error rate is also very important. 
In tests the system gave less than one error 
in a hundred million bits, and when error 
correction circuitry was used this was 
reduced to less than one error in a trillion. 
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Fig. 1. Representation of GMR head 
construction 

GMR Heads 
The basic principle behind GMR heads 
was discovered at IBM in 1988, however it 
took another three years before the idea 
had been sufficiently developed to a form 
where it could be used in disk drive 
technology. 
The sensors consist of four films: a sens-
ing layer; a conducting spacer; a pinned 
layer; and finally an exchange layer. The 
sensing, spacer and pinned layers are all 
very thin and they allow the electrons to 
move freely between the sensing and pinned 
layers via the conductive spacer layer. The 
magnetic orientation of the pinned layer 
remains constant, held by the exchange layer 
that adjoins it. However, the orientation of 
the sensing layer changes in line with that of 
the magnetic field from the disk. 

Spin DOOM 
To turn these magnetic changes into elec-
trical variations that can be processed elec-
tronically. the head exploits effects associat-
ed with the quantum physics of electrons. 
Electrons have two spin directions — spin up 
and spin down. Conduction electrons with a 
spin parallel to the magnetic orientation of 
the material move freely, but those with a 
spin in the opposite direction are hampered, 
experiencing more collisions. This is 
exhibited as a high resistance. 
In a GMR head, electrons with one spin 

direction will pass through the pinned 
layer. Those with the opposite spin direc-
tion will not move freely and as a result 
fewer will pass through the layer. These 

electrons will continue to move down to 
the sensing layer. 
When the field from the disk results in 
the sensing layer being magnetised in the 
same direction as the pinned layer, the 
electrons will be able to flow freely 
through the layer. However, when the sens-
ing layer is magnetised in the opposite 
direction, the electrons will generally have 
the wrong spin orientation to pass freely 
through the layer. This will manifest itself 
as a high resistance. 
In more familiar terms, this effect is sim-
ilar to passing light through two polarising 
filters. When the two filters are polarised in 
the same direction, light will pass through, 
but when they are cross-polarised none 
will pass. 

Manufacturing 
considerations 
The GMR heads that were used in the 
demonstration of the capability of the new 
technique closely resemble the magneto-
resistive (MR) heads in construction. This 
means that they will be able to be produced 
using many of the same processes that are 
currently used, enabling them to be quick-
ly introduced onto the market. It will also 
mean that the costs of the new heads will 
not be significantly above the existing 
ones. This factor will help to ensure that 
the heads swiftly gain a secure foothold in 
the market place. 
The technology required to produce 
these heads borrows much from the semi-
conductor industry. Photolithography is 
required in view of the dimensions that are 
needed. Typically the read track width is 
taken as two thirds of the track to track 
spacing. This is needed to accommodate 
the tolerances in the track width, track fol-
lowing and track to track spacing. It is esti-
mated that to provide a data density of 40 
Gbits per square inch that a read track 
width of 0.3 microns is required. 
One of the major requirements is that the 
optical equipment used in the lithographi-
cal process has sufficient depth of focus to 
accommodate the non-planar head fea-
tures. It is anticipated that the advances in 
photolithography required for semicon-
ductor manufacturing will drive the 
process forward, enabling the require-
ments of the hard disk drive head manu-
facturers needs to be met as well. 
The processes required to mass-produce 
heads capable of attaining the record den-
sities is now well advanced, and it is 
expected that it will be possible to produce 
these heads by the year 2000. With densi-
ties of these values, this type of head is 
certainly to be the head of the future. 
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active buttons 

•  Multi-sheet schematic 
capture at the press of a 
button. 

•  Power rail & data bus 
support 

•  32 Bit mixed mode 

analogue & digital 
simulation 

•  Support for a range of 
SPICE MODEL statements 

•  Copper flood fill 

•  Netlist import & export 

•  CAD/CAM file 
import/export Gerber 
Viewer. 

•  PCB Design with 1-8 
layer autorouter 

•  WMF, DXF, & SPICE file 
export 

•  1000+ Library Symbols 

•  Engineering Change & 
Design Checking 

FREE DEMO 

Download a free 
demonstration version from 

our web site at 
http //www quickroute co uk 

30 DAY MONEY 

BACK GUARANTEE 

It's not hard to see why Quickroute is so easy to use! We've integrated mixed mode 

simulation, schematic capture, PCB design with autorouting and CAD-CAM support into 

one integrated environment. Best of all, prices start at just £99.88 inclusive* for the 

complete system with support for 300 pins - less than the price of some simulators alone! 

Quickroute 4.0 features a modern user interface with active buttons and dockable tool 

bars. Frequently used tools can appear on floating tool pallettes for quick access, and 

with tool-tips and on-line help you can be sure of getting information on Quickroute's 

features fast. 

To create a schematic in Quickroute 4.0, simply click on the symbol browser and select 

and place symbols onto the design area. Use the 'intelligent' wires, power rails and data 

bus elements to 

quickly wire up your 

schematic and 

simulate the design 

as required. When 

completed, simply 

press a button to 

capture the 

schematic, a PCB 

rats nest will then 

appear (no messy 

netlists required!). 

Use the multi layer 

autorouter, and/or 

manual routing to complete your PCB together with copper 

fill, etc as required. Finally print your design, or create CADCAM files suitable for 

manufacture (we even include a Gerber viewer for checking). 

.0152TH077.1rf '. 

But it doesn't end there! Quickroute 4.0 includes engineering change for automatic 

updating of your PCB from the schematic, netlist import & export so that you can link to 

other EDA packages (including many simulators), DXF, SPICE, and WMF file export 

together with over 1000 library symbols. 

Call us now and find out why Quickroute 4.0 Makes it Easy! 

Price  UK Inclusive Price• 

QR4 300 Pin £79.00  £99.88 

QR4 800 Pln  £149.00 £182.13 

CtR4 Full  £249.00 £299.63 

FREEphone Ref 411 

0800 731 28 24 
FAX 0161 476 0505 TEL 0161 476 0202 
Quickroute Systems Ltd Regent House 
Heaton Lane Stockport 5K4 IBS UK 
Lopynght (C) 1998 Quickroute Systems Ltd. All 

rights reserved. All trademarks are the property 
of their respective owners 

*Includes UK P&P and VAT Phone for EC/World prices 
•*Design cycle figure shows screen shots from different projects. 
Prices & specification subiect to change without nonce. 



88- 198MHz FM ftereo 
Radio Transmitters 
FM radio transmitter kits from as little as and kitr £13.95 professionally built systems 

from only £19.9ts: 
Powertul systems: kits up to 
35-Watts power professional 
systems up to 220-Watts 
power 
Full range of ierials •  

and accessories 
available 
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Professional 
link systems available. 
RSL USERS! 
VeronicaFM V35 RSL systems 
are cheaper than renting! High quality, 
powerful RSL specific systems at 
unbelievable prices: from just 
RDS systems also available, as an add-on to an 
existing transmitter, or as part of a complete system 

Ewe are now on the Internet! 
• aYrocuarnprrioedwucatnsdon ty., Y E AE 
a Buy a NEW PLL Pro 11 

11111F transmitter kit and 
you will receive the 
ALL NEW Pro 11 
Stereo encoder 

(pictured above) 

FREE! 

CONTACT US NOW! and a free brochure for more information 

E-mail: info@veronicafm.co.uk 

CD 

CO 

r-

Alr:11274 E1162.011 =1:7:).6•1 
VeronicaFM, 18 Victoria Street, Queensbury, Bradford, West Yorks, BD13 1AR 
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News A roundup of the latest Everyday 
News from the world of 

electronics 

SOUNDLY DIGITAL 
Have analogue amps had their day? Barry Fox finds 

that Sharp think so. 

I APANESE electronics company Sharp 
thinks analogue audio amplifiers have 

had their day, because its new digital 
amplifier reproduces sound more faithful-
ly, costs less, is smaller and consumes less 
power. 
Conventional amplifiers are analogue, tak-
ing in a weak waveform and putting out a 
more powerful replica to drive loudspeakers. 
All add spurious noise, so designers have 
tried amplifiers which boost digital words of 
shape that describe the waveform. The cir-
cuitry is expensive and runs hot. Sharp's 
researchers in Hiroshima have worked with 
Professor Yoshio Yamazaki of Waseda 
University  on  1-Bit  Delta-Sigma 
Modulation. This uses a very rapid stream of 
single bits instead of words. 
Sharp chops or "samples" the analogue 

waveform at 64 times the speed at which a 
CD system samples sound (64 x 44.1kHz). 
The level of the wave at each sample point 
is measured, compared with previous sam-
ples (in a network of seven feedback loops) 
and a single digital bit switched between 1 
and 0 to represent whether the wave is 
moving up or down. The stream of 2.8 mil-
lion bits a second is so rapid that the steer-
ing description is very accurate. 
The bit stream switches the level of a 
power signal to re-create a waveform that 
replicates the original, but much stronger. 
Sharp has developed a chip set which 
reduces power consumption and heat gen-
eration to one half that of an analogue 
amplifier of similar audio performance. 
Bat-eared hi-fl buffs should be happy, 
because the high sampling rate provides an 
audio frequency range of 0-100kHz (which 
far exceeds human hearing). 

Super Hi-Fl 
The first product, a super hi-fl amplifier, 
is expected before the end of the year. The 
technology will then spin down into bud-
get home audio systems, portables, car 
stereos and PCs. 
Sharp's team leader Yasutomi Katano 

acknowledges two practical problems. 
His amplifier performs best when con-
nected direct to one of the new super hi-
fi DVD players promised for Christmas 
(by several manufacturers including 
Sharp), because there is no need to con-
vert an analogue waveform into digital 
code. But the record companies worry 
that consumers will connect their disc 
players to a recorder instead of an ampli-
fier, and make digital clones. Sharp pro-
poses a deliberately non-standard 13-pin 
connector which works intelligently, 
hand-shaking with a similar connector on 
a disc player so that it only sends high 
quality code to an amplifier. 

Because the amplifier is switching a 
powerful signal at 2.8MHz, it is effectively 
a radio transmitter with the speaker cables 
working as an aerial in a band used for 
radio-location, maritime services etc. 
Katano acknowledges that it is "a 
fundamental requirement" to trap all elec-
tromagnetic radiation with shielding and 

filter coils. "We are confident we have 
solved the problem", he says. 
Twent) years ago Sony launched a digi-
tal amplifier which streamed digital words 
at 500kHz, the radio frequency allocated 
for international radio distress calls. The 
circuit leaked signals and Sony quickly 
withdrew the product. 

YEDA 1999 WINNERS 

ARE always pleased 10 encourage people to take up electronics, especially the 
ilA young, and it is good to report on others who do so as well. For as long as we can 
remember, we have annually highlighted the Young Electronic Designer Awards (YEDA), 
both as a forthcoming event and as a concluded ceremony. 
This year's YEDA had 20 national finalists and the winners received their awards from 

His Royal Highness The Duke of York. Ashley Jordan (17) of Ludlow College, 
Shropshire, with his Excavator Bucket-Alignment System won the Duke's own award for 
the most imaginative concept. The prize was £2000, shared by Ashley and his school. 
Ian Thomas (16) of Trent College, Nottingham. won the prize for the most commer-

cially viable project with his Guitar Anti-tamper Device. The IEE Award for the best new 
entrant to YEDA was won by Simon Green (16) of Helena Romanes School, Dunmow, 
Essex — his design was an Electronic Metronome for musicians, for which he and his 
school also received £2000. 
It's good to see that girls also featured as finalists — electronics is a subject that can 

be explored and enjoyed by either gender. For example, Laura Haughian (16) of St 
Mary's High School, Lurgan, Northern Ireland, was highly commended for her "Easy 
Find" sound-activated device for locating lost remote controls. 
We were pleased to see that our friends at Radley College, Oxon, participated as well. 

Max Horsey's student Chris Shelmerdine (15) invented "Catomatic", a device for feed-
ing a cat automatically for a five day period, for which he was -highly commended". 
The annual YEDA competition was sponsored this year by CPC (Combined Precision 

Components), DTI (Department of Trade and Industry), EMTA (Engineering and Marine 
Training Authority) and the IEE (Institution of Electrical Engineers). The competition is 
open to students between the ages of 12-25 in secondary schools, colleges and uni-
versities. It challenges young designers to invent and produce a novel electronic device 
that meets an everyday need. 
The overall objective is for contestants to have fun putting their ideas into practice and 

in doing so to discover the exciting opportunities which a career in the electronics, com-
munications and IT industries can offer. 
If your school or other educational establishment does not already participate in 

YEDA. persuade your teacher/tutor to contact the organisers: 
The YEDA Trust, 60 Lower Street, Pulborough, W. Sussex RH20 2BW. Tel: 01798 

875559. Fax: 01798 873550. Web: www.yeda.org.uk. 
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EPE ONLINE UPDATE! 
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Shipping the printed copy of EPE to customers outside of the UK is slow and/or 
expensive. For example, express airmail delivery of a printed magazine can cost as 
much as $83 US Dollars for a 12-month subscription! This is one of the reasons why 
we teamed with Maxfield & Montrose Interactive Inc (a polymedia design company 
based in the United States) to launch the online version of the magazine — EPE 
Online — in November 1998. 
Since its inception, EPE Online has fulfilled its promise of providing the worldwide 
community with instant access to our state-of-the-art technical information and high-
quality constructional articles without delays or paying exorbitant shipping charges. 
Online subscribers can purchase issues 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 

days a year from our highly secure server in the USA, then download and read their 
online copies of the magazine anytime they wish. Furthermore, by cutting out print-
ers, distributors, retail stores, and others who do not contribute to the knowledge 
and information contained in our magazines, we are able to pass on these savings 
to our international customers. In fact a 12-month subscription to EPE Online costs 
just $9.99 US Dollars (about £6.25), which makes it highly accessible to those read-
ers in less affluent countries who simply cannot afford the rates associated with print 
copy international magazines. 
The pie-chart reveals that EPE Online has met its mandate to supply a worldwide 
audience. Subscribers cover the globe from North and South America, "Down 
Under" (Australia and New Zealand), South Africa. Western and Eastern Europe, 
Scandinavia, Asia, and the Pacific Rim. 
Of course EPE Online contains many useful features in its own right, such as 
active links that can take readers directly to any web sites of the companies and 
suppliers featured in our articles, thereby augmenting the knowledge and informa-
tion contained in our magazine. Readers can also quickly and easily create their 
own "sticky notes" and attach them anywhere in the machine-readable copy of the 
magazine to remind themselves of useful information, thoughts and ideas at a later 
time. 
EPE Online originally used sophisticated locking technology, which was only avail-

able for use on the Windows 95. 98 and NT platforms. More recently we've moved 
to a new scheme, which is much easier to use, and which has the added advantage 
of making EPE Online available on Macs. UNIX, and indeed any computer for which 
an un-ZIP utility is available. Furthermore, readers can now download and read the 
magazine on multiple computers (for example a desktop at home and a notebook 
whilst travelling). 
EPE continues to lead the magazine industry by using state-of-the-art technolo-

gies to deliver the world's first (and easiest to use) web-delivered electronics and 
computing hobbyist magazine! 

RIGHT CONNECTIONS 
ESR Electronic Components will be well-
known to many of you for their wide range 
of essential hardware components such as 
plugs, sockets, switches, cases etc. They 
have also built up a good reputation for the 
quality and low cost of their kits for many 
EPE constructional products, which they 
supply and advertise via their website. 
We are pleased to learn from ESR that 
they have introduced a new range of popu-
lar cable hardware. This, they say, is the 
beginning of many new additions to the 
hardware side of their business. 
The new range of cable hardware 
includes all the popular items required to 

complete hobbyist or service engineer 
work to a professional standard. The range 
includes such basic products as cable ties 
and bases, up to cable clips and glands. A 
large (and colourful) selection of heat-
shrink is added as well, with sizes from 
1.6mm to 25.4mm. 
The new range is included in ESR's lat-
est shortforrn datasheet. To obtain a copy, 
or for more information, contact: 
ESR Electronic Components, Dept. 

EPE, Station Road, Cullercoats, Tyne & 
Wear NE30 4PQ. Tel: 0191 2514363. Fax: 
0191 2522296. E-mail: sales@esr.co.uk. 
Web: http://www.esr.co.uk. 

In Record Time 
By Barry Fox 

SONY is going b,ick to basics with a nevi 
VCR, soon to be launched in Europe. 
Smart Dial is for people who are baffled 
by the timers on modern VCRs, or have 
lost the remote control needed to set them. 
The new VCR has a "rotary button" on the 
front. Press once and turn to set the start 
time on an 1.c.d. Press again to set the stop 
time. Press a third time to set the channel. 
Push to confirm and go out for the evening, 
sure in the knowledge that the programme 
will be recorded to watch later. 

B.A.E.C. 
WE are pleased to see that the latest 
newsletter from the British Amateur 
Electronics Club shows that membership 
of the Club continues to grow, and that all 
new members quote "their magazine" as 
EPE! We do try to encourage readers to 
take an interest in this worthwhile Club 
and it's obviously paying-off! 
It's difficult to summarise the aims of 
B.A.E.C., but in a nut-shell, it's a forum 
where electronics enthusiasts can share their 
enthusiasm and ideas with each other. Its 
quarterly newsletter is just one aspect of 
this, get-togethers at various venues around 
the UK are another (Mr Chairman-Editor, 
why not include a brief para on the Club's 
aims in each newsletter so that newcomers 
and newswriters have it spelt out for them?). 
For more info on joining B.A.E.C. con-

tact the Secretary, Martyn Moses, 5 Park 
View, Cwmaman, Aberdare, Mid Glam 
CF44 6PP. Tel: 01685 877808. E-mail: 
mpmoses@compuserve.com. 

Radio Show 
THIS year's Leicester Amateur Radio 
Show (the 28th) will once again be held at 
Donnington Park, Castle Donnington, 
between 24 and 25 September, from 
9.30am to 5pm daily. 
The show will feature 150 stands of ama-
teur radio, computer, electronics and related 
equipment. There will be a Clubland area 
featuring both local and national Clubs and 
Societies, including the RSGB. 'There will 
also be (amongst many other things) many 
component stalls and computer stands which 
will be of interest to electronics enthusiasts. 
Enquiries to Geoff Dover G4AFJ. Tel: 

01455 823344. Fax: 01455 828273. 
E-mail: g4afj@argonet.co.uk. 
Web: http://www.lars.org.uk. 

DUE CREDIT 
WCN Supplies of Southampton have sent us 
a copy of their 12-page catalogue together 
with a letter saying that, as a goodwill ges-
ture to readers, they will redeem any credit 
notes issued by Greenweld before they went 
into liquidation, provided the credit notes 
are only used to pay for up to 50% of any 
order: i.e. if you have a £5 Greenweld cred-
it note then you can use it as part payment 
for any order over £10. 
Note that the company that took over the 

Greenweld name and customer list (see 
News last month) have not taken on respon-
sibility for the original company's debts. 
WCN Supplies are at 61 Mil!brook Road 
East, Southampton S015 1HN. Tel. 01703 
226522. 
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JINIVERSAI. PI(' PROGRAMMER £49.95 
Read/Write/Copy PIC12C5XX, 12C6XX, 14XXX, I6C5XX, 16C50X, I6C6X, 
I6C7X. I6C9XX, 16C55X, I6C6XX, 16C8X. I6F8X 
Memory 24LCXXX, 85CXX, 93CXX 
Universal ZIF socket, best value on the market. FREE Software upgrades. 
Includes FREE PLC BASIC COMPILER. 
Download latest Windows 95/98 software FREE from our website now. 

pICI2C508/9 ICE and PROGRAMMER £59.95 
In-Circuit Emulator and Programmer. Supplied with Software. Data sheets, 
Manual. leads, 10 breadboard circuits which include DVM, Stopwatch, Smoke 
Alarm. Sound and Light. 
Includes FREE PIC BASIC COMPILER. 

PIC ICE II  £59.95 
In-Circuit Emulator for 54/55/56/57/71/84 PICs. A/D emulated for I6C71. 
Supplied with leads, manual, software and hardware projects. 
Includes FREE PIC BASIC COMPILER. 

DELUXE SMARTCARD PROGRAMMER £79.95 
Read and Write to all types of Smartcard ISO, Memory. PLC. GSM, VideoCrypt, 
Satellite. D2Mac. CashCards, Petrol Station. StoreCards etc. 
Supplied with a large amount interesting smartcard information, commands, 
encryption methods and operating software. 

All products manufactured in Malta and carry 12 months Parts and Labour guarantee. 

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY LTD 
WHITE ROSE HOUSE, XINTILL SIR, TARXIEN PLAIL MALTA. 

ORDER DIRECT: Tel: (00 356) 678509  Fax (00 356) 667484. 
SAME DAY DESPATCH 

P/P UK. EEC £4.00 NO VAT PAYABLE 
ALLL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

MEGAPROM EPROM PROGRAMMER £69.95 
Programs up to 8 Meg devices (32-pin), including 27.xx. 28xx. 29xx, EEPRO M 
FLASH and 24X series. Built-in RAM tester. Universal quality ZIF socket, free 
software updates. 

GAL PROGRAMMER  £49.95 
Read/Write/Copy SGS/NSC/Lattice etc. 16V8A/B/D/Z.. 20V8A/B/D/Z and 
22V10 standard JEDEC files. Smart case with ZIF. Supplied with PSU. Manual 
and Compiler software. One GAL can replace up 10 21 different PALs and they 
are re-programmable! 

PE OILIZZAUGEAMMEK  £59.95 
Read/Write/Copy and Edit all 8751/2 including ATMEL 89 Flash types. Supplied 
with Assembler and BASIC compiler (produces 8051 M/Code). Smart Case. 
40-pin ZIF 

EPROM EMULATOR £59.95 
I28K by 8-bit or 2 x 64K by 8-bit Software to Read/Write when connected to 
target board. Suitable for CPU development and Car EM Systems. 

C W  FREE PLC BASIC COMPILER 
Supports PICI6C54-57, 71. 84, 508 produces stand-alone machine code (no 

runtime modules). 
Standard BASIC syntax includes Peek/Poke, lnp, Outp, etc. 

Why pay f50+ when ours is FREE? Download it from our Website now , 

ALL PRODUCTS RE-QUIRE AN IBM PC TO OPERATE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEE OUR WEB SITE OR TELEPHONE/FAX. 

WEBSITE http://LET.eambs.net/ johnmorr@mall.keyword.net 
Always in stock -Working D2Mac 27-Channel Wafer Cards £19.95 

Mage e (DISTRIBUTORS  Telephone  ) 
SPAIN COELMA  003449 215061 
FRANCE MULTIPOWER 0033169301379 

EPE BINDERS 
KEEP YOUR MAGAZINES SAFE - 

RING US NOW! 
This ring binder uses a special system to allow the issues 
to be easily removed and re-inserted without any dam-
age. A nylon strip slips over each issue and this passes 
over the four rings in the binder, thus holding the maga-
zine in place. 
The binders are finished in hard-wearing royal blue 
p.v.c. with the magazine logo in gold on the spine. They 
will keep your issues neat and tidy but allow you to 
remove them for use easily. 
The price is £5.95 plus £3.50 post and packing. If you 
order more than one binder add £1 postage for each 
binder after the initial £3.50 postage charge (overseas 
readers the postage is £6.00 each to everywhere except 
Australia and Papua New Guinea which costs £10.50 
each). 
Send your payment in C's sterling cheque or PO 
(Overseas readers send £ sterling bank draft, or cheque 
drawn on a UK bank or pay by credit card), to 
Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East 
Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 
881749. Fax: 01202 841692. E-mail: 
editorial@epemag.wimborne.co.uk. 
Web site: http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk 
(We cannot reply to queries or confirm orders by Fax 
due to the cost.) 
We also accept credit card payments. Mastercard 
(Access) or Visa (minimum credit card order £5). Send 
your card number and card expiry date plus cardholder's 
address (if different to the delivery address). 

SQUIRES 
MODEL AND CRAFT TOOLS 

A comprehensive range of Miniature Hand and Power Tools 
and now an extensive range of 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
featured in a fully illustrated 

336-page Mail Order Catalogue 

1999 Issue 
SAME DAY DESPATCH 
FREE POST & PACKING 

Catalogue free of charge to addresses in United Kingdom. 

For overseas send 6 International Reply Coupons to: 

Squires, 100 London Road, 
Bognor Regis, West Sussex 

P021 1DD 
Tel: 01243 842424 
Fax: 01243 842525 

SHOP NOW OPEN 4tasteeCatl 
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Starter Project 

MAINS CABLE 
DETECTOR 
ROBERT PENFOLD   
A back-up mains cable locator 
for your DIY toolbox. 

p
ROBABLY most keen do-it-yourself 
enthusiasts are aware of the dangers 
of drilling into the walls of practi-

cally any building, and use some form of 
pipe/cable detector to check that it is safe 
prior to doing any work of this type. Such 
precautions should ensure that there are no 
nasty surprises, but some types of cable can 
be difficult to detect. 
Most pipe and cable locators are actual-

ly metal locators that are optimised for this 
application. They are quite good at finding 
things like nails in doors and plasterwork, 
locating metal pipes, and finding cables in 
metal conduits. However, they tend to be 
less effective at finding electric cables that 
are in plastic conduits. 
The problem seems to be that there is 

simply not that much metal in an electric 
cable, especially a lighting type that is only 
designed to carry modest currents. This 
makes such cables difficult to detect unless 
they are close to the surface of a wall. 

MAKING A HUM 
The project featured here uses an alter-

native approach to finding cables, which 
is to pick up the 50-Hertz mains "hum" 
signal produced by the cable. This signal 
seems to be relatively easy to locate, even 
with a small cable that is buried deep in a 
wall. 
One obvious drawback of this method is 

that it will not detect any form of pipe or 
small metal objects such as screws and 
nails. It is, therefore, best used as a backup 
to a conventional pipe and cable locator 
rather than as the sole method of detecting 
drilling hazards. 

SYSTEM OPERATION 
Units of this type sometimes use an 

inductive coupling from the cable to the 
detector. This requires a current to be flow-
ing in the cable, which effectively becomes 
the primary winding of a transformer. An 
inductor at the input of the detector circuit 
acts as the secondary winding, and a small 
50Hz "hum" signal is produced in this 
inductor if it is close enough to the cable. 
Practical tests with this type of cable 

detector were not very encouraging, and 
the signal from the inductor was often so 
weak that it was virtually impossible to 
detect. The design finally evolved uses the 
slightly different arrangement shown in the 

block diagram of Fig.1 I. 
Rather  than  an 

inductor, the sensor is a 
small metal plate. The 
mains cable and the 
plate form a very low 
value capacitor, with 
the air, etc. between 
them acting as the 
dielectric. 
This gives an ex-

tremely loose coupling 
from the cable to the 
input of the detector cir-
cuit, but the large signal level in the cable 
of around 650V peak-to-peak helps to give 
a reasonable signal level from the plate. A 
high impedance buffer amplifier at the 
input of the detector circuit also helps to 
minimise losses through the capacitive 
coupling. 
This stage is followed by a voltage 

amplifier that further boosts sensitivity, but 
only a modest amount of amplification is 
needed here. The output signal is moni-
tored via a crystal earphone, and it is due to 
the good sensitivity of this type of earphone 
that high gain is not needed in the detector 
circuit. 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 
The full circuit diagram for the Mains 

Cable Detector appears in Fig.2. In Fig.1 
the unit is shown as having separate buffer 

I MAINS 
APPLIANCE 

SENSOR 
PLATE 

I MA NS 
SUPPLY 

HIGH Z 
BUFFER 
AMP 

AMPI 1; 1ER 

EARPHONE 

Fig. 1. Block diagram for the Mains Cable Detector. 

and voltage amplifier stages, but in the final 
circuit these have been merged into a single 
amplifier based on operational amplifier. 
IC 1 . 
Having a very high input impedance plus 

some voltage gain in a single stage can 
cause problems with stray feedback and 
consequent instability. However, in this 
case the voltage gain of the circuit is quite 
low and no stability problems were 
encountered. 
The circuit is basically just a non-invert-

ing mode amplifier. The non-inverting 
input (pin 3) of ICI is biased to half the 
supply voltage by resistors RI to R4. ICI is 
a bifet device that has a j.f.e.t. input stage 
and an extremely high input impedance. In 
fact, its input impedance at low frequencies 
is so high that it can be ignored. The input 
impedance of the circuit as a whole is 

Fig.2. Complete circuit diagram for the Mains Cable Detector. 
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therefore equal to the parallel resistance of 
RI and R2 in series with R3 and R4, or 
some 25 megohms. 

LOOP GAIN 
The closed loop voltage gain of ICI is 

controlled by negative feedback resistors 
R5 and R6, and is equal to (R5 + R6)/R6, 
or approximately five times in other words. 
Capacitor C3 provides increased negative 
feedback at middle audio frequencies and 
above, and therefore provides a progressive 
roll-off in the gain of the circuit over this 
frequency range. 
The "hum" signal is predominantly at 

low frequencies, and the high frequency 
roll-off does not reduce the sensitivity of 
the unit to this signal. It does help to reduce 
general noise and breakthrough of r.f. 
(radio frequency) signals. It also reduces 
the risk of instability due to stray feedback 
at high frequencies. 
Capacitor C4 and resistor R7 couple the 

output signal to the crystal earphone and 
remove the d.c. component in the signal at 
the output of ICI. The unit is unlikely to 
work properly using any other type of ear-
phone or headphones. A small 9V battery is 
adequate to power the circuit, which has a 
current consumption of less than two 
milliamps. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The Mains Cable Detector starter pro-

ject is based on the EPE multi-project 
printed circuit board. This board is avail-
able from the EPE PCB Service, code 932. 
The component layout, together with the 
actual size foil master pattern and inter-
wiring are shown in Fig.3. 
The usual warning regarding this pc.b. 

therefore has to be given. Unlike a normal 
custom printed circuit board, the multi-pro-
ject board has numerous holes and pads 
that are left unused. In order to avoid place-
ment errors it is therefore essential to take 
slightly more care than normal when fitting 
the components, and to thoroughly check 
the finished board for errors. 
Construction of the board follows along 

the normal lines with resistors and capaci-
tors being added first, taking care to fit the 
electrolytic capacitors with the correct 
polarity. There is a single link-wire towards 
the top right hand corner of the board, 
which should also be fitted at this stage. 
This link can be made from a piece of wire 
trimmed from a resistor leadout. 
Single-sided solder pins are fitted to the 

board at the points where connections to 
switch SI, socket SKI, the battery, and the 
sensor plate will be made. "Tin" the tops of 

the pins with a gener-
ous coating of solder. 
Finally,  add  ICI, 

being careful to fit it 
the right way round. 
This device is not stat-
ic-sensitive, but it k 
still a good idea to fit it 
in a holder. 

Components mounted on the Multi-project printed circuit 
board. Note the single link wire, top right. 

MAKING 
SENSE 
Practically any small 

to medium size plastic 
case should accommo-
date this project. It is 
best not to use a metal 
case, as this would 
make it difficult to get 
the sensor plate work-
ing effectively. 
The general layout 

of the unit is not too 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
R1 to R4 10M (4 off) 
R5  39k 
R6  10k 
R7  1M 

All 0.25W 5% carbon film 

Z®& 

TALK 
Page 

Capacitors 
Cl  1000 radial elect. by 
C2  2u2 radial elect. 50V 
C3  in Mylar 
04  100n ceramic 

Semiconductors 
IC1  LF351N bifet op.amp 

Miscellaneous 
Si  s.p.s.t. min toggle switch 
Ski  3.5mm jack socket 
B1  9V battery (PP3) 
Small plastic case, size to choice; multi-

project printed circuit board available from 
the EPE PCB Service, code 932; copper 
clad board or aluminium plate for sensor, 
size 50mm x 50mm approx; crystal ear-
phone; 8-pin d.i.l. holder: battery connec-
tor; wire; solder pins; solder, etc. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only £9 

excl. ',att. & case 

Fig. 3. Multi-project printed circuit board component layout, underside full size copper foil master and wiring to off-board corn 
ponents. Not all holes/copper pads are used, so you must double-check component positioning before soldering in place. 
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important, but try to keep output socket 
SKI and its wiring reasonably well sepa-
rated from the sensor plate and the wire that 
connects it to the circuit board. The sensor 
plate can be a piece of copper laminate 
board (as used for do-it-yourself printed 
circuit boards) having an area of around 
five square centimetres or so. 
As supplied, this type of board often has a 

rather dirty and corroded finish on the copper 
side. Scrape a small area 

of the copper with 
the blade of a 

penknife 
to produce a 
clean surface to 
which a reliable sol-
der connection can be 
easily made. The sensor is 
glued in place at the front of the 
unit. inside the case. 
A small piece of aluminium can be used 

instead of copper laminate board, but sol-
dering to aluminium can be difficult even if 
the special solder is used. It is easier to bolt 
a solder tag to the piece of aluminium and 
then make the connection to the tag. 

IN USE 
When first switched on there will almost 

certainly be some "hum" and general noise 

The completed detector, above left, and layout of components inside the pro-
totype case. The sensor plate is glued in place at the front of the unit, inside 
the case. 

on the output of the unit even if it is not 
placed close to a mains lead. The output 
level should be quite low though. Placing 
the unit near to the mains lead of any appli-
ance that is plugged into the mains supply 
should produce a loud 50Hz "hum" signal 
from the earphone. 
In practice, there is a fair amount of noise 

on the "hum" signal, which will consequent-
ly produce more of a "buzzing" sound from 

Interior Lamp Delay 
A number of components called-up for the Interior Lamp Delay pro-

ject could cause constructors local sourcing problems. Fortunately, 
most seem to be RS components and can be ordered through a local 
bona fide dealer or through Electromail ( n 01536 204555 or RS 
http://rswisfw.com), their mail order outlet. 
The SMP4ON10 power f.e.t. (code 264-816); the 4MHz ceramic res-

onator (656-186); small plastic case (508-914) and the low current, 3V 
to 16V d.c., buzzer (2245-001) all came from the above source. Apart 
from the power Let., most of our advertisers should be able to supply 
similar/identical devices. 
For those readers who want a ready-programmed PIC16F84 (the 

C84 is no longer produced), one is available from Magenta 
Electronics (llt 01283 565435 or hffp://magenta2000.co.uk) for the 
inclusive price of £5.90 (overseas readers add £1 for postage). For 
those who wish to program their own PICs, the software is available 
from the Editorial Offices on a 3-5in. PC-compatible disk, see EPE PCB 
Service page. If you are an Internet user, it can be downloaded Free 
from our FTP site: 
ftp://ttp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pubs/PICS/interiorlamp. 
The printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB Service, 

code 244 (see page 773). Finally, you must read the Warning notes 
and installation advice before commencing this project. 

O WL Loudspeaker System 
As far as the woodworking requirements for the OWL LoudcpPaker 

System are concerned, these will have to be obtained from your local 
timber merchant or large DIY superstore. Also, as indicated in the arti-
cle, the square metre of Terylene damping material may be purchased 
from the dressmaking department of your local store. 
Turning now to the loudspeakers and crossover units. These were 

chosen by the designer after a visit to South Coast Speakers Ltd of 
Southampton and are of Norwegian origin. Contacting them, they 
offered the following (VAT inclusive) pricing for the SEAS speakers and 
their own crossovers, in kit form or ready assembled: 
Driver unit set (two P17REX polypropylene bass units and two 

the earphone. It seems to be possible to 
detect cables whether or not they are actual-
ly passing a current, but detection is certain-
ly easier if there is a current flow. 
Walls, floorboards, etc. do not signifi-

cantly hinder signal pickup, but there can 
be a general spreading of the apparent sig-
nal source. Even so, it is not usually too dif-
ficult to follow the path of power or 
lighting cables. 

H457(25TFF) dome tweeters) £147.88 plus £5.49 post and packing, 
total £153.37. Crossover kit (pair) £39.08 plus £2.49 p&p = £41.57. 
AsssPmbled crossover £45.08 plus £2.49 p&p = £47.57. Full, all inclu-
sive kit £192.45; assembled £198.45. They can also supply the ancilliary 
items, such as the black speaker fixing screws, damping material etc. To 
spread the cost, single drive units and crossovers can be purchased. 
For further details and orders contact: South Coast Speakers Ltd, 

Dept EPE/ETI, 58 Wilton Road, Southampton, Hants, S015 5SZ. 
Phone: 01703 703221 or Fax: 01703 778221. Payments should be 
made payable to South Coast Speakers Ltd. 

Micro Power Supply 
Not too many problems should be experienced when gathering 

together the parts for the Micro Power Supply project. 
The LP2950 +5V voltage regulator was chosen, in preference to the 

standard 78L05, because it has improved regulation, draws much less 
supply current and will operate with a very low differential between input 
and output voltages; ideal for battery powered circuits. If your usual sup-
plier is unable to supply the specified regulator, it is currently listed by 
Electromail (2T 01536 204555 or RS http://rsbwiw.com), code 648-
567 or 411-826, and by PAaplin (http://www.maplin.co.uk). code 
AV350. 
Regarding the "switched capacitor" voltage converter, the one used 

in the prototype is marked as an IS7660 but after numerous catalogue 
searches only Maplin, code YY75S, had it listed. It would appear that 
the most popular version is the one with prefix letters ICL (7660) and 
should be available from most good component suppliers. It is certain-
ly stocked by Electromail, code 651-490. 
The small single-sided printed circuit board is available from the EPE 

PCB Service, code 243 (see page 773). 

Mains Cable Detector 
Apart from the case, all components required to build the Mains 

Cable Detector should be readily available, off-the-shelf items. Most of 
our components advertisers stock the high impedance crystal earpiece. 
Unfortunately, the two-piece case, with battery compartment, used in 

the model would appear to be one originally purchased from 
Greenweld (code CS4330) and may no longer be available. You could 
try contacting the new owners by Fax on 01992 613020 or by E-mail: 
greenweld@aol.com. In the meantime, the original case measured 
roughly 120mm  60mm  32mm and, no doubt, advertisers should be 
able to offer a suitable alternative. 
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• True mixed mode simulation. 
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Special Series   

PRACTIcAL 
OSCILLATOR 
I7ESIONS 
RAYMOND HAIGH 

Most text books deal with oscillators in a theoretical way. This series, prepared with the 

electronics enthusiast and experimenter very much in mind, is intensely practical. Tried and 
tested circuits are fleshed out with component values, and their vices and virtues are exposed. 

PART FOUR - NEGATIVE RESISTANCE OSCILLATORS 

T
HE PHENOMENON of negative resistance has been known and 
understood since the earliest days of radio. Indeed, its appli-
cation to oscillatory circuits pre-dates the thermionic valve. 

Put simply, it occurs when the current flowing through a device or 
circuit is rising whilst the voltage across it is falling and Ohm's law 
appears to have been reversed. 
Cavity magnetron oscillators, which depend on negative resis-

tance, are used in many homes for generating the microwaves which 
heat food. They also power the RADAR (RAdio Direction And 
Ranging) systems which help to ensure the safety of travellers by air 
and sea. 
Some rather unusual transistor circuits which exploit negative 

resistance, form the subjects of this article. 

MAINTAINING OSCILLATIONS 
The sudden application of a direct voltage to a tuned circuit 

formed by an inductor (coil) and capacitor shock-excites oscilla-
tions. Because of resistive losses (mainly in the coil), the oscilla-
tions gradually fade away, their duration and magnitude being 
directly related to the Q factor of the tuned circuit (the higher the Q 
the lower the resistive losses). 
Oscillations can be maintained by connecting an amplifier to the 

tuned circuit and feeding back energy in order to continually repeat 
the excitation. Earlier articles in the series have described a number 
of oscillators of this kind. 
The feedback eliminates or cancels out the resistive losses. 

Viewed in this way, it can be said to create negative resistance. 
It follows that devices and circuits which display negative resis-

tance, even those which do not function as amplifiers, can also be 
used to maintain oscillations. An electric arc, Hull's Magnetron, the 
Esaki or tunnel diode, all have a characteristic which exhibits 
falling voltage with rising current; i.e. negative resistance. 
They function by cancelling out the resistance in the tuned circuit 

so that the oscillations can continue. When circuits of this kind are 
analysed from the feedback standpoint, the positive feedback is said 
to exist within the device itself. 

NEGATIVE RESISTANCE 
Negative resistance is created when the current flowing through 

a circuit is rising whilst the voltage across it is falling, and Ohms law 
appears to have been reversed. Devices which display this charac-
teristic can maintain oscillations in a tuned circuit by cancelling out 
its resistive losses. 
The technique was used by early radio pioneers before the 

invention of the thermionic valve. Today, powerful microwave gen-
erators and devices on the frontiers of semiconductor technology 
exploit the phenomenon of negative resistance. 

TUNNEL DIODE 
A Japanese scientist. Leo Esaki (b Osaka, Japan 12 Mar 1925 — 

now an American citizen), first described his tunnel diode in 1958. 
A two-terminal device, it represents a particularly vivid example of 
the phenomena of negative resistance, which enables it to function 
as an oscillator. 
Tunnel diodes comprise a junction of p and n-type semiconduc-

tor material and, in this respect, resemble conventional junction 
rectifiers. Pure silicon and germanium have to be doped with impu-
rities before they can function as semiconductors. Pentavalent 
impurities, such as antimony, phosphorous and arsenic, convert the 
silicon or germanium 
into n-type material. If 
a trivalent impurity, 
such as boron, gallium 
or indium, is added, a 
p-type semiconductor 
is produced. 
Normal  junction 

diodes have impurity 
levels of about one 
part in 108. Esaki dis-
covered that if the 
doping  levels  are 
increased to around 1 
part in 103, the charac-
teristics of the diode 
are  completely 
changed. 
The current/voltage 

characteristic of a typ-
ical tunnel diode is 
displayed in Fig.lb. 
Conduction is high in 
the reverse direction 
(p side of the junction 
negative with respect 
to the n side) and cur-
rent rises with forward 
voltages until a peak 
is reached. 
Beyond this point, 

increasing the forward 
voltage reduces the 
flow of current and 
the  diode  displays 
negative resistance. A 
further increase  in 

a) 

b) 

NEGATIVE 
RESISTANCE 

FORWARD VOLTAGE 

POTENTIOMETER VR1 SETS THE 
DEVICE TO OPERATE AT THE 
MD-POINT OF ITS NEGATIVE 
RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTIC 

Fig. la. Typical circuit diagram for 
Esaki's tunnel diode negative resis-
tance oscillator and (b) tunnel diode 
current/voltage characteristic. 
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forward voltage restores the normal current/voltage relationship, 
and the biasing of the device is critical. 
A typical circuit diagram of a negative resistance oscillator using 

a tunnel diode is given in Fig. I a. The tuned circuit formed by coil 
LI and variable capacitor VC1 determines the frequency of oscilla-
tion, and the resistor network, RI and VR1, reduces the voltage of 
a single cell (B1) to the few hundred millivolts needed to bias tun-
nel diode DI to the correct operating point. Preset potentiometer 
VR1 enables the bias voltage to be adjusted to suit different devices. 
When working at medium and high frequencies, shunting the 

diode with a trimmer capacitor, VC2, makes the circuit more will-
ing to oscillate. As the frequency of operation increases into the 
v.h.f. and u.h.f. region, this component can be dispensed with. 
Tunnel diodes are low-cost, low noise devices, capable of operat-

ing at very high speeds. When they were introduced in the late 50s 
it was widely anticipated that, because of these attributes, they 
would find wide application in the then new computer industry. 
However, they have the disadvantage of low output voltage swing 

and, being a two-terminal device, there is no isolation between 
input and output and this causes circuit design problems. These 
drawbacks, combined with the dramatic developments in transis-
tors, seem to have eased the tunnel diode into an early obsolescence. 

MORE NEGATIVE 
Following Esaki's discovery of the tunnel diode, more work was 

done during the 60s on the development of negative resistance 
devices of this kind. Significant discoveries were made, and much 
effort seems to have been expended on the invention of acronyms. 
In 1964, American scientists, R. L. Johnston and B. C. de Loach, 

working at the Bell laboratories, discovered the IMPATT (IMPact, 
Avalanche, Transit Time) diode. The application of a d.c. voltage to 
these devices results in the direct generation of microwaves. 
Three years later, Americans, Prager, Chang and Weisbrod, 

developed the TRAPPATT' (TRAPped, Plasma, Avalanche, Transit 
Time) diode. Comparatively high efficiencies were claimed for 
these devices, but the maximum operating frequencies are some-
what lower than those achieved by the IMPATT diode. 
In 1968, a British scientist, G. T. Wright, described a new nega-

tive resistance microwave device which he called the BARITT 
(BARier controlled Injection and Transit Time delay) diode. 
Capable of operating in the microwave region, the BARITT diode 
shares the low-noise, low-cost advantages offered by other semi-
conductor structures of this kind. 
Although the physics of these devices is extremely complex, they 

all depend for their operation on the creation of negative resistance, 
a phenomena first exploited more than half a century earlier. They 
are not readily available to the home constructor, but any reference 
to negative resistance oscillators would have been incomplete with-
out a brief mention being made of them. 
Ordinary transistors can, however, be persuaded to operate in this 

way, and a number of circuits will now be considered. 

50kHz OSCILLATOR 
It is not too widely known that the emitter/collector structure of 

some small signal transistors can be made to display a pronounced 
negative resistance characteristic. A circuit which exploits this is given 
in Fig.2a, where the emitter/base/collector junctions of an npn bipolar 
transistor are connected across a power supply via load resistor R2 and 
a voltage divider chain comprising preset VRI and resistor RI. 
The characteristic curve of the semiconductor structure is shown 

in Fig.2b, and the device can be set around the mid-point by means 
of VR I. No connection is made to the base (b) of the transistor, and 
the polarity of the supply voltage has to be reversed (supply posi-
tive to the emitter (e) of an npn transistor). 
The impedance of the semiconductor is low, and it is best suited 

to maintaining oscillations in a series tuned circuit which has a 
matching low impedance at resonance. Accordingly, the tuned cir-
cuit is formed by capacitor Cl in series with coil LI, and the com-
ponents specified in Fig.2a can be made to resonate at 50kHz. 
The output signal is taken from across the coil via coupling 

capacitor C2. Oscillation continues to be maintained when the out-
put is fed into an impedance as low as 4.7 kilohms, but signal volt-
age is reduced and preset VR1 has to be set very precisely. 
If possible, the input impedance of the accepting circuit should 

be at least 100 kilohms and, preferably, 470 kilohms. The value of 
capacitor C2 should be as low as possible consistent with the deliv-
ery of sufficient output. 
Output and waveform quality depend, to a considerable extent, 

on the LIC ratio of the tuned circuit. Formulae relating inductance, 

A 50kHz OSCILLATOR 
The 50kHz negative resistance oscillator is the simplest and, at 

the same time, the most unusual oscillator in the series. Illustrated 
in Fig.2, and relying on the semiconductor junctions within a tran-
sistor to create negative resistance, it has something in common 
with Esaki's tunnel diode. 
The circuit will oscillate vigorously from low audio frequencies to 

more than 100kHz and, when carefully adjusted, will produce a 
good output waveform. Its characteristic curve (Fig.2b) clearly dis-
plays falling voltage with rising current. 

100kHz TO 10MHz OSCILLATOR 
The two-transistor circuit shown in Fig.3 uses changing bias volt-

ages on a directly-coupled pair of transistors to create the rising 
current/falling voltage characteristic associated with negative resis-
tance. It will oscillate from low audio frequencies to around 10MHz, 
and is tolerant of high values of capacitance in the tuned circuit. 
Waveform quality is reasonably good provided the controls are 

set to ensure that the output does not exceed 3V r.m.s. The inter-
nal capacitance of the circuit is relatively high, and this will slightly 
curtail the frequency coverages of the coil and capacitor combina-
tions scheduled in Table 1. 

capacitance and frequency were given in Part One (see also Part 
Three), and the tuning capacitor values suggested there would 
ensure good results with this circuit. Electrolytic components can 
be used to provide the comparatively high values of capacitance 
required for tuning below 100Hz without there being any percepti-
ble deterioration in performance. 
The circuit will oscillate vigorously from the lowest audio frequen-

cies to around 150k1-1z, but 100kHz should be taken as the upper fre-
quency limit for reliable operation. With a reasonable IJC ratio in the 
tuned circuit, careful adjustment of preset VRI will produce a perfect 
sinewave output in the region of 5V r.m.s. Current flow through the 
device is a little more than 4rnA when the circuit is oscillating. 
All of the transistors listed in Fig.2a will oscillate reliably up to 

100kHz, but the various specimens of BC237 and 2N3707 tried pro-
duced the greatest output. Readers who wish to experiment with 
this circuit will be assured of good results if they start by using one 
or other of these devices. 

Fig.2a. Circuit diagram for a 50kHz Negative Resistance 
Oscillator. This circuit exploits the negative resistance char-
acteristic within a transistor. Note that the emitters of npn-
transistors must be connected to supply positive for this cir-
cuit to function. The current/voltage characteristics of an npn 
transistor connected as shown is given in (b). 
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Fig.3. Circuit for a 100kHz to 10MHz negative resistance 
oscillator. 

A number of pnp transistors were tried, with the supply polarity 
reversed, but they could not be persuaded to oscillate. 

TWO TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR 
The two transistor combination depicted in Fig.3 is sometimes 

offered as a tunnel diode substitute. The profile of its characteristic 
curve is certainly very similar, but the actual operation of the circuit 
has nothing in common with Esaki's tunnel diode. 
When the voltage across the circuit is low, most of the current 

flows through transistor TR2, and, as voltage increases, so does the 
flow of current. However, if the supply voltage continues to be 
increased, a point is reached when transistor TR1 begins to conduct. 
This transition point is, of course, determined by the setting of 
TR l's base bias potentiometer VR I. 
As the current through TR1 increases, the voltage dropped across 

its collector load resistor R2 increases. The collector (c) of TRI is 
directly coupled to the base (b) of TR2, and the falling voltage 
reduces the current drawn by the second transistor. The net result is 
a fall in the current flowing through the circuit, even though the 
voltage across it is rising; i.e. negative resistance is being created. 
When placed in series with a parallel tuned circuit, this two 

transistor combination will maintain oscillation from audio 
frequencies up to 10MHz or so. The tuned circuit of Fig.3 is con-
nected on the negative side so that the moving vanes and frame of 
tuning capacitor VC I can be grounded. Switch S I selects induc-
tors, LI , and the output is taken from the "hot" end of the tuned 
circuit, via capacitor C2. 
Earlier comments regarding the input impedance of the accepting 

circuit apply equally here. Bypass capacitor Cl ensures consistent 
operation with various types of power supply. 
Potentiometers, VR1 and VR2, should be adjusted to get the cir-

cuit working at, say, 200kHz, before refining the settings to ensure 
oscillation across the highest frequency range. They can also be 
adjusted to produce a good waveform at the expense of output. 
This arrangement thrives on relatively high ratios of capacitance 

to inductance in the tuned circuit (with parallel tuning, this lowers 
impedance at resonance and increases the Q factor). Capacitors of 
2000pF can be wired in parallel with inductors as low as 50µH and 
the circuit will still oscillate vigorously, with no reduction in output, 
and the quality of the waveform is improved. This should be kept in 
mind if the circuit is used as a spot frequency generator. 

F.E.T. OSCILLATOR 
(100kHz to 301101Hz1 
Although it is claimed that valves possess distinct advantages as 

the maintaining devices in oscillatory circuits, there are some tran-
sistor configurations which valves cannot emulate. One of these is 
the combining of pairs of transistors of opposite polarity. 

An arrangement of this kind is shown in Fig.4, where a compli-
mentary pair of field-effect transistors (f.e.t.$) has been used to cre-
ate negative resistance. Close scrutiny reveals a variant of the Butler 
source (originally cathode) coupled oscillator discussed last month. 
In Fig.4, f.e.t. TR I is a source follower and TR2 a grounded gate 

stage, and the different polarity of the two devices (npn and pnp) 
enables the inputs and outputs to be directly connected. This com-
bination results in a "two terminal" device which will maintain 
oscillation when placed in series with a parallel tuned circuit. 
Preset potentiometer VR1 enables the circuit to be set at the mid-

point of its negative resistance characteristic. It should be adjusted 
to ensure that oscillation is maintained at the maximum capacity 
setting of VC1 on the highest frequency range. The circuit will then 
perform satisfactorily on all switched ranges. 
The internal resistance of the power supply has to be reasonably 

low or operation becomes erratic on the higher frequency ranges. 
The value suggested for VR I should, therefore, be adhered to. 
Current changes triggered by the circuit going in and out of oscilla-

tion induce voltage changes across VR I, making it difficult to adjust 
the operating point. Zener diode DI holds the voltage across the poten-
tiometer constant and makes the setting up process much easier. 
If the power supply delivers less than 12V, the value of resistor 

RI should be reduced accordingly. With low resistance supplies of 
by or less, RI and DI can be dispensed with. 
The negative resistance generator (TR1/TR2) is placed in series 

with the tuned circuit formed by LI and VC1. The output is taken 
from the "hot" end of the tuned circuit via capacitor Cl, and, again, 
it should be fed into an impedance of at least 100 kilohms to avoid 
excessive damping. The power supply is bypassed by capacitor C2. 

Fig.4. Circuit diagram for a 100kHz to 30MHz negative resis 
lance oscillator using a complimentary pair of fe.t.s. 

TABLE 1: 
NEGATIVE RESISTANCE OSCILLATORS 

Frequency coverage with Toko coils and a 10pF to 365pF tuning 
capacitor. (See Fig.4 and Fig 5 for circuit diagrams). 

Band 
Toko 
coil 
Ll 

Base 
wiring 

Min. Freq. 
(MHz) 

Max.Freq. 
(MHz) 

1 CAN1A350ER B 0.1 0.25 
2 CAN1A350ER D 0.22 0.64 

3 RWR331208N2 A 0.52 1.73 
4 154FN8A6438EK A 1.4 5.4 

5 154FN8A6439EK A 3.8 15.5 

6 KXNK3767EK A 7 30 

Notes: 
(1) See Fig.6 for details of coil base wiring. 
(2) Coverage can be varied, between fairly wide limits, by adjusting 
the coil ferrite cores. 
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100kHz TO 30MHz OSCILLATORS 
Directly-coupled, complimentary pairs of transistors are used to 

generate negative resistance in the 100kHz to 30MHz circuits given 
in Fig.4 and Fig.5. 
Bipolar and f.e.t. versions oscillate vigorously, from the lowest 

audio frequencies to above 50MHz. Biasing arrangements are 
more complicated with the bipolar transistor circuit, but there are no 
setting up adjustments. 
As with all of the negative resistance oscillators, a single wind-

ing, untapped coil will suffice, and this simplifies range switching. 
The frequency coverages obtained with Toko coils and the specified 
tuning capacitor are given in Table 1. 
Waveform is reasonable, but both circuits display slightly more 

drift than the oscillators described earlier in the series. They are, 
however, perfectly suitable for use as simple signal generators. 

IN OPERATION 
Most combinations of npn and pnp field-effect transistors should 

work in this circuit, but only those listed in Fig.4 have been tried. 
The use of a 1310 type ensures reliable oscillation, on the highest 
frequency range, with the tuning capacitor set at maximum. 
Frequency coverage with a 10pF to 365pF tuning capacitor and a 

range of Toko coils is scheduled in Table I. Details of the coil base 
connections are given in Fig.6. Readers who would prefer to wind 
their own coils should refer to Part One for details. 
Signal output is reasonably constant over the various ranges and 

across the swing of the variable capacitor, but it falls to around IV 
r.m.s. at the maximum setting of the capacitor on the highest fre-
quency range. Oscillation is maintained from the lowest audio fre-
quencies to above 60MHz. 

ALTERNATIVE 
TRANSISTOR 
LEADOUTS 

co-) 
• c 

NPR TYPES 

SC230 
0C2313 
I3C237 

Rip TYPES 

9C557 
BCS38 
fiC307 

R2 
TR 1  4711 
k5P 5•IP)7 

Li  " 
SEE " 
TEXT u tz. 

u 

R3 
470n +5V TO +12V 

TR2  R3 
r Ime) 5. 

61, 

I A ì 

CA 

'"" 
4L ou iv MKS 

APPRO.', METH A 12V 

 8 

Fig.5. Circuit diagram for a 100kHz to 30MHz negative 
resistance oscillator using a complimentary pair of bipolar 
transistors. 

If the circuit is to be used exclusively for the generation of low fre-
quencies (100kHz and below), delete the Zener diode and increase VR1 
to 4.7 kilohms. At low frequencies, a higher supply voltage and a high-
er ratio of capacitance to inductance in the tuned circuit ensure a better 
waveform, and the signal voltage is correspondingly increased. 
Above 30MHz, the circuit becomes reluctant to oscillate with 

high tuning capacitor values, and VC I should be reduced to 50pF or 
even 25pF. Leads must be kept as short as possible, and stray capac-
itance minimised, or the upper frequency limit will be curtailed. 

BIPOLAR OSCILLATOR 
(100kHz to 30MHz1 
A bipolar transistor version of the previous circuit is given in 

Fig.5. Biasing arrangements are more complicated, but the circuit 
oscillates vigorously and does not require setting up. 

Fig.6. Base connection details for Toko coils. 

Base bias is applied to pnp transistor TR1 via resistor RI. and 
voltage divider resistors R3 and R4 fix the bias on the base (b) of 
npn transistor TR2. Capacitor C3 is necessary to ensure adequate 
feedback at radio frequencies. Low value resistor R2 prevents the 
circuit behaving erratically. The base of TR1 is grounded by capac-
itor Cl. whilst C4, together with resistor R5, decouples the oscilla-
tor from the power supply. 
Again, the output is taken from across the tuned circuit, and its 

r.m.s. value is approximately equal to half the d.c. supply voltage. 
Output coupling capacitor C2 has been given a very low value in order 
to attenuate the rather high signal level, which is extremely constant 
over the swing of the tuning capacitor and the switched ranges. 
The circuit has a slightly higher internal capacitance than the 

f.e.t. version. and this modifies coverage. However, the particulars 
given in Table I still approximate closely to the frequency ranges 
achievable with the specified variable capacitor. At low frequencies, 
below 100kHz, operation may become erratic if the ratio of capac-
itance to inductance in the tuned circuit is low. 
Most small signal transistors will work well in this circuit. Those 

that are known to be suitable are listed in Fig.5. 

PERFORMANCE 
The field-effect and bipolar transistor versions of the wide range, 

negative resistance oscillator exhibit slightly greater drift than the 
conventional feedback oscillators described in earlier instalments of 
the series. The bipolar version also applies a rough audio modula-
tion to the r.f. output when the circuit is oscillating at high frequen-
cies. Modifying the time constants of the various circuit elements 
did not cure this. 
Both versions of this circuit are vigorous oscillators, capable of 

delivering a constant output with a reasonably good waveform. 
They are certainly suitable for use as simple, wide-range signal gen-
erators, as audio modulators, or for generating spot frequencies. 

MAINS PO WER 
Readers who lack experience of constructing and commission-

ing MAINS-POWERED equipment are reminded that the volt-
ages involved can cause DEATH OR SERIOUS INJURY. Anyone 
who is uncertain about his or her ability to construct or work on 
equipment of this kind should seek the guidance of an experi-
enced person, use batteries or purchase a commercially produced 
mains isolated power supply. 

PROBLEMS WITH BATTERIES 
The current consumed by the transistor circuits included in this 

series is extremely modest, and well within the capability of small 
dry batteries. However, the voltage of dry cells varies over quite 
wide limits, from when they are fresh to the point when they can 
only just power a circuit. 
Voltage reduces imperceptibly, and the unwary can be left wonder-

ing why an oscillator won't spring into life when the problem is one 
of fading batteries. Ageing also effects the internal resistance of dry 
cells, and this can influence the performance of oscillators, even when 
bypass capacitors have been provided. There is, therefore, much to 
recommend a mains power supply unit to the serious experimenter. 

LOW-VOLTAGE REGLILA TED SUPPLY 
A circuit diagram for a mains driven Low-Voltage Power Supply, 

with alternative regulated outputs, is given in Fig.7. 
The mains transformer, TR I, primary winding must, of course, 
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 0 
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Fig. 7. Suggested circuit for a low voltage regulated mains power supply giving outputs of 12V d.c., 9V d.c. and 6V d.c. (Please 
read warning note, under "Mains Power", given earlier.) 

suit the local supply voltage, and the current rating of the secondary 
winding need be no more than 500mA if the unit is to be used sole-
ly for powering the oscillator circuits included in this series. A 
bench power supply of this kind will, however, be useful for other 
projects, and a transformer with a 2A or 3A secondary rating would 
be a sound investment. 
The secondary winding output voltages should be 15V-0V-15V 

for the bi-phase, full-wave rectifier arrangement. This will produce 
a no-load d.c. voltage across reservoir capacitor C3 of around 21V. 
Under maximum load, this will fall to approximately I6V, leaving 
a safety margin above the I5V minimum input required for the 12V 
regulator, ICI. 
An 18V-0V-18V secondary transformer can be used if one is to 

hand. This will produce an off-load voltage of around 25V, which 
can exceed the input rating of some 6V regulator i.c.s (this is usu-
ally 24V). If an 18V-0V-18V transformer is used, the input to the 
6V regulator, IC3, should, therefore, be connected to the output of 
the I 2V regulator, ICI (i.e., the devices should be connected in tan-
dem) in order to avoid exceeding its input rating. 

SAFETY FIRST 
The inclusion of a low-current mains fuse, an on-off switch and an 

IEC mains input chassis plug are good features on equipment of this 
kind. Mains Earth should be connected to the transformer core and 
the case of the unit, which should be made of metal. It is best not to 
connect the mains earth to the output negative rail: electrical interfer-
ence can be carried into sensitive equipment via the earth wiring. 
The specified rectifier diodes DI and D2 are rated at IA. If a 

more powerful unit is contemplated, 3A (1N5402) components 
must be fitted. Capacitors Cl and C2 are connected across the rec-
tifiers in order to prevent any modulation hum. 
The switching action of the diodes will modulate any r.f. current 

flowing in the circuit at a multiple of the mains frequency, usually 
100Hz, and this interference can be picked up by a radio receiver 
powered by the unit. Modulation hum is tuneable; i.e. it only 

becomes audible when a signal is tuned in on the receiver. These 
capacitors should be ceramic components with a minimum working 
voltage of 50V. 
An "on" indicator, comprising an 1.e.d.. D3, and its dropping 

resistor RI is a useful, but not essential, feature. 

SMOOTH TALK 
The d.c. output from the rectifiers is smoothed by reservoir 

capacitor C3. An approximate formula for determining the value of 
power supply reservoir capacitors is: 
Value of capacitor in /IF = current drain in Amps x 2000. 
This formula gives the lower limit of value, and a decent quality 

power supply should have twice as much reservoir capacitance as 
this. However, when the supply is regulated, the regulator i.c.s 
remove much of the ripple which develops under load, and the spec-
ified 22004uF will be adequate provided the total current drain does 
not exceed IA. 
The voltage regulators. ICI to IC3, are all IA rated types chosen 

to deliver dry-battery related voltages. If difficulty is encountered 
obtaining the 6V and 9V types. 5V and 8V regulators can be sub-
stituted without detracting from the versatility of the unit. 
If the power supply is to be used to deliver output currents close 

to the regulator's IA maximum rating, the i.c.s should be fitted with 
small heatsinks, especially if an 18V-0V-18V transformer is 
installed. 
Regulator i.c.s produce about 40µV of broadband noise which 

extends into the r.f. spectrum. The combination of ceramic and elec-
trolytic capacitors connected across each output bypasses this inter-
ference to ground. 
Outputs regulated in this way have a very low resistance (around 

70 milliohms) and a high degree of isolation from one another. This 
last feature is particularly desirable when powering the different 
sections of an item of equipment: e.g.. an oscillator stage and a 
buffer stage. 
Next month: Crystal controlled oscillators will he considered. 
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Constructional Project   

1.4 
LOUDSPEAKER 
SYSTEM 
JOHN DIX 
An updated design that should 
appeal to all audiophiles 

rfiis design originally appeared in 988 (ETI, Aug '88), and a modi-
ed version is presented here 

describing the incorporation of improved 
drivers and a matching crossover. 
After many hours of measurement and 

listening, it is hoped that the design will 
appeal to existing owners of the QWL in 
terms of an upgrade, as well as to new 
constructors looking for a wide frequen-
cy range loudspeaker system occupying 
a reasonable floor space. 

INTRODUCTION 
The factors governing the size of a 

loudspeaker invariably involve consider-
ations of overall performance, cost and 
domestic acceptability. Referring specif-
ically to moving coil drive units and their 
enclosures, the larger the size of the 
enclosure the more extended is the bass 
respcinse, which in turn adds to the scale 
of the sound by providing a certain low 
frequency ambience. 
The full benefit of this improved ambi-

ence can only be achieved in a large 
room where, of course, the larger size of 
enclosure stands a better chance of being 
domestically acceptable. Unfortunately, 
the larger size loudspeaker system also 
tends to be more complex, because the 
use of a larger diameter bass unit 
requires the addition of a smaller unit, to 
cover the critical mid-frequency range 
adequately smoothly, before handing 
over finally to a high frequency unit. 
Overall then, the design becomes more 

expensive arising from difficulties in inte-
grating the responses of the individual 
drive units over the complete frequency 
range and constructing the cabinet to keep 
wall vibration to a minimum. 

SYSTEM OPTIONS 
From what has been outlined above, 

it is not surprising to find that the loud-
speaker system manufacturer has con-
centrated on the smaller enclosure 

designs to achieve a cost reduction 
without an appreciable sacrifice in 
performance. 
Although it is more difficult to maintain 

the low frequency response of the small 
enclosure speaker, there are also a number 
of important advantages associated with a 
reduction in the dimensions of the enclo-
sure. Thus, it is not unusual to discover a 
so called budget design that represents 
really excellent value for money with a 
performance that can only be surpassed by 
designs costing a great deal more; some-
times by a factor of three or more. 
The advantages arising from the small-

er enclosure stem from the dimensions of 
both the cabinet and the loudspeaker 
drive units. The smaller cabinet dimen-
sions provide not only a reduction in 
material costs but also a significant 
increase in structural stiffness, reducing 
unwanted radiation from the cabinet 
walls. The narrower frontal area also 
improves the sound distribution. 
By using a smaller bass unit the com-

plete frequency range can be covered 
simply by adding a high frequency unit 
or tweeter. The "seamless" coverage pro-
vided by the small bass/mid-range unit 
can then be made to extend smoothly just 
beyond the critical mid-frequency range 
easing the crossover design and produc-
ing a radiation pattern conducive to a nat-
ural spread of sound and a usefully wide 
stereo sound stage' 

IN RESPONSE 
As far as a reduced power handling at 

low frequencies is concerned, it does not 
represent a too serious disadvantage 
because in most types of music, includ-
ing the organ, the power is distributed in 
such a way that, below about 200Hz, 
spectral levels fall off naturally at a rate 
of about 3dB/octave'. However, if the 
small enclosure results in too abrupt a 
roll-off in bass level below 100Hz then 
the bass lightness becomes readily 

apparent, reducing the enjoyment of cer-
tain types of music. It follows that there 
is a limit to the economy feasible with 
the small diameter bass unit if it is to pro-
vide reasonably linear long-throw cone 
excursions necessary for adequately low 
frequency radiation. 
When it comes to domestic acceptabil-

ity, the small enclosure has an obvious 
advantage particularly if it could be 
tucked away inconspicuously on, say, a 
shelf. However, close proximity to a wall 
can give rise to interfering standing wave 
patterns causing some deterioration in 
the stereo image and, in the author's 
experience, an obvious audible improve-
ment, in terms of depth and precision of 
stereo image, is obtained by spacing the 
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loudspeaker units out from the wall by 
anything up to about one metre. 
Continuing to follow the small enclo-

sure approach, the additional require-
ment is for a pair of loudspeaker stands 
to locate the enclosures stably in space at 
a height such that the high frequency 
information reaches the ears of a seated 
listener without undue absorption by soft 
furnishings. Possibly the next logical 
step is to consider whether the space 
within and under the stands could be use-
fully utilised perhaps to enhance the low 
frequency performance. 
Bearing all these points in mind, the 

author embarked on a design aimed at 
satisfying the requirements for low cost, 
a free-standing configuration, and the 
minimum of dimensions consistent with 
an adequate low frequency performance. 

DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 
A free-standing loudspeaker cabinet 

with similar dimensions to that of a small 
enclosure on a stand, if of conventional 
design and construction, can present a 
difficult acoustic problem to the designer 
because of the long narrow parallel cabi-
net walls. The walls will tend to vibrate 
and resonate at similar frequencies giv-
ing rise to a resonant pipe-like coloura-
tion to the low frequency sound, which is 
difficult to control and eliminate. 
An alternative approach, that is satis-

fying from an acoustic engineering point 
of view, is to deliberately use and exploit 
the characteristics of a resonant pipe in 
such a way that the loudspeaker unit is 
correctly loaded and terminated at the 
low frequencies, whilst adequately sup-
pressing unwanted pipe resonant modes. 
The low frequency efficiency of such an 
arrangement is somewhere between that 
of a horn and a bass reflex enclosure and 
therefore reduces the demands made on 
the low frequency excursions of the 
small diaphragm bass speaker unit'. 
The principle involved utilises the 

properties of a closed-at-one-end quarter 
wavelength pipe as originally proposed 
by Voigt' in his patent and subsequently 
adapted and described by R. West and R. 
Baldock in their designs. The design pro-
duced by R. West' was intended for a 
corner position with the speaker unit fir-
ing into the corner to spread the high fre-
quency sound by reflection from the 
walls, and R. Baldock's designs were 
intended for either a semi-omnidirection-
al sound distribution' or a wall reflected 
distribution". 
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Present day practice favours loud-
speaker operation away from corners and 
walls, firing directly at the listeners. It is 
the author's aim to revise the previous 
design to cater for this latest approach, 
which is more closely matched to the 
improved stereo depth and imaging 
available from some of the current stereo 
sources. 

QUARTER- WAVE 
LOADING 
Having finally decided to keep to the 

original Quarter-Wave Loading (QWL) 
enclosure design, an overall view and 
cabinet dimensions (two required) can be 
gained by looking at Fig.10 and Fig.11. 
The finished appearance of the complet-
ed two-speaker "column" can be seen 
from the accompanying photographs. 
The bass enclosure consists of a quar-

ter wavelength rec-
tangular section pipe 
with a linear taper, 
resonant  at about 
50Hz. The bass loud-
speaker unit is situat-
ed at approximately 
half way along the 
acoustic axis in the 
best position to sup-
press higher order 
resonant modes. 
At resonance the 

acoustic pressure is 
high at the tapered 
end and is still reasonably high at the 
loudspeaker unit. This ensures that effec-
tive acoustic loading is presented to the 
loudspeaker cone and small excursions 
of the cone at high pressure are manifest-
ed as much larger low pressure move-
ments of air out of the port at the bottom 
of the enclosure. 
Such a process, similar to horn load-

ing, contributes to efficient bass frequen-
cy operation with low distortion, up to a 
frequency of 200Hz, where direct radia-
tion from the cone takes over. The 
enhanced bass response produced by this 
method of loading compared with that 
from the same unit in a 10 litre sealed 
enclosure is shown in Fig.1, where the 
curves were obtained under identical 
measurement conditions. 
Bearing in mind this result, it can be 

seen that this enclosure not only satisfies 
the requirements of being free-standing, 
with the drive units at a convenient 
height, but also provides an enhanced 
bass response, using the space that would 
otherwise have been taken up by a stand. 
Furthermore, only small cone excursions 
are required in the bass loaded region 
and this places the minimum of demands 
on linearity of the cone suspension and 
the magnetic field in the voice coil gap, 
allowing reasonably low priced drive 
units to be employed. 
The effect on power handling was 

quite dramatically demonstrated to the 
author when two nominally identical 
bass drive units were compared: one in a 
10 litre completely sealed enclosure and 
the other in a quarter-wave loading 
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enclosure. Switching from one to the 
other and slowly increasing the power 
level, the unit in the sealed enclosure was 
the first to show signs of distress. 
Continuing the quest for a low price 

design, it is tempting to consider a wide 
range twin-cone unit for use in this 
enclosure. As can be seen in Fig.2, the 
high frequency response of a 165mm 
diameter paper cone bass unit used in 
this position showed considerable ripple 
in the response due to cone break-up 
modes. Also, when a small tweeter cone 
is added to the main cone to widen the 
frequency range, any improvement in 
frequency response is accompanied by 
main cone break-up ripple as shown in 
Fig.3. 
A smoother performer was found to be 

a 165mm polypropylene cone bass unit 
with the frequency response as shown in 
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Fig. 1. Bass response comparison between quarter-wave 
design (solid) and 10 litre sealed enclosure (dashed). 
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Fig.2.  Frequency response for a 
165mm paper cone bass unit. 

Fig.3. Response of a twin-cone unit. 
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Fig.4. Frequency response of 165mm 
polypropylene bass unit. 
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Fig.4 and this type is recommended for 
use in this design. (Needless to say the 
latest polypropylene bass unit adopted 
for  this  updated  design  is even 
smoother!) 

HIGH FREQUENCIES 
Because of the unsatisfactory response 

of twin cone units, space is provided in 
the top of the quarter-wave enclosure 
(see Fig.10 and Fig.11) to house a suit-
able high frequency "tweeter". Referring 
again to Fig.I0 and Fig.11, it can be seen 
that the speaker unit baffle board has 
been kept as small as possible both for 
the sake of rigidity and the need to keep 
the frontal area to a minimum for good 
stereo performance. 
The top of the bass enclosure also 

serves to stiffen the unit baffle. The baf-
fle is deliberately sloped to time-align 
the outputs from the two units and to 
improve the coupling of the bass unit to 
the air column in the enclosure. 
The original speaker units used in this 

design were supplied by Tandy and a 
simple crossover arrangement, where the 
tweeter was fed from a capacitor, kept 
the overall cost to a minimum whilst 
yielding a very good performance for the 
money. However, as the original speaker 
units are no longer available, it provided 
an ideal opportunity to investigate the 
possibility of upgrading the choice of 
loudspeaker driver units. 
The advantage of the quarter-wave 

loading is that it is not sensitive to the 
bass driver characteristics in the way that 
the bass reflex cabinet design is. All that 

Fig.5. Crossover circuit diagram. 

is asked for is a reasonably low bass res-
onant frequency. 
One further consideration was that of 

the type of crossover to employ. The 
original capacitor feed to the tweeter and 
direct connection to the bass speaker 
meant that the bass unit worked up to 
6kHz or so before its contribution was 
taken over by the tweeter. This is fine in 
some respects, such as maximum damp-
ing from the amplifier, but the directivity 
of the bass speaker increases with oper-
ating frequency and the optimum stereo 
listening position becomes quite restric-
tive and critical at the higher frequencies. 
Also, the tweeter capacitor feed with 

its low rate of cut-off with frequency 
means that the drive voltage at tweeter 
resonance can be embarrassingly high. 
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Fig.6. New frequency response compared with original 
design. 
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Thus an upgrade also meant the adoption 
of an improved crossover arrangement. 
At this point, the author sought the 

assistance of South Coast Speakers of 
Southampton for help in the choice of 
loudspeaker units and a crossover design. 
After several visits, and a review and 
analysis of the existing design, speaker 
units from the Norwegian firm SEAS 
were considered for the upgrade. 
The units finally chosen were the 

P17REX polypropylene bass speaker and 
the 25TTF fabric dome tweeter (see 
Shoptalk). These were installed in the 
QWL enclosure and delivered to South 
Coast Speakers where a 2nd order 
Linkwitz-Riley crossover was designed 
and evaluated. 

CROSSOVER 
The Linkwitz-Riley crossover design 

originated as a measure to control the 
direction of the main lobe of the forward 
radiation of a two-unit speaker system. It 
is unusual in that, at the crossover fre-
quency, each filter response is 6dB down 
(as opposed to 3dB) and the drivers are 
wired in opposite polarity to achieve an 
in-phase contribution to the overall radi-
ated sound. As far as the phase response 
of the two sections of the crossover is 
concerned the Linkwitz concept is to aim 
at a constant phase difference between 
the two output signals to achieve a good 
group delay response. 
The final circuit of the QWL crossover 

is shown in Fig.5 and the measured loud-
speaker frequency response from 500Hz 
to 20kHz is shown in Fig.6, where it is 
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Fig.9. System impedance characteristic. 
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compared with the response of the origi-
nal 1988 design. The advantage of the 
new drivers and a more complex 
crossover is readily apparent from the 
responses. There is also an improvement 
in power handling from 25W to 80W, 
which perhaps is not surprising consider-
ing that the weight of the magnet of the 
bass speaker, for example, represents an 
increase of over a factor of two. 
The frequency response measure-

ments, using 1/3 octave noise between 
lkHz and 10kHz, have also been repeat-
ed in the author's own room with a 
capacitor microphone at two metres. The 
upper frequency was limited to 10kHz 
because of the response of the micro-
phone available. The results are shown in 
Fig.7, where it can be seen that a com-
parison between the South Coast Speaker 
calibration and the in-room measure-
ments is most encouraging. 

The crossover board mounted on the 
rear panel, just above the rear port. 

As far as the frequency response below 
500Hz is concerned measurements 
become a little more difficult. At low fre-
quencies the loudspeaker produces sound 
both from the cone of the bass unit and 
the rear port. It is the achievement of a 
true representation of the combined 
response that presents a problem. 
A straightforward summation of the 

output of the cone and port from the 
South Coast Speaker's measurements is 
shown in Fig.8 and again in-room 1/3 
octave noise measurements compare 
quite favourably. This time the micro-
phone response cannot be trusted much 
below 40Hz. 
Taking a view of the frequency 

response as a whole, it can be seen that 
the response extends from 40Hz to 
20k1-lz with an SPL(I W/Im) of 89dB, 
deviating by ±3dB from 'kHz to 20kHz 
and by +3dB/-6dB from 40Hz to 500Hz. 
The low frequency properties of the cab-
inet can be associated with an intriguing 
mixture of tuned pipe and horn loading, 
the advantages of which are evident in 
terms of an improved transient response 
from the bass unit. 
The penalty for this improvement, is 

the increase in response deviation 
below 400Hz. However, these devia-
tions are small compared with standing 
wave effects in the listening room at 
these frequencies and the overall 

SEAS 
P1 713EX 
bass driver 

response compares very favourably 
with other speakers of, what might be 
termed, an audiophile status. 
Finally, the impedance characteristic 

shown in Fig.9 illustrates that the loud-
speaker will present a relatively easy load 
to most amplifiers, producing really loud 
results with amplifiers in the 50W range. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Now we have discussed the various 

merits and selected our speakers, it is 
time to undertake the construction of the 
QWL enclosure. This is made up from 
12mm (1/2in.) thick chipboard and 6mm 
(1/4in.) thick plywood as shown in 
Fig.10. 
The enclosure has been designed to 

make the construction as simple as possi-
ble, and if the various pieces shown in 
Fig.10 are cut accurately square then 
there should be no difficulties in assem-
bly. Referring to Fig.10 and Fig.11 it can 
be seen that there are only two angle cuts 
to be made, those at the top of both the 
long front and back panels. All the rest 
are simple 90 degree butt joints and it is 

The 257TF (H457) tweeter from SEAS. 

left to the individual constructor to 
decide whether to attempt the angle 
joints or simply butt the joints and fill the 
wedge shape gaps with whatever tech-
nique and material is convenient. 
Dimensions quoted are not critical 

provided everything is checked to fit as 
shown in the diagrams so that airtight 
joints are obtained, particularly in the 
high acoustic pressure areas in the 
tapered wedge and around the speaker 
unit. (It should be noted that the baffle 
cut-out dimensions in Fig.10 are for 
the new loudspeaker units and existing 
cabinets will satisfactorily house the 
new units simply by opening up the 
cut-out for the bass unit by about 2mm 
(1/16in.) or so. and the vertical dimen-
sion of the right hand cut-out for the 
tweeter by 6mm. It is desirable to 
ensure that the surrounds for the two 
units almost touch on the vertical axis.) 
The front, back, bottom, top, and inter-

nal partition members are all made of 
nominally 12mm (1/2in.) thick chip-
board and should all be matched to the 
same width of 178mm (7in.). The two 
side panels are made of nominally 6mm 
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Fig.10. Cutting details and dimensions for a single enclosure (two for stereo). 
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(1/4in.) thick plywood and it is recom-
mended that one of the panels is marked 
out to indicate where the 12mm thick 
panels are located. These can then be cut 
to size and checked for fit and the assem-
bly pinned and glued together to form the 
structure drawn in Fig.11. 
As the assembly progresses check it 

for squareness and, if necessary, secure 
one or two cross-pieces of plywood off-
cuts with pins driven a little way in to 
hold the assembly square while the glue 
sets. Being reasonably liberal with the 
glue should ensure airtight joints but pay 
particular attention to the pointed end of 
the wedge section, and, if necessary run 
a fillet of glue along this particular joint. 
Finally, complete the assembly by 

glueing and pinning the second plywood 
panel into place. It will be noted that the 
enclosure is reasonably light and stiff 
and this minimizes the energy storage in 
the enclosure walls. 
Tapping the sides of the enclosure pro-

duces different notes at different posi-
tions indicating that the internal bracing 
and asymmetry is working to minimize 
undesirable reflections and panel reso-
nances. Finishing tasks involve punching 
the pins home, filling, and sanding prior 

Once the wiring to the crossover is 
completed it's time to face the music. 
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Fig. 11. Enclosure dimensions and construction. 

to painting or covering with material or 
an iron-on veneer. 
The enclosure was checked for any 

undesirable resonances by very slowly 
sweeping through the low frequencies 
with a sine wave generator as well as tak-
ing account of the impedance character-
istic of Fig.9. The damping material is 
obtained by buying a square metre of 
Terylene wadding from the dressmaking 
department of your local store. It should 
weigh about 100 grams and is cut in two: 
a piece for each enclosure. Each piece is 
folded lengthwise in two and the result-
ing strip is folded again twice to form a 
25cm square, ready for insertion as 
shown in Fig.11. 

LOUDSPEAKER 
MOUNTING 
One final task now remains, and that is 

to mount  the  speaker  units  and 
crossovers on each completed enclosure. 
The loudspeaker units are mounted from 
the outside of the enclosure and the bass 
unit needs a sealing gasket fabricated 
from, preferably a rubber based, draught 
sealing strip. It is also recommended that 
the tweeter is mounted on a sealing strip 
to avoid any extraneous noise set up 
between tweeter surround and the 
cabinet. 
Use chipboard screws and do not over 

tighten. Matching black screws can be 
obtained and with their extra length it is 
advisable to glue small soft wood blocks 
behind each screw hole location. 
The bass speaker signal lead is sim-

ply passed down through the bass 
enclosure and out through the rear port, 
whilst the screened tweeter lead is 
secured by clips down the back of the 
enclosure, see photograph. Connections 
can then be made to the crossover board 
fastened to the back of the cabinet and 
the board enclosed, if desired, in a plas-
tic box. Readers may also wish to 
experiment with the provision of steel 
or plastic spikes in the base of the 
enclosure. 

PERFORMANCE 
The choice of loudspeaker is often a 

very personal decision and the present 
design is the result of many hours of 
measurement and listening. Over a 
period of time friends have been invited 
to audition these speakers and their per-
formance received very favourable com-
ments by even the most candid listener. It 
is felt that the majority of readers will not 
be disappointed with the final results of 
this project. 
In summary then, these loudspeakers 

are relatively cheap for the performance 
obtained (as a useful rule of thumb they 
compare very favourably with commer-
cial designs costing in the order of three 
times the cost of the speaker units and 
crossovers in this design) and are fairly 
simple to build. They occupy very little 
floor space, are easily moved to a desired 
position for serious listening, and are of 
the right height to preclude the need for 
stands.  LI 
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CONTROL lk ROBOTICS 
ilford Instruments 

BASIC Stamp Microcontrollers 
Still the simplest and easiest way to get your project or 
development work done. BASIC Stamps are small computers that 
run BASIC programmes. With either 8 or 16 Input-Output pins 
they may be connected directly to push-buttons, LEDs, speakers, 
potentiometers and integrated circuits such as digital 
thermometers, real-time clocks and analog-digital converters. 
BASIC Stamps are programmed using an ordinary PC running 
DOS or Windows. The language has 
familiar, easy-to-read instructions such 
as FOR. NEXT, IF ...THEN and GOTO. 
Built-in syntax make it easy to measure 
and generate pulses, read push-
buttons, send/receive serial data etc. 
Stamps from £25 (single quantities), 
Full development kits from £79 

PROGRAMMING 

CUSTOMI/ING 
BASIC STAMP COMPUTER 

SC OTT 
•01 .1 .1.0 

Full information on using BASIC 
Stamps plus lots of worked 
projects and practical 
electronics help. CD-ROM also 
includes 30+ past magazine 
articles and Stamp software. 
£29.95 

Stamp2 based 3-axis machine 
Stepper drive to X, Y and Z axes with 0.1mm 
(4thou) resolution 
Kit conains pre-machined frame components 
Complete with Windows software for drilling 
pcbs. 
Full kit at £249, Part kit at £189 

TecArm4 
New range of robotic arms 
for educational and hobbyist use 
with super powerful servos. 
Controlled from PC (Windows 
freeware provided) or from optional 
keypad. Stands about 450mm 
high when fully extended. 
Kit includes all pre-cut body 
parts, servo controller board, 
servos and software. Requires 9v Dc 

EL M 
Kits start at £189 

On Screen Display 
Superimpose text onto 
standard CCTV from simple 
R5232 serial line. 
Ready built/tested at £59 

IR Decoder Board 
Control your proiect using a standard domestic 
IR remote. 
7 Output lines 15v it1) 20mA) may be set to 
momentary or toggle action 
Simple teaching routine Requires 9-12vDC 
Supplied built and tested 
£29 single quantity 

Milford Instruments 
120 High Street, South Milford, LEEDS LS25 5AQ 
Tel: 01977 683665 Fax: 01977 681465 

Easy 
ss* C_PI 'n 

4 

M VO  - 

i filli t  

1 

PIC'n 

Tactinkrues 

New to PICs or just wanting to learn more tricks? 
We stock the excellent PIC primer books 

from David Benson-
suitable for the complete beginner to the advanced user. 

Low - easv 
serial interface 

SERIAL LCDs 
Bannish the hassle of interfacing to LCD displays. 

We stock a comprehensive range of alphanumeric and Graphic LCDs - 
all with an easy-to-use standard RS232 serial Interface Sizes from 

2x16 to 4x40 plus 128x64 graphic panels 
Prices start at £25 (single quantity) 

Stamplug 
Stampl based walking insect 
Forwards,backwards and left/right turn when 
feelers detect object in path Up to 2 hours 
roving from 4xAA Nicads. Chips pre-
programmed but programme may be changed 
(software supplied). Body parts pre-cut. 
Full kit £68 

BigFoot 
Stampl based walking 
humanoid 
Walks forwards/backwards 
with left and right turn when 
detects obstacles. Electronics 
pcb pre-built and tested. 
Programme pre-loaded but 
may be changed with 
supplied software. 
Full kit £68 

Alex- Animated Head 
Stomp2 based controller with voice record-playback 
capability, PIR input and/or random playback 4-servo 

,/ actions are recorded/edited one track at a time. May 
also be controlled from PC. 
Head kits start at £29. Controllers from £29 

Servo Driver Board 
Control up to 8 standard hobby servos from an RS232 
serial data line using this controller board. Simple command 
structure holds servos in position until update is received 
Fully built and tested- requires 9vDC and servos Supplied 
with Windows freeware. 
£29 single quantity. Optional keypad available 

All prices exclude VAT and shipping. 
BASIC Stamp is the registered trademark of Parallax Inc. For further 
details on the above and other interesting products, please see our web site-
www.milinst.demon.co.uk 



Special Feature 

PIC16F8 7x 
MINI TUTORIAL 
JOHN BECKER   
Taking a programmer's look at some of the PIC16F87x family's facilities. 

ATp LONG  last  Microchip's  new 
IC I6F87x family of microcontrollers 

is actually available through component 
distributors and retailers. Forecast in late 
1998, production release commenced in 
July 1999. 
The author has had engineering sam-

ples for some months and has examined 
them with considerable interest. A general 
look at the family was taken in the 
PIC16F87x Review (Apr '99). Now we 
can encourage you to explore the possibil-
ities of these very welcome PICs, know-
ing that you can obtain the production 
devices. 
The aim of this Mini Tutorial is to share 

with you some of the findings made by the 
author when designing the 8-Channel 
Analogue Data Logger, published in 
Aug/Sept '99. The findings relate to inves-
tigations using the PIC16F877 but apply 
in principle to the PIC I 6F873, '874, and 
'876 devices as well. 
Readers should also study the 200-page 

data sheet that covers the devices, 
Microchip code DS30292A (see later). 
The following EPE subject material is 

also referred to in this Mini Tutorial: 
• P/C Tutorial (Mar-May '98) 
• PICtutor (CD-ROM version of the 
P/C Tutorial) 

• P/C Toolkit Mk1 (Jul '98) 
• P/C Toolkit Mk2 (May-Jun '99) 
• Virtual Scope (Jan-Feb '98) 

PROTOCOL 
In the course of this article, reference is 

made to figures from Microchip data sheet 
DS30292A and the reference style used is, 
for example, DS-F1G.11-2 —meaning data 
sheet Figure 11-2. 
Note also the use of the $ (dollar) sign 

when referring to hexadecimal numbers, 
and the % (per cent) sign for binary num-
bers, e.g. $9F and %11001111. 
Where PIC source code examples are 

given, the dialect used is TASM (the dif-
ferences between TASM and MPASM 
were discussed in Toolkit Mk1 • P/C 
Tutorial and PICtutor). 
All registers and bits referred to by 

name should have those names and their 
values "equated" at the head of any pro-
gram that uses them. 

PAGES 0 TO 3 
The subject of Pages in relation to 

PIC I6x84 devices was well covered in the 
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Fig. 1. Selectable functions of the ADCON1 register. 

PIC Tutorial and PICtutor texts, and a lot 
of readers expressed gratitude for the 
explanation. 
Whereas the 'x84 had only PAGEO and 

PAGE1 to be set in relation to the use of 
some Special Registers, the 'F87x devices 
have four Pages (Microchip actually calls 
them Banks — but we'll stick with Pages). 
In the STATUS register, two bits 

(instead of one) control the Page selection, 
bits 6 and 5 respectively. Consequently, 
the shorthand technique used with the 
'x84 of defining the instruction PAGEO or 
PAGE! to mean clearing or setting of 
STATUS bit 5 accordingly, is less easy to 
use when two STATUS bits are affected. 
Therefore, in common with the Microchip 
data sheet, the STATUS bits will be 
referred to by their allocated names, of 
RP1 (bit 6) and RPO (bit 5). 
Their settings are as follows: 

PAGE 
PAGEO 
PAGE1 
PAGE2 
PAG E3 

RP1  RPO 
0 
0 

You will make life easier for yourself if 
you "equate" these two bits at the head of 
your programs: 

RPO:  .EQU 5 
RP1:  .EQU 6 
The Register File Maps in DS-FIG.2-3 

and DS-FIG.2-4 show which registers are 
in which Pages (Banks). 

P/C PORTA 
AND PORTE 
PORTA is a 6-bit bi-directional I/O 

(input/output) port whose bits RAO to 
RA3 and RA5 can alternatively be used 
for analogue input. 
PORTE is a 3-bit bi-directional I/O port 

whose bits REO to RE2 can alternatively 
be used for analogue input. 
The first matter of interest that came to 

light when experimenting with the 
PIC16F877 was that its PORTA did not 
behave as expected when used as a normal 
I/O data port. 
The PIC16F877 was originally loaded 

with the TUTTEST program that allows 
users of the P/C Tutorial and PICtutor 
development boards (which are for use 
with PIC] 6x84 devices) to initially test 
their system. PORTA behaved as expect-
ed, but not so PORTA. 
Examination of the data sheet revealed 

that PORTA's default mode is not for dig-
ital data I/O. but for analogue data input. 
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The register which controls PORTA's 
digital or analogue use is ADCON1, 
whose settings options are shown in Fig.! 
(taken from data sheet DS-FIG.! 1-2). This 
same register controls PORTE as well. 
Register ADCON1 is at address $9F, 

which is in PAGEI. Fig.1 shows that 
PORTA and PORTE are jointly set for ana-
logue use when ADCON1's bits 0 to 3 are 
set to 0000 (the default condition on power-
up). To jointly use PORTA and PORTE for 
digital purposes, the bits are set to 0111 (or 
0110 since bit 0 can be 0 or 1 in this 
instance), i.e. ADCON1 has to be loaded 
with %xxxx Illx — where x can be 0 or 1. 
You will already be familiar with hav-

ing to set the data direction (TRISx) regis-
ters depending on whether a port's bits are 
to be used for input or output. So, for both 
PORTA and PORTE to be fully set for 
digital output, TRISA and TRISE have to 
be cleared, which also has to be done in 
PAGE I. 
Thus, an example of initialising your 

code to use PORTA and PORTE for digi-
tal output is: 

BCF STATUS,RPI 

BSF STATUS,RPO 

MOVLW %000001I1 

MOV WF ADCON1 

CLRF TRISA 

CLRF TRISE 

BCF STATUS,RPO 

; clear 
; PAGE2/3 bit 
; set PAGE! 
; bit 
; all-digital 
; I/O code 
; load it 
; into 
; ADCONI 
; all PORTA 
; for output 
; all PORTE 
; for output 
; reset to 
; PAGEO 

Conversely, an example of initialising 
your code to use PORTA and PORTE for 
digital input is: 

BCF STATUS,RPI ; clear 
; PAGE2/3 bit 

BSF STATUS,RPO  ; set PAGEI 
; bit 

MOVLW %00000lIl ; all-digital 
; I/O code 

MOV WF ADCONI  ; load it into 
; ADCON I 

MOVLW %0011111I ; 
MOV WF TRISA  ; all PORTA 

; for input 
MOV WF TRISE  ; all PORTE 

; for input 
BCF STATUS,RPO  ; reset to 

; PAGEO 

Note that TRISE ignores bits 3 to 7. 

A-TO-D PREPARATION 
From Fig.1, you will recognise that 

ADCON1 is set to xxxx0000 when PORTA 
and PORTE are to be used for analogue 
input. You also need to set the two associat-
ed TRIS registers for input (in the same 
way as setting them for digital input). 
There is another option that can be cho-

sen for ADCON1 as well — its bit 7 
(ADFM) controls how the 10-bit digital 
value of the converted analogue signal is 
stored in the PIC's registers dedicated to 
this purpose, ADRESH ($1E — PAGEO) 
and ADRESL ($9E — PAGE!). 
There is the choice of whether the result 

is justified to the left or right in these 

bytes. Take the example of a conversion 
result of 1023 (the maximum for a 10-bit 
conversion). The binary value of 1023 is, 
as two bytes, 00000011 11111111, stored 
as 00000011 in ADRESH and 11111111 
stored in ADRESL. 
This is the case when the ADFM bit (bit 

7) is set to 1 (DS-FIG.11-8). However, if 
the ADFM bit is set to 0, the result is for-
matted as 11111111  11000000. This 
choice can be useful in some post-pro-
cessing operations where it can save the 
use of multiplying (rotation commands). 
As used in the Data Logger, a right-jus-

tified result was required, and so ADFM 
was set to 1. Since this design uses all of 
PORTA and PORTE for analogue input, 
the ADCON I register was set with the 
commands: 

BCF STATUS,RP1 

BSF STATUS,RPO 

MOVLW %10000000 

MOV WF ADCONI 

MOVLW %00111111 
MOV WF TRISA 

MOV WF TRISE 

BCF STATUS,RPO 

; clear 
; PAGE2/3 bit 
; set PAGEI 
; bit 
; all-analogue 
; input code 
; load it into 
; ADCON I 

; all PORTA 
; for input 
; all PORTE 
; for input 
; reset to 
; PAGEO 

ADFM ANOMALY 
When the first tests were made using 

the P1C16F877 samples provided by 
Microchip, the above commands were 
duly given in the Data Logger software 
that was being developed. To the author's 
consternation, the ADFM bit had no affect 
on the justification, which remained 
doggedly to the left when the result was 
displayed on an alphanumeric 1.c.d. 
It was eventually found that bit 5, not 

bit 7, was being used as the ADFM bit, 
and using that bit produced the required 

justification. What led the author to the 
conclusion that it should be bit 5 rather 
than bit 7 is that DS-Table 2-1 showed the 
power-on-reset condition for ADCON1 as 
being --0-0000, even though ADFM was 
shown as bit 7 on the left of the table. 
Taking it up with Microchip, it tran-

spired that the samples provided were 
Microchip's early engineering samples 
(version A) in which bit 5 was indeed the 
ADFM. They went on to say that produc-
tion devices (version B) do have bit 7 as 
ADFM. This was proved when they sent 
version B samples to the author. 
However. Microchip have asked us to 

advise anyone who has early engineering 
samples that this situation exists. Readers 
buying the chips from distributors or 
retailers should automatically be supplied 
with the production devices where bit 7 is 
the ADFM. 
The fact remains, though, that the 

ADCON1 reset values given in DS-Table 
2-1 of the 1998 DS30292A data sheet are 
incorrect and should read as 0---0000. 
Other tables in the same data sheet are 
similarly incorrect (3-1, 3-9, 3-12. 11-2). 

A-TO-D CONVERSION 
We have seen that ADCON1 is the reg-

ister that sets PORTA and PORTE bits for 
analogue or digital use, and that ADRESH 
and ADRESL hold the 10-bit conversion 
value. A fourth register, ADCONO ($1F — 
PAGEO) is responsible for the A-to-D con-
trol modes, as itemised in DS-FIG.11-1, 
but summarised as: 

Bits 7-6 
Bits 5-3 
Bit 2 
Bit! 
Bit 0 

Conversion clock rate 
Channel selection 
Conversion status 
Not used 
A/D facility on/off 

Prior to an A-to-D conversion being 
made, all bits have to be set appropriately. 
An example of the conversion sequence is 
shown in Listing 1, with entry point at 
ADCGET. 

LISTING 1 

ADCGET : BCF STATUS, C 
MOVF CHAN, W 
MOVWF STORE 
RLF STORE, F 
RLF STORE, F 
RLF STORE, F 
MOVLW %10000001 ; 
IORWF STORE 
MOVWF ADCONO 
CLRF DELAY 
DECFSZ DELAY,F  ; 
GOTO WAIT1 
BCF PIR1,ADIF  ; 
BSF ADCONO,G0  ; 
DECFSZ DELAY,F  ; 
GOTO WAIT2 
BTFSC ADCONO,G0 ; 
GOTO WAIT3 
MOVF ADRESH,W  ; 
MOVWF MEMHI 
BCF STATUS,RP1  ; 
BSF STATUS,RPO  ; 
MOVF ADRESL,W  ; 
BCF STATUS,RPO  ; 
MOVWF MEMLO 
RETURN 

WAIT1: 

SAMPLE: 

WAIT2: 

WAIT3: 

GETVAL: 

clear carry flag 
get channel number 
temporarily store it 
multiply it by 8 
to set it into correct bits 
suited to ADCONO 
set clock Fosc/32 with A/D on 
OR this with stored value 
move new value into ADCONO 
set delay counter to 0 
dec delay 256 times 

clear A/D interrupt flag bit 
start A-D conversion 
again delay for 256 cycles 

is conversion complete? 
no 
get conversion high byte 
store it in MEMHI 
clear Page 2/3 
set Page 1 
get conversion low byte 
reset Page 0 
store low byte in MEMLO 
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The channel number is held in CHAN 
and could be any value between 0 and 7. It 
has to be set into ADCONO bits 5-3, con-
sequently the first six commands are con-
cerned with taking a copy of the CHAN 
value and rotating it to fill bits 5-3 of the 
temporary STORE. If the Channel number 
is 7, for  example,  CHAN  holds 
%00000111, and the rotation into STORE 
produces %00111000. 
The conversion clock rate is determined 

from DS-Table 11-1. The Data Logger's 
crystal clock runs at 3.2768MHz and the 
nearest value to this, as shown in DS-
Table 11-1, is 5MHz and that a conversion 
factor of 32Tosc is required, which is set 
into ADCONO with the bit 7-6 code of 
binary 10 (DS-F1G.11-1). 
The converter is obviously required to 

be On, so bit 0 is set to 1. 
The values for bits 7, 6 and 0 are thus 

set into W as %10000001, which is then 
ORed with the channel bits 5-3 held in the 
STORE (%00111000 in this example). 
This composite value (%10111001) is 

then MOVed into ADCONO. Notice that 
bit 2, the Start bit (quaintly called the 
GO/DONE bit by Microchip!), is still at 
zero. The conversion does not start until 
this bit is set to 1. Also note that ADCONO 
bit 1 has no function. 

SOPHISTICATION 
At this point it is possible to get rather 

sophisticated — but we're not going to! 
The sophisticated way would be to use 

interrupt routines and precise timings, and 
a lengthy section in the data sheet discuss-
es the options. They include calculation of 
the time taken to acquire the sample 
(which is relative to temperature, line 
impedance and capacitance values), and 
then to wait for an interrupt to occur on 
completion of the conversion. 
Since the Data Logger is only required 

to take samples at the maximum batch rate 
of eight (all eight channels) every 0.5 sec-
onds, time is not at a premium and so two 
simple delay loops are used, shown in 
Listing 1 as WAIT I and WAIT2. 
When WAIT! has ended, the conver-

sion is started by first clearing the A/D 
interrupt flag bit (bit 6 of register PIR1 — 
$8C, PAGEO), and then setting ADCONO 
bit 2 (the GO bit). 
The delay in WAIT2 then occurs, after 

which the GO bit is polled in WAIT3 until 
it is read as 0, signifying that the conver-
sion is complete. 
The values of the 2-byte conversion can 

now be read. The high byte (MSB) is held 
in ADRESH, which is in PAGEO and so 
can be immediately read and stored in the 
user's own nominated location, in this 
case MEMHI. The low byte (LSB), how-
ever, is held in ADRESL, which is in 
PAGE1, which has to be set before the 
byte can be read. After which a reset to 
PAGEO occurs and the byte is stored in 
MEMLO, so ending the conversion 
sequence. 
As used in the Data Logger, the 

sequence is somewhat more padded than 
shown here since it is written to read a 
conversion for each of eight channels in 
turn, and then to store the 2-byte result in 
a chain of eight serial EEPROM memo-
ries, and to decimalise the result for show-
ing on an alphanumeric I.c.d. screen. 

Apart from the ADFM problem men-
tioned earlier, no surprises occurred when 
using the A/D facilities on all eight 
PIC16F877 channels, and the program 
worked first time. Which is more than can 
be said for storing the result in the serial 
EEPROM memories, as we shall reveal in 
a moment, plus the solution, of course! 

ADC REFERENCE 
VOLTAGES 
Referring again to Fig.1, you will see 

that pins RA2 and RA3 can be used as the 
pins on which external ADC reference 
voltages can be set, depending on the code 
set into ADCON I bits 0 to 3. The columns 
10 and 11 show how the reference voltage 
selection takes effect. 
Although not discussed in the Data 

Logger text, the p.c.b. for that unit has been 
designed so that preset potentiometers can 
be inserted on it to set desired reference 
voltages on pins RA2 and RA3 for other 
applications. (The Data Logger itself does 
not offer this option through its software — 
readers must write their own software to 
suit their personal needs in this respect.) 
The circuit diagram and p.c.b. assembly 

details for the insertions are shown in 
Fig.2 and Fig.3. Note the additional two 
link wires that are needed in order to com-
plete the circuit between the wipers of the 
presets and their respective RA2/RA3 
pins. 

Fig.2. Reference voltage setting pre-
sets added to Data Logger circuit dia-
gram Fig. 1, and (below) Fig.3, their 
positioning on the Data Logger p.c.b. 

Preset VR2 allows a reference voltage 
variation between approximately 2-5V 
and 5V on RA2, whilst VR3 allows varia-
tion between 2-5V and OV on RA3. The 
use of a narrower range of reference volt-
age (which is normally OV to 5V i.e. V. to 
Vdd ) has the effect of providing amplifica-
tion to the analogue input signal being 
converted. 

By variously selecting different values 
for ADCON1 bits 0 to 3, different refer-
ence voltage combinations could be cho-
sen for individual input channels. 
It should be noted that when either RA2 

or RA3 is selected as a reference voltage 
input, the selected pin cannot be used as 
an A-to-D input channel. 

SERIAL MEMORY 
ACCESS 
Once  you  get  to  know  them, 

Microchip's 24LC256 serial EEPROM 
memories are really rather super little 
chips! It was their data sheet (DS21203D, 
1998) that the author had difficulty with. 
Attempts were made to write the routine 

which would store data at consecutive 
addresses in a 24LC256. Somehow, the logic 
of the data sheet's description and illustration 
eluded the author (it's not often he fails in 
such situations, but he failed this time!) 
Running out of patience, he resorted to 

seeing  if programs  were available 
amongst Microchip's Applications Notes 
(on their CD-ROM and web-site). 
There were several options available, of 

which the programs 2WDPOLL.ASM and 
2WSEQR.ASM were selected as appearing 
to have the best options available (even 
though they were not written for PIC16F87x 
devices) and disk copies were made. 
Being Microchip's own programs, they 

were naturally written in MPASM, where-
as the author has a great preference for 
working in the TASM dialect. Conse-
quently, the MPASM source codes were 
processed by the author's PIC Toolkit Mk2 
and converted to a TASM format. 
Various modifications were then made 

to the programs to suit them to the Data 
Logger's needs, whereupon success was 
achieved! Data could now be written to 
the  serial  EEPROMs  and, equally 
importantly, could be read back as well. 
Those of you studying the Data Logger 

source code will find entry into the serial 
memory Write routine at label WRBYTE, 
and entry to the Read routine at READ. 
The routines are far too lengthy to list or 
describe here. 
As a further plug for Microchip's 

Application Notes, they are well worth 
examining for all sorts of information and 
ideas, plus an awful lot of source code list-
ings as well. Do have a good browse 
through them. 

SERIAL OUTPUT 
With the ability to write/read serial data 

assured, the next stage to be solved was 
that of instructing the PIC16F877 to out-
put the data as a serial stream at a known 
baud rate. This turned out to be very 
straightforward.  et 
The PIC16F87x family have a built-in 

structure which allows serial output 
through a dedicated pin, RC6, and for the 
rate of output to be selected according to 
the needs of the destination for that data 
(e.g. a PC) and in relation to the PIC's 
crystal controlled clock rate. 
Additionally, these PICs can be 

instructed on such matters as synchronous 
or asynchronous transmission, parity, stop 
bits and byte size. 
The 'F87x data sheet, once you have 

studied it for details of serial interfacing, 
is actually quite helpful. 
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It was decided to use asynchronous ser-
ial transmission from the PIC to the PC. 
This requires only two lines to be con-
nected between the two systems, one for 
data and one for the ground (OV ). 
It was further decided that the rate of 

transmission should be at the maximum 
likely to be found on the majority of read-
ers' PCs, 9600 baud, with no parity, one 
stop bit and with 8-bit transmission. 
The registers associated with serial 

transmission are: 

SPBRG ($99 — PAGE!) Baud rate 
generator 

TXSTA ($98 — PAGEL ) Transmit status 
and control 

RCXTA ($18 — PAGEO) Receive status 
and control 

PIE! ($8C — PAGEO) Peripheral interrupt 
control 

Data sheet tables are provided for estab-
lishing the value to be set into register 
SPBRG in relation to several examples of 
clock rate: DS-Table 10-4 and DS-Table 
10-5. Since these do not quote a value for 
a 3-2748MHz clock, as used in the Data 
Logger, the formula quoted in the data 
sheet's Example 10-1 was more useful on 
this occasion. 

TIMING FORMULAE 
In •tact, two formulae can be derived 

from  Example  10-1, depending on 
whether the PIC is to divide the clock rate 
by 64 or 16. The idea is to select a division 
rate to produce as large an SPBRG value 
as possible, up to a maximum of 255 (it's 
an 8-bit register). 
In Listing 2 is shown a Basic program 

derived from the formula in Example 10-1. 
It calculates the SPBRG value in relation to 
the baud rate required, the clock rate avail-
able, and the two division factors of 64 and 
16. Bit BRGH (bit 2) of the TXSTA regis-
ter has to be set low if 64 is the divider, and 
high for a divider of 16. 
Running the program in Listing 2 pro-

duces SPBRG answers of 4-333333 
(BRGH = 0) and 20.3333 (BRGH = 1). 
Since the latter is the higher, the BRGH 
bit has to be set to 1. 
The bit which tells the PIC whether it is 

required to transmit synchronously or 
asynchronously is TXSTA register bit 4 
(SYNC). DS-Table 10-1 shows that for 
asynchronous transmission the SYNC bit 
is set to 0. 
Prior to commencing transmission, the 

basic transmission parameters are set as in 
Listing 3, with entry at label SETBAUD. 
Since some of the affected registers are 

in PAGE1, this is set first, as in command 
lines 1 and 2. Then the integer of the cho-
sen SPBRG value (20) is stored into the 
SPBRG register, register TXSTA is condi-
tioned for SYNC = 0 and BRGH = 1, 
TRISC bit 6 is cleared for pin RC6 to be 
used as an output, and the transmission 
interrupt bit (PIE1,4) is cleared (interrupt 
not required). A reset to PAGEO is made 
and the SPEN bit (bit 7) of register 
RCSTA is set. 
This sequence is in accordance with the 

first three steps listed in the data sheet at 
Section 10.2.1. Step 4 (9-bit transmission) 
is not required. Step 5 (enable transmis-
sion) requires a reset to PAGE1, and the 
transmission bit (bit 5) of TXSTA is set, 

LISTING 2 

'calculate SPBRG for required baud rate 

BAUD - 9600 
FOSC = 3276800 
X . (FOSC / (64 
Y = (FOSC / (16 
PRINT "BAUD ="; 
PRINT "SPBRG at 
PRINT "SPBRG at 

; replace this value with your own 
; replace this value with your own 
* BAUD)) - 1 
* BAUD)) - 1 
BAUD,  "CLOCK .";  FOSC 
div 64 = ";  X;  "bit BRGH = 0" 
div 16 - ";  Y;  "bit BRGH = 1" 

followed by a reset to PAGEO. The scene 
is now ready for data to be transmitted 
from PIC pin RC6, and the SETBAUD 
routine is exited. 

SERIAL FORMAT 
In the Data Logger the SETBAUD 

sequence is performed when power is first 
switched on and it remains in a state of 
readiness to send data to the PC until 
power is switched off again. 
Consequently, having read the 2-byte 

sample data stored in the selected serial 
memory, it can be sent to the computer 
through the routine commencing at label 
SENDPC, shown in Listing 4. 
However, before it can be sent, a slight 

readjustment of the data format is needed. 
The PC register which receives the serial 
data shifts it left by one place (multiplying 
it by two). This means that the PIC cannot 
send a data byte whose value is greater 
than 127. If it were to, bit 7 would be 
"lost" at the PC end. 

LISTING 3 

SETBAUD: BCF RP1 
BSF RPO 
MOVLW 20 

MOVWF SPBRG 
MOVLW t00000100 

MOVWF TXSTA 
BCF TRISC,6 
BCF PIE1,4 
BCF RPO 
MOVLW 4110000000 
MOVWF RCSTA 
BSF RPO 
BSF TXSTA,5 
BCF RPO 
RETURN 

LISTING 4 

SENDPC:  BCF STATUS,C 
RLF MEMLO,W 

RLF MEMHI,F 

BCF MEML0,7 
MOVF MEMLO,W 
CALL SERIAL1 
MOVF MEMHI,W 
CALL SERIAL1 
RETURN 

To over come this, the least significant 
byte of recalled data (held in MEMLO, as 
discussed earlier) has to be limited to a 
value of less than 128 and its eighth bit 
(bit 7) combined with the most significant 
byte (MEMHI), whose recalled value is 
never greater than three. 
On entry into routine SENDPC in 

Listing 4, this rearrangement takes place 
in the first four lines. An example of what 
happens is as follows: 
Suppose MEMHI holds a value of 

%00000011  and  MEMLO  holds 
%11111111. MEMLO is first rotated left 
into the W register (leaving MEMLO 
itself untouched) so that its bit 7 "drops" 
into the Carry register. MEMHI is now 
rotated left and in doing so the Carry bit is 
rotated into it from the right. MEMLO's 
bit 7 can now be cleared, limiting 
MEMLO's value to less than 128. 
The result is that MEMHI now holds 

%000001 I!  and  MEMLO  holds 
%01111111 and it is these values that are 

clear PAGE2/3 
set PAGE1 
BRG val for 9600 baud 
from 3.2768MHz, brgh=1 
put into SPBRG reg 
sync-0 (bit 4), brgh=1 
(bit 2), clear other bits 
put into TXSTA 
set RC6 as output 
clear interrupt bit (TXIE) 
set back to PAGEO 
set SPEN bit of RCSTA reg 

set for PAGE1 
enable transmission (TXEN) 
set for PAGEO 

clear Carry flag 
rotate MEMLO left into W, 
bit 7 enters Carry 
rotate MEMHI left, Carry 
enters bit 0 
clear MEMLO bit 7 
get MEMLO 
send it to PC 
get MEMHI 
send it to PC 
end of routine 
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LISTING 5 

SERIALl: BTFSS PIR1,4 

GOTO SERIAL1 
NOP 
MOVWF TXREG 

RETURN 

transmitted to the PC via the called rou-
tine whose label is SERIAL! (see Listing 
5). How they are restored to their "true" 
values will be discussed shortly. Once that 
byte pair has been transmitted, the next 
pair can be read from one of the serial 
memories, and again transmitted via the 
SENDPC routine. 

REGISTERS TXREG 
AND TSR 
The routine that allows each byte to be 

transmitted, SERIAL1, has only three 
active commands. As soon as the PIC's 
serial transmission register (TXREG) is 
loaded with a byte of data, transmission is 
started by the PIC's own internal facilities. 
To summarise the PIC data sheet, the 

heart of the transmitter is the Transmit 
Serial Register (TSR), which obtains its 
data from the re-ad/write transmit buffer reg-
ister TXREG. The user's software loads 
TXREG with the data byte to be transmit-
ted, where it stays until the Stop bit from the 
previously loaded data has been sent. 
As soon as the Stop bit has been trans-

mitted, the TSR is automatically loaded 
with the new data from TXREG. Once this 
has occurred, TXREG is now empty and a 
flag bit is set in register PIR1 — its bit 4, 
named DU:F. When this flag is set, the 
software can load the next byte of data 
into TXREG, an action which clears the 
TXIF bit. 
The routine entered at SERIAL I first 

checks the status of PIR I bit 4. If the bit is 
low, a previous transmission is still taking 
place. The routine loops continuously 
checking bit 4 until it is set. Prior to entry 
to SERIAL!, the W register was loaded 
with the data byte (as in Listing 4). When 
PIR1 bit 4 is found to be set, the W data is 
loaded into TXREG, to be automatically 
transmitted out by the PIC. 
As soon as TXREG has been loaded, the 

SERIAL! routine ends, and software can get 
the next byte, or do whatever it is told to do, 
such as end the full transmission sequence 
because all the bytes have been sent. 

IRREGULAR 
TRANSMISSION 
The Data Logger sends its serial data to 

the PC in consecutive blocks of data. 
However, in a another design on which the 
author is working, the need is for serial 
data to be output to the PC at irregular 
intervals, two bytes a time. 
Whereas for consecutive data blocks, 

setting the Baud Rate factors at the head 
of the program proved satisfactory, in the 
random transmission design, the author 
found it necessary to send a byte of zero 
prior to each double-byte being sent. 
What subtlety of difference between the 

two programs makes this action necessary 

; wait for bit 4 = 1 
; (showing TXREG empty) 

; put val in TXREG ready 
; for auto-transmission 
; end of routine 

has not been established, although it is 
believed that it might be to do with 
PORTC being read between data words in 
the second design. PORTC is that which 
has to be used for serial input/output, and 
it seems possible that reading it (for 
switch status) between data words might 
affect the serial registers. It has yet to be 
more fully investigated. 

PC RECEPTION 
A program for use on a PC to receive 

serial data from a PIC is not included in 
Microchip's Applications Notes software 
listings library. A browse of the Internet 
for suitable software did not reveal any-
thing that the author felt was suitable 
either. Consequently, he wrote his own 
routines specifically to import double-
byte serial data from the Data Logger. 
The program is written in a mixture of 

Basic (suited to running from QBasic or 
QuickBASIC) and machine code. The 
Basic program loads and calls the 
machine code, which does the actual seri-
al data importing, and then, formats the 
data for output to disk, in several different 
file styles, as discussed in the Data Logger 
text. 
There are, in fact, several ways in 

which machine code can be accessed from 
Basic. The example shown in Listing 6 is 
the one on which the author has standard-
ised for several years. 

LISTING 6 

LOADDATACODE: 
OPEN FILE$ FOR BINARY AS #1 
B = LOF(1) 
SER1AL$ = INPUT$(B, #1) 
CLOSE 1 
A = 256 
MA = VARSEG(MAt(0)) 
IF MA < 0 THEN MA = MA + 65536! 
MB = VARPTR(SERIAL$) 
MC = PEEK(MB + 3) • A + PEEK(MB 
MD = INT(MA / 256) 
MB = MA - (MD • 256) 
POKE MC + 5, MB 
POKE MC + 6, MD 
RETURN 

The majority of the Basic routines are 
self-explanatory to anyone who knows 
QBasic or QuickBASIC and will not be 
discussed here. However, the routines 
which access the machine code, and the 
machine code itself, deserve a bit of 
explanation. 
On running the Basic program, integer 

variable array MA%(x) is first DIMmed 
for the maximum number of separate val-
ues (32766) as are required for access by 

the machine code. All the values are in 
consecutive order within the PC's memo-
ry and their exact locations are accurately 
predictable. 
Referring to Listing 6, the machine 

code whose file name is held in FILES is 
then loaded as binary data into string vari-
able SERIALS, at label LOADDATA-
CODE. The address at which MA%(0) 
resides is then obtained, and POKED into 
the machine code at two predetermined 
consecutive addresses. 
Note that in line 10 (MC =) attempting 

to multiply by 256 as a "live" value would 
result in an "overflow" error and so vari-
able A is used, having been allocated that 
value in line 6. Also, because integer vari-
ables whose true values are greater than 
32767 are returned as negative numbers, 
line 8 intercepts them if they occur, restor-
ing them to their correct positive value. 
Additionally note that variable MB is used 
for two different purposes. 
Once the routine in Listing 6 has been 

run, the machine code is accessed through 
the command: 

CALL ABSOLUTE(SADD(SERIALS)) 

When the machine code routine has 
ended, the program reverts to Basic. 
It is important to note that there is a 

slight difference between using QBasic 
and QuickBASIC in that QuickBASIC has 
to be loaded with the command QB/L, 
which automatically loads an additional 
library program (part of the QuickBASIC 
suite) which allows machine code to be 
run. QBasic does not require the addition-
al library program and is simply loaded in 
the usual way with the command QB. 
The machine code routine is shown in 

Listing 7. It is based on two PC interrupt 
calls to INT 14H, whose functions are 
documented in the PC Sourcebook — a 
publication which itemises the principal 
registers and interrupt calls for base-stan-
dard PCs (seemingly compatible with 

load machine code subroutine 
open file named in FILES 
get length of file 
load file into SERIALS 
close file 
define A as value 256 
get segment address of MA%(0) 
correct for negative value 
get pointer to SERIALS 
2) ' get address of SERIALS 
get MSB 
get LSB 
poke LSB into machine code 
poke MSB into machine code 
end of subroutine 

processors from the 8086 upwards, 
including Pentiums). 
On entry to the machine code, the 

address of MA%(0) is acquired from the 
value held at label SETSEGMENT, as 
previously POKED there from Basic. 
Transmission format data passed from 

Basic (held in MA%(0)) is then read and 
loaded into the AX register. The data 
details the baud rate, parity, stop bit, and 
bit count configuration (assembled from 
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the details in Table 1). The Basic software 
also passes details on which COM port 
(COM1 or COM2) is to be read (held in 
MA%(1)). This is loaded into the BX reg-
ister to be then loaded into register DX, 
whereupon interrupt INT 14H is called, 
which passes the data to the PC's serial 
operating system. 
Routine WAITDATASET is now called, 

in which INT 14H is polled until register 
AX returns with a value less than 256, sig-
nifying that a byte of serial data has been 
received and that it is now available in the 
low byte (AL) of register AX. 
This data byte is an inversion of the 

byte presented to the PIC for transmission 
and is shifted left by one place. The inver-
sion is corrected by subtracting the byte 
from 255. 
Returning to the calling point, the byte 

is stored in register CL as the least signif-
icant byte of the double-byte required. 
WAITDATASET is again called, where 
the second of the two bytes needed is sim-
ilarly acquired, and then stored in register 
CH. Note that CH and CL are the high and 
low bytes, respectively, of register CX. 
Now a mixture of rotation and ANDing 

reconstitutes the double-byte data to its 
original value as stored in the Data 
Logger's serial memory. The value is then 
stored in the pre-determined location in 
the PC's memory relative to the integer 
array position back in Basic (from 
MA%(0) onwards). 
The value is also checked to see if it is 

the end marker value transmitted by the 
PIC when a serial memory has been fully 
read. If it is not that value (two bytes each 
of value 127), the next double byte of 
transmitted data is acquired, and stored at 
the next consecutive PC memory location. 
Back in Basic, the locations in which 

the machine code was stored (MA%(0) 
onwards) is then saved as a block whose 
length is the count value reached at the 
end of the machine code sequence. 

KEYBOARD INTER-
RUPT 
A second serial input machine code 

routine is included with the Data Logger 
software. This includes the ability to press 
"Q" to quit from the machine code with-
out waiting for the data transfer to be com-
plete. This routine makes use of the INT 
I6H keyboard access interrupt to read 
which keys are pressed and to return a 
value accordingly. 

LISTING 7 

JMP STARTALL 

SETSEGMENT: 
MOV DS. 01111 
RET 

STARTALL: 
PUSH DS 
CALL SETSEGMENT 
MOV SI,0 
MOV AX, (SI) 
MOV BX,(SI+2] 
MOV DX,BX 
INT 14H 

GETDATA: 
CALL WAITDATASET 
MOV [SI],CL 
CALL WAITDATASET 
ROR CL,1 
MOV (SI-0-1),CL 
RCR [5I+1)(B),1 
RCR [SI][B),1 
AND [S1+1)(13),127 
INC SI 
INC SI 
CMP (SI-2) (B) ,255 
JNE GETDATA 
CMP (SI-1) (13) ,63 
JNE GETDATA 
MOV (SI) (W) ,0 
MOV CX, SI 
ROR CX, 1 
MOV SI , 0 
MOV (SI) , CX 
POP DS 
RETF 

WAITDATASET: 
MOV AH, 2 
MOV AL, 0 
MOV DX, BX 
INT 14H 
CMP AX, 255 
JA WAITDATASET 
MOV CL, 255 
SUB CL,AL 
RET 

; entry point from Basic 

; value changed from Basic 
: for VARSEG(MAt(0)) 

store current data segment 
get MAt(0) segment address 
set source address count to zero 
get baud rate etc from MAt(0) 
get COM port number from MAt(1) 
load config data via 
interrupt call INT 14H 

get first data byte 
temporarily store it 
get second data byte 
rearrange bytes to orig format 
and store them 
rotate byte right 
rotate byte right 
clear bit 7 
double-increment store address 

is this byte = 127? 
no, so get next sample 
yes, is this byte now = 63? 
no, so get next sample 
yes, clear last stored word 
get count value 
multiply by 2 
and store it 
in MAt(0) 
recall orig data segment 
exit back to Basic 

get data byte 
set interrupt factors 

call interrupt INT 14H 
is returned value  265? 
no, repeat INT call 
yes, invert received value 
(subtract from 255) 
return to calling routine 

A point of interest, however, is that 
although three of the author's computers 
would respond to the INT 16H call, a 
fourth (a "custom-built" machine used at 
EPE HQ) would not. This is puzzling 
since it was believed that the basic inter-
rupt calls on PCs are upwards compatible 

TABLE 1: INT 14H Corn port parameter byte 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Description Allowable Values 
V V V Baud rate 000=110 baud 

001=150 
010=30 
011=600 
100=1200 (default) 
101=2400 
110=4800 
111=9600 

V V Parity 00=No parity 
01=Odd parity 
10=No panty 
11=Even panty 

V Stop bits 0=1 stop bit, 1=2 stop bits 

V V Word length 10=7 bits 
11=8 bits 

— seemingly not in some instances. Can 
anyone throw light on this? 

P/C EEPROM DATA 
MEMORY 
The routines for writing to and reading 

from the PIC I6F87x family's internal 
EEPROM data memory are worth high-
lighting. You will no doubt be familiar 
with the same routines as used with the 
PIC16x84 devices, and the 'F87x routines 
are similar, but not exactly the same since 
the 'F87x devices use different register 
locations to those used by the 'x84, as 
shown in Table 2. 
The  EEPROM  data  memory 

Write/Read routines are shown in full in 
Listing 7 and Listing 8. More information 
on them is on Microchip data sheet 
DS30292A page 43. 
As with the 'x84 programming exam-

ples given in the P/C Tutorial and 
PIC'tutor texts (to which readers are also 
referred — either text source will do), the 
EEPROM Write routine at label SETPRM 
is entered with W holding the EEPROM 
byte address at which data is to be stored. 
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The data to be stored is held in STORE1. 
Whereas the 'x84 routine was actioned in 
PAGEO and PAGE1, the 'F87x routine is 
actioned in PAGEO, PAGE2 and PAGE3, 
hence the various RPO and RPI paging 
instructions. 
It is worth noting that the 'F87x data 

sheet gives a programming example (page 
43) in which a SLEEP command and 
interrupt are used to determine when the 
EEPROM Write function has been com-
pleted, rather than polling EECON I bit 4. 
However, when the author tried the 
SLEEP method it failed to work. It is 
probable that another undocumented 
action has to be taken in addition to those 
shown, but this has not been investigated. 
The EEPROM Read routine in Listing 8 

is entered at label PRMGET with W hold-
ing the EEPROM byte address to be read. 
It is exited with W holding the data read 
from the EEPROM. 

ASSEMBLER 
SOFTWARE 
Readers who are interested in learning 

how to program in machine code suited to 
the 8086 and above processors are recom-
mended to obtain the excellent shareware 
A86/D86 AssemblerlDisassembler from 
the Public Domain Shareware Library 
(PDSL) whose details are given later. 
The author has been using it for many 

years and for many PC-controlled EPE 
projects, including the Virtual Scope and 
PIC Toolkit Mkl. It is nearly as easy to 
learn as PIC programming, but has far 
more commands available. A useful asso-
ciated book is Intel's 808618088 User's 
Manual. 

OBTAINING BASIC 
Until fairly recently, by far the vast 

majority of PCs will have been supplied 
with either QBasic or QuickBASIC 
installed. However, EPE does sometimes 
get questions from readers who do not 
have either and ask where they can obtain 
one or the other. 
So far as is known, neither of the pro-

grams is actually supplied with PCs any 
longer — Microsoft wishing, perhaps, that 
users should acquire the more advanced 
VisualBASIC. The once-popular GW-
Basic has long since been outdated and is 
not compatible with regard to using it with 
the QB machine code routines illustrated 
here. 

LISTING 7 

SETPRM: BSF STATUS,RP1 
BCF STATUS,RPO 
MOVWF EEADR 

BCF STATUS,RP1 
MOVF STORE1,W 

BSF STATUS,RP1 
MOVWF EEDATA 

BSF 
BCF 
BSF 

STATUS,RPO 
EECON1,EEPGD 
EECON1 ,WREN 

MANUAL: MOVLW $55 
MOVWF EECON2 
MOVLW $AA 
MOVWF EECON2 
BSF EECON1,WR 
BCF STATUS,RP1 
BCF STATUS,RPO 

CHKWRT: BTFSS PIR2,EEIF 
GOTO CHKWRT 
BCF PIR2,EEIF 
RETURN 

LISTING 8 

PRMGET: BSF STATUS,RP1 
BCF STATUS,RPO 
MOVWF EEADR 

BSF STATUS,RPO 
BCF EECON1,EEPGD 
BSF EECON1,RD 
BCF STATUS,RPO 
MOVF EEDATA,W 

BCF STATUS,RP1 
RETURN 

Readers who would like to get one or 
other of the QB versions are recommend-
ed to obtain it through the Internet. There 
are quite a lot of sites once you start look-
ing. A general "search" call with the key-
word QBASIC should begin to unravel the 
web of leads. 

TABLE 2: Comparison of EEPROM data memory registers 

PIC16F87x PIC16x84 Equivalent 

Register 
PIR2 
E DATA 
EEADR 
EECON1 
EECON2 

Address 
$0D 
$10C 
$10D 
$180 
$18D 

Page 
0 
2 
2 
3 
3 

Register 
None 
EEDATA 
EEADR 
EECON1 
EECON2 

Address  Page 

$08  0 
$09  0 
$88  1 
$89  1 

Register  Bit  Name/No 

PIR2 
EECON1 
EECON1 
EECON1 
EECON1 

EDF 
RD 
WR 
WREN 
EEPGD 

4 
0 
1 
2 
7 

Register  Bit  Name/No 

EECON1  EEIF  4 
EECON1  RD  0 
EECON1  WA  1 
EECON1  WREN  2 
None  —  — 

; set for PAGE2 

copy W into EEADR to set 
EEPROM address 
set for PAGEO 
get data value from STORE1 
and hold in W 
set for PAGE2 
copy W into EEPROM data 
byte register 
set for PAGE3 
point to Data memory 
enable write flag 

these lines cause the action 
required by the EEPROM to 
store the data in EEDATA 
at the address held by EEADR. 
Set 'perform write' flag 
set for PAGEO 

; wait till bit 4 of PIR2 set 

; clear bit 4 of PIR2 

set for PAGE2 

copy W into EEADR to set 
EEPROM address 
set for PAGE3 
point to data memory 
enable read flag 
set for PAGE2 
read EEPROM data now in 
EEDATA into W 
set for PAGEO 

SOURCES 
The lull data sheets for the Microchip 

devices used in the Data Logger are avail-
able from Microchip: PIC16F87x family, 
code DS30292A, serial EEPROM memo-
ries: DS21203D (24AA256), DS21191C 
(24AA128).  DS21189B  (24AA64), 
DS21162C (24AA32). There are three ways 
to obtain them from Microchip: as down-
loads from their web site, from their fully 
inclusive CD-ROM (all products data and 
applications info), or as individual booklets. 
Microchip Technology Ltd., Microchip 

House, 505 Eskdale Road, Winnersh 
Triangle. Woking, Berks RG41 5TU. Tel: 
0118 921 5800. Fax: 0118 921 5835. 
E-mail: techdesk@arizona.co.uk. Web: 

http://www.microchip.com. 
Public Domain Shareware Library: 

PDSL. Dept EPE, Winscombe House, 
Beacon Road, Crowborough, East Sussex 
TNI6 1UL. Tel: 01892 663298. Fax: 
01892 667473. 
Intel data books are available from 

Electromail, Tel: 01536 204555. 
The Programmer's PC Sourcebook is a 

Microsoft Press publication, ISBN I-
55615-321-X. 
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PIC BASIC 
Write your PlCmicro programs in BASIC! 

Quicker and easier than "C" or assembler Expanded 
BASIC Stamp I compatible instruction set. True com-
piler provides faster program execution and longer 
programs than BASIC interpreters. 12CIN and 121COUT 
instructions to access external serial EEPROMs. More 
user variables Peek and Poke instructions to access 
any PlCmicro register from BASIC. Serial speeds 
to 9600 baud. In-line assembler and Call support 
(call your assembly routines). Supports PIC12C67x, 
PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C55x, 6xx, 7xx, 84, 92x and PIC16F8x 
microcontrollers. Use in DOS or Windows Compatible 
with most PlCmicro programmers. 
The low-cost PicBasic Compiler (PBC) makes it easy to 
write programs for the fast Microchip PlCmicros. PBC con-
verts these programs into hex or binary files that can be 
programmed directly into a PlCmicro microcontroller. The 
easy-to-use BASIC language makes PlCmicro programming 
available to everyone with its English-like instruction set. No 
more scary assembly language! 

The PicBasic Pro Compiler runs on PC compatibles. 
It can create programs for the PIC12C67x, PIC12CE67x. 
PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C55x, 6xx. 7xx, 84, 9xx, PIC16CE62x 
and PIC16F8x microcontrollers. The PicBasic Pro Compiler 
instruction set is upward compatible with the BASIC Stamp 
II and Pro uses BS2 syntax. Programs can be compiled 
and programmed directly into a PlCmicro, elliminating the 
need for a BASIC Stamp module. These programs execute 
much faster than their Stamp equivalents. They may also be 
protected so no one can copy your code! 

Pic Basic — £49.95 
Pic Basic Pro — £149.95 

Supplied with full documentation 
Free PIG MACRO compiler 

and 
sample basic programs 

EPIC TM  
• Low  cost  programmer  for  PIC12Cxxx, 
PIC12CExxx, PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C505. 55x, 
6xx, 7xx, 84, 9xx, PIC16CE62x and PIC16F8xx 
microcontrollers 

• ZIF adapters available for 8/18- and 40/28-pin 
DIP. 8-. 18- and 28-pin SOIC, 44-pin MQFP 
and 44- and 68-pin PLCC  PlCmicros 

• Runs off two 9-volt batteries or optional AC 
adapter 

• Connects to PC parallel printer port 
• Software upgradeable for future PlCmicros 
• Includes "8051" style PlCmicro macro 
assembler 

• Available assembled and tested or 
as bare board with diskette 
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EPic Programmer £49.95 
or £35 it purchased with 
PIG BASIC or Pro 
25-pin cable £5.95 
PIC16F84 £1.90 

AIM plus £5 P&P and 17.5% VAT 
Join the world wide PIC Basic mail list and access the PIC Basic Knowledge Base via FTP 

E-mail: majordomoggunos.net with "subscribe picbasic-1" in the message 

PIC16F84 04P £1.90 each 
PIC12C508,509  £0.65 each 
24LC16  £0.75 each 
24LC65  £1.50 each 
PIC16C620  £1.95 each 
PIC16C621  £2.25 each 
PIC16C622  £2.50 each 

LCD DISPLAYS 
Various types available from 

£7.50 (2x16 line) 
Ideal for use with PIC Basic. 
Example code supplied 

with every unit 

Low POWer, easv 
serial int erf ace Serial LCB Display 

Drivers (PIC16F84) 
£2.00 

AMAZING LOW PRICES 

PIC PROGRAMMER KIT 
Programs the Popular PIC 16C84. 16E84. 24xx series serial memory devices. Connects to the 
serial port of a PC and requires NO EXTERNAL power supply. The kit includes instructions for 
assembly. circuit diagram and component layout. 

This handy little programmer is easy to build, taking no more 
than 30 minutes to assemble and test. The Professional quality 
PCB is double-sided, through-plated with solder resist and 
screen printing to aid efficient assembly. It is supplied with driver 
software to run in DOS on a 286 PC upwards and under 
Windows 95 on 486 or Pentium and a Disk full of interesting 
projects, tips and data sheets for PIC devices. including FREE 
Assembler and Simulator. 
Only £15.00 including Delivery and VAT 
(requires 9-pin D-type to 9-pin D-type cable to connect to serial 
port of PC) 
CABLE £5 INC VAT AND DELIVERY 

PIC Micro CD ROM Packed with 600Mb of information, all current data sheets, 
Programs and Diagrams, Application notes. PDF Viewer, includes PING-PONG and TETRIS 
with video and sound out of a PIC'84 BASIC language ASSEMBLY routines' 

£10 inc P&P & VAT 

Cro wnhill Associates Li mited 
The Old Bakery, New Barns Road, Ely, Ca mbridge, CB7 4P W 
Tel: 01353 666709  Fax:01353 666710 
www.crownhill.co.uk  E-mail: sales@crownhill.co.uk 
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Everyday Practical Electronics are pleased to be able to offer all readers these 

ELECTRONICS CD-RO MS 
CO ANALOGUE ELECTRONICS 

by Mike Tooley 
Analogue Electronics is a complete learning resource for 
this most difficult branch of electronics. The CD-ROM 
includes a host of virtual laboratories, animations, 
diagrams, photographs and text as well as a SPICE 
electronic circuit simulator with over 50 pre-designed 
circuits. 
FUNCTIONS 
The component values on all 
circuits can be edited and the user 
can use the simulation engine to 
see how the value of each 
component affects circuit 
performance. You can, for instance, 
alter frequency and phase angle 
and plot outputs on a virtual 
oscilloscope or show load line 
graphs etc. 

COVERAGE 
Sections on the CD-ROM include: 
Fundamentals - Analogue 
Signals (5 sections), Transistors (4 
sections), Waveshaping Circuits (6 
sections); Op.Amps - 17 sections 
covering everything from Symbols 
and Signal Connections to 
Differentiators: Amplifiers - Single 
Stage Amplifiers (8 sections), 
Multi-stage Amplifiers (3 sections): 
Filters - Passive Filters (10 
sections), Phase Shifting Networks 
(4 sections). Active Filters (6 
sections); Oscillators - 6 sections 
from Positive Feedback to Crystal 
Oscillators; Systems - 12 sections 
from Audio Pre-Amplifiers to 8-Bit 
ADC plus a gallery showing 
representative p.c.b. photos. 

• Includes SPICE circuit 
simulator with over 50 
circuits 

• Unique virtual laboratories 

• Editable assignments 

• Design parameters for circuits 
included 

• Complete hi-fl amplifier case 
study 
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DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 
by Mike Tooley 
Digital Electronics builds on the knowledge of logic gates 
covered in Electronic Circuits & Components (below), and 
takes users through the subject of digital electronics up to 
the operation and architecture of microprocessors. The 
virtual laboratories allow users to operate many circuits on 
screen. 

Virtual laboratory — Flip-Flops 

Virtual laboratory — Traffic Lights 
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Microprocessor 

FUNDAMENTALS 
Fundamentals introduces the basics 
of digital electronics including binary 
and hexadecimal numbering 
systems, ASCII, basic logic gates 
and their operation, monostable 
action and circuits, and bistables - 
including JK and D-type flip-flops. 

COMBINATIONAL 
LOGIC 
Multiple gate circuits, equivalent logic 
functions and specialised logic 
functions such as majority 
vote, parity checker, scrambler, 
half and full adders. Includes 
fully interactive virtual 
laboratories for all 
circuits. 

SEQUENTIAL LOGIC 
Introduces sequential logic 
including clocks and clock circuitry, 
counters, binary coded decimal 
and shift registers. 

DIGITAL SYSTEMS 
AID and D/A converters and 
their parameters, traffic light 
controllers, memories and 
microprocessors - architecture, 
bus systems and their arithmetic 
logic units 

GALLERY 
A catalogue of commonly used 
IC schematics taken from the 
74xx and 40xx series. Also 
includes photographs of 
common digital integrated 
circuits and circuit technology. 

Hobbyist/Student  £45 Inc VAT 

Prices for each of the two CD-ROMs above are:  Institutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry)  £99 plus VAT 

Institutional 10 user (Network Licence)  £199 plus VAT 

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 

TWO 
APPLICATIONS 

ON ONE 
CD-ROM 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS & COMPONENTS 
+ THE PARTS GALLERY by Mike Tooley 

Electronic Circuits & Components provides an introduction to the principles and application of the most common types of 
electronic components and shows how they are used to form complete circuits. The virtual laboratories, worked examples and 
pre-designed circuits allow students to learn, experiment and check their understanding as they proceed through the sections on 
the CD-ROM. Sections on the disk include: Fundamentals: units & multiples, electricity, electric circuits, alternating 

circuits. Passive Components: resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers. 
Semiconductors: diodes, transistors, op.amps. logic gates. Passive Circuits . Active 
Circuits 
The Parts Gallery - many students have a good understanding of electronic theory but 
still have difficulty in recognising the vast number of different types of electronic 
components and symbols. 
The Parts Gallery helps overcome this problem: it will help students to recognise 
common electronic components and their corresponding symbols in circuit diagrams. 
Selections on the disk include: Components ,Components Quiz, Symbols, Symbols 
Quiz. Circuit Technology 

Hobbyist/Student  £34 inc VAT 
Institutional (Schools/HE/FElndustry)  £89 plus VAT 
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence)  £169 plus VAT 

Virtual laboratory - sinusoids  (UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 
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Interested in programming PIC microcontrollers? Learn with PICtuto by John Becker 
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The Virtual PIC 

Deluxe PICtutor Hardware 

Developed from John's EPE series, this highly acclaimed CD-ROM. together with the PICtutor experimental 
and development board, will teach you how to use PIC microcontrollers with special emphasis on the 
PIC16x84 devices. The board will also act as a development test bed and programmer for future projects as 
your programming skills develop. This interactive presentation uses the specially developed Virtual PIC 
Simulator to show exactly what is happening as you run, or step through, a program. In this way the CD 
provides the easiest and best ever introduction to the subject. 
Nearly 40 Tutorials cover virtually every aspect of PIC programming in an easy to follow logical sequence. 

HARDWARE 
Whilst the CD-ROM can be used on its own, the physical demonstration provided by the PICtutor 
Development Kit, plus the ability to program and test your own PIC16x84s, really reinforces the lessons 
learned. The hardware will also be an invaluable development and programming tool for future work once you 
have mastered PIC software writing. 
Two levels of PICtUtor hardware are available - Standard and Deluxe. The Standard unit comes with a battery 
holder, a reduced number of switches and no displays. This version will allow users to complete 25 of the 39 
Tutorials. 
The Deluxe Development Kit is supplied with a plug-top power supply (the Export Version has a battery 
holder), all switches for both PIC ports plus I.c.d. and 4-digit 7-segment I. e.d. displays. It allows users to 
program and control all functions and both ports of the PIC and to follow the 39 Tutorials on the CD-ROM. 
All hardware is supplied fully built and tested and includes a PIC16F84 electrically erasable programmable 
microcontroller. 

PICtutor CD-ROM 
Hobbyist Student  £45 inc. VAT 
Institutional (Schools/HEFE Industry)  £99 plus VAT 
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence)  £199 plus VAT 

HARDWARE 
Standard PICtutor Development Kit  £47 inc. VAT 
Deluxe PICtutor Development Kit  £99 plus VAT 
Deluxe Export Version  £96 plus VAT 
(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 

MODULAR CIRCUIT DESIGN by Max Horsey and Philip Clayton 
Developed from Max Horsey's Teach-In series A Guide to Modular Circuit Design (EPE Nov 
'95 to Aug '96). This highly acclaimed series presented a range of tried and tested analogue 
and digital circuit modules, together with the knowledge to use and interface them. Thus 
allowing anyone with a basic understanding of circuit symbols to design and build their own 
projects. 
Essential information for anyone undertaking GCSE or "A" level electronics or technology and 
for hobbyists who want to get to grips with project design. Over seventy different Input. 
Processor and Output modules are illustrated and fully described, together with detailed 
information on construction, fault finding and components, including circuit symbols, pinouts, 
power supplies, decoupling etc. 

Single User Version £19.95 inc. VAT 
Multiple User Version £34 plus VAT 

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 

designing your circuit 
simply select your modules from the wide choice available, 
read how they work and join them up to make your circuit 

input prove... output 

"I found that I could design a circuit without my teachers help 

And it worked! Everything was to hand - which chips to use - 
and which pins did what"  Andrew Preston (GCSE student) 

A Web Browser is required for Modular Circuit Design - one is provided on the EPE CD-ROM No. 1 (see below) but most modern computers are supplied with one. 

Minimum system requirements for these CD-ROMs: PC with 486/33MHz. VGA+256 colours, CD-ROM drive, 8MB RAM, 
8MB hard disk space. Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, mouse, sound card (not required for PICtutor or Modular Circuit Design). 

CD-ROM ORDER FORM 
Please send me: 
D Electronic Circuits & Components +The Parts Gallery 
O Analogue Electronics 
O Digital Electronics 
• PICtutor 

D Hobbyist/Student 
[7] Institutional 
O Institutional 10 user 

Note: The software on each version is 
the same, only the licence for use vanes. 

PICtutor Development Kit - Standard 
▪ PICtutor Development Kit - Deluxe 

Note: The PICtutor CD-ROM is not 
Deluxe Export  included in the Kit prices 

D Modular Circuit Design - Single User 
O Modular Circuit Design - Multiple User 

Full name:   

Address   

 Post code:  Tel. No:   

Signature:   

E] I enclose cheque/PO in £ sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £   

E] Please charge my Visa/Mastercard: £  Card expiry date:   

Card No:   

Please supply name and address of cardholder if different to the delivery address. 

ORDERING 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK 

POSTAGE 

Student Single User Standard Version 
price includes postage to most 

countries in the world 
EU residents outside the UK add £5 for 

airmail postage per order 

Institutional, Multiple User and Deluxe 
Versions - overseas readers add £5 to the basic 
price of each order tor airmail postage (do not 
add VAT unless you live in an EU country, then 
add 17',,2% VAT or provide your office! VAT 
registration number). 

Send your order to: 
Direct Book Service 

33 Gravel Hill, Merley, Wimborne 
Dorset BH21 1RW 
(Mail Order Only) 

Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne 
Publishing Ltd. To order by phone ring 

01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692 
We cannot reply to overseas orders by Fax 
Goods are normally sent within seven days 

Demos (not Modular Circuit Design) available on the EPE CD-ROM No. 1 (Free with the November '98 issue) - send £2 for this CD-ROM it you require the demos. 
Minimum order for credit card payment is £5.  751 
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TEL: 01279 306504  FAX: 01279 306504 
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• PROJECT KITS • 
OUR HIGH OUALITY PROJECT KITS ARE 
SUPPLIED WITH ALL COMPONENTS PCBs 

8 DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS 
•  IOW STEREO AMPLIFIER MODULE Uses 
TDA2009 class AB aucto power amp IC da wned la 
quality stereo apprattons 3088-KT £1e5 
• 2 a 23W CAR BO WER MIPUFIER - Made br use 
wei an exeeng car stereo system Connects to the Output 
of the ca stereo cassette Payer CD player or rade 
Beaus. ncluded PCB 76or0n a 75r0m 1046 KT 124.95 
• IR REMOTE TOGGLE SWITCH Use any remote control 
one to swatch onboard relay avoll 305601 (196 
• SPEED CONTROU.ER tor any comma, DC motor 
up to 10005A Pone awIth modulation gems max mum 
torque 01 011 vee- 5-150DC 3067 ,KT D M 
• PIC 16C71 FOUR SERVO MOTOR DRIVER 
Senuilaneously control co to 4 $ervo motors hoot sup-
ciiiie& A.ARSOrnrn a 70nen 3102-1c1 £1445 

STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER for any 5. 
6 or 8 lead m ere 3 run modes 3109-KT t13.95 
• PC BASED STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER Connects 
to parallel pat Drives two stepper motors up to 3A 
each. 3113-KT £15.95 

• TRANSMITTER RECEIVER PAIR 2. CD button key tab style 300.3751.4Hz To wet 
30rn range Recener encoder module witn 
matched decoder IC 30A15 £13.75 

• STEREO VU METER shows peak MUSIC 
power using 2 rows of 10 LEDs Igreeri  d) i4ellow re 
moving Ow display 0-30db 3089-KT £10.95 

O
• NECIATTVEPOSITIVE ION GENERA-
TOR Standard Cockcroft Walton muddier 
cecutt Mains cottage experience moored 
3057 KT £895 

• AM RADIO KIT Tuned Radio Frequency Prowl-sod. 
$ngle chip AM racko IC & 2 stages cil aulo amorfoe-
bon All components inc speaker provided. PCB 
32.102mrn 3063 KT £195 
• LED DICE Classic 000 10 electroncs & carOJI anahy - 
se 7 LEDs seinutate doe roe slow down & land on a 
number at random 555 IC circuit 3003-KT f7.95 
• STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN Tests hand-eye co-ordna-
ton Press swatch when green segment OILED loins to 
denb the stairway - miss 8 start again Good intro to 
several basic circuits 3005-KT £7.95 
• ROULETTE LED 'BO spins round the wheel, bows 
down 8 bops into a slot 10 LEDs CMOS decade 
corner 8 Op Amp Educatenal 8 tun' 3006 KT (9.95 
• DUAL LED DICE PiC 16C64 cruot pertnmS Smile, 
fund . to 3003 KT atove but two doe Good intro to 
rnero controllers Software ccOe swotted on dtsk 
3071 KT f11.95 
• 91/010 TO UGHT MODULATOR Controls intensity 
of one or more lights in response to an 'soda nput 
Sale. modern Op10 ..sper CleS.on Mains collage rope. 
nence required 3012 KT £6.95 
• 99 XENON TUBE FLASHER Transtomer mart steps 
up 90 battery suppty to hash the 25mm long Xenon tube 
Adostable ttash rate 1025-2 Sec st 3022-KT £10.95 
• LED FLASHER 5 ultra bright red LED's flash in 
sequence or randomly Weal lox model renarays 3052, 
KT £4.50 
• 11014 PIC PROGRAMMER Reads. programs IS 
verhes Uses any PC parallel port All hardware. soft-
ware 8 documentation needed to learn & lest Ms afC 
provided. 3081 KT £27 45 

• SERIAL PIC PROGRA M/ER for au 8. CD 18. 28 and 40 pin DIP sena programmed 
PICs. Third party software suppled expires 
alto 21 days and costs USS25 to register 
3096-KT £1 195 

• 12-BIT PC DATA ACOLNSITION SYSTEM. Use your 
PC to MOM°, add control external event] and dances 
tycoon cs parallel port 3118 KT £44.95 
• 3V1.58 TO 9V BATTERY CONVERTER Replace 
expensive 90 batteries nth economic 1 5V batteries IC 
based circuit stops up 1 or 2 AS batteries to re 
90 18rnA 3035 KT (4.2S 
• LIGHT ALARM Protect your valuatees Alarm 
sounds If cirdot detects Smalleat arrant of light Plea 
in cash boa etc 3006-KT £1.50 
• PIEZO SCREAMER 11095 of ear wrong novae 
PCB Ids In box vet has 2 . 35mm pew elements buttt 
into then own resonant candy Use as an alarm siren or 
lust lor fall 6 9VDC 3015 KT £3.75 
• COMBINATION LOCK Versate inectrone look color-
posing main craft 8 separate keypad lor remote open-
11901 lock Relay supped 3029 KT £195 
• ULTRASOIIC MOVEMENT 
DETECTOR Crystal locked 
detector frequency lor rna.  4.;;; All .45;r.. 
'mum Stabdrty and %ata nlity .1  t 
PCB 75 a 40mm rouses all 

•  -.4 
.to components 4 Trn range Adiustabe a • , 

t9cryttkOutpu ZI Aive external relay cloy:, 
3049  2.96 

• FIR DETECTOR MODULE 3-lead assent:leo unit 
pet 25x35rnral as used in comment& burglar alarm sys 
terns 3076 1(T RA M 
• TRAIN SOUNDS 4 selectable  ,i ' 
sounds - whistle blowing. level  • 

crla belt chuggng. 8 'dickey  • 
Clad.  components Inc soca/ter 
scaipboed  M SGO1 D 
S   SOUNDS Cat, dog chicken and ob. Ideal 
for Inds farmyard toys and schoon AN components Inc 
speaker supped SGIO £3.95 
•  MUSIC BOX Activated by light Plays eight 
Chrntrnas songs and 5 other tunes MI congonenb inc 
speaker  3104 KT 13.25 
S   VOICE EFFECT. Mate your wee sound 
seiner to a robot or Daiek real fun kb discos school 
plays theatre productions. rade stations and playing 
pokes on your rends teen you ansewer the phone' 
PCB 42rnm a 71m0mr. 1131-61 (7.95 
• FUNCTION GENERATOR Goad Op Amp °senator 
8 wave shaper cretin generates axle range square 
woes MHz 60H4). have A pseudo sine outputs 
90DC 3023-KT £4.25 
• LOGIC PROBE teats CMOS 8 TrL coons 8 detects 
last pones Vdual 9 audio ndeaten ol loge stale Full 
011 .40 .461  sufltied 3024 KT £7.20 

• POCKET SAMPLER/DATA LOGGER CO Sample anaOgue vette kern 620 and 0 
200 Unit Ns into 0-shell case suppled PC 
powered  Software  supplied  3112 
KTE 1895 

Esteemed 1995 

Product data 

FAX 

01271 304304 

71E111 
• SURVEILLANCE • 
Nigh perlormann aurcidance bugs Room franfIHNIFI 
&VOW wen sent". CO MM microphone A bleary 
bode, bhp Al Irantintelle can be i rearad Orr an 
ordinary VHF FM 100 Avelable in ke bim (KY) ob 
assembled and rested tA.S 
• ROOM SURVEILLANCE 
MIX - MINIATURE 
30 TRANSMITTER 
Easy to Cud a. guaranteed 
to transmit 300m@ 30 Long battery '0 
3-by operation Only /Sy I 8rnrn 30,-,  r £4.95 or 
A53007 1:995 
• AIRTX - MINIATURE 9V TRANSMITTER 
Our Des( wing tug Super Sendtwe NM power 500M 
rave @ 90 loner / 015 mt., l 80 supply and better 
aerial) 45.19nart 301811 1 (5.9510 AS3018 £11.95 

• HPTX - MOH POWER 
TRANSMITTER 
High perlormance 2 stage 
transmitter gives greater 
Stabbty & hogher goat, 

reception 1000m range 6•120 do OfWatiOn Sue 
70:15mm 395367 (6 95 or A53032 £1695 
• 11111TX - MICRDIMNIATURE IV TRANSMITTER 
The Amide tug tor its size. performance and price Just 
15025r5n 501300 range @ 90 Good staterty 6-18V 
oreelbC. 30150T VAS of 043051 £1195 
• VTX - VOICE ACTIVATED TRANSMITTER 
Operates Only when sounds detected Low standby cur. 
rent vans * trigger seminary 500m range Peaking ce. 
coe supplied tor maximum r I output Orton switch 60 
opera * Only 63.38r1m 302901 £7.95 or A53028 
£24 45 
• HARDWIRED BUG/TWO STATION INTERCOM 
Each Paton haste own amp *, speaker and roc Can 
be set up as enher a hand-eved bug or two-stator- Inter. 
corn I Om 1 2-core cable supplied 90 operation 
3021Kr £1195 tlut form only/ 
*VS -TAPE RECORDER SOX SWITCH 
Used lo sulanabaskoperate a tape reorder Insl sup 
pled) 55. 01 REMOTE NOW *en sounds are de w-
ed Al cornersabone recorded Adults * sereevey A 
turnefl delay 115x19mrn 301301 (696 10 AS3013 
(18.95 
TELEPHONE SURVEILLANCE 
• SITTX - IMMATURE TELEPHOIE TRANSMITTER 

Attaches anywhere to phone 11W Tranames Only ditts  .„ mo . p„,x,.. used' Tunen your 
rado and twee both tweet 
30 04 range Uses Ire as me-

al A power source 20e45mr1i 
3016ICT £43510 0S3016 M AI 

• TRI - TELEPHONE RECORDING INTERFACE 
Automatically record all conversations Connects 
between phone line 8 Mpe recorder mot supplied) 
Operates recorders wet 1 5-120 battery systems. 
Powered horn line 50‘33awn 30331(1 £5.96 Or AS3033 
£14.95 
• TPA - TELEPHONE PICK-UP AMPUFER 
WIRELESS PHONE BUG 
Ptace pea up 004 on the phone line or near phone ear 
oece and hear toth S.S Of the conversation 30551Cr 
£i.25 or AS3055 (1995 
• 1 WATT FM TRANSMITTER. Easy to construct 
Delivers a crep Clear signal Two-Stage OrCa. Kr1 irctdee 
rredophone an:I reckttres a single wen Code wet 
Supply 8-30V DC PCB 42f00, . 45ew 1009KT Chie 
• 4 WATT FM TRA NSMITTER. Commses three RF 
stages and an aucto prearnorter stage PezoelecInc 
micropnone suppled or you can use a separate = 
peer mud Antenna can bow, open claide Or 
Rene Ideal pro wl tor Mope who wish lo gat Waned in 
Toe lasonatng eat di FM troadcasong and went a 

base 00014 to eqmnment wth Supply 12-180 
• PCB 44mm a 144505n. 1029-KT £18.115 

FACT O R 
PUBLICATI ONS 

THE EXPERTS IN RARE 
UNUSUAL INFORMATION! 

Fut deals or el 0-FACTOR PUBLICATIONS can be 
bure in our canton, N B 411,,ML,M ORIPr charge Or 
ne wts and Pans a £5 20  PLUS normal POP 
• SUPER-EAR USTDING DEVICE Ccniplets pins le 
bag your ow, parbokc rash metaphase Li-leer Sdelant 
1","(es and  sc1mAS  700 90 men endows and eon *Is! 
Made ttom mace ernalabie parts 9002 0.50 
• TELEPHONE BUG PLANS Budd you Own mad 
beetle telephone bog Suitable la any phone Transrats 
over 250 metres - more with good reCewel Made from 
easy to cotton cheap oomPOnentS 11006 
• LOCKS - How they M41 and how to pick them. 
The tact feed report nu teach you more about locks 
and the art or lock poking than many books we have 
seen at 4 times the pr. PaCked mit reorrnabOh and 
illustrations R008 0.50 
• RADIO & TV JOKER PLANS 
We short you how to We three afferent woods loa de-
rupen9 TV peture and sound pus FM rade May upset 
your negnbours 8 the authOntte5'. 
DISCRETION RE WIRED 9017 (3.50 
• INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Complete plans tor 
burlang the lernous wee, %renew Or-ale haslet on 
the target phone device acts like a room hug Just cail the 
target phone 8 activate the unit to hear at room sounds 
Great or hone Nee scanty' 9019 £340 
• THE ETHER BOX CALL INTERCEPTOR 
PLANS Grabs telephone calls out ot thin air' NO 
need to wire in a phone bug Simply place the 
device near the phone lines to hear the converse-
tons taking place. R025 £100 
CASH CREATOR BUSINESS REPORTS. Need *as 
on how to make some hand cash, Well this could be past 
what you need' You get 40 reports {appro. 800009051 
on floppy disk that vie you .nicKmatman on senng up*, 
feral businesses Vat also get valuate eproducten 
and duplicate, rents so mar to, can sell me manuals 
as yOu Ike 9030 £7.50 

0
 • 20 MHz FUNCTION GENERATOR 
Coarse and fine rung TTL cutput 2V pp 
Uses MAXIM IC FUN aSSemtly arc OperaDng 
onStruCIK. and DO. provided 
3101 KT 649.95 

Bell College of Technology 
Almada Street 
Hamilton ML3 OJB 
Tel 01698 283100 
Fax 01698 459790 

  (:ollege 

Make your 
expertise pay! 
In today's world you need qualifications to obtain and keep 

employment. Our open learning courses make obtaining those 
qualifications as convenient as possible. 

Choose from our dozens of SOA accredited units, either 
singly to update your skills or as a group to obtain a Higher 
National Certificate. 

•  Learn at your own pace in your own home 
•  Support from professional engineers via phone, 

FAX and the Internet 
•  Courses from introductory Bridging Modules 

to HNC Electronics 
•  Units from Programmable Logic Controllers 

to Engineering Computing 

DONT DELAY - we are waiting to hear from you. 

Contact: Laura Murdoch, Open Learning Co-ordinator 
Tel: 01698 283100 Extension 214. 
E-mail: I.murdoch@bell.ac.uk 
Web: http:  floti.bell.ac.uk openlearning 

Member of the British Association for Open Learning 
Preview Centre for Financial Times Management 

Sal College onechneloo 
a mewed dee No Sc62111 
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DISTANCE 
LEARNING COURSES in: 
Analogue and Digital Electronics 
Circuits. Fibres & Opto-Electronics 
Electronic Testing & Fault Diagnosis 
Programmable Logic Controllers 
Mechanics and Mechanisms 
GCSE arid BTEC Mathematics 

Courses to suit beginners 
and those wishing to update 
their knowledge and practical skills 

Courses are delivered 

as self-contained kits 

No travelling or college attendance 

Learning is at your own pace 

Courses may have 
BTEC Certification and Tutoring 

For information contact: 
NCT Ltd.. P.O. Box 11 
Wendover, Bucks HP22 6XA 
Telephone 01296 624270; Fax 01296 625299 
Web: http://www.nct.ltd.uk 
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READOUT 
John Becker addresses so me 
of the general points readers 
have raised. Have you anything 

interesting to say? 
Drop us a line! 

WIN A DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER 

A 31/2 digit pocket-sized I.c.d. multime-
ter which measures a.c. and d.c. volt-
age, d.c. current and resistance. It can 
also test diodes and bipolar transistors. 

Every month we will give a Digital 
Multimeter to the author of the best 

Readout letter. 

* LETTER OF THE MONTH * 
PICK OF THE PICS 
Dear EPE, 
May I begin by thanking you for the PIC 

Tutorial series. After using it for only three 
months I have managed to connect a 16C84 to 
a 6402 UART and have effected MIDI pro-
gram changes and made a sustain/soft pedal. I 
was able to do this latter item by ''lifting" the 
two switch routines of TUT II and adding bits 
of other Tutorials, adapting them to do what I 
want. 
I suspect I am not on my own when I say 

that working through the Tutorials "parrot-
fashion" is boring. Many years ago I learned 
Basic by pinching routines out of one program 
and lifting bits (no pun intended) of another 
and I am learning PIC assembly language the 
same way. referring back to your Tutorials 
when I need to sort out exactly how a particu-
lar chunk of code works, usually in order to 
make it work a different way. With Basic it 
took me about three years before I was any 
good, but was able to adapt many games along 
the way. I'm sure PICs will take just as long. 
The advent of the new PIC I6F87x series is 

exciting as, with more memory and more pins, 
these devices seem even better for inexperi-
enced would-be programmers such as myself. 
With that in mind, I am writing to ask if there 
is any chance of a PIC Tutorial Mk2. To pro-
vide a set of routines that can be mixed and 
matched to produce the result the aspiring pro-
grammer wants but is not able to do on their 
own without considerable help, which you 
provide in copious notes, as with the original 
series. 
To date all of my needs are to do with MIDI. 

I would like to have routines which will: show 
me how to write to the 16F877 USART and 
how to configure it to add MIDI start/stop bits; 
how to write a first-in-first-out buffer with 
storage for 20 to 40 8-bit bytes and write to the 
USART or an 8-bit port for external serialising 
(preferably a "load it into the buffer and forget 
it" arrangement which leaves the processor 
free for number crunching elsewhere): how to 
read the USART: how to write a routine to 
clock MIDI data out of an ordinary 16C84 pin 
(a la MIDI Sustain Pedal, Feb '99), I can't sort 
out how it works: a neat routine calling data 
from STORE1, STORE2, STORE3 etc. would 
be much better for hackers like me - these rou-
tines should enable me to make a MIDI mixer, 
with the PIC running at 20MHz I should be 
able to do a lot of manipulation of input data 
bytes and exotic features such as MIDI map-
ping, layering and velocity changing should 
all become possible; how to read the ADCs, 

PhizzyBLY CARING 
Dear EPE. 
I would like to place on record my deep 

appreciation of the time and effort Alan 
Winstanley and "Max" Maxfield have put in 
trying to help me find the solution to a 
PhizzyBot problem I have. Also to your Editor 
and his secretary for the efficient and 

allowing me to add pitch blend and variable 
modulation. 
When searching the Internet, countless pro-

grams can be found for the 16C5x processor, 
usually in MPASM, whilst your PIC Toolkit 
Mk2 will solve this latter problem for me some 
help with conversion between PICs would be 
welcome. Similarly, PIC BASIC compilers are 
now available as freebies and the one I've got 
(but cannot try until I build Moat/ Mk2 ) looks 
useful. I would welcome a discussion article, 
together with a few demo programs (to pinch 
the bits I like). 
Doubtless other readers will have their own 

needs and ideas: can they be encouraged to 
submit them with the promise of the most pop-
ular being dealt with in a Mk2 Tutorial along 
the lines requested. Whilst I have listed a great 
number of wants, I don't think I'm on my own 
and suspect I speak for many who are strug-
gling to write their own stuff and using your 
Tutorials as a bible and guide. Many thanks 
for a great mag, I don't care what you call it, 
just keep up the quality. 

Derek Johnson, via the Net 

You are indeed using the Tutorials as I 
expected - selecting routines and modifying 
them to meet your own needs. One of the pur-
poses of as publishing any project software, 
whether on page or on disk, is to let others 
share the code and select sections or just gain 
ideas for other designs. This too, of course, is 
what people do with the electronic circuits as 
well - select and modify for other functions. 
No-one is cheating by doing so. it's using 
common sense and cuts down on the wasted 
effort of "re-inventing wheels" each time! 
Tutorial-wise, my PICI61:87x Mini Tutorial is 

in this current issue, of course. In a I highlight a 
fair number of points about using the new PIC 
family, with particular emphasis on the 
PICI6F877 (as used in the Data Logger of 
AuglSept '99). The article does not attempt to 
cover all aspects of using ' F87x devices, but 
gives practical advice based on my experience 
with them so far - the implementation of some 
functions proved to problematic, the data sheer 
not being the easiest of documents to follow in 
some instances. Hopefully you will be saved such 
puzzlement as I encountered from time to time! 
Regarding MIDI routines. I can't offer help 

since I am not a MIDI user, but other readers 
may be able to. and! also plant the suggestion 
before Robert Penfold, who does know about 
MIDI (well, Robert?). 
Nor am I familiar with P/C BASIC com-

pilers - anyone care to comment on them? 

courteous manner in which they have handled 
my correspondence. 
What a change these days to find a magazine 

run by such a caring crew. 
R. Tipping, Batley, W. Yorks 

Thank you Mr Tipping. We do care and try to 
let it show. 

VIRUS FEEDBACK 
Dear EPE. 
In Readout Aug '99, Pete Kelly of Australia 

said that the plural of virus is viruses or vifi. 
Well, according to some VERY good Virii 
Creators it is Virii and not VirilViruses. Since 
virii exist because of them we should use the ter-
minology they use. By the way, one virii creator 
created a virus that infects all .COM files in the 
current directory. The virii was only 27 bytes 
long! 
Thanks for the great mag and keep up the 

good work. If you publish my letter please cor-
rect my spelling (except for Virii, Viri, Viruses). 

Ian Galpin, via the Net 

You've got a point. Ian, but I for one have 
absolutely no respect for those malicious van-
dals who do write viruses and shall not take any 
lessons in English or Latin spelling from them. 
They would appear to have brains that can 
achieve a working program, but it would he far 
better to use their brains in a constructive man-
ner, not a destructive one. It is impossible to con-
ceive what goes through their minds when they 
create a virus, some of which have caused untold 
distress to many, including patients relying for 
their survival on hospital computers. 
There is no way in which we can condone this 

behaviour and should we somehow learn the 
name and address of a virus creator, we would 
have no hesitation in reporting it to the Police. 
The severest of penalties would not be too great 
for such criminal idiots. 
As requested. we have corrected your spelling 

in non-viral matters (do we gather from your E-
mail address that you come from Zambia?). 
Thanks for contacting us, my anger is not with 
you. but with virus writers. 

DESCALING REVISITED 
Dear EPE, 
Living in a hard water area where the lime fac-

tor in the water had got to the point of being 
ridiculous. I was prompted to search out some 
means of getting rid of or reducing the amount of 
lime. 
I contacted a company selling a commercial 

water descaler, but the price quoted was disap-
pointing. I then remembered reading about a 
water descaler in one of my back issues of EPE 
(Oct '97) that worked the same way. 
I obtained a kit from Magenta Electronics, 

finding it fairly easy to build and put together. 
The only difficult part being the winding of the 
coil around the copper pipe in a confined space. 
I lost a lot of skin from my knuckles but suc-
ceeded in completing the task. 
I am glad to report that the device is working 

satisfactorily. My wife is especially delighted as 
to its effect, the periods between descaling are 
longer and the water feels softer. Magenta 
Electronics is an excellent company to deal with. 

A.J. Lewis, Harlow, Essex 

A couple of years hack we had quite a lot of 
correspondence in Readout concerning water 
descalers. Good to know that between us. Mark 
Stuart, Magenta and EPE have provided you 
with a working product. It is one of those areas 
in which no real scientific evidence appears to 
exist. 
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PIC TOOLKIT V2.3 
Last month in Readout, the introduction of 

PIC Toolkit Mk2 software version V2.2 was 
announced. Since then I have been extensively 
using the program in connection with probably 
my most complex P/C software program to-date. 
a Tide Machine (based on a P/C 16F873), sched-
uled for Spring next year. 
As a result, I have also made a few more minor 

improvements to Toolkit Mk2. making it even 
easier to use. The latest files, V2.3, were released 
onto our Toolkit Mk2 disk and the EPE FTP site 
on 6 Aug '99. Just follow the instructions in text 
files that accompany the main software. Version 
V23 incorporates all previous changes. The 
changes are stated near the head of each .BAS 
program listing, which can be read from DOS 
EDIT. 
As was said last month. I shall no doubt make 

further improvements to Toolkit Mk2's software 
in the light of experience - make suggestions if 
you wish. (But please remember that I write such 
things only in my spare time!) 

EDITING EDIT 
Dear EPE, 
I have been actively interested in radio/elec-

tronics for many years, and when microcon-
trollers became available, was very interested in 
these because of their flexibility. But, because of 
the prohibitive cost of computers to program 
them. I never used them at that time. Recently. 
though, I acquired an old 386SX computer run-
ning DR DOS V.6 plus Windows 3.1. 
I have always read your magazine and always 

found something of interest in it, but when you 
published your PIC Tutorial series and Toolkit 
Mk2, I couldn't help myself. I had to have a go 
and get to grips with these marvellous little 
things. I constructed the hardware and obtained 
your software on disk and loaded it up on the 
386. Hey presto it all worked straight away. 
I followed your instructions in the use of 

Toolkit Mk2 and programmed my first PIC using 
your test program - magic! Then on pressing the 
E key to enter the DOS Editor, the program 
leaves the main menu, pauses, then immediately 
retums to the main menu. During the short 
pause, the following appears on screen: 

CAPIC>tk2 
C:\PIC>cd\pic 
C:\PIC>edit c:\pic\decode.asm 
command or filename not recognised 
CAPIC>tk.bat 
CAPIC>main02 

and then returns to main menu. 
Thinking that the command line CAPIC>edit 

needed to be changed to C:\PIC\editor on my 
machine for the program to work and access the 
editor from the menu and back. I amended the 
.BAT file accordingly. 
Then I entered the C:\PIC directory and 

entered TK. The main menu came on screen 
and on entering E on the keyboard to go to the 
editor,  the  message:  Main  Program 
Unforeseen MS DOS Error 62 Route came up. 
On pressing a key to restart the program as 
instructed, the screen flickered but the pro-
gram refused to restart. Reloading the pro-
gram, it all works, except the DOS editor, 
although  I am  no  longer  getting  the 
Unforeseen DOS Error message. 
Have you any suggestions how this can be 

overcome? To access the DOS editor, I have to 
quit the program, enter DOS, edit the file and 
then restart the Toolkit program each time. 
Apart from this I am delighted with Toolkit's 
ease of use and would like to thank you for all 
your hard work and efforts in producing the 
P/C Tutorial series and Toolkit so that us less-
able enthusiasts can get to grips with these 
latest chip developments. 

R.A. Hooper, Caterham, Surrey 

Thank you for your kind words about PIC 
Tutorial and Toolkit Mk2, I am delighted you 
luive taken to PICs. 

On the Edit situation, this command word 1% 
placed  in  the  .BAT file from  within 
TKMAIN02.EXE, which also updates the file 
name as necessary. In order to change from 
Edit to Editor you would need to possess and 
know how to use QuickBASIC. In this case you 
would amend the TKMAIN02.BAS so that the 
statement: 

PRINT #2, "edit "zedit$ becomes: 
PRINT #2. "editor ";editS. 

You would then recompile the .BAS file to 
.EXE. I don't know any way round this, unless 
you obtain a version of (MS) DOS which will 
recognise EDIT as the operative command. I am 
not familiar with DR DOS. 

NAMING PICS 
Dear EPE, 
Regarding Readout Sept '99 in which the 

question "what does PIC stand for" arose, as far 
as I am aware. PIC stands for Peripheral 
Interface Controller. I have heard people (under-
standably) calling them all sorts of things, like 
Programmable Integrated Circuits, Program-
mable  In-Circuit  Microcontrollers  and 
Programmable Integrated Controllers, 
The Peripheral Interface Controller definition 

can be found on some Arizona Microchip 
promotional  literature,  which  is  at 
www.jpixton.dircon.co.uk/pic/history.html. 
This also raises another point: mostly in your 

mag PICs are referred to as PIC microcon-
trollers, which is a bit confusing . . . Peripheral 
Interface Controller Microcontroller. It is a bit 
like when people say "my PIN number . . ." 
which means "my personal identification 
number number"!! 

Joseph Birr-Pixtom via the Net 

Thanks Joseph! However, as a personal reac-
tion, your preferred definition doesn't really call 
up in my mind the sophistication of what a P/C 
can actually do. The added term "microcon-
troller" is somehow far more evocative. We also 
feel obliged to include this word when referring 
to PICs in order to clarify to readers who may 
not be familiar with the type of device that they 
are. In itself the term P/C is only meaningful to 
those who already use them. 
As surprising as it may seem to some readers, 

there are others who do not yet know about PICs. 
For the sake of those who are perhaps reading 
EPE for the first time, we have to spell out 
definitions in various ways somewhere near the 
beginning of an article. The abbreviation l.e.d, is 
an example. we usually spell it out at least once 
in an article as light emitting diode for sake of 
anyone who has not yet come across it. There is 
sometimes more to educational publishing than 
meets the casual eye! 

IC MASTER 
Dear EPE, 
With regard to the June 1999 issue of EPE, in 

your Readout column you advise Alan J. 
Munday about a chip source, and you suggest he 
checks the IC Master at a library. It just so hap-
pens that the IC Master has become available 
online free of charge. 
You previously had to be a subscriber to the 

rather expensive hard copy version in order to 
access the online version and/or the online 
updates, but recently they've made it free to any-
one. and they have updated and improved the 
online  search  facilities.  The  URL  is: 
http://icmaster.com. 
Though the site is generally intended for com-

mercial users, and you do have to fill out an 
online registration with a company name, they 
do not restrict access. Fortunately, the time dif-
ference between the US and UK should preclude 
any access conflicts as a result of excess user 
demand. 

Bob Schoonmaker, 
Woodside, New York, via the Net 

Highly useful info Bob, many thanks 

MEASURING DOWN (AND UP) 
Dear EPE, 
Good news! I have now got the PIC and 1.c.d. 

working together on the PIC Tape Measure. 
Richard Wilkinson. via the Net 

That's actually the end of the story - let's go 
back some weeks: 
Occasionally, readers run into difficulties 

when trying to get a P/C-controlled project to 
work for the first time. A not-uncommon situa-
tion manifests itself with projects that use an 
alphanumerical liquid crystal display as the 
readout device. All that the puzzled reader 
obtains is a single line of dark cells on the top 
line, and nothing but blanks on the second line. 
In practically all cases, the answer has been 

that either the connections to the 1.c.d. have not 
been satisfactorily made, or the reader has used 
a seemingly sub-standard 1.c.d whose timing 
requirements do not conform to full-spec 
devices. As a result, and particularly with the 
required opening delay period during which the 
1.c.d. must he allowed to "stabilise" itself, the 
1.c.d. fails to accept the initialisation commands 
that set it into the 4-bit control mode. 
I have run my P/C software routines on many 

different types of 1.c.d. from several different 
manufacturers, and obtained "as full-spec" 
devices from major distributors/retailers. All 
have been equally responsive to the timings built 
into the P/C code. 
Where timing has been the cause of a reader's 

problem, the recommendation to increase the 
length of the delay prior to initialisation, and 
that introduced during the transmitting of data to 
the 1.c.d., has allowed the situation to he satis-
factorily resolved. 
Such was part of the advice I gave to Richard 

when he could not get his PIC Tape Measure 
(Nov '98) 1.c.d. to start-up, and without it start-
ing-up. of course, there wasn't a hope of him 
being able to use it! 
As I recollect. I was in communication with 

Richard on several occasions, but still he could 
not get the device to work. Then. along came the 
above E-mail. Let Richard continue his story: 

It turned out that the problem was with the 
programmer (a commercial kit). hence any 
changes to the code were not making any differ-
ence, even though something appeared to be pro-
gramed into the PIC. This all came to light when 
I assembled a new programmer from another 
supplier (this one based on the EPE design). 
The only problem I could find with the first 

programmer was that it could only muster 9V at 
the MCLR pin during programming from the 
PC's port. 
The advice I would recommend to other read-

ers who are programming PICs for the first time 
is obviously to check absolutely everything in 
the process. Thank you very much for all your 
help, it has been much appreciated. 

Another satisfied reader! I heartily concur 
with Richard's sentiments that everything 
should be thoroughly checked. There are 
instances when some readers do not even take 
the most elementary steps to find out why they 
cannot get their project to work before contact-
ing us (especially by E-mail, which seems to 
have become a medium people use all too 
spontaneously without first pondering the 
possible reasons for malfunction). 
Whilst we and our contributors try to be helpful 

when people have problems with a project, we can-
not judge what degree of competence the troubled 
reader has and what elementary things he might 
have done wrong. Years ago, a customer of mine 
returned a unit which he had assembled from a kit 
saying he could not get it work - when I turned 
over the board to examine his soldering, several 
components fell out! 
As any experienced electronics constructor or 

software programmer will tell you, don't assume 
that all aspects are correct - check them one by 
one, even the most unlikely! 
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SURVEILLANCE KITS 
Sepia Technologies Ltd specialise in the production of top quality surveillance kits 
designed to operate on either FM Air band frequencies. All kits are supplied with easy 
to follow instructions. Circuit diagrams and high quality components and pc.b.s 

TRANSMITTING PEN KIT 
PTX A breakthrough. When 

assembled this quality Sheafer 
pen appears just like any other 
working pen, yet concealed 
inside is a fully working micro 
miniature transmitter with its own 

internal power supply (3 x button 
cells). It will pick up the slightest 
whisper and transmit over a range of up 
to 500m. 

ONLY £27.95 inc. P&P 
All parts included except batteries. 

ROOM MONITORING KITS 
UMTX ULTRA MICRO ROOM TRANSMITTER 
ONLY £14.95 inc. P&P 
Without a doubt the smallest transmitter kit in the world - only 
10mm x 16mm. powered by 3V-12V. Range up to 1000m. 

SMTX SUPER MICRO ROOM TRANSMITTER KIT 
ONLY £12.95 inc. P&P 
Micro-sized transmitter kit, only 20mm x 20mm - the most popular 
by far. Range up to 1200m. powered by 3V-12V 

HPTX HIGH POWERED ROOM TRANSMITTER KIT 
ONLY £14.95 inc. P&P 
A high powered micro transmitter kit, yet still only 24mm x 24mm. 
Range up to 1800m. powered by 6V-12V. 

UPTX ULTRA HI-POWER ROOM TRANSMITTER KIT 
ONLY £17.95 inc. P&P 
Ultra high power transmitter kit with a superb range of 3000m. yet 
still only measures 16mm x 38mm, powered by 9V-12V. 

VTX VOICE-ACTIVATED ROOM TRANSMITTER KIT 
ONLY £18.95 inc. P&P 
A variable sensitivity controlled Vox circuit which activates its own 
transmitting circuit from the slightest whisper. Only 20mm x 65mm. 
Range up to 1200m. powered by 9V-12V. 

MPTX MAINS POWERED ROOM TRANSMITTER 
ONLY 08.95 inc. P&P 
A powerful transmitter kit measuring only 30mm x 40mm including 
power supply circuit. Range up to 1000m. Can be concealed any-
where'll 110V/240V. 

COUNTER SURVEILLANCE KITS 
RFD BUG DETECTOR 
ONLY £29.95 inc. P&P 
A pocket-size kit only 40mm x 50mm which will locate all those 
hidden bugs. L.E.D. and sounder with gain control to pinpoint 
devices. 9V required. 

RFD II BUG DETECTOR 
ONLY £44.95 inc. P&P 
A professional unit with multi L.E.D. readout, sounder and audio 

HO W TO ORDER 
BY POST 
Please send cheque or money orders (cash by 

egistered post) Overseas customers please add £500 per order 

BY PHONE 
7 30 am to 9 pm - 7 days 

We accept all major credit cards. 
rImoclo le CieSpat& 

VISITORS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 

ADAPTOR BUG KIT 
ADT When assembled this appears 

just like any other fully 
functioning two-way mains 
adaptor, yet concealed 
inside is a powerful mains 
powered transmitter which 
will pick up the slightest 

whisper and transmit up to 
1000m. Ideal bugging device - 

just plug in and go. 

ONLY £24.95 inc. P&P 
All parts required included. 

0111IP 

confirm. Will also locate most telephone devices. 9V required Only 
60mm x 100mm. 

TELEPHONE MONITORING KITS 
MTTX MICRO TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER KIT 
ONLY £14.95 inc. P&P 
Smallest kit available - only 10mm x 18mm, powered by the tele-
phone line. Transmits only when phone is in use. Range up to 
1000m. 

STTX MINIATURE TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER 
KIT 
ONLY £12.95 inc. P&P 
Measures only 20mm x 15mm. Powered by line, with a range up to 
1500m. Transmits only when phone is in use. 

HTTX HI-POWER TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER KIT 
ONLY £15.95 inc. P&P 
The most powerful available, up to 3000m - yet still only 20mm x 
30mm. Transmits only when phone is in use. Line powered. 

ATS TELEPHONE RECORDING INTERFACE KIT 
ONLY £12.95 inc. P&P 
Connects between telephone line and cassette recorder. 
Automatically switches on tape when phone is used. Powered by 
line. Only 15mm x 25mm. 

TRACKING TRANSMITTER KIT 
TTX II TRACKING TRANSMITTER KIT 
ONLY £19.95 inc. P&P 
Ideal for tracking applications, gives out a continuous signal - fully 
variable. Range up to 3000m, yet only 25mm x 55mm. 9V-12V 
power. Complete with details of how to adapt a receiver to 
locate/trace. 

ROOM/TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER KIT 
RTTX ROOM AND TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER KIT 
ONLY £24.95 inc. P&P 
A breakthrough - this line-powered unit will transmit all telephone 
conversations when phone is in use, then when the call ends it will 
monitor and transmit all room conversations. 35mm x 35mm. 
Range up to 1200m. 

SEPIA TECHNOLOGIES LTD 
2 DUKE STREET 

SUTTON COLDFIELD 

WEST MIDLANDS 

B72 1RJ 

TEL: 0121 362 1862 
FAX 0121 362 1881 

E-MAIL: sepiatek@aol.com 

WE EXPORT WORLDWIDE 
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INTER7 
Robert Pen fold 

A SERIAL APPROACH TO PC ADD-ONS 
l•FIERE seems to be a steady stream of 
I letters from readers enquiring about 
using the PC serial ports with user add-
ons. This is understandable, since most 
PCs have at least one serial port left 
unused. 
With the increasing use of mouse port 

mice and internal modems it is not 
uncommon for both serial ports to be left 
unused. The single parallel port, on the 
other hand, is usually occupied by a 
printer, and a switching unit or parallel 
port card is therefore needed to use paral-
lel interfacing. 
As pointed out in previous Interface 

articles, provided speed is not important 
it is possible to interface practically any 
add-on project to a PC serial port, but 
serial interfacing is never as easy as the 
parallel variety. A circuit based on a 
UART  (Universal  Asynchronous 
Receiver Transmitter chip) is needed to 
provide parallel to serial and (or) serial 
to parallel conversion. These days there 
is the alternative of basing the project on 
a microcontroller such as a PIC, which 
helps to keep down the cost and 
complexity. 

Single File 
Senal interfacing circuits have been 

covered in previous Interface articles, and 
this aspect of things will not be consid-
ered here. Unfortunately, getting the 
hardware successfully connected to the 
computer is only half the battle. Most 
programming languages have some form 
of tip rt for the serial ports, but it is 
normally in a form that is of limited use 
with user add-ons. 
With your own add-ons it is byte by 

byte communications that is usually 
needed, but the serial port support invari-
ably seems to handle things on a one file 
at a time basis. It is really intended for 
swapping large amounts of information 
between the PC and another PC, a print-
er, a modem, etc. 
One way around this is to make add-

ons emulate computer terminals, so that 
they communicate with the PC using the 
correct protocols. Where relatively small 
amounts of data are involved this is a 
slightly clumsy way of doing things 
though, and is difficult to implement at all 
unless the peripheral device is based on a 
microcontroller. 

Direct Approach 
It is generally more practical to ignore 

any built-in support and control the port 
directly. At its most basic level this just 
involves writing transmission data to 
the appropriate address, with the baud 
rate and word format being set via the 
operating system. At the other extreme 
the baud rate and word format are set 
by writing to the control registers in the 
serial chip, and the status registers are 
used to regulate the flow of data into 
and out of the chip. 

The serial chip used in PCs is the 8250, 
or in recent PCs it will actually be a chip 
from the 16550 family. To be more precise, 
the serial interfaces will actually be han-
dled by one of the support chips. This will 
include circuitry that is functionally the 
same as a device from the 16550 family. So 
do not bother looking on the mother-
board to see which serial chip is used, 
because it will not be there. 
The manual for the motherboard 

should indicate which chip is being mim-
icked by the support chips, but it does not 
really matter which "virtual" chip is used. 
The main control registers are exactly the 
same for 8250 and all versions of the 
16550. It is only some of the more obscure 
functions that are different. 
Serial ports one and two are at base 

addresses &H3F8 and &H2F8 respective-
ly, and these are the addresses used when 
reading and writing data. The seven 
addresses above each base address are 
used for reading status information and 
writing to the control registers. 
The following is a full list of the 

registers: 

Address  RIW  
Base  Read 
Base  Write 
Base  RAN 
Base + 1  RAN 
Base + 1  Write 
Base + 2  Read 
Base + 3  R/W 
Base + 4  R/VV 
Base + 5  Read 
Base + 6  Read 
13ase + 7 

This gives a maximum baud rate of 
115200 with a value of 1 written to the 
divider latch. With some PCs it is suppos-
edly possible to obtain a rate of 23400 
baud with zero written to the divider 
latch, but in practice this does not nor-
mally seem to work. 
It is possible to set any of the standard 

baud rates by using a suitable division 
rate, but it is not essential to use standard 
rates for you own add-ons. On the other 
hand, crystals intended for standard 
baud rate generation are readily available 
at low prices, so it is probably best to use 
a standard rate unless there is good rea-
son not to. . 
The division rate is obtained by divid-

ing 115200 by the required baud rate. 
Most user add-ons will operate at baud 
rates of 115200, 19200, or 9600 baud, 
which respectively need 1, 6, and 12 to 
be written to the divisor latch LSB, and 
zero to be written to the MSB. User add-
ons will normally operate at high baud 
rates, so the required division rate is 
written to the LSB and the MSB is just 
set at zero. 

Register  DLAB 

Received data 
Data for transmission 
Clock divider latch (LSB) 
Clock divider latch (MSB) 
Interrupt enable 
Interrupt identification 
Line control 
Modem control 
Line status 
Modem status 
Reserved 

0 

Baud Rate 
Matters are complicated slightly by 

the base address having three functions 
and the address above this having two 
different functions. This is made possi-
ble by having a control bit that is used to 
switch these addresses between two 
modes. 
This bit is called the Divisor Latch 

Access Bit (DLAB), and it is at bit seven of 
the line control register. With this bit set at 
0, which seems to be its default state, the 
base address is used for reading and writ-
ing data and the one above is the inter-
rupt enable register. 
With DLAB set at 1 the base address 

and the one above are used for the clock 
divider latch. This works in the usual 
serial interface fashion, with a clock sig-
nal fed to the UART by way of a divide 
by "N" circuit. The two bytes in the 
divider latch together form a 16-bit 
value, and the clock signal is divided by 
this amount. 
The baud rate can therefore be set by 

writing a suitable value to the divider 
latch, which offers a useful alternative to 
using the operating system. The clock fre-
quency is at 1.8432MHz, but the UART 
has an internal divide-by-16 action. 

Interrupts 
The interrupt enable 

register is used to select 
the sources that will 
generate  interrupts, 
and the easy way of 
handling the serial port 
is to simply disable all 
interrupts. It is not 
essential to use inter-
rupts in order to utilize 
the serial port, and 
switching  them  off 

should ensure that conflicts between the 
operating system and your own routines 
are avoided. 
If you should need to use interrupts, 

the following table shows the function of 
each bit in the interrupt enable register. To 
enable an interrupt source set the appro-
priate bit of the interrupt enable register 
high: 

Bit Interrupt Source   
0  Received data available 
1  Transmitter holding register 

empty 
2  Receiver line status 
3  Modem status 
4  Enables sleep mode 

(16750 UART only) 
5  Enables low-power mode 

(16750 UART only) 
6  Reserved 
7  Reserved 

To determine whether or not an inter-
rupt is pending, and if so its source, the 
three least significant bits of the interrupt 
identification register are read. If bit 0 is at 
0 an interrupt is pending, and the binary 
code in the other two bits indicates the 
source. 
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This table shows the code for each of 
the four possible sources: 

Source  Bit 2 Bit 1 Priority 

Receiver line status 
Receiver data 
Transmitter register 
Modem status 

1  1  1 
1  0  2 
0  1  3 
0  0  4 

Word Format 
The word format can be controlled via 

the operating system, but direct control 
ensures that the serial port always works 
with the correct format for the add-on. The 
line control register is used to set the 
required format. The format for transmis-
sion and reception has to be the same inci-
dentally, and any normal format can be set. 
The functions of the line control regis-

ter are as follows. There is always one 
start bit: 

Bit 0  Bit 1  Data bits 
5 

0  1  6 
1  0  7 
1  1  8 

Bit 2 at 0 
Bit 2 at 1 

Bit 3 at 0 
Bit 3 at 1 

Bit 4 at 0 
Bit 4 at 1 

Bit 5 

Bit 6 at 0 
Bit 6 at 1 

Bit 7 

One stop bit 
Two stop bits (F5 with 5 data bits) 

No parity checking 
Parity checking enabled 

Odd parity (if parity enabled) 
Even parity (if parity enabled) 

Stuck parity bit 

Normal operation 
Forces data output terminal to logic 0 

Divisor Latch Access Bit (DLAB) 

Rationalisation 
Suppose that we need to set up the ser-

ial port for operation at 9600 baud, and 
require the usual word format of eight 
data bits, one stop bit, and no parity. A 
value of 12 must be written to the divisor 
latch, but DLAB must be set to 1 to give 
access to these latches. 
DLAB must then be set back to 0 and at 

the same time the other bits are set-up to 
give the required word format. Bits 0 and 
1 must be set high, all the others have to 
be set low, giving a value of three to write 
to this register. 

In GW BASIC (or Visual BASIC with the 
input and output functions added) these 
four instructions will set up serial port 
two correctly: 

OUT &H2F8,128 
OUT &112F8,12 
OUT &H2F9,0 
OUT &H2FB,3 

Bytes for transmission are then written 
to the base address, which is &H2F8 for 
serial port 2. If a value of 255 is written to 
the MSB of the divider latch at address 
&H2F9 the baud rate will be set at a very 
low value. In fact, it will be so low that an 
I.e.d. used to monitor the data output line 
(see Fig.1) will flash slowly enough for the 
binary output patterns to be observed. 

Hold-Off 
There is a potential problem when writ-

ing data to the serial port, and 
this is due to the relative slow-
ness of a serial interface. With 
the speed of modern computers 
and programming languages it 
is easy to write data to the port 
at an excessive rate, causing 
bytes of data to be corrupted or 
lost. 
There should be no problem if 

two bytes are written to the port 
in rapid succession, because the 
serial chip's buffering should 
store the second byte until it can 
be transmitted. Writing three or 
more bytes in rapid succession 
will almost certainly result in an 
error. 
There are two ways of ensur-

ing that data is not sent to the 
port at an excessive rate. The 

time taken for each byte to be sent is easi-
ly calculated, and it is ten times the dura-
tion of each bit. At 9600 baud each bit lasts 
104#s (1/9600 = 0.000104s). Ten bits there-
fore have a duration of 1.04ms (10444s). 
Using a software-generated delay of at 
least this duration will therefore ensure 
that the serial chip is not overloaded. 
The alternative is to hold-off the load-

ing of data until the serial chip indicates 
that it is ready for the next byte. This can 
be achieved using interrupts, but the eas-
ier way is to monitor the appropriate sta-
tus flag in the Line Status Register. 

111 
Do•  1k 

Serial 
Port 

ONDs  D1 
Red 
Led 

D2 
1N4148 

Fig. 1. Simple Le.d. serial port monitor 
circuit diagram. 

A full list of the bit functions in the Line 
Status Register follows: 

Bit  Function 
0  Received data ready 
1  Overrun (unread data 

overwritten) 
2  Parity error 
3  Framing error (no stop bit 

detected) 
4  Break interrupt indicator 
5  Transmitter buffer register 

empty 
6  Transmitter register empty 
7  Unused (reads logic 0) 

When a byte of data is written to the 
chip it is first placed in the transmitter 
buffer register, but it is immediately trans-
ferred to the transmitter register if it is 
empty. Otherwise the data is transferred 
as soon as the transmitter register 
becomes empty. The data is then shifted 
out bit-by-bit, with any additional bits 
such as stop bits being added. 
There are two transmitter status flags, 

and the one at bit 5 is set to 0 when the 
transmitter buffer register is full. The flag 
at bit 6 is set at 0 when there is data in 
either register. 
A software loop can provide the 

required hold-off by monitoring either of 
these flags, and preventing further data 
being written to the port until the flag has 
returned to logic 1. This requires alfog 
along the lines of "repeat until (&tiF 
AND 32) = 32". 
Receiving data is trickier than sending 

it, and is something we will consider next 
time. 

DON'T WAIT — ENTER THE NEW MILLENNIUM NOW! 
EPE TEACH-IN 2000 STARTS NEXT MONTH 

• ICS ETI ELECTRONICS 
1111111111111111AI 

NEWSAGENTS ORDER FORM 
Please reserve/deliver a copy of Everyday 
Practical Electronics/ETI for me each month 

ORDER YOUR 
COPY NOW 
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Name and Address   
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) 
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INGENUITY 
UNLIMITED 
Our regular round-up of readers own circuits. We pay 
between £10 and £50 for all material published, depending 
on length and technical merit. We're looking for novel 
applications and circuit tips, not simply mechanical or 
electrical ideas. Ideas must be the reader's own work and 
not have been submitted for publication elsewhere. 
The circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity 
Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for 
consideration in this column should preferably be typed or 
word-processed, with a brief circuit description (between 
100 and 500 words maximum) and full circuit diagram 
showing all relevant component values. Please draw all 
circuit schematics as clearly as possible. 
Send your circuit ideas to: Alan Winstanley, Ingenuity 
Unlimited. Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen House, East 
Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BS21 1PF. 
They could earn you some real cash and a prize! 

Auto Supply Crowbar - A\ alczy DosLop 
EN power is removed from CMOS logic, 
the rail voltage can wander for a few sec-

onds, causing unpredictable behaviour in the 
circuit. If the power has been temporarily 
removed, then in order to "reset" the circuit it 
is often necessary to count to ten before re-
applying the power to ensure proper operation. 
A small power supply "crowbar" circuit, 

which has been used in a burglar alarm where 
it was necessary for the supply rail to drop 
sharply to zero when the power was removed, 
is shown in Fig. 1. However, in order to save 
the standby battery if it is running during a 
mains failure, the crowbar must not present 
too high a load on the power rail. 
During normal running, with +12V present 

on the rail, the Zener diode DI conducts and 
feeds a small current into transistor TR I base 
(b). This turns on TR I, which keeps TR2 

WII;X  = MO M CIF  f:113 C3le 
MAW 
OWNIN 

••••• 

••••• 

WIN A PICO PC BASED 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

• 50MSPS Dual Channel Storage Oscilloscope 
• 25MHz Spectrum Analyser 
• Multimeter • Frequency Meter 
• Signal Generator 
If you have a novel circuit idea which would be 
of use to other readers then a Pico Technology 
PC based oscilloscope could be yours. 
Every six months. Pico Technology will be 
awarding an ADC200-50 digital storage 
oscilloscope for the best IU submission. In 
addition, two single channel ADC-40s will be 
presented to the runners-up. 

switched off. The current consumption is 
approximately 0.1mA at this time. 
If power is removed, as soon as the rail 

voltage drops below approximately 10y, the 
Zener diode ceases conduction, TR I turns off 
and TR2 turns on. This effectively places 
resistor R3 across the rail. The resistor has a 
relatively low value, and the increased current 
will pull the rail down much sharper than 
allowing it to decay naturally, especially if 
the circuit contains filter capacitances. 
Since most logic devices switch at around 

half the rail voltage, there should be no mis-
behaviour during the initial drift down to 
10V. If a 5V rail is used, a 3.3V Zener diode 
can be substituted. 

Barry Connell, 
Stoke Newington, 

London. 

Shoestring M W Radio - Om ZL E3gacagag, 
Erie Medium Wave Radio circuit diagram 
I of Fig.2 uses relatively few components 
but delivers 500mW (1/2W) into an 8 ohm 
loudspeaker. In Cape Town, with high selec-
tivity selected, the radio picks up the Voice of 
America clearly after dark. 
In the circuit, coil LI is 80 turns of approx. 

30s.w.g. enamelled copper wire, close-wound 
on a 5cm (2in.) diameter piece of p.v.c. piping. 

AERIAL 

Si 
SPOT. 

ci 
•  VC1 

300p 
Li* 
60 TURNS  IC> 
(TAPPED AT 
40 TIIRNSI 

(SEE TEXT) 

EARTH 1 7. 

DI 
0A91 
a • ik 

Fig. 1. Auto Supply Crowbar circuit. 

INGENUITY UNLIMITED 
BE INTERACTIVE 

IU is your forum where you can offer other readers the 
benefit of your Ingenuity. Share those ideas, earn some 

cash and possibly a prize! 

A centre tap at 40 turns provides greater selec-
tivity and may be selected with switch SI. The 
value of tuning capacitor VCI is not critical. 
The Volume control VR1 controls the gain 

in preamplifier ICI. The output of ICI is fed, 
via treble control/low pass filter capacitors 
C4 and C5, to a standard LM380 audio 
amplifier i.c. 
A good aerial and earth are essential. The 

CI IMIM 
467 

R2 
100k 

aerial may be attached to a metal window 
frame or a long wire. The earth connection 
may be a metal spike sunk into the ground. 
Experimenters could try using a crystal ear-
piece wired between diode DI cathode (k) 
and OV which may give fair listening volume 
even with the battery (B I) disconnected. 

Rev. Thomas Scarborough, 
Cape Town. Republic of South Africa. 

R4 
1k 

R3 

J. 
R5 
11,4 

R6 
11.4 

CS 
ln 

R7 
33k 

3-7 
10-12 

CE 
47411 =E 

LS1  
6i1 
05W 

IONVOFF 

ov T 

Flg.2. Circuit diagram for the Shoestring M W Radio. 
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OUR 

LATEST 

IRONS 

WILL SAVE 

YOU SOME 

BRASS 

kid 

ANTEXcsi8 

Our quality range of thermally balanced irons is 

now even better than ever. Easier to handle, cooler 

to use, each iron is manufactured in the UK and 

meets CE conformity. There's an 'In Handle' 

adjustable temperature model and burn proof 

lead option and a wide selection of soldering bits. 

That's the good news. The even better news is 

that all our irons are still very competitively priced 

Tel: 0 I 822 6 I 3565 Fax: 01 822 6 I 7598 

www.antex.co.uk 

A N T E N1 011 -

N O T JUS T A N Y OL D IR O N 

C.C.TV. BOARD CAMERAS FROM £19.95 

ONLY 291 rim  29rum 

LOTS OF 10 
(Each) £19.95 
LOTS 0F5  £21.50 
LOTS OF 2  £23.95 
SAMPLE  £25.95 
Add P&P £3 ANY ORDER 

VAT INCLUDED 

•  

PINHOLE  346111A 

HIGH 
QUALITY 
EXTRA 
SMALL 
B&W 
CAMERA 

13,0. CCD BOARD CAMERA 
WITH AUTO BACKLIGHT 
COMPENSATION 

128 STEP ELECTRONIC IRIS 
AND 380 TV LINES 
RESOLUTION 

320,000 PIXELS AND 0.2 LUX 
LEVEL GIVES REMARKABLE 
CRYSTAL CLEAR PICTURES 
32n0n (w) 0 32mm(I) x 20mm (h) 

MA KINS PRICE £7999 
OUR PRICE £35.95 

36mm WIDE ANGLE LENS 
ADD £5 AUDIO 

MINIATURE C.C.TV CAMERAS FROM TOP USA 
MAKER. IDEAL FOR COVERT SURVEILLANCE OR 
SECURITY USE IN SHOPS, OFFICES AND 
PRIVATE HOMES. CONNECTS TO ANY TV OR 
VIDEO IN SECONDS - OPTIONAL CABLE ETC 
AVAILABLE. OUR 1993 PRICE FOR THIS CAMERA 
WAS MEV! HUGE RECESSION IN ELECTRONICS 
INDUSTRY HAS SLASHED THESE PRICES TO 
RIDICULOUS LEVELS! THESE ARE USA MADE - 
NOT CHEAP CHINESE MODELS. READY BUILT 
WITH LENS ETC. BRAND NEW 1999 STOCK - FULL 
12 MONTH GUARANTEE. WORKS FROM 9V-PP3 
BATTERY OR OUR CAMERA PSU AND CABLE KIT 
SHOWN BELOW. ONLY 50 LEFT IN STOCK. 

Audio Model add 0.00 
1 In. image sensor 
with 286 x 352 pixels. 
Auto iris. 270 lines. 6V 
to 12V D.C. 30mA. 
Includes 3.6mm wide 

angle lens 
Pinhole Lens add £2. 

APPLICATIONS 
SECURITY 

SURVEILLANCE, 
MACHINE MONITORING, 
NANNY WATCHING. 
STAFF THEFT, 

BIRD OBSERVATION. 
ETC. 

BRITISH PAL SYSTEM 

SECRET SPY CAMERAS 
MICRO SIZE 16mm x 16mm 

JAPANESE CCTV TECHNOLOGY REDUCES THE 
SIZE FOR EASY CONCEALMENT 

PLEASE ADD £270 ABOVE 29X29A4M PRICES 

Camera PSU and Cable Kit 
A total 'Noon to. pow-
onng and connecting to 
Our range of board cam 
era modules and coven 
cameras The kit con 
tains a quell, PKI9.." 
mains adaptor ano a 
20ro pre wired cable 
One end of the cable 
has a SCAR? plug en 
audio phono plug. a 

wleo pnono plug and a DC power socket The lead from the mains 
adaptor is plugged into Me DC socket are caller the SCAR? plug or 
audK) and video prov plugs are pugged into your Tv. monger or 
VCR. 
MAPLINS PRICE £24.99. OUR PRICE £12.50 

LOWEST PRICE 
IN EEC 

CAMERA CASING WITH SWIVEL 
WALL BRACKET TO TAKE ANY OF 

OUR BOARD CAMERAS L.I.5u 

LASER POINTERS 
Professional model fires a small red laser dot 
over 250 metres. Built into executive ballpoint 
pen with case and batts 

LIST £39.95  NOW £1 0.00 
Gold-plated Keytob model 
LIST £29.95 
Multi Keytob with 5 tips fires a dot, horizontal 
line. star, arrows and circle 

LIST £41.25  NOW £12.00 
Add £3 p&p any quantity. 
ionty sold to schools or tradesmen - no M OM under 211 

NOW £9.00 

1/41n. COLOUR CCD 
CAMERAS 

Japanese 114in. CCD and DSP (digital signal 
processor) colour CCTV boards with popular 
3.6mm wide angle lens. High specification 
290.000 pixels, electronic iris. 330 TV lines 
and LUX levels 2. 12V DC. Use with our cam-
era PSU and cable kit (see above). Size 
32mm x 32mm. 

£59.00 
Audio model 

add ES 00 

SHOPKEEPERS OBSERVATION PACKAGE 
• 4 HIGH GRADE COLOUR CCTV CAMERAS 

• 14in. CROWN COLOUR TV MONITOR WITH 

STEEL WALL BRACKET 

• AUTOMATIC 4- WAY CAMERA SWITCHER 

• PLUG AND PLAY CABLES AND P.S.U. 

MRRP £865. TRADE £365+VAT (£428) 

WHAT A GREAT SAVING — WHY NOT 
FIT ONE IN YOUR HOME? 

ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW ri A.S.A. :Es, 19791  Order Hotline 
AND PERFECT BULK BUYERS  51 Cambridge Road  01642 851256 
PLEASE ASK FOR JOHN.  M 
PRICES INCLUDE VAT  iddlesbrough  Fax: 

T 13 PP ANY SIZE ORDER  S5 5NL  01642 823173 
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WHETHER ELECTRONICS IS YOUR HOBBY 
OR YOUR LIVELIHOODS . . 

YOU NEED THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL 
and the ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL 

THE M ODERN ELECTRONICS M ANUAL 
• •••••1 

loco the ev 

Voutitisbers ot  e 
P. Ffs_ Dkg‘tak - e -- 

14hi‘tWoter  
every 

Otier nds e  
Dec 15,1999) 

SPee‘rkt.  
ncfel? 

JO°  • 

The essential reference 
work for everyone 

studying electronics 
• Easy-to-use format 

• Clear and simple layout 

• Comprehensive subject range 

• In-depth theory 

• Projects to build 

• Detailed assembly instructions 

• Full components checklists 

• Extensive data tables 

• Detailed supply information 

• Professionally written 

• Regular Supplements 

• Sturdy ring-binder 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET 
STARTED AND GO FURTHER IN ELECTRONICS! 

The revised edition of the Modern Electronics Base Manual 
contains practical, easy-to-follow information on the following 
subjects: 

BASIC PRINCIPL I Electronic Components and their 
Characteristics (16 sections from Resistors and Potentiometers to 
Crystals, Crystal Modules and Resonators), Circuits Using Passive 
Components (9 sections). Power Supplies, The Amateur 
Electronics Workshop, The Uses of Semiconductors, Digital 
Electronics (6 sections), Operational Amplifiers. Introduction to 
Physics, Semiconductors (6 sections) and Digital Instruments 
(5 sections). 

CIRCUITS TO BUILD There's nothing to beat the satisfaction of 
creating your own project. From basic principles, like soldering and 
making printed circuit boards, to circuit-building, the Modern 
Electronics Manual and its Supplements describe clearly, with 
appropriate diagrams, how to assemble radios, loudspeakers. 

amplifiers, car projects, computer interfaces, measuring 
instruments, workshop equipment, security systems. etc. 
The Base Manual describes 13 projects including a Theremin and 
a Simple TENS Unit. 

ESSENTIAL DATA: Extensive tables on diodes, transistors. 
thyristors and triacs, digital and linear i.c.s. 

EXTENSIVE GLOSSARY Should you come across a technical 
word, phrase or abbreviation you're not familiar with, simply turn 

to the glossary included in the Manual and you'll find a 
comprehensive definition in plain English. 

The Manual also covers ..-ifety and Suppliers. 
The most comprehensive reference work ever produced at a price 
you can afford, the revised edition of THE MODERN 
ELECTRONICS MANUAL provides you with all the essential 
information you need. 

THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL 
Revised Edition of Basic Work: Contains over 900 pages of information. Edited by John Becker. 
Regular Supplements: Approximately 160-page Supplements of additional information which, if requested. are forwarded to you 

immediately on publication (four times a year). These are billed separately and can be discontinued at any time. 

Presentation: Durable looseleaf system in large A4 format 
Price of the Basic Work: £39.95 (to include a recent Supplement FREE) 

,loyarer,  arautre ,0-----medrir-&-ittiolitiokywirvammymommusommoreimisk,::, 

Our 30 day money back guarantee gives you complete peace of mind. If you are not entirely happy with either 
Manual, for whatever reason, simply return it to us in good condition, together with the Digital Multimeter, within 30 

days and we will make a full refund of your payment — no small print and no questions asked. 
(Overseas buyers do have to pay the overseas postage charge) 

-Ii7W-1 00.0.zictiotauerato.zEzekgparoac..c_rosfp - -   

Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Dept Y9, Allen House, East Borough. Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692. 



ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNO W TO GET STARTED IN 

REPAIRING AND SERVICING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

SAFETY: Be knowledgeable about Safety Regulations. Electrical Safety and First Aid. 

UNDERPINNING KNOWLEDGE: Specific sections enable you to Understand Electrical 
and Electronic Principles, Active and Passive Components. Circuit Diagrams, Circuit 
Measurements, Radio, Computers, Valves and manufacturers' Data, etc. 

PRACTICAL SKILLS: Learn how to identify Electronic Components, Avoid Static 
Hazards, Carry Out Soldering and Wiring, Remove and Replace Components. 

TEST EQUIPMENT: How to Choose and Use Test Equipment, Assemble a Toolkit, Set 
Up a Workshop. and Get the Most from Your Multimeter and Oscilloscope, etc. 

SERVICING TECHNI(,"ES: Ti 9 regular Supplements include vital guidelines on how to 
Service Audio Amplifiers. Radio Receivers, TV Receivers, Cassette Recorders, Video 
Recorders. Personal Computers, etc. 

TECHNICAL NOTES: Commencing with the IBM PC, PC XT, PC-AT, this section and 
the regular Supplements deal with a very wide range of specific types of equipment. 

REFERENCE DATA: Detailing vital parameters for Diodes, Small-Signal Transistors. 
Power Transistors, Thyristors, Triacs and Field Effect Transistors. Supplements include 
Operational Amplifiers, Logic Circuits, Optoelectronic Devices, etc. 

ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL 

The essential work for 
servicing and repairing 
electronic equipment 
• Easy-to-use format 
• Clear and simple layout 

• Vital safety precautions 

• Fundamental principles 

• Troubleshooting techniques 

• Servicing techniques 

• Choosing and using test 
equipment 

• Reference data 

• Professionally written 

• Regular Supplements 

• Sturdy ring-binder 

Basic Work: Contains around 900 pages of information. Edited by Mike Tooley BA 
Regular Supplements: Approximately 160-page Supplements of additional information which, if requested, are forwarded to you 
immediately on publication (tour times a year). These are billed separately and can be discontinued at any time. 

Presentation: Durable looseleaf system in large A4 format 
Price of the Basic Work: £39.95 (to include a recent Supplement FREE) 

ORDER BOTH MANUALS TOGETHER AND SAVE OVER £10! 
A mass of well-organised and clearly explained information is brought to you by expert editorial 

teams whose combined experience ensures the widest coverage 
Regular Supplements to these unique publications, each around 160 pages. keep you abreast of 

the latest technology and techniques if required 

REGULAR SUPPLEMENTS 

Unlike a book or encyclopedia. thu u Manuals 
are living works - continuously extended with 
new material. If requested, Supplements are sent 
to you approximately every three months. Each 
Supplement contains around 160 pages - all for 
only £23.50+£2.50 p&p. You can, of course. 
return any Supplement (within ten days) which 

you feel is superfluous to your needs, You can 
also purchase a range of past Supplements to 
extend your Base Manual on subjects of 
particular interest to you 

RESPONDING TO YOUR NEEDS 

We are able to provide you with the most 
important and popular up to date, features in our 

Supplements. Our unique system is augmented 
by readers' requests for new information. 
Through this service you are able to let us know 
exactly what information you require in your 
Manuals. 

You can also contact the editors directly in writing 
if you have a specific technical request or query 
relating to the Manuals. 

PLEASE send me a Digital Multimeter (offer ends Dec 15. 19991 together with 

Li THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL plus a FREE SUPPLEMENT 
Li ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL plus a FREE SUPPLEMENT 
I enclose payment of £39.95 (for one Manual) or £69.75 for both Manuals (saving over 
f 1 0 by ordering both together) plus postage if applicable. 
I also require the appropriate Supplements four times a year. These are billed 
separately and can be discontinued at any time. (Please delete if not required.) 
Should I decide not to keep the Manual s I will return it them and the Digital Multimeter 
to you within 30 days for a full refund. 

FULL NAME 
PLEASE PRiNT 

ADDRESS   

 POSTCODE   

SIGNATURE   

I enclose cheque PO payable to Wimborne Publishing Ltd  

Please charge my Visa/Mastercard 

Card No. Card Exp. Date   

ORDER FORM 
Simply complete and return the order form with your 

payment to the following address 

Wimborne Publishing Ltd, Dept. V9, Allen House, 
East Borough. Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF 

We offer a 30 day MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
- if you are not happy with the Manual simply return it to us 
in good condition together with the Multimeter within 30 

days for a full refund. 

Overseas buyers do have ro pay the overseas postage - see below 

POSTAGE CHARGES 

Price PER MANUAL 
Postal Region  Surface Air 

Mainland UK 
Scottish Highlands. 
UK Islands & Eire 

Europe (EU) 
Europe (Non-EU) 
USA & Canada 
Far East & Australasia 
Rest of World 

FREE 

£550 

£20 
£25 
£31 
£25 

£20 
£26 
£33 
£35 
£45 

Please allow four working days for UK delivery. 
NOTE Surface mail can take over 10 weeks to some parts of 
the world Each Manual weighs about 4kg when packed 



Constructional Project 

MICRO 
POWER SUPPLY 
ANDY FL/ND   
A low-cost, /ow-power, mini board 
project that will provide a regulated 
supply of plus and minus 5V 

T
ilts little project first saw the light of 
day when it was realised that muc h 
time was being wasted in the 

workshop constructing regulated five-volt 
supplies on breadboards. With the ever-
increasing use of logic and microcon-
trollers such as the PIC many projects now 
require such a supply voltage. 
The introduction of new op.amps capa-

ble of high performance from low supply 
voltages means that analogue circuits can 
use it too, though an auxiliary negative sup-
ply is often still useful for these, especially 
where the negative rail of the primary sup-
ply is to be used as common or "ground". 
Where this is the case it is usually prefer-
able to generate the extra supply rail elec-
tronically, particularly when the finished 
project is to be operated from a battery. 
Also, with battery supplies in mind, it 

was decided that this project should use 
micropower components and the regulator 
should be a "low dropout" type. Finally, it 
was decided that the project should be 
miniaturised as far as possible so that it 
would take up minimum space on the 
breadboard or in a case used for testing a 
prototype. In fact, it could even be included 
in a finished project if desired. 

REGULATIONS 
The choice of active components for the 

project was straightforward. The regulator 
is the LP2950, which is very similar to the 
popular 78L05 3-terminal +5V regulator, 
even to the extent of having the same 
pinout connections. 
It does have improved regulation howev-

er, draws a much lower supply current and 
can operate with a very low differential 
between input and output voltages, typical-
ly down to 100mV. This makes battery 
operation more economical since the sup-
ply voltage can be much lower before 
replacement is necessary. 

ON THE FLY 
The auxiliary negative supply is gener-

ated by an SI7660 voltage converter chip 
(see Shoptalk page) which is intended 
specifically for this function, especially 
with 5V supplies. These are sometimes 
known as "flying capacitor" devices, and 
a short description of the way in which 
they operate may be of interest. 

The basic principle, with capacitor Cl 
connected to the supply rails by a 2-pole 
two-way switch S I a and S 1 b, is shown in 
Fig.l. When in the position shown, the 
switch allows the capacitor to charge from 
the main supply voltage VIN . 
The switch is then set to the opposite 

position, so the voltage across capacitor Cl 
appears across the output and is partially 
transferred to capacitor C2. If the switch 
positions are alternated repeatedly, C2 will 
become charged to virtually the same volt-
age as the supply, but connected as shown 
it appears as an additional, negative output. 

ELECTRONIC 
SWITCHING 
In a practical circuit, having realistic 

capacitor values, the switches should be 
electronic of course, and they must operate 
at high speed, typically several kilohertz. 
They should have low "on" resistances and 
no "offset" voltages, such as the forward 
voltage drop of a diode, so CMOS devices 
are preferable. An oscillator is required to 
drive them, and problems of protecting 
them from reverse voltages must also be 
overcome. 
Fortunately, all these issues are already 

overcome for users of the SI7660 which 

Fig. 1. Principle of "flying capacitor" 
negative rail generator. 

contains an oscillator, drive logic and the 
output switches. With a 5V input it requires 
only a pair of capacitors to complete the 
circuit. 
For a zero load the output voltage is vir-

tually the same as that of the input but it 
tends to fall with load. The output is often 

described as being similar to the input 
voltage in series with an 80 ohm resistor, so 
for a 10mA loading it would drop to —4.2V. 
Although often better in practice, this 
makes it unsuitable for use as a reference 
source, but as an auxiliary supply for 
op.amps it is ideal. 

MICRO PO WER 
SUPPLY 
The full circuit diagram for the Micro 

Power Supply appears in Fig.2 and is fairly 
straightforward in nature. The input voltage 
is first reduced to a positive 5V supply by 
the LP2950 micropower regulator ICI. 
Capacitors Cl and C2 decouple the input to 
[Cl whilst C3 and C4 decouple its output. 
The smaller value, non-electrolytic, 

capacitors C2 and C3 are often omitted by 
circuit designers, but the construction of 
electrolytic capacitors, using layers of foil 
wound into a cylindrical shape, gives them 
a fair degree of self-inductance which can 
make them ineffective at high frequency. 
The small ceramic capacitors by contrast 
work very well indeed at high frequencies 
so they are included to take care of these 
where necessary. 
The negative supply is generated by the 

SI7660 negative supply generator chip IC2. 
The "flying capacitor" is C5, a 10aF solid 
tantalum type. The output, taken from pin 

COMPONENTS 
Capacitors 
Cl 
C2, C3, C6 

C4 
C5 
C7 

220µ radial elect. 16V 
100n resin-dipped 
ceramic (3 off) 

100p radial elect. by 
10y tantalum bead, 16V 
47,u tantalum bead, 16V 

Semiconductors 
ICi  LP2950 low power +5V 

regulator 
IC2  817660, "switched 

capacitor" voltage 
converter 

Miscellaneous 
Printed circuit board available from the 

EPE PCB Service, code 243; 8-pin di!. 
socket; solder pins (5 off); solder, etc. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only £12 
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5, is decoupled by ceramic capacitor C6 
and electrolytic C7, another tantalum 
component. 
The reason for the use of tantalums is 

that these have a much lower self-induc-
tance than ordinary electrolytics and 
should therefore cope with the 10kHz 
operating frequency of IC2 more effi-
ciently. IC2 is another micropower com-
ponent, so the overall quiescent supply 
current for this circuit from a 9V supply is 
just 140µA. 

CONSTRUCTION 
All the components for  the Micro 

Power Supply are accommodated on a 
small (32mm X  17mm), single-sided 
printed circuit board (p.c.b.). This board 
is available from the EPE PCB Service, 
code 243. The topside component layout, 
together with the underside copper foil 
master, is shown in Fig.3. 

The maximum allowable depends to 
some extent on ambient temperature, but a 
practical limit of 200mW seems reasonably 
safe. It should be remembered that current 
supplied by the negative rail generator also 
comes from the regulator. For many small 
low-power applications such as signal pro-
cessing with op.amps, CMOS logic or PIC 
microcontrollers dissipation will not be an 
issue. 

NEGATIVE USE 
The negative output should be regarded 

only as an auxiliary supply as it is not near-
ly so well regulated as the positive one. Its 
main purpose is to supply op.amps so that 
the common rail may be used as "ground" 
by allowing their inputs and outputs to 
operate below this value. 
Because the output of the SI7660 

behaves as though in series with an 80 ohm 
load, the output voltage will vary with load. 

Fig.2. Complete circuit diagram for the Micro Power Supply. 

Construction of the unit consists of fit-
ting all the components except IC2, taking 
care to fit all the electrolytics with the pos-
itive side towards the top edge of the p.c.b., 
as viewed in the diagram. The markings on 
tantalum bead capacitors are sometimes 
less than models of clarity, so care may be 
needed to interpret these correctly. An 8-
pin d.i.l. socket should be provided for IC2. 

TESTING 
The first test is to apply an input voltage 

of between 6V and 12V and check for the 
presence of the positive 5V output. The 
current drawn should be tiny, just 140pA or 
so, though there will be a small surge as the 
electrolytics, especially Cl, take up their 
initial charge. 
If the +5V output is present and cor-

rect, IC2 can be inserted into its socket 
and, when the unit is powered again, the 
negative output voltage should appear at 
the appropriate point. And that's it! 
Testing is now complete and the unit is 
ready for use. 
Although the +5V output is capable 

of more than 100mA output a watch 
should be kept on its internal power dis-
sipation to prevent overheating. This is 
calculated by subtracting the output 
voltage (5V) from the maximum input 
voltage (9V for a PP3 battery) and 
multiplying by the output current in 
milliamps (mA), for regulator dissipa-
tion in milliwatts (mW). 

Fig.3. Printed circuit board component 
layout and full size copper foil master. 

Measured results taken with the prototype 
were -5V for no load, -4.75V at 5mA, and 
-4-5V at 10mA. 
If a reference voltage of some kind is 

needed, it should be taken from the positive 
supply. If it is essential to have a negative 
reference, one way to generate this would 
be with an inverting op.amp, as shown in 
Fig.4. The output voltage for this is given 
by 5(R2/R1) volts. 
There will inevitably be some 10kHz 

ripple on the negative output, although 
this is very small. Measured values of 
this were 25mV at 5mA and 50mV at 

ANY STANDARD 
OP.AMP E.G 741, 
12 LA4358. ETC. 

Fig.4. Circuit diagram for generating a 
negative reference voltage. 

10mA. In most cases this should not 
cause any difficulties, but some very sen-
sitive circuits may need careful design or 
extra filtering to avoid its effects. Where 
the negative supply is not required IC2 
can be removed, though in many cases it 
will be more convenient to just leave it in 
place. 

IN USE 
This little circuit should prove invaluable 

to those who like to experiment with their 
own circuits. These days it is often far sim-
pler to regulate the supply to a circuit than 
to try to design it so that it will ignore sup-
ply voltage variations and the option of just 
dropping this little regulator board into 
designs with a blob of Blu-Tack or similar 
will save much valuable time, effort and 
space. 
In fact, it could even be incorporated 

into complete projects where these are 
one-offs,  perhaps  constructed  on 
stripboard, although if a p.c.b. is used it 
is more likely that it will be copied onto 
the board design in some form. The 
layout is not critical in any way save that 
the decoupling capacitors should be kept 
reasonably 'close to the i.c.s. Where it is 
to be used with the plug-in type of 
breadboard, short lengths of single-core 
insulated wire could be connected to the 
outputs and the other ends of these 
pushed into the board where needed. 

0 
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Regular Clinic 

CIRCUIT  #14gro 
SURGERY \1   v 1, Atuktri- A 

ALAN WINSTANLEY   
and IAN BELL 

A new variant of the 555 timer chip, also we return to the topic of digital panel meters, 
followed by a maths-intensive analysis of a 22-step logarithmic volume control. 

ONE event in the integrated circuit world 
seems to have gone unnoticed so far in 

the hobbyist arena. Quite a long time ago 
we were tipped off by a reader about a new 
offering from the chip manufacturer Zetex, 
who introduced a new version of the good 
old 555 timer. 
Now that the device has become readily 
available through some of the better mail-
order channels, some of the features of this 
intriguing "new" device can be described. 

Low Voltage 555 
The Zetex ZSCT1555 low voltage timer 
looks like any other 555 timer but it has one 
very important difference — it is guaranteed 
to operate down to +0.9V supply voltage, 
even though it is a bipolar device! This 
opens up new applications for this veteran 
part number, especially using low-voltage 
power supplies (lithium coin cell batteries for 
example) for which the device is eminently 
suitable. Its current consumption is reduced 
too, drawing a meagre 75/,‘A at 1-5V, claims 
Zetex. The maximum supply rail is +9V d.c. 
This third generation 555 timer has been 
co-produced by Zetex in association with 
Hans Camenzind, the designer responsible 
for the original Signetics 555 timer over 25 
years ago. The new device is pin-compati-
ble with older versions but there are slight 
changes to the formulae. In the monostable 
timer of Fig.!, the period is 1 -63RAC, and 
in the astable of Fig.2, the frequency is 
0.62 (RA+2RB) C. 

+VCC (0.9V TO 9V D.C.) 

TRIGGER 
0   

a 

RST  VCC 

DIS.  OUT 
IC 1 

ZSCT1555 

THR. 

TRIG. 
OV 

3OUTPUT t 
411-

OV 

1 . SECONDS 
1.1.63 xRAXC  RA . OHMS 

C . FARADS 

Flg.1. Monostable low-voltage timer. 

My own tests proved that it did indeed 
operate as, say, a piezo disc sounder below 
1-5V or so. But there is, of course, a severe 
restriction placed on the usefulness of the out-
put signal at that sort of level, so don't expect 
to produce an ear-splitting siren powered by a 
coin cell! (It's about as noisy as a peeved 
bluebottle.) By tuning the oscillator frequen-
cy to match a piezo's resonant frequency, 
maximum output level will be obtained. 
A full data sheet in Adobe PDF format 
and an application note for the ZSCT1555 
are available from the Zetex web site at 
www.zetex.com. The chip is now available 
for purchase from Famell Components 
(tel. 01132 636311), their part number is 
698-155, price £1.25 + VAT for one-offs 
(minimum cash order £10). A surface 
mount version is also produced. (ARW.) 

Digital Panel Meters 
I have a mechanical analogue project 
meter with a 64mV full-scale deflection 
(f.s.d.) and would like to convert it to a dig-
ital display. I noticed that most digital 
modules indicate 200mV. Can you tell me 
how to use one in my project? D. Lee, 
Birkenhead. 

Most digital panel meters (DPM) tend to 
be 200mV types and are designed as a 
basic voltmeter. The end user must decide 
how to "scale" the DPM, whether as an 
ammeter (using the meter to read the volt-
age drop across a series resistor) or as a 

Fig.2. Astable oscillator using the 
ZSCT1555 will operate below 1V 

voltmeter for use at a higher voltage range, 
which is usually how they are utilised. 
Such a module often uses a 7106 chip 
and will directly read 199-9mV (which is 
why they are called 31/2 digit types — the 
leading "1" being the half digit). This topic 
was briefly described in Circuit Surgery, 
September 1998. 
An external attenuator must be added to 
a 200mV digital panel meter's input to 
extend its range. You can assume that the 
module will have an extremely high input 
impedance (>100MQ so the attenuator 
should be about one tenth of this resistance 
to avoid loading. 

Fig.3. A voltage divider on a DPM input 
produces a 20V Is.d. meter. 

To produce a 20V d.c. voltmeter a series 
input resistor of 9.9 megohm would be 
used, followed by a 100 kilohm (100kQ) 
resistor across the meter's input terminals, 
see Fig.3. Thus, most of the input voltage 
is dropped across the 9.9M52 resistor and 
at an input of 20V only 200mV appears 
across the DPM input terminals. A 200V 
voltmeter would use 9.99MQ and 10kS2 
instead. 
As regards fitting it into your project, 

due care is needed with 7106-based meter 
modules as they may require a completely 
independent d.c. supply voltage, which 
cannot necessarily be tapped from an exist-
ing supply. Problems arise when the DPM 
supply and the DPM signal input OV rails 
are commoned together. 
A good supplier of very competitively-
priced panel meters is Vann Draper 
(Tel. 0116 277 1400 or www.vanndrap-
er.co.uk) who advertise regularly in our 
pages. Full instructions come with every 
meter and their 1.c.d. model can be modi-
fied with a couple of track cuts ready for 
"commoning" of the OV rails. Vann Draper 
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tells me that they can also provide an I.e.d. 
type, subject to lead times.(ARW.) 

Sound Levels and Decibels 
Last month we discussed in some detail 

the rather involved mathematics behind 
Root Mean Square (r.m.s.) values, and we 
examined the meaning (or actually the 
total lack of any meaning whatsoever!) of 
audio p.m.p.o. ratings (Peak Music Power 
Output). This month, Circuit Surgery 
embarks on another mathematical extrava-
ganza, courtesy of Ian Bell (whom as reg-
ular readers will know hails from the 
School of Engineering at the University of 
Hull). 
The material that follows is maths-inten-
sive and is written with the more advanced 
reader in mind. However, non-mathemati-
cians shouldn't be disheartened as we are 
sure they will pick up plenty of snippets of 
valuable information along the way. 

Unfortunately in the complex where I 
live, I have to keep the noise down! For my 
stereo system I would like to build a 
switched volume control for which purpose 
I have acquired a 22-position dual control 
rotary switch with gold-plated contacts. 
How could I calculate the resistor values? 
My source impedance is 50 kilohms. 
I'm still keenly interested in electronics 

and always enjoy your column. Many 
thanks from Johnny Bruyns, Benoni, 
South Africa. 

This is a good example of a simple ques-
tion which in the event has a very involved 
reply: unfortunately it isn't always clear at 
the beginning just how tricky the solution 
really is, until it's actually been worked 
out! 
One very simple solution (used on my 
trusty Marantz audio amplifier — ARW) is 
to use an ordinary logarithmic potentiome-
ter with a "detent" mechanism on the 
shaft: the Volume control was calibrated in 
decibels and it clicks into one of 20 or 30 
positions when rotated. 

• On The Threshold 
Before we tackle the query directly 

though, we need to consider why it is not a 
straightforward case of using 21 or 22 
equal value resistors. The quick answer is 
that volume controls usually have a loga-
rithmic response, with the consequence 
that a given turn of the control at the "low" 
volume end results in a much smaller 
change in output voltage than the same 
turn at the "high" volume end. 
This means the resistors will have to be 
scaled logarithmically. We need logarith-
mic volume controls because human hear-
ing, or more specifically our perception of 
loudness, is logarithmic in nature. This is 
one of those everyday facts many of us 
know and take for granted, and which we 
decided to investigate in more detail. 
The human ear is able to hear sounds of 
a very wide range of intensities (which is 
measured in Watts per square meter — 
Wm-2). The quietest sound which can be 
perceived is called the threshold of hearing 
and is about 1 x 10-12  Wm-2. The threshold 
of pain is about 10,000,000,000.000 times 
more than this at about 10 Wm-2 (these 
threshold figures are only approximate and 
vary with individuals and frequency). For 

those readers interested in loud audio — a 
rock concert can reach 0.1 Wm-2 or more 
if you are positioned close to the speakers! 
An exponential increase in sound inten-
sity, from the quietest audible to the loud-
est tolerable sound, is perceived basically 
as a linear increase in loudness. Whilst 
sound intensity in Watts per square meter 
is rigidly defined, loudness is a matter of 
human perception and will vary between 
individuals and with frequency, however, 
the general exponential nature of the rela-
tionship just described remains valid. 
Exponential is the inverse of logarithmic 

— the intensity varies exponentially but our 
ears respond logarithmically, which is why 
we perceive a linear increase in loudness. 
Put another way: each ten-fold increase of 
sound intensity gives an equal step 
increase in loudness. We could also say 
each doubling of sound intensity gives an 
equal step increase in loudness — these 
would be smaller steps than for a ten-fold 
increase of course. 

Going Decibels 
Exponentially varying quantities can be 

difficult to deal with (try plotting the full 
range of sound intensities mentioned earli-
er on normal graph paper!) so a special 
scaling system is often used. First, we take 
a reference level (say the threshold of hear-
ing) and then the sound intensity level we 
are interested in, and then we find the ratio 
between them — i.e. by what factor our 
intensity is larger than the reference. 
Now, taking a logarithm of the ratio we 

get a value related to the perceived loud-
ness. In fact this approach is the basis of 
the commonly used decibel notation. 
The definition of a decibel (dB) is based 

on the logarithm of the power ratio of two 
signals P1 and P2, such that the power ratio 
in decibels is given by 10 x log io(P2/131) 
dB. If we are expressing power gain (e.g. 
of an amplifier) then P1 would be the input 
power and P2 the output power. 
For measuring a power quantity relative 

to a reference,  P1 
would be the reference 
level and P, the value 
we  are  measuring. 
Note  that  because 
power ratios are used 
in the decibel defini-
tion it does not matter 
if P1 and  P2  are 
expressed as peak or 
r.m.s. values as long as 
both are expressed in 
the same way. 
As an example, if 

your personal stereo is 
delivering  2 x 10-2 
Wm-2 of sound power 
to your eardrums this 
would be 103dB rela-
tive to a threshold of 
hearing reference at 1 x 10-12  Wm-2. The 
calculation is: 10 x 1og10(2 x 10-2/1 x 10-12) 
= 103. Note if the measured value is equal 
to the reference, or if the gain of the system 
is I then we get OdB. 

Reduced Power 
If a circuit reduces power, i.e. it is an 

attenuator, then we actually get negative 
decibel values. For example, if the power 
output is 50 times smaller than the input 

then the "gain" is —17dB (10 x log  io x 
1/50). If the power is reduced by one half 
then the output is at —3dB. 
This is a figure that many readers may 
know as the cut-off frequency of a filter (or 
the bandwidth of an amplifier) which is 
usually quoted as the point when the gain 
falls to 3dB below the value in the pass-
band. At this frequency the output power 
from the filter is half the value it is in the 
passband (for equal input power). It is 
worth noting at this point that a volume 
control is an attenuator and that a useful 
response to the reader's question would be 
to design a control with 22 attenuation 
ratios in equal decibel steps. Before we go 
on with this we need a few more comments 
about decibels though. 
So far we have only discussed power 

ratios — this was obviously appropriate for 
sound intensities, but in circuits we often 
measure signals as voltages and currents. 
Power is related to the square of voltage or 
current. If we square something inside a 
logarithm, it is equivalent to multiplying 
the log by two (without the square). That 
is, log(V2) = 210g(V). So to express a volt-
age gain (V I/V2) in decibels we use 20 x 
10g10(V4V1). Note that we are multiplying 
by 20, not by 10 as we did with the power 
gain. 
Strictly speaking this formula is only 

valid if the two voltages are across the same 
resistance value, but in many cases we are 
only interested in the voltage gain (not the 
power gain) and the 20 x 10g10(V2/V1) for-
mula is widely used for this purpose (V2 
being the output, V1 is the input). Similarly 
current gains can be expressed in decibels 
using 20 x 10g10(12/11). 

Divided Volume 
To design the volume control we will use 
the simplified situation shown in Fig.4. 
The volume control is a potential divider 
placed between two amplifiers, it therefore 
attenuates the output of the first amplifier, 
Al, before passing it to A2. 

Fig.4. A 22-position 
volume control. 

We will assume that the total value of the 
resistor chain in the potential divider is 121 
and that the second amplifier drives a load of 
value R, also, this means that voltage gain in 
dB will equal the power gain. We will also 
assume that the amplifiers have low output 
impedance and are not loaded heavily by R1, 
and that the second amplifier has a high 
input impedance and does not load the 
potential divider. Let's also assume that both 
amplifiers have unity gain (1). 
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In a real circuit these assumptions may 
not be valid but the effect will generally be 
to shift the actual power output from A2 
by a constant amount, or multiply it by a 
constant factor. Since it is the relative 
loudness produced by each step of the vol-
ume control which interests us this will not 
matter. It is still important, however, that 
the resistor chain does not heavily load, 
and is not loaded by, the amplifiers. 
Referring to Fig.4, the switch SI has 22 

positions so there are 21 resistors. The first 
position (1) bypasses the divider and con-
nects the amplifiers directly together. This 
is full volume (OdB attenuation). The 22nd 
position connects the input of the second 
amplifier to ground so no signal will be 
output (infinite attenuation): we could 
label this position "Mute". This leaves 20 
remaining positions for different volume 
levels. 
We can decide over what range in dB we 
would like to control the volume. 90dB 
might be reasonable - the range from a 
whisper to a loud personal stereo is of this 
order. If we chose 90dB each of the 20 
switch positions increases the attenuation 
by 4.5dB. 

Calculated Fun 
Now for the fun bit - how do we calcu-
late the resistor values? Recall that the for-
mula for a standard two-resistor potential 
divider is V„„, = V,„ x RBgRA+RB), as 
shown in Fig.5. We can write RA+RB as R1, 
the total value of the resistors in the poten-
tial divider. The "gain" of the potential 
divider is V„/V,„ which is simply RBIR,. 
Expressed in decibels this is 20 x 
log „(R/3/R,). 
Our potential divider is a little more 
complex as it has many resistors, however 
it still has a total resistance that we will 
call R1. For now we will not limit the num-
ber of resistors in the volume control 
divider, in fact we can assume there is an 
infinite number getting ever smaller as we 
move down the chain from the amp output 
to ground. We can label the nth resistor in 
the chain from the amp output as R,. 
If we consider taking an output from the 

volume control divider below the nth resis-
tor and compare this with the basic poten-
tial divider, the equivalent to RB will be the 
sum of the resistor values from R„/ to 
infinity (the sigma symbol meaning "sum 
of'). This is a gain of: 

20log,„ ( 
If we move up the chain to just below the 

previous (i.e. (n-1)th) resistor the gain will 
be 

2010g 1 ( ±Rr)R, 
The difference between these two adja-
cent steps in the volume control must be 
equal to whatever increment in gain we 
require for each switch position. We chose 
4.5dB earlier, but we will keep things gen-
eral here by using A to represent the con-
stant step in dB attenuation for each switch 
position. 

Thus A = 

( r=lI R r  — 201og10 Rr 
r=n+1  

cc co 

2010g10 E 
R,  I  R, 

so A = 20log,„ ( ; Rr ) 

r=n+l 

by dividing by 20, taking 10 to the 
power of each side, and taking the recipro-
cal we get 

( =10(-Ar2o). k 

r=f1 

In which it is convenient to write 
10(-At2o) as a constant k as shown. 
Rearranging, we get 

co  co 

IR, = k ER, 
r=n+1 

From which it can be inferred the resis-
tor values for a geometric sequence with 
coefficient k and initial value Ri. That is, 
the resistor values are RI, kR 1, k2R1, k3R 1... 
and 0<k<1 so the series converges, that is 
the sum of all resistance values is finite. 
This should not be too surprising given the 
logarithmic nature of the response we are 
after. 

Fig.5. Basic potential divider. 

From the properties of a geometric series 
we know that the sum of resistances to the 
nth resistor, Sn is: 

(1-k) 
Note that Sn is the equivalent of RA in 
Fig.4, if we take the output from just 
below R. By taking the limit in the above 
equation, in which n-.ce, we get the value 
of R, (the total resistance of all the 
resistors). 

(1-kn) 

R = 2-1— 
' (1-k) 

This is useful because it allows us to cal-
culate the value of the first resistor in the 
volume control (R1 in Fig.4) once we have 
decided on the attenuation step and the 
total resistance value we want to use. From 
there we can use the fact that each resistor 
in the chain can be found by multiplying 
the previous value by k. 
This is easy to do if you have a "con-
stant" facility on your pocket calculator - 
just keep pressing "equals" after multiply-
ing RI by the constant k to get all resistor 
values. By using the equation for S„ for the 
total to two adjacent resistors (say R„_, and 

Table 1: Divider resistor chain   

Resistor Value  Total(Q)  Gain (dB) 

1  202 W  202169  -4.5 
2  1201d2  322593  -9 
3  71 .71d2  394326  -13.5 
4  42.7kS2  437054  -18 
5  25-5kS2  462505  -22.5 
6  15.1 kQ  477666  -27 
7  9.031sQ  486696  -31.5 
8  5.38kQ  492076  -36 
9  3.20k52  495280  -40.5 
10  1 .91kQ  497188  -45 
11  1.14kQ  498325  -49.5 
12  677Q  499002  -54 
13  403Q  499406  -58.5 
14  240Q  499646  -63 
15  143Q  499789  -67.5 
16  85.352  499874  -72 
17  50.8S2  499925  -76.5 
18  30.2Q  499955  -81 
19  18-0Q  499973  -85.5 
20  10.7Q  499984  -90 
21 (Re)  15-8Q  500000  off 

Rn) and taking the difference between 
them we can also get an expression for the 
value of the nth individual resistor as fol-
lows:  R, = R1(10-1-kn) 
Remember O<k<I so kn-i is larger than 
k̂ so this will give a positive value for R„ 
as required. The only problem remaining 
is that we have assumed an infinite series 
of resistors, which is not very practical! 
For a practical circuit we need to terminate 
the sequence after a certain number of resis-
tors (20 in our example). 

Special Case 
The last resistor must be treated as a spe-
cial case. Its value must be equal to the 
sum of all the resistors left in the infinite 
series after we stop using it. 
We shall call this resistor Re (e for end). 
We will also use N to signify the number 
of resistors in the first part of the divider 
(N = 20 in our example). The value of R, is 
obtained simply by subtracting the sum of 
the N resistors in the main part of the chain 
from the total, that is Re= RI-SN, where S?„, 
is obtained by putting n = N in the equa-
tion for S„ given above. 
By substituting the formula for S„ and R, 
given above into RE-SN and simplifying we 
get:  Re = R,kN 
As an example if we use A = 4.5dB (4.5 dB 
steps) we get k =  = 0.5957. If we 
choose a total resistance of 500k0 (cilohms) 
and require 21 resistors (20 in the sequence, 
plus Re) we get N= 20 and R,= 500000, from 
which R1= 500000 x (1 - 0-5957) = 202 IS2, 
and R,. = 500000 x (0.595720) = 15.8Q. The 
other resistors can be found by multiplying 
successively by k, i.e.R2= 0-5957 x R, = 120 
K52; R3= 0-5957 x R2= 71.7 K2; and soon. 
It useful to add up all the resistor values 
(including Re) to check that they equal R1. 
Finally, Table 1 gives all the values for 

our example, plus the gain at each point at 
the tap below the resistor concerned, and 
the accumulated resistance total. We do 
not know what the most appropriate values 
are for the reader's application so the val-
ues we have used are as an example only. 
However, it should be straightforward to 
apply the formula given to whatever atten-
uation step size, total resistance, and num-
ber of resistors are required. Phew! Well 
you did ask...! (IMB.) 
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Everyday Practical Electronics Books 

TEACH-IN No. 7 plus FREE Software 
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL 
ELECTRONIC COURSE 
(Published by Everyday Practical Electronics) 
Alan Winstanley and Keith Dye 
B.Eng(Tech)AMIEE 
The highly acclaimed Teach-ln series, which included 
the construction and use of the Mini Lab and Micro 
Lab test and development units, has been put together 
in hook form Additionally EPT Educational Software 
have developed a GCSE Electronics software program 
to compliment the course and a FREE DISC covering 
the first two parts of the course is included with the 
book. 
An interesting and thorough tutorial series aimed speci-

fically at the novice or complete beginner in electronics. 
The series is designed to support those undertaking either 
GCSE Electronics or GCE Advanced Levels, and starts with 
fundamental principles. 
If you are taking electronics or technology at school 

Or college, this book is for you. If you lust want to 
learn the basics of electronics then this is tor you. 
If you are teaching electronics or technology you 
must make sure you see it Teach-In No  7 will be 
invaluable if you are considering a career in electronics or 
even if you are already training in one. The Mini Lab and 
software enable the construction and testing of both 
demonstration and development circuits. These learning 
aids bring electronics to life in an enjoyable and interesting 
way you will both see and hear the electron in action! The 
Micro Lab microprocessor add-on system will appeal to 
higher level students and those developing microproces-
sor projects. 
152 pages  = M E M  f3 95 

FREE 
SOFT WA t-t E 

Testing and 
Test Gear 

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES AND OTHER TEST 
EQUIPMENT 
R. A. Penfold 
This book explains the basic function of an oscilloscope, 
gives a detailed explanation of all the standard con-
trols and provides advice on buying A separate chapter 
deals with using an oscilloscope for fault findiog on 
linear and logic circuits, plenty of example waveforms 
help to illustrate the control functions and the effects of 
various fault conditions. The function and use of various 
other pieces of test equipment are also covered, includ-
ing signal generators, logic probes, logic pulse's, arid 
crystal calibrators 
104 pages  1213R EEELI M1 £3.50 

SERVICING  PER-
SONAL  CO M-
PUTERS  -  4th 
EDITION 
Mike Tooley BA 
The  revised  and 
enlarged forth edition 
has been completely 
re-written  to  Cover 
the latest technology. 
such  as  32-bit 
microprocessors and 
serial  communica-
tions  servicing.  It 
includes  a  diag-
nostic  disk  of - 
fer.  Essential  for 
anyone  concerned 
with the maintenance 
of personal computer 
equipment or peripherals whether professional service 
technician, student or enthusiast. 
387 pages Hardbach = M E  £30 

ELECTRON CS 
TEACH-IN 2'3 975 Cf 

A COMPLETE  AJ eum. 
ELECTRONICS COURSE 
w  PC software 
PuU Rank  TRA M HOSI MIT 
c th O detaHs for the 

MINI LAB & MICR O LAS 
CifTttlf DEIVE to t  rototyllinq boards 

E ELECTRONICS 
SOFTWARE 
-SDeCial Lilted Version 
• ; 

- 

SCSI ILICTRONICE 

•••  I* 

.41 re 

as 

DIRECT 
BOOK 
SERVICE 
The  books  listed  have  been 
selected by  Everyday  Practical 
Electronics,'ETI  editorial staff as 
being of special interest to everyone 
involved in electronics and comput-
ing. Books are supplied by mail 
order direct to your door.  Full 
ordering details are given on the 
last book page. 

For another selection 
of books see the next 

two issues 

Radio 
BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
Ian Poole 
Radio technology is herorning incrassingiy important in 
today's high technology society. There are the tradi-
tional uses of radio which include broadcasting and 
point to point radio as well as the new technologies of 
satellites and cellular phones. All of these developments 
mean there is a growing need for radio engineers at all 
levels 
Assuming a basis knowledge of electronics, this book 

provides an easy to understand grounding in the topic. 
Chapters in the book: Radio Today, Yesterday. and 

Tomorrow: Radio Waves and Propagation; Capacitors. 
Inductors, and Filters, Modulation; Receivers; Trans-
mitters;  Antenna  System.,  Broadcasting;  Satel-
lites, Personal Communications; Appendix - Basic 
Calculations. 
263 pages  Orde r code NE30  £14.99 

NE W 

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND S.W.L.S. 
R. A. Pent old 
This book describes a number of electronic circuits. 
most of which are quite simple, which can be used to 
enhance the performance of most short wave radio 
systems. 
The circuits covered include: An aerial tuning unit; 

A simple active aerial; An add-on b.f.o for portable 
sets; A wavetrap to combat signals on spurious 
responses;  An  audio  notch  filter;  A parametric 
equaliser; C. W. and S.S B. audio filters; Simple noise 
limiters. A speech processor, A volume expander. 
Other useful Circuits include a crystal oscillator, and 

RTTY/C. W. tone decoder, and a RTTY serial to parallel 
converter. A full range of interesting and useful cir-
cuits for short wave enthusiasts 
92 pages  Order code B304  £3.95 

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO 
I. D. Poole 
Amateur radio is a unique and fascinating hobby 
which has attracted thousands of people since it 
began at the turn of the century. 
This book gives the newcomer a comprehensive 

and easy to understand guide through the subject so 
that the reader can gain the most from the hobby. It 
then remains an essential reference volume to be 
used time and again Topics covered include the basic 
aspects of the hobby, such as operating procedures, 
jargon and setting up a station. Technical topics 
covered include propagation, receivers, transmitters 
and aerials etc. 
150 pages  = E N  E4.99 

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION 
R. A. Penfold 
Short wave radio is a fascinating hobby hut one that 
seems to be regarded by many as an expensive 
pastime these days. In fact it is possible to pursue this 
hobby for a minimal monetary outlay if you are 
prepared to undertake a bit of d.i.y., and the receivers 
described in this book can all be built at low cost. All 
the sets are easy to costruct. full wiring diagrams etc. 
are provided, and they are suitable for complete 
beginners. The receivers only require simple aerials, 
and do not need any complex alignment or other 
difficult setting up procedures. 
The topics covered in this book include: The broad-

cast bands and their characteristics; The amateur 
bands arid their characteristics; The propagation of 
radio signals; Simple aerials; Making an earth connec-
tion; Short wave crystal set; Simple t.r.f. receivers. 
Single sideband reception; Direct conversion receiver 
Contains everything you need to know in order to 

get started in this absorbing hobby. 
88 pages  Order code EtP275  £3.95 

Computers and Computing 
MULTIMEDIA ON THE PC 
Ian R. Sinclair 
In this book, you'll find out what a CD ROM is, how it 
works, and why it is such a perfect add-on for a pc, 
allowing you to buy programmes, text, graphics and 
sound on a CD. It also describes the installation of a 
CD ROM drive and a sound card, pointing out the 
common problems that arise, and then shows how to 
use them to create a complete multimedia presenta-
tion that contains text, photos, a soundtrack with your 
own voice recorded as a commentary, even animation 
and edited video footage 
184 pages  t.mi wr ara  £11.95 

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN PC 
Morris Rosenthal 
More and more people are building the own PCs. 
They get more value for their money, they create ex-
actly the machine they want, and the work is highly 
satisfying and actually fun. That is, if they have a 
unique beginner's guide like this one, which visually 
demonstrates how to construct a state-of-the-art com-
puter from start to finish. 

NEW 

Through 150 crisp photographs and clear but mini-
mal text, readers will confidently absorb the concepts 
of computer building. The extra-big format makes it 
easy to see what's going on in the pictures. For 
non-specialists, there's even a graphical glossary that 
clearly illustrates technical terms  The author goes 
"under the hood" and shows step-by-step how to 
create a socket 7 (Pentium and non-intel chipsets) arid 
a Slot 1 (Pentium III computer, covering. What first-
time builders need to know; How to select and 
purchase parts; How to assemble the PC; How to 
install Windows 98. 
The few existing books on this subject, although 

badly outdated, are in steady demand. This one 
delivers the expertise and new technology that fled-
gling computer builders are eagerly looking for. 
224 pages - large format  rder code  GH2 £19.99 

UNDERSTANDING PC SPECIFICATIONS 
R. A. Penfold (Revised Edition) 
If you require a microcomputer for business applica-
tions, or a high quality home computer, an IBM PC or 
compatible is often the obvious choice They are com-
petitively priced, and are backed up by an enormous 

range of applications programs  hardware add-ons, 
etc The main difficulty for the uninitiated is deciding 
on the specification that will best suit his or her needs. 
PCs range from simple systems of limited capabilities 
up to complex systems that can happily run applica-
tions that would have been considered beyond the 
abilities of a microcomputer not so long ago. It would 
be very easy to choose a PC system that is inadequate 
to run your applications efficiently, or one which goes 
beyond your needs and consequently represents poor 
value for money. 
This book explains PC specifications in detail, and 

the subjects covered  include the following:  Dif-
ferences between types of PC (XT, AT, 80386, etc): 
Maths co-processors; Input devices (keyboards, mice, 
and digitisers); Memory, including both expanded 
IEMS) and extended RAM;  RAM disks and disk 
caches; Floppy disk drive formats and compatibility; 
Hard disk drives (including interleave factors and 
access times); Display adaptors, including all standard 
PC types (CGA, Hercules, Super VGA, etc); Contains 
everything you need to know if you can't tell your 
EMS from your EGA , 
128 pages  E M EECI M ES  f4.95 
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Theory and Reference 
Bebop To The Boolean Boogie 
By Clive (call me Max) 

Maxfield 

Specially imported by EPE — 
Excellent value 

An Unconventional Guide to 
Electronics Fundamentals. 
Components and Processes 
This book gives the "big picture" of 

digital electronics. This indepth, highly 
readable, up-to-the-minute guide shows 
you how electronic devices work and how 
they're made. You'll discover how transis-
tors operate, how printed circuit hoards 
are fabricated, and what the innards of 
memory ICs look like. You'll also gain a 
working knowledge of Boolean algebra and Karnaugh maps, and 
understand what Reed-Muller logic is and how its used. And there's 
much, MUCH more (including a recipe for a truly great seafood gumbo!). 
Hundreds of carefully drawn illustrations clearly show the important 
points of each topic. The author's tongue-in-cheek British humor makes it 
a delight to read, but this is a REAL technical book, extremely detailed and 
accurate. A great reference for your own shelf, and also an ideal gift for a 
friend or family member who wants to understand what it is you do all 

day.... 
470 pages - large format  7017IFI7 M ri :1411 f24.95 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS - A PRACTICAL APPROACH 
With FREE Software. Number One Systems - EASY-PC . 

Professional XM and Pulsar (Limited Functionality) 
Richard Monk 
Covers binary arithmetic, Boolean algebra and logic gates, combina-
tion logic, sequential logic including the design and construction of 
asynchronous and synchronous circuits and register circuits. Together 
with a considerable practical content plus the additional attraction of 
its close association with computer aided design including the FREE 

software. 
There is a 'blow-by-blow' guide to the use of EASY-PC Professional XM 

la schematic drawing and printed circuit board design computer package). 
The guide also conducts the reader through logic circuit simulation using 
Pulsar software. Chapters on p.c.b. physics and p.c.b. production tech-
niques make the book unique, and with its host of project ideas make it an 
ideal companion for the integrative assignment and common skills com-
ponents required by BTEC and the key skills demanded by GNVQ. The 
principal aim of the book is to provide a straightforward approach to the 
understanding of digital electronics. 
Those who prefer the 'Teach-In' approach or would rather experiment 

with some simple circuits should find the book's final chapters on printed 
circuit board production and project ideas especially useful. 
250 pages  £16.99 Order code NE28 

Bebop Bytes Back 
By Clive "Max" Maxfield 

and Alvin Brown 

Specially imported by 
EPE — Excellent value 

An Unconventional Guide 
To Computers 

Plus FREE CD-ROM which includes: 
Fully Functional Internet-Ready 
Virtual Computer with Interactive 

Labs 

This follow-on to Bebop to the 
Boolean Boogie is a multimedia ex-
travaganza of information about how 
computers work. It picks up where 
"Bebop l" left off, guiding you through 
the fascinating world of computer 
design . . . and you'll have a few 
chuckles, if not belly laughs, along the 
way. In addition to over 200 megabytes of mega-cool multimedia, the 
accompanying CD-ROM (for Windows 95 machines only) contains a 
virtual microcomputer, simulating the motherboard and standard com-
puter peripherals in an extremely realistic manner. In addition to a wealth 
of technical information, myriad nuggets of trivia, and hundreds of 
carefully drawn illustrations, the book contains a set of lab experiments 
for the virtual microcomputer that let you recreate the experiences of 
early computer pioneers. If you're the slightest bit interested in the inner 
workings of computers, then don't dare to miss this one! 

over 500 pages - large format  £29.95 

CD-ROM 

Bebop BYTES Back 
An Unconventional Guide to 

Computers 

% 
Flay Factaval letenet-1. 
Vrtral Computer with  
Diteractive Labs 

order code BE V 

DIGITAL GATES AND FLIP-FLOPS 
Ian R. Sinclair 
This book, intended for enthusiasts, students and technicians, seeks to 
establish a firm foundation in digital electronics by treating the topics of 
gates and flip-flops thoroughly and from the beginning. 
Topics such as Boolean algebra and Karnaugh mapping are explained, 

demonstrated and used extensively, and more attention is paid to the 
subject of synchronous counters than to the simple but less important 

ripple counters. 
No background other than a basic knowledge of electronics is assumed, 

and the more theoretical topics are explained from the beginning, as also 
are many working practices. The book concludes with an explanation of 
microprocessor techniques as applied to digital logic. 
200 pages  Order code PC106  £8.95 

Music, Audio and Video 
AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS AND 
ENCLOSURE DESIGN 
V. Cape' 
This book explores the various features, good points 
and snags of speaker designs. It examines the whys and 
wherefores so that the reader can understand the 
principles involved and so make an informed choice of 
design, or even design loudspeaker enclosures for him - 
or herself  Crossover units are also explained, the 
various types, how they work, the distortions they 
produce and how to avoid them. Finally there is a 
step-by-step description of the construction of the 
Kapellmeister loudspeaker enclosure 
148 pages  Order code BP256  £3.99 

ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK - HOW TO AVOID IT 

V Capel 
Feedback is the bane of all public address systems. 
While feedback cannot be completely eliminated, many 
things can be done to reduce it to a level at which it is 

no longer a problem. 
Much of the trouble is often the hall itself, not 

the equipment. but there is a simple and practical 
way of greatly improving acoustics. Some microphones 
are prone to feedback while others are not. Certain 
loudspeaker systems are much better than others, and 
the way the units are positioned can produce a reduced 
feedback. All these matters are fully explored as well as 
electronic aids such as equalizers, frequency-shifters 
and notch filters 
The special requirements of live group concerts are 

considered, and also the related problem of instability 
that is sometimes encountered with large set-ups. We 
even take a look at some unsuccessful attempts to cure 
feedback so as to save readers wasted time and effort 
duplicating them. 
Also  included  is the circuit and  layout of an 

inexpensive but highly successful twin•notch filter, and 
how to operate it. 
92 pages  Order code BP310  £4.99 

VIDEO PROJECTS FOR THE ELECTRONICS 

CONSTRUCTOR 
R. A. Penfold 
Written by highly respected author R A Penfold. 
this book contains a collection of electronic projects 
specially designed for video enthusiasts All the protects 
Can be smply constructed. and most are salable for 
the newcomer to project construction, as they are 

assembled on stripboard. 
There are faders wipers and effects units which will 

add sparkle and originality to your video recordings. 
an audio mixer and noise reducer to enhance your 
soundtracks and a basic computer control ,nterface 
Also there s a useful selection on basic video produc-
tion techniques to get you started 
Complete with explanations of how the circuit works, 

shopping lists of components. advice on construction 
and guidance on setting up and using the projects. this 
invaluable book will save you a small fortune. 
Circuits include  video enhancer  improved video 

enhancer, video fader. horizontal wiper. improved video 
wiper  negative video unit  fade to grey unit  black 
and white keyer  vertical wiper. audio mixer, stereo 
headphone amplifier, dynamic noise reducer automatic 
fader, pushbutton fader computer control interface, 12 
volt mains power supply 
124 pages  •Fat!, code PC115  £9.95 

NE W 

COMPUTERS AND MUSIC - AN INTRODUCTION 
R A. Penfold 
Computers are playing an increasingly important part 
in the world of music, and the days when com-
puterised music was strictly for the fanatical few are 
long gone 
If you are more used to the black and white keys of 

a synth keyboard than the OWERTY keyboard of 
a computer, you may be understandably confused 
by the jargon and terminology bandied about by 
computer buffs But fear not, setting up and using a 

computer-based music making system is not as dif-
ficult as you might think. 
This book will  help you  learn the  basics of 

computing, running applications programs, wiring up 
a MIDI system and using the system to good effect, 
in fact just about everything you need to know 
about hardware and the programs, with no previous 
knowledge of computing needed or assumed. This 
book will help you to choose the right components for 
a system to suit your personal needs, and equip you 
to exploit that system fully 
174 pages  Temporarily out of print 

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR GUITAR 
R. A. Penfold 
This book contains a collection of guitar effects and 
some general purpose effects units, many of which 
are suitable for beginners to protect building. An intro-
ductory chapter gives guidance on construction. 
Each project has an introduction, an explanation of 

how it works, a circuit diagram, complete instruc-
tions on stnpboard layout and assembly, as well 
as notes an setting up and using the units. Con-
tents include: Guitar tuner; Guitar preamplifier; Guitar 
headphone amplifier; Soft distortion unit; Compres-
sor; Envelope was was, Phaser; Dual tracking effects 
unit; Noise gate expander, Treble booster; Dynamic 
treble booster; Envelope modifier; Tremelo unit; DI 
box. 
/10 pages  Temporarily out of print 

HIGH POWER AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION 

R. A. Penfold 
Practical construction details of how to build a num-
ber of audio power amplifiers ranging from about 50 
to 300,400 watts r.m.s. includes MOSFET and bipolar 
transistor designs. 
96 pages  Order code BP277  £3.99 
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Circuits, Data and Design 
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS 
Owen Bishop 
This book deals with the subject in a non-mathematical 
way. It reviews the main types of filter, explaining in 
simple terms how each type works and how it is used. 
The book also presents a dozen filter-based projects 

with applications in and around the home or in the 
constructor's workshop. These include a number of 
audio projects such as a rythm sequencer and a multi-
voiced electronic organ. 
Concluding the book is a practical step-by-step guide 

to designing simple filters for a wide range of purposes, 
with circuit diagrams and worked examples. 
88 pages Order code 6P299 £4.99 

ELECTRONIC HOBBYISTS DATA BOOK 
R. A. PintoId 
This book should tell you everything you are ever likely 
to want to know about hobby electronics, but did not 
know where to ask or refer. Comprehensive contents 
pages makes it easy to quickly locate the data you re-
quire. 
The subjects covered include, Common circuits, and 

related data (including helpful graphs and tables of 
values); Colour codes for resistors, capacitors and in-
ductors; Pinout details for a wide range of CMOS 
and TTL devices, plus basic data on the various logic 
families; Pinout details and basic data for a wide range 
of operational amplifiers: Data and leadout information 
for a wide range of transistors, FETs, power FETs, 
macs, thyristors, diodes, etc; General data including 
MIDI message coding, radio data, ASCII/Baudot coding, 
decibel ratios, etc. 
242 pages Order code BP396 £5.95 

011111.• 

50 SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS 
R. N. Soar 
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applica-
tions, covering many different branches of electronics, 
using one of the most inexpensive and freely available 
components - the light-emitting diode (LED). Also in-
cludes circuits for the 707 common anode display. 
64 pages Order code BP42 £2.99 

BOOK 2 50 more led. circuits 
50 pages Order code 6P87 £2.99 

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 
A. Penfold 
Written to help you create and experiment with your 
own electronic designs by combining and using the 
various standard "building block" circuits provided. 
Where applicable, advice on how to alter the circuit 
parameters is given. 
The circuits covered in this book are mainly con-

cerned with analogue signal processing and include: 
Audio amplifiers lop.amp and bipolar transistors); audio 
power amplifiers; d.c. amplifiers, highpass, lowpass, 
bandpass and notch filters; tone controls; voltage con-
trolled amplifiers and filters; triggers and voltage com-
parators; gates and electronic switching; bargraphs; 
mixers, phase shifters, current mirrors, hold circuits, etc. 
Over 150 circuits are provided, which it is hoped will be 

useful to all those involved in circuit design and applica-
tion, be they professionals, students or hobbyists. 
782 pages Order code 8P321 £4.99 

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TR DIGITAL ICs 
R. A. Penfold 
This book first covers the basics of simple logic circuits 
in general, and then progresses to specific TTL logic 
integrated circuits. The devices covered include gates, 
oscillators, timers, flip/flops, dividers, and decoder circuits. 
Some practical circuits are used to illustrate the use of TTL 
devices in the "real world' . 
142 pages Order code BP332 £4.95 

HOW TO USE OP.AMPS 
E. A. Parr 
This book has been written as a designer's guide cover-
ing many operational amplifiers, serving both as a source 
hook of circuits and a reference book for design calcula-
tions. The approach has been made as non-mathematical 
as possible. 
160 pages Order code 8P88 £3.99 

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 
R. A. Penfold  • 
This book will help you to create and expenment with 
your own electronic designs by combining and using 
the various standard "building blocks" circuits provided. 
Where applicable, advice on how to alter the circuit 
parameters is provided. 
The circuits covered are mainly concerned with signal 

generation, power supplies, and digital electronics. 
The topics covered in this book include: 555 oscillators; 

sinewave oscillators; function generators, CMOS oscil-

lators; voltage controlled oscillators; radio frequency 
oscillators; 555 monostables: CMOS monostables; TTL 
monostables; precision long timers, power supply and 
regulator circuits; negative supply generators and volt-
age boosters; digital dividers; decoders, etc; counters 
and display drivers, D/A and AID converters; opto-

isolators, flip/flops, noise generators, tone decoders, 
etc . 

Over 170 circuits are provided, which it is hoped will be 
useful to all those involved in circuit design and applica-
tion, be they professionals, students or hobbyists 
192 pages Order code BP322 £4.99 

Project Building 
ANDROIDS, ROBOTS AND ANIMATRONS 
John Loyine 
Build your own working robot or android using both 
off-the-shelf and workshop constructed materials and 
devices. Computer control gives these robots and 
androids two types of artificial intelligence (an expert 
system and a neural network). A lifelike android hand 
can  be built and programmed to function doing 
repetitive tasks. A fully animated robot or android can 
also be built and programmed to perform a wide variety 
of functions. 
The contents include an Overview of State-of-the-Art 

Robots; Robotic Locomotion; Motors and Power Con-
trollers; All Types of Sensors; Tilt; Bump; Road and 
Wall Detection; Light; Speech and Sound Recognition; 
Robotic Intelligence (Expert Type) Using a Single-Board 
Computer Programmed in BASIC; Robotic Intelligence 
(Neutral Type) Using Simple Neural Networks (Insect 
Intelligence); Making a Lifelike Android Hand; A Com-
puter-Controlled Robotic Insect Programmed in BASIC; 
Telepresence Robots With Actual Arcade and Virtual 
Reality Applications; A Computer-Controlled Robotic 
Arm;  Animated  Robots and Androids;  Real-World 
Robotic Applications. 

224 pages  IIIMMI EUZZEWM  £20.99 

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR EXPERIMENTERS 
R. A. Penfold 
Many electronic hobbyists who have been pursuing 
their hobby for a number of years seem to suffer 
from the dreaded "seen it all before" syndrome. This 
book is fairly and squarely aimed at sufferers of this 
complaint, plus any other electronics enthusiasts who 
yearn to try something a bit different. No doubt many 
of the projects featured here have practical applica-
tions, but they are all worth a try for their interest 
value alone. 
The subjects covered include:- Magnetic field detec-

tor, Basic Hall effect compass, Hall effect audio isolator, 
Voice scrambler/descrambler, Bat detector. Bat style 
echo location, Noise cancelling, LED stroboscope, Infra-
red "torch", Electronic breeze detector, Class D power 
amplifier, Strain gauge amplifier, Super hearing aid. 
138 pages  Temporarily out of print 

PRACTICAL FIBREOPTIC PROJECTS 
R. A. Penfold 
While fibre-optic cables may have potential advantages 
over ordinary electric cables, for the electronics en-
thusiast it is probably their novelty value that makes 
them worthy of exploration. Fibre-optic cables provide 

an innovative interesting alternative to electric cables, 
but in most cases they also represent a practical ap-
proach to the problem. This book provides a number of 
tried and tested circuits for projects that utilize fibre-
optic cables. 
The projects include:- Simple audio links, F.M. audio 

link, P.W.M. audio links, Simple d.c. links, P.W.M. d.c. 
link, M M. motor speed control, RS232C data links, 
MIDI link, Loop alarms, RPM. meter. 
All the components used in these designs are readily 

available, none of them require the constructor to take 
out a second mortgage. 
4132 pages Order code BP374 £4.95 

ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS 
R. A. Penfold 
This book is for complete beginners to electronic project 
building. It provides a complete introduction to the prac-
tical side of this fascinating hobby, including the follow-
ing topics: 
Component identification, and buying the right parts; 

resistor colour codes, capacitor value markings, etc: 
advice on buying the right tools for the job; soldering; 
making easy work of the hard wiring; construction 
methods, including stripboard, custom printed circuit 
boards, plain matrix boards, surface mount boards and 
wire-wrapping; finishing off, and adding panel labels; 
getting "problem" projects to work, including simple 
methods of fault-finding. 
In fact everything you need to know in order to get 

started in this absorbing and creative hobby. 

135 pages Order code 8P392 E4.95 

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 
R. A. Penfold 
The purpose of this book is to provide practical in-
formation to help the reader sort out the bewilder-
ing array of components currently on offer. An ad-
vanced knowledge of the theory of electronics is not 
needed, and this book is not intended to be a course 
in electronic theory. The main aim is to explain the 
differences between components of the same basic 
type (e.g. carbon, carbon film, metal film, and wire-
wound resistors) so that the right component for a 
given application can be selected. A wide range of 
components are included, with the emphasis firmly 
on those components that are used a great deal in 
projects for the home constructor. 
166 pages Order I ode BP285 £4.99 

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS 
Our postage price is the same no matter how many books you order, just add £1.50 to your 
tota/ order for postage and packing (overseas readers add £3 for countries in the EEC, or add 
£6 for all countries outside the EEC, surface mail postage) and send a PO, cheque, interna-
tional money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Service or credit card 
details, Visa or Mastercard - minimum credit card order is £5 - to: DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, 
33 GRAVEL HILL, MERLEY, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1RW (mail order only). 
Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order, but please allow 28 days for 

delivery (more for overseas orders). Please check price and availability (see latest issue of 
Everyday Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists. 

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE. 

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD. Tel 01202 881749 
Fax 01202 841692. Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax. 

E-mail:dbs @epemag. wimbome.co.uk 

BOOK ORDER FORM 
Full name: 

Address:   

 Post code:  Telephone No:   

Signature:   

I 1 I enclose cheque/F'0 payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for E   

  Please charge my Visa/Mastercard e   Card expiry date   

Card Number   

Please send book order codes.   

Please continue on separate sheet of paper if necessary 
2a 
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VIDEOS ON 
ELECTRONICS 

A range of videos selected by EPE and designed to provide instruc-
tion on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction 
and grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make 
learning both easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or 
magazine study. They have proved particularly useful in schools, 
colleges, training departments and electronics clubs as well as to 
general hobbyists and those following distance learning courses etc 

BASICS 
VT201 to VT206 is a basic electronics course 
and is designed to be used as a complete 
series, if required. 
VT201 54 minutes. Part One; D.C. Circuits. 
This video is an absolute must for the begin-
ner. Series circuits, parallel circuits, Ohms 
law, how to use the digital multimeter and 
much more.  Order Code VT201 
V1202 62 minutes. Part Two; A.C. Circuits. 
This is your next step in understanding the 
basics of electronics. You will learn about how 
coils, transformers, capacitors, etc are used in 
common circuits.  Order Code V1'202 
VT203 57 minutes. Part Three; Semicon-
ductors. Gives you an exciting look into the 
world of semiconductors. With basic semicon-
ductor theory. Plus 15 different semiconduc-
tor devices explained. 

Order Code VT203 

VT204 56 minutes.  Part  Four;  Power 
Supplies. Guides you step-by-step through 
different sections of a power supply. 

Order Code VT204 
VT205 57 minutes. Part Five; Amplifiers. 
Shows you how amplifiers work as you have 
never seen them before. Class A. class B. 
class C, op.amps. etc.  Order Code VT205 
VT206 54 minutes. Part Six; Oscillators. 
Oscillators are found in both linear and digi-
tal circuits. Gives a good basic background in 
oscillator circuits.  Order Code VT206 

£34.95 each 
inc. VAT & postage 

Order 8 or more get one extra FREE 
Order 16 get two extra FREE 

VCR MAINTENANCE 
VT102 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR 
Repair. Warning, not for the beginner. 
Through the use of block diagrams this 
video will take you through the various 
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system. 
You will follow the signal from the input to 
the audio/video heads then from the 
heads back to the output. 

Order Code vr1o2 
VT103 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to 
follow procedure for professionally clean-
ing the tape path and replacing many of 
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer 
will also become familiar with the various 
parts found in the tape path. 

Order Code VT103 

DIGITAL 
Now for the digital series of six videos. This 
series is designed to provide a good ground-
ing in digital and computer technology. 
1/1301 54 minutes. Digital One; Gates begins 
with the basics as you learn about seven of 
the most common gates which are used in 
almost every digital circuit, plus Binary 
notation.  Order Code V301 

VT302 55 minutes. Digital Two; Flip Flops 
will further enhance your knowledge of digital 
basics. You will learn about Octal and 
Hexadecimal notation groups, flip-flops, 
counters, etc.  Order Code VT302 
VT303 54 minutes. Digital Three; Registers 
and Displays is your next step in obtaining a 
solid understanding of the basic circuits 
found in today's digital designs. Gets into 
multiplexers, registers, display devices, etc. 

Order Code VT303 
VT304 59 minutes. Digital Four; DAC and 
ADC shows you how the computer is able to 
communicate with the real world. You will 
learn about digital-to-analogue and ana-
logue-to-digital converter circuits. 

Order Code VT304 
VT305 56 minutes. Digital Five; Memory 
Devices introduces you to the technology 
used in many of today's memory devices. You 
will learn all about ROM devices and then 
proceed into PROM, EPROM, EEPROM, 
SRAM, DRAM, and MBM devices. 

Order Code VT305 
VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six; The CPU 
gives you a thorough understanding in the 
basics of the central processing unit and the 
input/output circuits used to make the system 
work.  Order Code VT306 

ORDERING: Price includes postage to anywhere in the world. 

OVERSEAS ORDERS: We use the VAT portion of the price to pay for airmail postage 
and packing, wherever you live in the world. Just send £34.95 per tape. All payments 

in £ sterling only (send cheque or money order drawn on a UK bank). 

Visa and Mastercard orders accepted — please give card number, card expiry date and 
cardholder's address if different from the delivery address. 

Orders are normally sent within seven days but please allow a maximum of 28 days, 
longer for overseas orders. 

Send your order to: Direct Book Service, 33 Gravel Hill, Merley, Wimborne, Dorset 
BH21 1RW (Mail Order Only) 

Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Publishers of EPE 

Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692 

Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax. 

E-mail: editorial@ epemag.wimborne.co.uk 

RADIO 
VT401 61 minutes. A.M. Radio Theory. The 
most complete video ever produced on a.m. 
radio. Begins with the basics of a.m, trans-
mission and proceeds to the five major stages 
of a.m. reception. Learn how the signal is 
detected, converted and reproduced. Also 
covers the Motorola C-QUAM a.m, stereo 
system.  Order Code VT401 
VT402 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 1. F.M. 
basics including the functional blocks of a 
receiver. Plus r.f. amplifier, mixer oscillator, 
i.f, amplifier, limiter and f.m. decoder stages 
of a typical Lin. receiver. Order Code VT402 

VT403 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 2. A con-
tinuation of f.m. technology from Part 1. 
Begins with the detector stage output, pro-
ceeds to the 19kHz amplifier, frequency dou-
bler, stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier 
stages. Also covers RDS digital data encoding 
and decoding.  Order Code VT403 

MISCELLANEOUS 
VT501 58 minutes. Fibre Optics. From the 
fundamentals of fibre optic technology 
through cable manufacture to connectors, 
transmitters and receivers. 

Order Code VT501 
VT502 57 minutes. Laser Technology A basic 
introduction covering some of the common 
uses of laser devices, plus the operation of the 
Ruby Rod laser, HeNe laser. CO2 gas laser 
and semiconductor laser devices. Also covers 
the basics of CD and bar code scanning. 
Order Code VT502 

Ei • 

I'r: 

Svnplifie6 Pro arivrino Corrections 

VT30 ] 

Each video uses a mixture of animated current 
flow in circuits plus text, plus cartoon instruc-
tion etc., and a very full commentary to get the 

points across. The tapes are imported by us and 
originate from VCR Educational Products Co, 
an American supplier. We are the worldwide 
distributors of the PAL and SECAM versions of 
these tapes. (All videos are to the UK PAL stan-
dard on VHS tapes unless you specifically 
request SECAM versions.) 
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SURFING THE INTERNET 

NET WORK 
ALAN WINSTANLEY 
REGULAR users of the EPE web site (www.epemag .wim borne.  
co.uk) will have noticed the addition of a new search engine on 

our home page. It uses the Excite engine and will hopefully help to 
point you in the right direction if you're searching for particular 
project details or keywords on the web site. 
It's worth remembering that having arrived on the suggested web 

page, the quickest way of pin-pointing the precise keyword is to use 
the "Find" facility of your browser. In Microsoft Internet Explorer, 
this is located under the Edit menu ("Find on this Page") and it's an 
often underused but useful option when wading through pages of 
text. 

EXPLORE NEW OPTIONS 
This month, I'll suggest a few ways in which your Microsoft 

Internet Explorer browser can be improved. Version 5 is the one to 
go for, but don't bother trying to download it from the net as it will 
be found on most current cover disk CD ROMs! 
There was a time when all web browsing had to be performed 

on-line, and if you wanted to view or print a copy for later ref-
erence or consumption you would have to do it on-line when the 
phone bill was ticking away. Alternatively, you could use one of 
the cache-reading programs such as Nearsite or Unmozify to 
read the pages later on. The ability to "work off-line" was a 
welcome introduction in MSIE V4, but it's a facility which is 
tucked away on a menu rather than being readily accessible on 
the button bar. This omission is quite tiresome and not a little 
annoying, as in my experience it's one of the browser's most 
used features. 
The same is true of Internet Explorer Version 5. Just as I was 

cussing at this missed opportunity to improve this latest browser's 
functionality, I unearthed several browser enhancements on the 
Microsoft site (www.microsoft.com/windows/ie/webaccess) and I 
recommend that readers hop over and have a look. 
The most useful one is (fanfare!) a toolbar button for enabling 

off-line working. This loads an "off-line" button shortly after the 
browser has booted. Unfortunately, the only way you can actually 
tell that you're in off-line mode is to check for a small icon in the 
browser's command bar underneath the main window. 
More tools for MSIE 5.0 are also on offer. I especially like the 

optional extras for the right mouse-click menu, including (at last) 
the ability to highlight in yellow any text of interest. I find this a 
great idea when checking through long pages, or perhaps lengthy 
lists of software options for downloading: the highlighter enables 
me to scroll back up to the areas of interest and to focus on getting 
my work done. 

IN CLOSE-UP 
Web developers will enjoy the new View Partial Source and 

Images List functions which are also only a right mouse-click away. 
Now you can select portions of a web page which look interesting, 
and then View Partial Source will reveal the HTML just for that 
selection, rather than for the entire page. 
The new Images List option will also be a tremendous boon for 

many developers; it displays the file size and dimensions in pixels 
of every image on a page, as well as the images themselves. More 
importantly, it totals up the image content per page and calculates 
the typical download time at a variety of speeds. 
Other MSIE 5.0 "tweak" options are provided on the Microsoft 

site, including the ability to decorate the toolbar with a bitmap. The 
toolbar "wallpapers" supplied are unimaginably dull but you could 
always create your own bitmap using a graphics program. You will 
also discover that several third party developers now offer plug-in 
toolbars, including Alta Vista's search engine toolbar which inte-
grates into MSIE 5.0. It's nice to see one or two worthwhile addi-
tions, not before time, which simplify the work of experienced users 
and developers for a change. 
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1984 AND ALL THAT 
It isn't often that your scribe has the time or inclination to indulge 

in any navel-gazing, but it is sometimes stimulating to step back a 
little and maybe hazard a guess as to which way the "wired" world 
is going. The February 1984 issue of Everyday Electronics con-
tained a small but very prophetic news item, the significance of 
which is only now starting to become apparent. In that issue, which 
featured a Sinclair ZX81 home computer on its cover, we reported 
on the advent of the world's first digital television in Japan, which 
we hailed as "marking a new generation that will serve as the focal 
point for the home information system of the future." (See the 
history2.htm page of our web site.) 
Nowadays the whole world and his dog owns a mobile phone or 

pager and routinely uses the Internet for chatting, mailing and shop-
ping. Rather than kitting everyone out with a complicated home 
computer, to my mind the increasingly widespread use of Web TV 
probably represents the final piece to fall into place in the home 
consumer information jigsaw. Web TV uses the TV screen as a 
monitor, and it can use a wireless QWERTY keyboard to commu-
nicate from the comfort of the couch. Some E-mails I receive 
already bear the "webtv.com" or "webtv.net" monikers. Both Sky 
and On-Digital promise an electronic mail service through digital 
set-top boxes soon. 

LOOKING AHEAD 
Looking ahead, as pressure on leisure time continues to soar, I 

think that consumers will routinely purchase more of their groceries 
via the Internet for doorstep delivery, and using their digital 
television which will become the family's main home computer 
"monitor". Regular standing orders could be placed or modified, 
relieving the customer of some of the chore and drudgery of shop-
ping. This is already starting to happen via home computer Internet 
links. 
With the arrival of Web TV, viewers will be able to browse 

through on-line holiday brochures complete with downloadable 
movie presentations of holiday destinations, reserve a flight or book 
a weekend break, send E-mails, and even download kids' homework 
resources, all simply menu driven through their digital TV. Need a 
plumber? Instead of thumbing through Yellow Pages, there will be 
an interactive web directory (and you can bet that AAA Plumbing 
will be there at the top of the search engine results). 
You will be able to leave video messages for others in a "video 

box" using integrated cameras, messages being downloaded on 
command. However, the more sophisticated personal computer user 
will continue to use separate PC desktop or laptop systems allied to 
a suite of imaging and printing peripherals, connected to the 
Internet via wireless or cable modems or eventually ADSL. But 
those unable to get to grips with a PC system should find Web TV 
a breeze. 
Twenty years after prophesying the impact of the home informa-

tion revolution, the use of Web TV as an interactive home informa-
tion resource will gradually become as routine as using teletext. 
American users are already being exhorted to prepare for Web TV 
by buying a 28-inch or 30-inch television! 
This is to compensate for the computer-screen orientated web 

material which is designed for PC monitors and is prevalent today: 
they invariably feature small graphics, tiny print and contain far too 
many navigation options. A Web TV window cannot scroll side-
ways, either. 
Before long, web sites will have to be augmented or completely 

redesigned to allow for this new method of viewing them, eight feet 
away on a low resolution TV tube. One thing is for sure, there are 
interesting times and choices ahead for the consumer, and the way 
in which new generations will organise their lives is about to be 
transformed yet again. 
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PCB SERVICE 
Printed circuit boards for certain EPE constructional projects are available from the 
PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled and 
roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per board 
for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The PCB Service 
Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wlmborne, Dorset 
8H21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749; Fax 01202 841692 (NOTE, we cannot reply to 
orders or queries by Fax); E-mail: orders@epemag.wimborne.co.uk . Cheques 
should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics (Payment 
in £ sterling only). 

NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within 
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for 
delivery - overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail. 

Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the 
Back Issues page for details. 
Please check price and availability in the latest issue. 
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis. 

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 
Child Minder Protection Zone  M U M 
- Transmitter 
- Receiver 
Pyrotechnic Controller 
*PIC Digilogue Clock 
Narrow Range Thermometer 

153 
154 
155 
156 
158 

£6.58 
£6.42 
£6.93 
£7.39 
£6.37 

Micropower PIR Detector - 1  ill Illi /47ra 152 £6.69 
Infra-Red Remote Control Repeater 
(Multi-project P.C.B.) 932 £3.00 

Karaoke Echo Unit - Echo Board 159 £6.40 
- Mixer Board 160 £6.75 

Computer Dual User Interface 161 £6.70 
*PEsT Scarer 162 £6.60 
Variable Bench Power Supply  M E MO 

932  £3.00 
Universal Input Amplifier 146 £6.55 
Micropower PIR Detector - 2 Controller 163 £6.72 
*PIC-OLO 164 £7.02 
Active Receiving Antenna  ILllital 140 £6.59 
Soldering Iron Controller 157 £6.63 
*PIC Noughts & Crosses Game 165 £7.82 
Micropower PIR Detector - 3 
Alarm Disarm/Reset Switch 166 £5.72 
Ironing Safety Device 167 £5.12 
Remote Control Finder  E M U. 

168  £6.32 
Rechargeable Handlamp 169 £6.23 
*PIC Water Descaler 170 £6.90 
*EPE Time Machine  1111AZ AZ M 171 £8.34 
Auto-Dim Bedlight 172 £6.63 
Portable 12V PSU/Charger 173 £6.61 
Car Immobiliser  K ag aa 175  £7.00 
Safe and Sound (Security Bleeper) 179 £7.32 
Surface Thermometer  M L LE 174 £7.64 
Disco Lights Flasher 178 £8.30 
Waa-Waa Pedal (Multi-project PCB  .1 1.44:1111 932 £3.00 
*Virtual Scope - Digital Board 176 £14.49 
Analogue Board (per board) 177 £7.34 
*Water Wizard 180 £7.69 
Kissometer 181 £7.67 
*EPE PIC Tutorial  ILLI ALII 182  £7.99 
The Handy Thing (Double-Sided) 183 £6.58 
Lighting-Up Reminder 184 £5.90 
*Audio System Remote Controller - PSU 185 £7.05 

Main Board 186 £8.29 
Simple Metal Detector  APR 98 

932 £3.00 (Multi-project PCB) 
Single or Dual-Tracking Power Supply 187 £7.90 
*RC-Meter 188 £7.66 
Security Auto-Light 189 £8.10 
Stereo Tone Control plus 20W Stereo ArlF aiLL M  
Tone Control 190 £7.78 
20W Amplifier 191 £8.58 
*Dice Lott 192 £8.05 
EPE Mood Changer  IS M ER 

193  £7.75 
*AT89C2051/1051 Programmer 
Main Board 194 £8.50 
Test Board 195 £8.69 
*Reaction Timer  Software only - - 
*PIC16x84 Toolkit  M A GA 196 £6.96 
*Greenhouse Computer 
Control Board 197 £9.08 
PSU Board 198 £8.10 

Float Charger  W aLii al 199  £6.59 
Lightbulb Saver 202 £3.00 
Personal Stereo Amplifier  M I MI§ 932  £3.00 
(Multi-project PCB) 
*Greenhouse Radio Link 200 £8.32 
*PIC Altimeter 201 £8.15 
Voice Processor  OC '98 203 £7.18 
*Digisery R/C Expander 204 £7.69 
IA Remote Control 
Transmitter 205 £3.00 
Receiver 206 £3.50 
*PIC Tape Measure  NOT'98 207 £6.82 
Electronic Thermostat 
T-Stat 208 £4.00 
PhizzyB £14.95 
A-PCB  B-CD-ROM  C-Prog. Microcontroller Bee (A)(13)(C) each 
15-Way IR Remote Control 
Switch Matrix 211 £3.00 
15-Way Rec./Decoder 212 £4.00 

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 
Damp Slat 
Handheld Function Generator 
*Fading Christmas Lights 
PhizzyB 1,0 Board (4-section) 

D C'98 209 
213 
215 
216 

£4.50 
£4.00 
£5.16 
£3.95 

Twinkle Twinkle Reaction Game 
*EPE Mind PICkler 
PhizzyB I 0 Board (4-section) 
Alternative Courtesy Light Controller 

ELMEE111 210 
214 
216 
217 

£7.55 
£6.30 
£3.95 
£6.72 

Light Alarm  ' MU M. 
*Wireless Monitoring System - Transmitter 

Receiver 
*PIC MIDI Sustain Pedal  Software only 

218 
219+a 
220+a 

£6.78 
£9.92 
£8 56 

*Wireless Monitoring System-2 
F.M. TransiRec Adaptors 
*Time and Date Generator 
Auto Cupboard Light 
Smoke Absorber 
Ironing Board Saver 
Voice Record Playback Module 
Mechanical Radio (pair) 
*Versatile Event Counter 

MAR'99 

APR'99 

219a/220a 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226A&B 
207 

See 
Feb99 
£7.37 
£6.36 
£5.94  

£5.15 
£5.12 

£7.40 pr. 
£6.82 

*PIC Toolkit Mk 2 
A.M./F.M. Radio Remote Control 
Transmitter 
Receiver 

LOME 227 

228 
229 

£895 

£3 00 
£3.20 

*Musical Sundial 
PC Audio Frequency Meter 

" MEI 231 
232 

£9.51 
£8.79 

*EPE Mood PICker 
12V Battery Tester 
Intruder Deterrent 
L.E.D. Stroboscope 
(Multi-project PCB) 

iiJwti 233 
234 
235 
932 

£6.78 
£6.72 
£7.10 
£3.00 

Ultrasonic Puncture Finder 
*8-Channel Analogue Data Logger 
Buffer Amplifier (Oscillators Pt 2) 
Magnetic Field Detective 
Sound Activated Switch 
Freezer Alarm (Multi-project PCB) 

IM MO 236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
932 

£5.00 
£8.88 
£6.96 
£6.77 
£6.53 
£3.00 

Child Guard 
Variable Dual Power Supply 

SEPT 99 241 
242 

£7.51 
£7.64 

Mains Cable Locator 
(Multi-project PCB) 

Micro Power Supply 
*Interior Lamp Delay 

OCt99 932 

243 
244 

EPE • FTWARE 

£300 

£3 50 
£788 

Software programs for EPE projects marked with an asterisk * are 
available on 3.5 inch PC-compatible disks or free from our Internet 
site. Four disks are available: PIC Tutorial (Mar-May '98 issues): 
PIC Toolkit Mk2 (May-Jun '99 issues): PIC Disk 1 (Apr '95-Dec '98 
issues); EPE Disk 2 (Jan '99 issue to current cover date). The disks 
are obtainable from the EPE PCB Service at £2.75 each (UK) to cover 
our admin costs (the software itself is free). Overseas (each): £3.35 
surface mail, £4.35 each airmail. All files can be downloaded free from 
our Internet FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk. 

EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARD SERVICE 

Order Code  Project Quantity  Price 

I Name   

I Address   

I enclose payment of £  (cheque/PO in £ sterling only) to 

I M A 

Signature  Card Exp. Date 

I  Please supply name and address of cardholder if different from the address shown 

I NOTE: You can order p.c.b.s via our Internet site on a secure server: 

http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk 
  1 

Everyday 
Practical Electronics 
MasterCard or Visa No. 

Minimum order for credit cards £5 
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EVERYDAY 

PRACTICAL 
CLASSIFIED 

ELECTRONICS 
ETI 
ELECTRONICS 
TOIAT 111E11 0101AI 

Everyday Practical Electronics/ETI reaches twice as 
many UK readers as any other independent monthly 
hobby electronics magazine, our audited sales 
figures prove it. We have been the leading 
independent monthly magazine in this market for the 
last fourteen years. 

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi-display 
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi-display space is al (+VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). 
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words). 

All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together 
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics/ETI Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane. Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex 
C016 OED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161. 
For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above. 

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY 

Up to 20 volts d.c. at 1 amp continuous. 1.5 amps peak, 
fully variable from 1 to 20 volts. Twin 
Voltage and 
Current meters 
for easy read-
out 240 von a.c. 
input. Fully smoothed, size 23cmx14crnx8cm. 

11911 
£45 laT 

Post £4 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 

en 237 INIMINOREE noAp, cnovooli •nr 
SURREY, Ole EAS. Tat intl.*. ISIS - 

Las al turalcarirs,I , reit age nem oulpul Innibmourt.sprkers,e stoct 
Row or surd rour sew lel tor pole. 

2N3866, £1.60; MRF237, £4.50; BSX20, 60p; 

2N4427, £130; BF981, £1.20; 1CL7106CPI., £3.20; 

2N5886, £4.00; 6FR91A, 85p; LM3886T, £6.50; 

MC1350, £2.20; S042P, £2.20; MC3362, £3.00; 

NE602AN, £2. NO VAT. Under 10 add f 1 p&p 

www.g6bmy.bigwig.net or SAE for lists 

Ron Satterthwaite G6BM Y. 47 Aberford Road, 

Baguley. Nlanehester M23 IJY 

BRAND NE W SINCLAIR SPECTRU M 
DL PARTS 

ZX MICRODRIVES £15, INTERFACE ONE £20, 
CARTRIDGES 10 FOR £15.50 FOR £50 

OL BOARDS 5.6 Si 7 POPULATED WITH 
JS ROMS. £30 UNPOPULATED, E12. MICRODRIVES 

£10 EACH, TOP & BOTTOM CASES £15 
MEMBRANES £15 

THE P.C., MAC end 01's 'Little Nerd" 
MAC UNK £10 - P.C. LJNK £25 - OL LINK £12 

CAMBRIDGE Z88 A4 NOTEBOOK 
COMPUTER AVAILABLE AGAIN MG, 

RECOND MONED £60 
ONLY 1" THICK. 4vAA BAITS 20 HOURS WORK 
LCD SCREEN, 72 Crs, 6 UNES. 32K RAM, EXTRA 
RAMS & EPROMS. 9 pin D SERIAL PORT, ROM HAS 
BBC BASIC, W/PROCESSOR, SPREADSHEET, DATA 
BASE, IMP/EXPORT TO PC etc V52 TERMINAL 

W.N. RIONANDOON A CO. 
PHONE/FAX 01494 8713196 

RAVENSMEAD, CHALFONT ST PETER, 
BUCKS. SL9 ONB. 

BTEC ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIAN TRAINING 

GNVQ ADVANCED ENGINEERING 
(ELECTRONIC) — PART-TIME 

HND ELECTRONICS — FULL-TIME 
B.Eng FOUNDATION — FULL-TIME 

Next course commences 
Monday 13th September 1999 

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM 

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE 
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD 
EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU 

TEL: 0171-373 8721 

THE BRITISH AMATEUR 
ELECTRONICS CLUB 
exists to help electronics enthusiasts by 
personal contact and through a quarterly 

Newsletter. 
For membership details, write to the 

Secretary: 
Mr. M. P. Moses, 

5 Park View, Cw ma man, 

Aberdare CF44 6PP 

Space donated by 

Everyday Practical Electronics 

Miscellaneous 

RADIO CONSTRUCTORS NEW 
WORKSHOP PROJECTS AND MANUALS 
81- Crystal set up;yraded base SWI M radio (very loud) £4.50 
63- Crystal set starter Int SWMW amplified headphones  £3.50 

83-4 transistor MW radio, no aerial required, very loud . £3.50 

84- Workshop pre-amp and amplifier, very powerful  £4.50 

85- AM tuner, add your own amplifier  £450 

86- 3 transistor MW radio, very loud  £5.50 
B7 - 3 transistor SW radio, lots of power  £560 

B8 - SW tuner. build your own amp  £4.50 

Postage 8 peeking £1.50 

ALL RADIO CIRCUITS USE COMMON TRANSISTORS 
AND COMPONENTS, EASY TO BUILD 

Make postal order/cheques payable to David Johns and send to 

37 Gosbecks Road, Colchester, Essex CO2 9JR 

UNIQUE DIY PLANS for wind, solar, 
petrol, steam and water powered generators. 
Plus loads of hard-to-find books on energy, 
Testa, electric vehicles, Sterling engines, etc. 
Send 2 x 1st class stamps for catalogue. 
Jemmett Engineering, 8 Hallam Gardens, 
Pinner, Middlesex HA5 4PR. 

EPE NET 

HART KIT OPPORTUNITY: ILH follow-
ers! 80/80W audiofile version flagship ampli-
fier featured Eli May '89, improved PSU. 
Price including matching ILH FM tuner £550 
ono, 12 months, mint. 01590 672451/01705 
337269. 
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS — QUICK 
SERVICE. Prototype and Production. Artwork 
raised from magazines or draft designs at low 
cost. PCBs also designed from schematics. 
Production assembly also undertaken. For 
details send to P. Agar, Unit 5, East Belfast 
Enterprise Park, 308 Albertbridge Road, Belfast, 
B15 4GX. or phone/fax 01232 738897. 
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other 
parts in stock. For free advice/lists please ring, 
Geoff Davies (Radio), Tel. 01788 574774. 
PROTOTYPE  PRINTED  CIRCUIT 
BOARDS one offs and quantities, for details 
send s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro, 38 Poynings Drive, 
Hove, Sussex BN3 8GR, or phone Brighton 
883871, fax 01273 706670. 
G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS, at pocket 
money prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue. SIR-
KIT Electronics, 52 Sevem Road, Clacton, 
C015 3RB. 

ADDRESSES 
EPE FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk 
Access the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting up 
an FTP session using appropriate FTP software, then go into quoted sub-direc-
tories: 

PIC-project source code files: /pub/PICS 

PIC projects each have their own folder; navigate to the correct folder and open 
it, then fetch all the files contained within. Do not try to download the folder 
itself! 

EPE text files: /pub/docs 

Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt 

EPE TENS Unit user advice: tens.doc and tens.txt 

Ingenuity Unlimited submission guidance: ing_unit.txt 

New readers and subscribers info: epe jnfo.txt 

Newsgroups or Usenet users advice: usenet.txt 

Ni-Cad discussion: nicadfaq.zip and nicad2.zip 

UK Sources FAO: uksource.zip 

Writing for EPE advice: write4us.txt 

On-line readers! Try the new EPE Chat 

Zone — a virtually real-time Internet "dis-
cussion board" in a simple to use web-

based forum! 

http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/wwwboard 

Or buy EPE Online: www.epemag.com 

Ensure you set your FTP 
software to ASCII transfer 
when fetching text files, or 
they may be unreadable. 
Note that any file which 
ends in .zip needs unzip-
ping before use. Unzip utili-
ties can be downloaded 
from: 
http://www.winzip.com or 
http://www.pkware.com 
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TRAIN TODAY FOR A BETTER FUTURE NEW SPECIAL OFFERS 
Now you can get the skills and qualifications you need for 
career success with an ICS Home Study Course Learn in the 
comfort of your own home at the pace and times that suit you 
ICS is the world's largest. most experienced home study 
school Over the past 100 years ICS have helped nearly 10 
million people to improve their lob prospects Find out how we 
can help YOU Post or phone today for FREE INFORMATION 

on the course of your choice 

? II  Mr 1VIrS MS. MSS 
I  BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) 

Electrical Contracting & Installation 
Electrical Engineering 
GAG ICS Basic Electronic Engineering 
C&G .ICS Basic Mechanical Engineering 
TV and Mao Servicing 
Radio ark4 1-11-Fi Servicing 
Refrigeration Heating & Air Conditioning 
Motorcycle Maintenance 

FREEPH ONE 0500 581 557 
Or write to: International Correspondence Schools FREEPOST 882. 8 Elliot Place. 
Clydeway Skypark. Glasgow. 03 8BR Tel 0500 581 557 or Tel/Fax: Dublin 285 2533 

0WM  NMI  =II  I=  e=  MM 

Please send me my Free Information on your Electronics Courses. 

Address 

L in  From time to time we permit other carefully screened otganisato  wx hs to 1e 10 yO, 3.30-' 
boffucts and services It you would preler not to hear from such OM 3̂ sa. --y s e1s,  

Occupation 

Postcode 

Tel No 

Date of Birth 

.00 Dept. ZEEE 030 )%9 

Professional 88-108MHz FM Broadcasting Kits 

Detailed Instructions with Schematics 
High Quality Screen Printed PCBs 
High Quality Components 

Our Product Range Includes 

Transmitters from 0.05 W to 35 W 
FM Stereo Coders 
Audio Compressor Limiters 
Antennas 
RF Power Amps 

Kits Are Also Available 
Assembled And Tested 

VISA 

WE DELIVERY WORLD-WIDE AND 
ACCEPT MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

w Protesuonei PLL na Tranweater ler Licencee u 

Visit Our Website at http:, ,www.veronica.co.uk 

Contact Us Now For A Free Brochure 

Tel 01274 883434  Fax 01274 428665 
email info @veronica.co.uk 
Unit 5 6 lA Sandbeds Albert Rd Oueensbury BRADFORD 80I3 IAA 

Crt VISA 

SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED 
TEST INSTRUMENTS 

CONTACT 
Cooke International 
Unn Four Fordingbndge Site Barnnam. 

Bognor Revs Weel Sussex. P0220140 UK 
Tel u44101243 545111/2 Fax 1.44101243 542457 

Web imp mum cooke.ini con 
E man inrogkooke int can 

1E1 ORtg VISA 

OPERATING & SERVICE MANUALS 

CONTACT 

Cooke International 
Unn Fou, Fordwdbodge Silo Barnhern 

Bognor Reg. West Sumer. P022 OHD Ull 
Tel 1.44101243 545111/2 Fax U44)01243 542457 

Web hey .www cooke-int com 
Erred xeciecookewt cern 

-ve * * MILLENNIU 
FREE P&P ON ALL 

RESISTORS 
0.25W 5% CARBON E24 values IRO to 10M each 2p 
Also El 2 3R9 to 10M 10 for 10p. 100 for 45p1 
0.25W 1% METAL FILM 012 values lOR to 1M each 3p 
Price per value 10 for 20p. 100 now only El 79 
0.5W 5% CARBON E24 values 108 to 10M each 21.2p 
(Also E12 48710 4M7 10 for 19p. 100 for 9901 
06W 1% METAL FILM El2 values 108 10 1M each 5p 
Price per value: 10 tor 39p, 100 nOW only £1 88 
POTS 24mm. Single LIN 470R-2M2. LOG 4K7-2M2 55p 

CAPACITORS 
Radial Aluminium Electrolytes LuFNolts) 
1.63, 20225. 407.'25. 10/16. 22'16. 47/16 
202'63, 407/63, 10163. 22135, 4726 100/16 
22/63. 3263. 47/35, 100/25, 220/10, 470/10 
47/63. 10235. 220/16. 330/10, 470/16. 1000(15 
220/25, 9p: 470/25, 9p; 100/63. 12p: 220/63.190. 
470/63, 29p; 1030/16, 170 100025. 21p. 100015. 39p. 
2200u. 6.30. 19g; 10V, 29p; 16V. 320 250, 64p. 350 82p. 
47000: 160. 74p; 250, 119p; Others, Please enoore 

TRANSISTORS 
8C1071919 . 17 P 8C182/1821/183/183L/184,184L. 90 
6C212/212L/237.238/327/337/547/8/9657/81, 9p 
8C441.461/47/478. 49p: BC6356/7/9/640/BCY7012.1 90 
BD135674319/140. 24p; 6E186'182. 360E1E184185. 590 
8E25943FX/3566 39p. BFY50/1/2 29p. MJE340.50. 49p 
TIP2981C.J30A/31A/C/32.4.034/41N42A. 39p: TIP47. 500 
TIPI20/1/2/5/6/7, 490 TIP2955. £1.09: T1P3055. 640 
7X10743/9/212/3/4/300/1/2/3/4/10/131500/1 2550. 190 
2N37021/4/5/6/7/819/0/112N3904/5/62N4401/3. 9p 

OP 
OP 
7p 
aP 

M SPECIAL * * '141411!!!:1 
ORDERS OVER £7 

DIODES 
1N4148. 2p each 1100 for ElI. 1N914 5p (50 for 
1N4001.2 24 6.7. 4p: 1N54012 4 68. 9p 
ZENERS 20710 33V 400mW, 7p 1.3W. 12c 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
CMOS 4000/1/2/11/12U8.232130/69727275, 19p 
74L500, 27p: 74LS02, 170 74L504. 24p; 74L505, 17p 
74L008, 19p; 74LS14, 25p. 74LS74. 37p. 74L5244. 38C 
TTL 7400/1/2/4/9/10/12/20/30. 19p: 7408. 29p: 
TIMERS 555. 24p; 556, 42p; I007555. 34p, ICM7556. 109C 
°PAM % LA(324. 2ep: LF351. 49p: LM358. 29p. 741.23p 
CA3080E. 79g CA3130E, 99p. C83140E 49p. CA3240E. 129p 
LINEAR LM348. 310.10390. 930.10381.1640 LM382. 149p 
LM386. 580 LM387. 1090. LM389. 1190 LM391.80. 189p 
LM567. 59g. LM747, 390. LM748. 38p. LM3909.134p 
MC709 690. MC1307 890. MC1310. 89p. MC t 3100, 79p 

LE.D.S 
3mm or 5mm. 884. 36110* Green, Amber  each 10p 
tOmm LE Ds. Red. Green. Yellow. Amber  each 29p 
Low current L E Ds 2mA, 3mm or 5rnm, R, G or Y 19g 
Bo-colour LE D.s. 3mm or 5mm, RIG, FLY or 0.0  36p 
Tricolour Lb Os. 3mm or 5mm. ROY  each 39p 
RED flashing L.E 090 to 120. 3mm or 5mrn each 690 
DISCOUNTS 5,5%, 10, 10%. 25. 15%. 100, 201, 

Send large SAE or fist of 1997.9819 EPE KITS 
Send large SAE for COMPONENT lists NO VAT 

ALL MAJOR CREDiT CARDS CHEQUES & PCs ACCEPTED 

FML ELECTRONICS, FREEPOST NEA3627 
BEDALE. NORTH YORKSHIRE 018 2BR 

TEL: 01677 425840 

40 40 watt £14.00 ..-...a•!ers 01, I 
211 20 watt £9.00 callers Only, 
12in Bean £4.80  70g p&p 
gin 6 wan £3.96 . 50P P&P 
61n 4 watt £3.96  50P P&P 

Amiga genlock pcb (uncased) for titling videos it has 
a 23p10 0 lead to plug into the computer and pCD 
pins for composite video in and out When no video 
inpfit is connected the normal computer display is 
shown on the composite video out when the video 
input is added the white areas On the screen are 
replaced by the video image. The pcb is powered 
from the computer    £19.98 
WATCH SLIDES ON TV "Liesgang dial,/ automatic 
Slide viewer with built in high quality colour tv cam-
era. composite video output with a BNC Plug lh very 
good condition with few signs of use   £108.00 
Board cameras all with 512,582 prxeW 4.4x3 3mm 
sensor with composite video out. All need to be 
housed in your own enclosure and have fragile 
exposed surface mount parts and require 10V to 
120 dc power supply 
47MIR size 60a36a27rnm with 6 infra red leds (gives 
the same illumination as a small torch would) 
  £50 00.val=058 75 
MP size 39x38a23mm spy camera with a fixed focus 
pin hole lens for hiding; behind a very small hole 

  £57.val=0366.98 
40MC size 39x38028rnm camera for 'C mount lens 
this gives a much clearer picture than with the small 
lenses     £68.79 
Standard C mount lens F1.6 16mm for 40MC 

 £26 43.vatx031 06 
Waterproof camera with stylish tilt & swivel case 
£92 76..vat•E109 00 or 104E89 32.val=0104 95 

DTA30 Handheld transistor analyser it tells you 
which lead is the base, the collector and emitter and 
if ills NPN or PNP or faulty HMA20 handheld MOS-
FET analyser identifies gate drain and source and if 
For N channel 131430 & HMA20  £3834 each 
DCA50 component analyser with lcd readout identi-
fies transistors. rnosfets, diodes & LEDs lead con-
nections    £69 95 
Speaker cabinets 2-way speaker systems wrth Motorola Peelers 
speaker 6a  15- 12' 
power rating  250W RMS I75W RMS 100W RMS 
impedance  Bohm  Bohm  Bohm 
beg range  40110$201$10 45hz-20kFlz 601u-20kHz 
sensitrany(IW 1,41 9748  94413  9248 
size in ntim  500,720,340450.640445 315.460,230 
weight  21 ikg  16 ekg  7 4kg 
once each km place 
vinyl coatirg  £13998  £9999  £5494 
grey fel1 coateg  £15987"  £11997'  £6499 
t -.not normally in stock allow 1 week for Ceinery) 
Power amplifiers 19' rad, mount with gain controls 
STA150 2x160Wrms (401m load) 14kg  £20211 
STA300 2x190Wrms 140hm load) 11 kg  £33900 
STA900 2x490Wrms (4ohm load) 15kg  £585.00 
LEDs 3mrn or 5mm red or green  7p each yellow 1 1p each 
Cable ties 1p each £595 991 1000 £49 50 per 10 000 
Rechargable Batten% 
AAMP715()OrnAH  £0 99 AA 500m8111 vnth roller tags Ef 55 
AA 950mAH  . £175 C(HP11) 12811  02 20 
C2Afil ref, soder tags £360 Di HP2) I.2AH  £260 
DOVIraln sclOw tags .0495 P938.40 110mAlifl  £495 
1218 oath solder lags El 55 SubC twth soder tap  £250 
MA (HP161 iaOrnAft £175 13 68 wet lags (Pfilo5CTVIE1 95 
Nobel Metal Hydrycle AA cells high capacity with no 
memory If charged at 100mA and discharged at 250mA Or 
less 1300mAH Capacity Hower capacity for high discharge 
rates,  £295 

Special offers please check for availability std, of 4 
42a16mrn Nead batteries 171mmx16mm dia with red & 
black leads 4.8V  £595 
5 button cell 60 280mAh battery with wires Nana 
5a25000)  £245 
Orbitel 866 battery pack 12V I 60AH contains 10 sub C 
cells wffh solder tags (the size most commonly used in 
cordless screwdrivers and drills 22 chax42mm tall) it is 
easy to crack open and was manufactured in 1994 

£877 each or £110 50 per box of 14 
BC! box 190a106x5Omm with slots to house a pCb the Id 
contains an edge connector /12-way 8mm pitch) and 
screw terminals to connect in wires and 5 slide in cable 
blanks  £295 
7.segment common anode led display 12narn  £0.45 
GaAs FET low leakage current  S8873 Et 2 95 each 
£9 95 10. 07 95 100, BC547A transistor 20 for £1 50 
51952 UHF Limiting amplifier LC 16 surface mounttng 
package with data sheet  El .95 
DC-DC convertor Reliability model VI 2P5 120 in 50 
200mA out 300V input to output Isolation with data 
£495 each or pack of 10 £3950 
Airpax 882903.0 large stepping motor 140 7 5' step 
270hrn 68mm dia body 6.3mrn shaft 

£895 or £250 50 for 0601 0125 
Polyester capacitors box type 22.5mm lead oitch 0 90F 
250V tic 121p each. 14p 100.. 9p 1000.. luf 250Vdc 20p 
each.15p 100..10p 1000. 
Polypropylene 101 4000 dc (Wima MKPIO) 27 5mm plc' 
32$29x17inm case 75g each 60p 100. 
Philips 123 series sold aluminium axial leads 330F 1005 
2 20F 40V 40p each. 25p 100. 
Solid carbon resistors very lOw inductance deal tor OF or 
cuits 27o1mm 2W. 6801mm 295 25p each 15p each 100., we 
have a range of 025W 05W 1W and 2W solid carbon 
resistors. please send SAE for list 
MX180 Digital multimeter 17 ranges 10000 dc 7500 ac 
2Mohm 200mA transistor 1118 90 and 1 5V battery test 

.  £995 
Hand held ultrasone remote control  £395 
CV24136 gas relay 300 Omm dia with 3 wire terminals wi 
also work as a neon light  20p each or £8 50 per 100 
Verbatim R3OONH Streamer tape commonly used on nc 
machines and printing presses etc 4 looks lute a norma 
cassette yoth a slot cut out of the top . . £4.95 eacr• 

 (03.75 100. 
Heatsink compound tube .  £095 
HV3-2405-E5 5.240 50n1A regulator c18.2640 ac input 8 
pin DIL package  . . . £3 49 each (100. r.2 25 
All products acNertised are new and unused unlesS other 
MP? stated Wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC 74F Linear 
Traysistors kite reChargable batteries. CapaCilOrS tools 
etc always in stock 
Please add El 95 towards P&P (orders from the Scottsr 
Hghlands Northern Ireland, Isle 01 Man. Isle al Wight anc 
overseas may be subject to higher P&P for heavy 
items) VAT included in all paces 

JPG ELECTRONICS 
276-278 Chatsworth Road 

Chesterfield S40 2BH 

Access Visa orders 
Tel 101246) 211202 Fax (0124615509 

Callens welcome 9 311 am to 5 301 pm 
Monday is Saturday 

VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS 

INPUT 220Vi240V AC 50450e12 OUTPUT 0V-260V 
PANEL MOUNTING 

Price  P&P 
0 5KVA 2-5 amp max  £33.00  £6.00 

(045 84 inc VAT) 
18/VA 5 amp max  £45.25  £7.00 

It61 39 etc VAT) 
SHROUDED 
0-5KVA 2.5 amp max  £34.00  £6.00 

(047 00 Inc VAT) 
18/VA 5 amp max  £46.25  £7.00 

106257 inc VAT) 
28/VA 10 amp max  £65.00  £8.50 

1E86 36 inc VAT) 
38/VA 15 amp max  06.50  £8.50 

10111 63 inc VAT) 
58/VA 25 amp max  £150.00 I, Carriage & VAT) 
Buy direct from the Importers Keenest prices in the country 

500VA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 
Input lead 240V AC Output ye 3-pin 13A socket 2400 AC 
continuously rated, mounted in fibreglass case with handle 
Internally fused Price £35.00 carriage pad • VAT 1041 131 

TOROIDAL L.T. TRANSFORMER 
Primary 0-2400 AC Secondary 0-30V • 0-300 600VA 
Firing bolt suppled 
Price £25.00 carnage pad . VAT i£29 38) 

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF TRANSFORMERS-
LT- ISOLATION & AUTO 
110V-2400 A...tc tralster either cased with American socket 
and mama uad or ttper 'tame type AVallable 101 mmediate 
delivery 

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE 
FLUORESCENT TUBES 

1018.45 inc VAT) 
01058 Inc VAT) 
10952 inc VAT) 
10 24 etc VAT) 
(E524 Inc VAT) 

230V AC BALLAST KIT 
For eater Evn germ 12in lees E5.054140 p&p  iE1375 inc VAT) 
The above Tubes are 35064000 amp 1350-4001rni deal Er delectirg 
Setterly markings. effects lighttrog &Chemical appficalons 
Otter Wawiengths of UV TUBE medal* for Como:lel ,S Photo 
Senvtne volutions Please leeplone your enquiries 

400 WATT BLACK LIGHT 
BLUE UV LAMP 
GES Mercury Vapour lamp suitable for 
use with a 400W PP Ballast 
Only £39.95 incl p&p & VAT 

5 KVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 
As New Ex•Equoment. fully shrouded Line Noise 
Suppression. Ultra Isolation Transformer with term, 
nal covers and knock-out cable entries Primary 
120V(2400,  Secondary  120V/240V.  50/60Hz. 
0.0050F Capacitance Size, L 37cm x W 19cmc  H 
16cm, Weight 42 kilos Price £120 . VAT Ex-ware. 
house Carriage on request 

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR 
Type 3TH8022-0B 2o NO and 2 x NC 230V AC 108 
Contacts Screw or Din Rail fixing Size H 120mm a 
W 45mrn x 0 75mm Brand New Price £7.63 'not 
p&p and VAT 

240V AC WESTOOL SOLENOIDS 
f2 Mod 1 Rat 1 Max stroke  ain Base mountrng 
2in stroke Sibs  approx TIS Mod 1 Rat 1 
Max stroke tin Base mounting 112in stroke 15Ib 

approx SERIES 400 Mod 1 Rai 2 Max stroke 
/81n Front mounting '  21n stoke 15Ibs pull 

approx Price incl p&p & VAT" 115 £5.88.TT6 £8.81, 
SERIES 400 £7.64. 

AXIAL COOLING FAN 
230V AC 120rnm square x 38mm 3 blade 10 wan 
Low Noise fan Price £7.29 incl p&p and VAT 
Other voltages and sizes available from stock 
Please telephone your enquiries 

INSTRUMENT CASE 
Brand new Manufactured by !mho, L 31cm  H 
18cm x 19cm Deep Removable front and rear panel 
for easy assembly of your components Grey tex-
tured finish complete with case feet Price £16.45 
incl p&p and VAT 2 off £28.20 inclusive 

DIECAST ALUMINIUM BOX 
with internal PCB guides Internal size 265mm a 
165men x 50mm deep Price £9.93 incl p&p & VAT 2 
off £17.80 inCI 
230V AC SYNCHRONOUS GEARED MOTORS 
Brand new Owe' Gearbox Crouzet type motors H 
65mrn  W 55mrn x D 35mm. 4mm die shalt x 10mm 
long 6 RPM anti cm £9.99 incl pSo 0 VAT 
20 RPM ant/ cm Depth 40mm £11.16 md Op 8 VAT 

SOLID STATE ENT UNIT 
Input 2300 240V AC. Output away( 158/V 
Producing lOrrun spark Built-in 10 sec timer 
Easily modified lor 20 sec. 30 sec to continuous 
Designed for boiler ignition Dozens of uses in 
the field of physics and electronics e g sup 
plying neon or argon tubes etc Price less case 
08.50,02 40 P&P 1012.81 thc VAT) NMS 

EPROM ERASURE KIT 
Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a Iractan Oldie 
price of a made-up unit Kit of parts less case includes 
12in 8watt 2537, Angst Tube Ballast unit, pair of tx-pin 
leads, neon indiCalOr. On OH SeatCh. Safety rrliCrOewtCh 
and ctrcuit 015.00=02 00 P&P  1019.98 inc VAT) 

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP 
Brand new 240V AC fan cooled Can be used for a 
variety of purposes Inlet 1  outlet lin do 
Price includes pap & VAT £11.20 each or 2 for 
£20.50 inclusive 

SERVICE TR 
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD. CHI 

Open 
Voreay Friday  Tel: 0181-995 1560 

ADING CO VISA 

SWICK, LONDON W4 5BB  A„,01, 
FAX: 0181-995 0549  Parkrng Space 
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COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS 
Black and White Pin Hole Board Cameras 
with Audio. Cameras in RI R. Radios. 
Clocks, Briefcases etc. Transmitting 
Cameras with Receiver (Wireless). 
Cameras as above with colour. 

Audio Surveillance Kits and Ready Built 
Units, Bug Detector etc. 

A. L. ELECTR O NICS 
Please phone 0181 203 0161 for free catalogue. 

Fax 0181 201 5359 
New DTI approved Video Transmitters and Receivers (Wireless) 

100 
75 
50 
10 
10 
4 

50 
12 
25 
25 
50 
25 
20 
25 
30 
20 
30 
30 
30 
30 
25 
30 
30 
20 
100 
Inc 
12 

N. R. BARDWELL LTD (EPE) 
Signal Diodes 1N4148   
Rectifier Diodes 1N4001   
Rectifier Diodes 1114007   
WO1 Bridge Rectifiers   
555 Timer I Cs   
741 Op  Arnps   
Assorted Zener Diodes 400mW   
Assorted 7-segment Displays   
5rnm I e Os, red, green Of yellow 
3rnm e Os. red, green or yellow   
Axial I e d s. 2nni red Diode Peekacte 
Asstd High Brightness Le.d.S. var cols 
BC182L Transistors    
8C212L Transistors   
BC237 Transistors   
B0327 Transistors   
60328 Transistors   
B0547 Transistors    
80548 Transistors 
60549 Transistors 
BC557 Transistors   
B0558 Transistors 
8C559 Transistors   
2543904 Transistors 
int 500 wkg Anal Capacitors 
4N7 WV wkg Axial Capacitors 
lut 250V encapsulated radial plastic 
cased capacitors  El 00 
Asstd capacitors electrolytic  El 00 
Asstd capacitors InF to hr  Or 00 

.01.d0 

.C1 00 

.11 00 

.01.00 

.0100 

.01 00 

.0100 

.01 00 

.0100 

.01.00 

.0100 
£1 00 
£1 .00 
.01.00 
.01.00 
.0100 
II 00 
.01.00 
11 00 
.0100 
E1.00 
El 00 
£1 55 
£1 00 
El 00 
£1 00 

200  Assld disc ceramic capacitors  El 00 
50  Asstd Skei Presets t sm. stand cermet) Cl 00 
50  Asstd RF chokes (inductors)  El 00 
50  Asstd grommets  £1.00 
80  Asstd solder tags pConns. terminals Cl 00 
10  Asstd crystals - plug in   Cl 00 
24  Asstd coil formers   Cl DO 
8  Asstd Oil switches   E1.00 
20  Miniature slide switches so co  El 00 
10  Standard slide switches clpdt  £1 .00 
100  Asstd Deeds 'ceramic. teflon, fish Spree) £1.00 
80  Asstd small stand offs. lithroups etc .11.00 
30  Asstd Oil sockets up to 40 way  £1  00 
to  TV coax Plugs Plastic  £1  CO 
20  Small spring loaded terminals  Et  00 
40  metres very thin connecting wire, red .01.00  
20  tin, glass reed syntches  £1 00 
20  Magnetic ear pps with lead and plug  .E 1 00 
100  Any one value ' 4W 5% cf resistors range 

1R to 10M  £045 
10  7812 Voltage Regulators  .  £1 00 

E-mail sales@Bardwells co uk 
Web site hap Yew* bardwells Cook 

SHER WOOD ELECTRONICS 
FREE COMPONENTS 

Buy 10 x V Special Packs and choose another one FREE 

SP1  15 x 5mm Red LEDs 
SP2  12 x 5mm Green LEDs 
SP3  128 5mm Yellow LEDs 
SP6  15 x 3mm Red LEDs 
SP7  12x 3mm Green LEDs 
SPIO  100 x 1N4148 diodes 
SP1 1  30 x 1N4001 diodes 
SP12  308 1N4002 diodes 
SP18  20o BCI82 transistors 
SP20  20 x BCI84 transistors 
SP21  200 BC212 transistors 
SP23  20 x BC549 transistors 
SP24  4 x CMOS 4001 
SP25  4 x 555 timers 
SP26  4 x 741 Op Amps 
SP28  4 x CMOS 4011 
SP29  3 x CMOS 4013 
SP31  4 x CMOS 4071 
SP36  25 x 10.25V radial elect. caps. 
SP37  150 100.35V radial elect. caps 
SP39  10 x 470/16V radial elect. caps. 
SP40  15s BC237 transistors 
SP41  20 x Mixed transistors 
SP42  200 x Mixed 0.25W C F resistors 
SP47  5 x Min. PB switches 
SP102  20 o8-pin DIL sockets 
SP103  15 x 14-pin DIL sockets 
SP104  15 x 16-pin DIL sockets 
SP105  4 x 74LS00 
SP109  15o BC557 transistors 
SP111  15o Assorted polyester caps 
SP112  4 x CMOS 4093 
SP115  3 x 10mm Red LEDs 
SP116  3 x 10mm Green LEDs 
SP118  2 x CMOS 4047 
SPI20  3 x 74LS93 
5P124  20s Assorted ceramic disc caps 
SPI30  100 x Mixed 0.5W CF resistors 
SPI31  2o TL071 Op.Amps 

RESISTOR PACKS - C.Film 
RP3  5 each value - total 365 0.25W  f2.80 
RP7  10 each value - total 730 0.25W £4.00 
RPIO 1000 popular values 0-25W  £5.80 
RP4  5 each value-total 365 0.5W  £3.75 
RP8  10 each value-total 730 0.5W  £6.35 
RP11  1000 popular values 0.5W  £8.10 

SPI33  200 1N4004 diodes 
SPI34  150 1N4007 diodes 
SPI35  68 Min slide switches 
SP 136  3 x BFY50 transistors 
SP137  4 x W005 1.5A bridge rectifiers 
SP138  200 2.2/63V radial elect. caps. 
SP140  3 x W04 1.5A bridge rectifiers 
SP142  2 x CMOS 4017 
SP143  5 Pairs min. crocodile clips 

(Red 8 Black) 
SP145  6o ZTX300 transistors 
SP146  100 2N3704 transistors 
SP147  5 x Shipboard 9 strips x 

25 holes 
SPI51  4 x 8mm Red LEDs 
SP152  4 x 8mm Green LEDs 
SPI53  4u 8mm Yellow LEDs 
SP154  15 x BC548 transistors 
SP156  3s Shipboard. 14 strips x 

27 holes 
SPI60  10 x 2N3904 transistors 
SP161  lox 2N3906 transistors 
SPIES  2o LF351 Op.Amps 
SPI67  6x BC107 transistors 
SP168  6 x BC108 transistors 
SP175  200 1/63V radial elect. caps 
SP177  10 x 1A 20mm quick blow 

fuses 
SP182  200 4-7/63V radial elect. caps. 
SP183  20 x BC547 transistors 
SP187  15 x 8C239 transistors 
SP191  3 x CMOS 4023 
SPI92  3 x CMOS 4066 
SP193  200 BC2I3 transistors 
SP194  8o 0A90 diodes 
SPI95  3o 10mm Yellow LEDs 
SP197  6o 20 pin DIL sockets 
SP198  5 x 24 pin DIL sockets 

1999 Catalogue now available 
inc. P&P or FREE with first order. 

P&P 0.25 per order. NO VAT 
Orders to: 

Sherwood Electronics, 

7 Willia mson St., Mansfield, 

Notts. NG19 6TD. 

Millions of quality components 
at lowest ever prices! 

Plus anything from bankruptcy - theft recovery 
- frustrated orders - over productions etc. 
Send 50p stamped self-addressed label or 

envelope for clearance lists. 
Brian J Reed 

6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell, 
Epsom, Surrey KT17 3E0 

Tel: 07775 945386 
Mall Order UK only. 

Lists are updated and only 40 are sent out every 2 weeks. This 
normally ensures that orders can be fulfilled where only a few 
thousands of an item is available. (Payment is returned if sold out. I do 
not deal in credit notes). This will sometimes entail a delay of up to 
eight weeks - but the prices will be worth the wait! 
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S V.,' 
19 INCH STEREO AMPLIFIERS-ACTIVE CROSS/OVERS. 

*PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.*PROMPT DELIVERIES N 
*LARGE [A41 S.A.E. 60p STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE 

THE RENOWED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS 
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 ( 100 W + 100 W ) MXF400 (200 W + 200 W) 

MXF600 (300 W + 300 W) MXF900 (450 W + 450 W) 
ALL POWER RATINGS ARE R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, WITH BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN 
FEATURES: * Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers * Twin I E 0 Vu Meters 
* Level controls • Illuminated On/Off switch * Jack/XLEE inputs • Speakon outputs • Standard 775mV 
Inputs * Open and short circuit proof • I atest Mos-Fets Or stress free power delivery into virtually any 
load • High slew rate • Very low distortion • Aluminium cases • MXF600 & MXF900 Ian cooled with DC 
loudspeaker and thermal protection 

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC 

MXF200 W19"  D11"  H3; " (2U) 

MXF400 W19"  012"  H51" (3U) 

MXF600 W19"  013"  H51" (3U) 

MXF900 W19"  D14: " H5 ' )3U) 

PRICES:- MXF200 £175.00  MXF400 £233.85 

MXF600 £329.00 M XF900 £449.15 
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 EACH 

OMP X03-S STEREO 3-WAY ACTIVE CROSS-OVER 

CONFIGURED 3 WAY 

FEATURES: 
Advanced 3-Way Stereo Active Cross Over (switchable two way), housed in a 19' v ILI case I ach channel 
has three level controls: Bass, Mid G. Top The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable OIL 
switches to adjust the cross-over frequency: Bass Mid 125/250/500Hz, Mid Top 1 8/ 3/511z, all at 24dB per 
octave The 2/3 way selector switches are also accessed by removing the front fascia Each stereo channel 
can be configured Separately Bass Invert Switches are incorporated on each channel. Nominal 775mV 
input/output. Fully compatible with OMP Rack Amplifier and Modules 

PRICE:- £117.44 + £5.00 P&P 

SoundLAB SPM 12 AND 16 CH.MIXERS 
The 12 and 16 Channel SPM Series Of Studio Quality Mixers 
Are Ideal For Fixed Installation Stage And Mobile Use. 
* 48v PHANTQM POWER 
* BUILT IN POWER SUPPLY 
* 230V AC/50Hz 
* PEAK INPUT LEVEL LEDS 
* PRE FADE LISTEN (PFL) 
* SUB MASTER OUTPUT 
* COMBINED XLR/ VJACK 
* 60mm FADERS * CH MUTE 
* 2 STEREO AUX.SEND/RETURNS 
* CONSTANT PAN CONTROL 
* 3 BAND EQ WITH MID SWEEP 
* HEADPHONE/CONTROL ROOM 0/P 
* CD/TAPE INPUTS & OUTPUTS 
* BALANCED INPUTS & OUTPUTS 
* BUS ASSIGN SWITCH 
* MONITOR SEND 

PRICES SPM1202 4MONO MIC/LINE.4STEREO INPUTS £299.00 FREE 
:- SPM1602 (MONO MIC/LINE.4STEREO INPUTS £399.00 UK P&P 

STEREO DISCO MIXER MPX-7700 ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS 
* 4 STEREO INPUT 
CHANNELS 

* 2 DJ MIC INPUT 
CHANNELS 

* 2X7 BAND GRAPHIC 
EQUALISERS 

* HEADPHONE 
MONITOR WITH PFL 

* ASSIGNABLE 
CROSSFADE 

* DIGITAL ECHO 
STEREO DISCO MIXER WITH:- *2X7 GRAPHIC EQUALISERS *2 MONO MIC INPUTS *DJ MIC 
WITH FADER, TALKOVER AND VOICE CHANGER *4 STEREO CHANNELS WITH  INDIVIDUAL 
FADERS AND ASSIGNABLE CROSSFADE *CHANNELS SWITCHABLE, TURNTABLE NAG 
CARTRIDGE), CD, LINE, TAPE, ETC. *ECHO WITH BALANCE, REPEAT AND DELAY 
*HEADPHONE MONITOR WITH PREFADE LISTEN *CHOICE OF 6 SOUND EFFECTS .STEREO 
MONO SWITCH *2 X LED VU METERS *MASTER FADER *OUTPUT 775mV 
*SIZE:- 482X240X115mm *POWER:- 230V AC 50/60Hz.PRICE:- £169.00 + £5.00 P&P 

• ADIO MICROPH • NE 

O MP M OS-FET PO WER AMPLIFIERS 
HIGH PO WER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK 

OK ELECTRONICS 

1000's 
SOLD 
TO PRO 
USERS 

SIZES:-

itigh FLIGHTCASED 

41 0 LOUDSPEAKERS 

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take 
advantage of the latest loudspeaker technology and 
enclosure designs. All models utilize high quality studio 

cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles, wide dispersion constant 
directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel ball corners, 
complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures are fitted as standard 
with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands. The FC15-300 incorporates a large 

16 X 6 inch horn. All cabinets are fitted with the latest Speako econnectors 

for your convenience and safety.  Five models to choose from. 

PLEASE NOTE:- POWER RATINGS 
QUOTED ARE IN WATTS R.M.S. FOR 
EACH INDIVIDUAL CABINET. 
ALL ENCLOSURES ARE 8 OHM. 

 ,-15.15 inch speaker 
4  1-12-12 inch speaker 

ibl FC15 300 WATTS Freq Range 35Hz 20KHz, Sens 101dB, Size H695 W502 D415mm 
PRICE:- £299.00 per pair 

ibl FC12-300 WAITS Freq Range 45Hz-20KHz, Sens 96dB, Size H600 W405 D300mm 
PRICE:- £249.00 per pair 

ibl FC12 200 WATTS Freq Range 40Hz-20KHz, Sens 97dB, Size H600 W405 0300mm 
PRICE:- £199.00 per pair 

ibl FC12-100 WATTS Freq Range 45Hz-20KHz, Sens 100dB, Size H546 W380 D300mm 
PRICE:- £179.00 per pair 

ibl WM12 200 WATTS Freq Range 40Hz 20KHz, Sens 97dB, Size H418 W600 D385mm 
PRICE:- £125.00 EACH 

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL:- £12.50 per pair, Wedge Monitor £7.00 each 
. 0 lional Metal Stands PRICE:- f49.00 per pair Delivery:- £6.00 

  COLOSSUS POWER 

BASSimiD ) cr \.  ,ATIS X MID/ TOP \ 

2 WAY BASS/MID COMBINED 2 WAY MID/TOP COMBINED 

CYBERWAVE FMM 1000 
* IDEAL FOR:- LIVE BANDS, PUBLIC ADDRESS & KARAOKE ETC. 
*ON/STANDBY/OFF SWITCH MOUNTED ON MIC BARREL FOR EASE OF USE 
*100 HOURS BATTERY RUNNING TIME. 1 PP3 (NOT SUPPLIED) 
* SINGLE CHANNEL RF MICROPHONE 174.23 OR 174.56MHz 
* MAINS ADAPTOR FOR RECEIVER SUPPLIED * FM LOCK INDICATOR 

8 VOL CONTROL ON RECEIVER. PRICE:- £119.99 FREE UK P&P 

A BBi DELIVERY CHARGES:- PLEASE INCLUDE AS ABOVE.TO A MAXIMUM 
AMOUNT £30.00. OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM SCHOOL,COLLEGES, 
GOVT. BODIES,PLCs ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF v.A.T. SALES 
COUNTER.CREDIT CARD ODERS ACCEPTED BY POST PHONE OR FAX 

BARCLAYCARD 

WI =M 

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES 

VERY HIGH POWER LOUDSPEAKERS 
THE COLOSSUS RANGE OF LOUDSPEAKERS 
ARE DESIGNED FOR USE IN SUPERIOR HIGH 
POWER OUTPUT SYSTEMS. ALL MODELS ARE 8 OHM 

COLOSSUS 12MB:-* 12 INCH * 450WATT R.M.S. 
* 900 WATTS PEAK * Sens 98 dB.* Res Freq.55 Hz. 
* Frequency Range 40 Hz 3.5KHzPRICE £129.00 

COLOSSUS 15XB:-* 15 INCH * 600WATTS R.M.S. 
* 1200 WATTS PEAK • Sens 99 dB * Res Freq 35 Hz. 
* Frequency Range 30 Hz-1.0KHz PRICE £159.00 

COLOSSUS 18XB:-* 18 INCH * 600WATTS R.M.S. 
* 1200 WATTS PEAK *Sens 100dB.* Res Freq.30 Hz. 
* Frequency Range 27 Hz-1.0Kz PRICE £183.00 
ALL MODELS ARE DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREEIUK ONLY) 

SUPPLIED READY 
BUILT AND TESTED 

These modules now enjoy a world wide reputation for quality, reliability and performance at a realistic price Four 
models are available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market iv industry.I eisure. Instrumental and 
Eh Ii etc When comparing prices. NOTE that all models include torcedalpower supply.integralheat sink, glass fibre 
F' CO and drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter All models are open and short circuit proof 
THOUSANDS OF M ODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS 

OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts 
R.M S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz 
3dB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 45V/uS, T.H.D 
typical 0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. - 
110dB Size 300 x 123 x 60mm 

PRICE:- £42.85 + £4.00 P&P   

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts 
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz 
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/uS, T.H.D. 
typical 00015,. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R. -110dB. 
Size 300 x 155 x 100mm 

PRICE:- £66.35 + £4.00 P&P 

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts 
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz 
3dB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 60V/uS, T.H.D. 
typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110dB. 
Size 330x 175 x 100mm. 

PRICE:- £83.75 + £5.00 P&P 

011P/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts 
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz 100KHz 
-3dB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 75V/uS, 
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. 
110dB. Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 
Second Anti Thump Delay. Size 385o 210 x 105mm. 

PRICE:- £135.85 +£6.00 P&P 

OMP/MF 1000 Moe-Fat Output power 1000 watts 
R.M S. into 2 ohms. 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, 
frequency response 1Hz  100KHz -3dB, Damping 
Factor >300. Slew Rate 75V/uS. T.H.D. typical 
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110dB, Fan 
Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second 
Anti Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm. 

PRICE:- £261.00 + £12.00 P&P 

NOTE MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS: 
STANDARD INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND WIDTH 100101z OR 
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SENS 
775mV, BAND WIDTH 50KHz  ORDER STANDARD OR PEC 

B.K. ELECTRONICS 
UNIT 1 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, 

ESSEX, SS2 6TR. 
TEL.: 01702 527572 FAX.: 01702-420243 

Web:- http://www.bkelec.com E-mail:- Salesobkelec.com 



Electronics. Electrical and Mathematics Principles VG 

DC AC E lectm al Sem-Cord Cip-Amps  Math:  Digital Mea:ure Micro RIC. Toolbox Index Help 

Calculation: 

Conductor  1 

a POWER SUPPLY: Zemer Diode Series Resistor. 

Vin = 100V 

Zeno' Voltage = 5 IV 
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Electronics, Electrical 
& Mathematics Principles V6 

COMPLETE PC-BASED ELECTRONICS ELECTRICAL AND MATHEMATICS COURSE 
where the colourful oteractive graphics make it ideally suited for both personal study and a more enjoyable way of revising. 
Students frequen  mment of achieving improved grades as a result of combining the software with their existing studies. 

Currently used in hundreds s  c.  . susoort G  Cit  Guilds, BTEC,  sity courses' 

If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or improving 
your knowledge of electronics and maths then this is the software for you. 

CD-ROM for Windows '95, '98 & NT. 
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"Electronics Principles is a well thought out and 
comprehensive program that is also easy to 
install and stable in operation. It can be 
wholeheartedly recommended." 
Robert Penfold. Everyday Practical Electronics 
magazine October 1998. 

From Ohm's law and simple DC through AC theory to the latest 
PIC16F84 and PIC16C71 micro controllers where the architecture 
and complete instruction set can be explored through the interactive 
graphics. Mathematics are developed from simple number systems 
to solving linear equations and applying statistics. 

New topics in V6 include:- Circuit theorems, Norton, Thevenin's & 
Superposition... Magnetism & Electromagnetism... Motors, 
Generators & Transformers... Three phase systems... More on 
complex numbers... A beginners introduction to PIC's... Statistics... 
Single page colour printing... Faster graphics... 
PLUS: all the Electronics Toolbox routines, along with an Illustrated 
Components, Tools & Equipment Dictionary. 

A total of over 900 main menu selections. £99.95* 
Please telephone or visit our web site for more information. 

EPT Educational Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ. 
Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. Salesaeptsoft.demon.co.uk www.eptsoft.demon.co.uk 

*UK and EC countries add £2 per order for post & packing. VAT should be added to the 
total. 

Outside Europe £3.50 for air mail postage by return. 
Switch, Delta, Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number and expiry 
date. Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software. 


